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PUBLISHERS' NOTE 

This book is published in the History ofSind Series 
· planned by the. Sindhi Adabi :Board, which was established 

in i951 · by the Sind Provi11ciai Government t<Y'foster the 
· language and literature of Siud. The ·�1 · was: to produce 

a definitive. history of the country from prehistoric times 
till the birth. of Pakistan in �947· The original plat�, for 
eight volumes, was· subsequently amended by · dividing the 
fourth of these into two-. Thus the complete history- will 
no� be published in

. 
n,ine · volun1�, in three langu�ge.41, 

Sindhi, Urdu and English, in the following order:-
Volume I. 
A · general introduction, giving a full description of · 

the geographical and climatic features of the cotlntry, and 
tracing their inS.uence on its history throughout the period. 
The behaviour of the river Indus is examined, with the · 

cfCects of the changes of its course; and also accounts of the 
�ts of culture, the co�position of the population, and 
the local languages, recorded by observers at different. times. 

- Volwne II. 
. The Indus Civilization . Persian occupations. Alexand�r 

tilt Great'• invasion. Th� Scythians and their successor�. 
The Buddhist peri�d . . The Brahman dynasty and its fall. 

Volwne III. 
The Arab period� preceded by a bricfaccount of.the 

advent of Islam. 
· 

Volume IV .. 
The · Ghaznavis, Ghoris, �d their successors. The 

Swnras. 
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Volume V. 
The Sammas. · 
Volume VJ. 
The.Arghuns, Tarkhans and.Moghals. 

Volume VII. 
The· Kalho .. ras and the Daudpatras. 

Volume VIII. 
The Ta1purs. · 

Volume IX. 
The British period, th� Separation of Sind, and the'· · 

birth of Pakistan. 

The work of writing these nine voluincs wu assigned 
to different scholars; the first two to Dr. H.T. Lam brick, 
the well-known author of 'Sir Charles Napier and 

Sind' and 'John Jacob of jacobabad'. The 6rst volume 
written by Dr. Lambrick appeared in 1¢4 and the second 
now stands published. _Of the remaining volumes No. 
III is under pr:int, while research and the collection of data 
for volumes IV, V, and VI are in progress. Volume VD 
written by Maulana Ghulam Rasool Mihr' in· Urdu was · 
published in the year · 1958, its Sindhi translation appeared 
in 1963. Volumes VIII and IX are yet to be written. 

The Publishers acknowledge with thanks the .�oopcra
tion and help, extended by Mr. Aijaz Mohammed Siddiqui, 

: Manager, Sind U:0ivcrsity Press, Hyderabad Sind. in bringing 
out this volum�. 
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PREFMJE 
ro. mz SECOND EomoN 

This work was first published in 1964-, and had been extant for 
nearly two yean before I became aware, through the pages .or 
Stimlific American, (iss:ue for May 1966), of a theory propounded in 
explanation of the decline and fall of Mohenjo Daro which 

• I 
differed completely frQni that suggested i�'

. 
rpy book: though in 

· both a physic.al calamity was postulated. ·Deeming this 'other' 
'theory to be fundamentally - indeed, demonstrably - errorieous, 

I entered into correspondence on· the subject with. the ·�ate Sir 
Claude Inglis, the emi'nent hydraulic scientist and expert on th.e 
behaviour of rivers; and finding that he concurred in my views, 
urged '·him to deploy his unrivalled authority in elucidation of the 
problem. However Sir Claude, deeply engaged as ever in his own 
research, and reluctant to involve himseif in controversy, encou
raged me to argue my case in per.Jon. This I attempted in a paper. 
enti�led "The Indus ftood-plain and the 'Indus' Civilization", 
which appeared in The Geographical Journal at the end of 1967. 

Within a year Mr. D.A. Holmes, a soil surveyor who had been 
employed on the Lower Indu·s Project for sever.al years before and 
after the public'Ation of this fir�t volume of the History of Sind 
series, produced, also in The Geographical Journal, a paper which 
may be considered to confirm substantially the probability ·of the 
theory advanced by me. It bears the title "The Recent History of the 
Indus". Mr. Holmes's object was to outline the probable co.urse1 of 
the river Indus through Sind over the past two thousand years, 
using the evidence obtained from aerial photographa at a scale of 
1 : 40,000,, which were extensively used in· the mapping of land
forms and 'soils d.uring .the investigations of the J.,ower Indus 
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ProJeet. "The additional evidence obtained from aerial photo-· 
graphs",-Mr. Holmes observes, "in general gives further support to '· 
Lambrick's theories". That can best be gauged by.comparing four 
of the maps in this volume with the four in his paper which relate 
to broadly the same peri�s as mine. Mr. Holmes's Fig. 2, "show .. 
ing former courses of the River Indus" will be found to confirm 
the existence and alig?ment ·or' many of the "probable ancient 
courses an� branches cf the Indus'\ a coml?rehensive vicw o�which 
appeari in my map No. I. I had d'elincatcd these by inference from 
the a1certaine� contours of the flood-plain and a few surface traces 
without any assistance from the air, by m�ans of which Mr. Holmes 
determined the "former courses". As to the periods duting which 
particular couraei were active, my maps Nos. 3, 7, and 11 ma.y 

1 · be compared w_ith his Figs. 3, 4, and 5 (the ir;ivasion of Alexander 
the Great, the early Arab.epoch, and the sixteenth century A.D.). 

Mr. Holmes •tates: uAerial photographs have yielded no direct 
evide�ce for the location of the Indus at the time when the.Indus 
'Civilization flourished"; but adds significantly: "9ur knowledge 
of the later vagaries of the I ndu1 shows that the prosperity of any 
one district i1 somewhat tran_zicnt." 

If aiiything bas been published since 1968 in reasoned contra-
version of Mr. Holmes's views a.nd mine, I have unfortunately 

' remained unaware of it: and accordingly re-stated my own theory 
in the sec�nd volume of this series, Sind b1for1 IM M&rlim Coftfu1st, 
published in. 1973, in the chapter entitled "The Indus Civiliza
tion: zenith and decline.,. I have likewise to plead ignorance of 
any work describing Alexander the· Great'• withdrawal from 
Jndia, published within the last ten years, which phould cause 
me to.modify my own account, patticulady the interpretation of 
the early stages of Nearchus' voyage, as given in this volume. 
: Thu�· apa�t' from a few small correction1, the text of this Second 

·Edition of Sirul: a Gnurtd llllrod11dion is identical with that first 
published.· 

1975 H. T.L. 
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PREFACE 

. In this volume an attempt is made to ttacc the· inftuence of 

Sind's· geographical and climatic featur" on the
. country's history 

through the ages.· 
Such a survey involves recourse to authoriti�s in a variety of 

fields;· to ge�logists and hydrographers as wdl as archaeologists, 
. geographers and hiStorians. Those c�nsulte� ·arc mentioned in 
footnotes and references. Generally speaking, in descriptions, 
criticisms and other statements for which no authority is quoted, 
I liave depen�d upon per5onal observation. and on knowledge 
of the c:Ountry and people acquired during many ycan� residence, 
largely itinerant. Official duty

. 
fortunately aft"orded me the oppor

tunity of voyaging up and down die Indus between SuJckur 
·and the Delta before the Lloyd Barrage was completed ; and I was 
able to extend my acquaintance with the Province to many 
unfrequented parts when in charge of the Census of I�I. 

I am .. indeh.tcd to. so many persons during so long a period 
for information on particula� detail� about Sind that I can now 
only express my thanks comprch .. sively to them all. For the 
use made of'".such inforJD2tion I � solely responsible. · 

I acknowledge gratefully my obligations to the late Doctor 
U:M. Daudpota and to Professor N.A. Balocb for their cartful . 
reading of the ,original text · and the valuable criticisms, 
corrections· arid suggestions which enabled me· to improve it· in . 
many reipects. 
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My thanks are also due to Mr. K. E. Butler and other . 
memben of the Oxford University Press for the skill and care 
they applied to the reproduction of my maps: to Doctor.A.G.M. 
Weddell, Fellow of Orid �ollege� for devoting �uch time and· 
skiU tp the due preparation of my photographs for repr�
�uction as plates: to. Professor N.A. Baloch, · o� the University 
of Sind, for his assiduous labours on the proofs: and I am . 
grateful to my wife for a great deal of assistaDce. 

I am conscious of some inconsistency in �.spelling of 
certain names, geographical and historical, both in "the maps and 
the text-resulting from the varying preferences of different 
authorities consulted. While regretting such b1emishes, I do not · 

think they can. cause any mis�clerstanding by thr intelligent 
reader of what is illustrated or stated. 

H. T.L. 
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PUBLISHER'S NOTE TO 3rd. EDITION 
SINO-A GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

Research on Sind is notably lacking in studies 
dealing with the dynamics and development of Sind 
during pre - historic and historic . times . This book , 

the first of 9-Volume series, ini.tPtted by the _Board 
on History of Sind, is a mod�t .-atiePipt towards 
meeting that lack. The author presents systematie 
and comprehensive survey aq�_ a general sketch 
of the conditions of Siad prevailing during the 
period under study. The book has been well received 
by the general readers as well as the serious students. 
It is a valuable addition to the literature on Sind. 

First published in 1964,...,�rts second Edition appe _ 

ared in 1975. This Edition has been made possible 
due to the steps taken by the Government of Sind 
in strengthening the financial positio1,1 of the Board. 
The Board acknowledges with gratitude the finan<?ial 
assistance made available by the Government of Sind . 

Dated: :20th July 1986. 
. i 

Mohammad >.:Husain Turk : . .1 '., -.:: ·.-

. Secretary , · 
Sindhi Adabi Boird·. 
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GLOSSARY 

This i
.
s a book 3 bout Sind, and I have not hesitated to_ 

employ the ordinary Sindhi terms for .characteristic natural 
features and agricultural procedures. 

The more important such term .s occurring _in the text are 
given together with their meaning in . the subj9ined list. 

Barani 
Band, Bund ..... -

. Buthi 

Dhandh 
Dhoro 

Jabal 
Ka cc ha 

Kharif 
Ko his tan 
Lak 
Nai 
N ala, N ullah -
Pish 
Rabi 
Regis tan 

Sailabi 
Takar 
Taluka 

Wah 
Wahi 

Cultivation depend�nt. on. ran� .. 
Embankment protecting l�nd from floods. 
Mom1d· formed of remains from prehistoric 

settlement {lit, =tomb). 
Lake or marsh , hot necessarily perennial. · 
Bye-river, branch, _or for mer bed of Indus. 
Mow1tain. 
Unstable land within the regular limit of 

direct inundation from the Indus. 
Autumn crop. 
Hill country of Sind. 
Mountain pass. , . 
Perennial s.tream in hill cowitry. 
Watercourse in al.luvial plain, usually dry. 
Dried leaves of dwarf palm .. · 

Spring crop. 
Sandy ti:act: particularly that westward of the 
Nara, south of the Rohri hills . 
Cultivation of ground previously inundated., 
Hill (e.g. Ganjo Tak�r). 
Minor revenue and administrative . wiit 
. in Sind. 

Irrigation canal . 
Small irriga�ion channel. 
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I have in general rt"ferred to characteristic trees, shrubs. 

grasses and crops of the country by their Sindhi naml'."s. Those 
so mentioned, and the. species of one or two given in English, 
may be identified from their proper botanical names appended 
in the following list. 

Ak 
Babul 

Bahan 

Bajhri 

Brr 

(Cactus) 
Kandi 

Khabbar 

Khip 
Kirir 

Lani 

Phog 

,Sar .(grass) 
Sissoo, or Tali 
(Tamarisk) 

Til 

- Calotropis proccra. 
Acacia arabica. 
Populus euphratica. 

Penicillaria typhoideum. 

Zizyph m jujuba. 

Euphorbia nereifolia. 

Prosopis spicigera. 

Salvadora persica. 

Leptadenia spartium. 
Capparis aphylla. 

Salsola. 

Calligonum polygonoides. 
Phragmitis karka. 

Dalbergia sissoo. 

Tamarix gallica. 
" 

)) 
dioica. 
articulata. 

Sesamum Indicum. 
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. 1 
G E N ERAL GEOGRAPHICAL 

OBSERVATIONS 

SINn, properly rendered Sindhu, is primarily the indigenous 
name of the river known in the western world as the Indus. The 
erroneous form has prevailed because it was used by the compa .. 
nions of Alexander the Great in their narratives of his expedition, 
which achieved great popularity; and such a metathesis in the pro
nunciation of proper names is not wicommon in Oriental speech. 
We find a more correct version, Sinthos,. in a Greek work produced 
in the first century after Christ.1 

The name Sind was subsequently extended to the country 
watered by the lower Indus, that is below the confluence of the 
tributaries which similarly gave their collective name, the Panjab, 
to the country they traversed. · 

It is appropriate that this land should bear simply the name 
of the great river: for the river made it. The whole of this tract 
several hundreds of miles in length and up to one lnmdred in 
breadth, as we know it, has been carried and fixed in position, 
grain by grain, layer upon layer, by the water of the Indus. The 
soil trodden by the inhabitants of Mohen-jo-Daro, and by what
ever predecessors they may have had, was indistinguishable from 
the soil we tread today; Indus silt, modified by the action of heat, 
water and vegetation, stretching away in seemingly boundless flat 
expanse to the confines of the valley. Only, the land they knew 
some fifty centuries ago lay many feet below the present level of 
the plain of today; it met the sea far inland of the present coastline; 
and the contours of its surfa�, i� almost imperceptible falls in one 
or the other direction, may have differed somewhat from the 
well-ascertained profile of today, which itself is ·not appar�nt to 
the human eye. We shall make a closer examination of this 

plain of the Indus, the essential Sind, after taking a general ·vi� 
of the adjoining tracts. · 



2. General Geographical Observations 

The broad valley of the Indus is bounded on the left hand, or 
eastward, by the edge of the Thar, the great sandy desert of.India . 
which extends in almost Wlreli(!_vcd desolation for nearly three 
hundred miles of gradually rising ground up t� Mount Abu and . 
the Aravalli range. Southward of about the latitude of Jamrao 
Head down to the Rann of Cutch the boundary between the two 
-regions is almost as distinct as a sea shore, the sandhills rising · 

abruptly like a line of cliffs above the flat plain. Further to the 
north, sand dunes encroach upon the alluvial valley, and the 
Indus floods penetrate deep into the sandy country; thus the real 
boundary between the two tracts, of physically different origin, 
is very largely obscured. It may be assumed, generally speaking, 
to lie much further to the east in this region than is apparent. 
This variation between the southern and northern sectors of the 
sandy boundary is governed by the strength or weakness, the 
prevalence or absence, .of the south west monsoon. 

On its right or western side, the linlits of Sind proper would 
appear to lie along the edge of the gravelly slopes leading up to 
hill country which extends into . Baluchistan. But in fact the 
plain immediately adjoining this rising ground is formed of 
alluvium deposited from the hills, quite distinct from that deriving 
from the Indus. This tract, locally known ·as Kachho, and 
narrow for the most part, expands within the angle between the 
Suleiman range and the mountains running south from the Bolan 
pass to form a district of several thousand square miles. That 
part of it nearest to. the Indus plain is a flat desert of clay-like soil, 
virtually devoid of vegetable life; a natural barrier almost as 
formidable' as the mountains which form its othrr boundaries. 
To the existence of this desert is due the fact that this province of 
K.achhi has generally been associated politically with-the countries 
to the north westward rather than with those to the south east. 

The configuration of the mountainous t�act west of the plain 
of Sind correspgncls curiously with that of the eastern desert 
boundary, though in reverse order; that is to say, the northern 
sector from the edge of Kachhi down to the Manchar lake, forms 
a seemingly unbroken rampart: while from the Manchar south
wards detached ranges occur with strips of plain between them, 
the whole gradually broadening and dec;llning in height towards . 
the south, and offering no obvious boundary to the westward. 
Advancing in this direction across the Hab river and some minor 



General Geographical Observations 3 

hill ranges, we reach the plain of Las, which extends north warps 
from the sea coast about sixty miles, and measures half that distance 
at its greatest breadth. This tract is composed of alluvium 
deposited by the Porali river and some minor hill torrents; and 

. like the above-mentioned plain ··of Kachhi, . which it much 
· resembles, has at times been united politically with Sind, but more 

often separated from it. 
· 

. 

St-tch, in brief, are the regions varying portions of which have 
at different times been combined in the political entity known as 
Sind. It may be conceded that the sandy deserts belong physically 
to Rajputana, and the rugged hills to Baluchistan. In fact, the 
unlettered inhabitants of the Western Kohistan or the Kachho, of 
the eastern Registan or the Thar, will speak of ''going down to 
Sind" -the name to them still conveys its original meaning, of the 
plain crea�d and ever refreshed by the river Indus. The Province 
that we know today lies between 28° 30' and 23° 35' North 
Latitude, and 66° 42' and 71° 10' East Longitude. 

Sind was dubbed "Young Egypt" by some of the earliest 
British visitors to the country; and though we may now take 
exception to th� idea that it was far junior in civilisation, the 
similarity between the lower valleys of the Nile and of the Indus 
must always impress the observer. The same three parallel 
tracts, of arid hills, alluvial plain, and sandy desert, lie in the same 
order from right to left, the central valley in each owing its 
fertility not to rainfall but to the annual inundation of a great river. 
Climatically and geologically, in their characteristic flora and 
fauna, the affinities between the two countries are far more obvious 
than their differences. The traveller from Sind who goes by 
roaa from Suez to Cairo and thence through part of the Nile Delta 
into the Libyan desert, will be struck by the resemblance, stage by 
stage, to the country he has passed in a railway journey from 
Karachi by Hyderabad into Marwar. It may occur to him that 
the plain of the Nile above the Delta appears narrow in com-

_parison with the Indus valley: and s·J in fact it is. The mean 
breadth of the latter, from several measurements at right angles 
to the general direction of the river, taken at intervals," is not less 
than sixty miles for a distance of three hundred miles above the 
latitude of Hyderabad. 

· 

... The .climate of Sind is distinguished by great extremes of 
temperature, and by the scantiness and capriciousness of the rainfall. 



4 General Geographical Observations 

The atmosphere of the coastal regions is comparatively moist, and 
within the range of the sea breezes which· prevail for about four 
months a softening and coo.ling influence is perceptible far inland. 
But the force of the south west monsoon is largely expended 
before it reaches these latitudes; it brings little rain in the clouds 
which sweep in over the coast from June till September. Were 
it otherwise, the south western hill country is not sufficiently 
elevated to interrupt the pac;sage of these clouds, though the effect 
of tht monsoon is to be observed in slightly modifying the aridity. 
of the western slopes of the ranges. Rainfall during this season 
results usually from local atmospheric disturbance, in the· opposi
tion to the monsoon of other currents of air. For the most part 
the clouds are gradually evaporated in their flight over the heated 
land, with no more effect than to preserve the coolness of the wind. 
This is drawn with momentarily increased force across the 
so.uthern part of the Thar desert, to supply the place of the 
intensely heated air rising above the sand. In the Indus plain, the 
last breath of the breeze reaches Pad Idan, a hundred miles north 
of Hyderabad, but it is hardly felt to the westward of a line drawn 
between this place and the southern end of the Lakki hills. 

The region thus excluded partakes of the much severer 
climate of Upper Sind. Here the hot weather· lasts for full seven 
months, mitigated only for a few days by occasional rainfall, 
generally violent and of short duration. After April the nights 
become dose and stifling, and the thermometer may not fall 
bdow 100° until just before dawn; shade temperatures of 1 20° 

to 125° by day occur frequently, in May and June. The atmos
phere is intensely dry, and a gust of wind strikes like the breath 
of a furnace. 

While Sind considered physically falls into the three longi
tudinal tracts of hill ccnmtry, riverain plain, and sandy desert, as 
already mentioned, the inhabitants reckon it to be divided latitu
dinally into three climatic regions, known as Siro, Vicholo and 
Lar, corresponding with Upper, Middle and Lower Sind. Persons 
other than Sindhis simplify the climatic distinction into Upper 
and Lower Sind, and with this the political division of the country 
has often c.orresponded. 

The variation in climate between Upper and Lower Sind is 
not re.fleeted in any difference in the Bora of the two zones . The 
vegetation is characteristic of a rainless climate and a sandy soil, 
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largely impregnated with salt. A notable feature is the predomi
nance of plants and trees with small leaves, or none at all, and 
the large proportion of thorny species. The apparent co!\trast 
between the· verdure of the riverain and irrigated tracts o1i the 
one hand, and the hill and desert tracts on the other, is largely a 
matter of its relative intensity and distribution. Those familiar 
objects in the landscape of the Indus plains, babul and kandi trees, 
the tamarisk, the her, with dozens of lesser shrubs, are equally 
characteristic of the desert and the hills. It is indeed a poor 
relation of the babul that we find in the. desert: and the others tend·. 
to. be stunted in comparison with well-watered examples in the 

·Indus valley. But on ground favourable to a particular species 
it will occur, however sparsely, anywhere in. the areas under 
consideration; likewise the typical leafless shrubs of the desert, 
such &!S the khip and the phog, will be found on occasional patches 
of sand isolated among miles of rich irrigated land. 

The botanical region of which Sind is part extends over most 
of the Panjab, Western Rajputana, .Kathiawar and Cutch;. and 
though many plants common to other parts of India occur, the . 
stronger affinities are with the countries to the west-Makran, 
the hotter parts of Persia along the Gulf, Iraq and, as already 
mentioned, Egypt, in which the climatic conditions are similar. 

Much the same may be said of the animal kingdom, and 
particularly the birds, in Sind. Those classes which are n1ost 
characteristic of the country are equally typical of the extensive 
regions to the westward. The fact is,· that the Thar desert is a 
most effective physical barrier, isolating Sind from India proper; 
while the western hill country is no barrier at all, for all the$e 
important natural relationships. We shall see later that this is 
reflected in Sind's political history. 

We may therefore begin our detailed examination of the 
geography of Sind with its Eastern Desert area. 

NOTES 

t, The Prriplu� efthc Erythrran Sea, by an unknown author. 



2 
THE EASTERN DES ERT 

UNDER the action of the monsoon wind blowing in from the 
coast, as already described, the sand of the southwestern Thar 
has been hea�ed u� and hollowed out into huge �arallel ridges 
known as bhu, with valleys between them, havmg a general 
alignment from south west to north east-that is, in the same 
direction as the wind. 1 Transverse dwies connecting the longi
tudinal ridges occur as one travels further into the desert, and it is 
worthy of note that after about 150 miles, or beyond Barmer, the 
sandhills are all of this type-that is, at right angles to the wind. 2 
I mention this feature of part of the desert well within Rajputana 
as it helps to explain the opposite and very characteristic configu
ration of the sand hills on the border of Sind. All the Thar sand 
is wind blown; but its behaviour varies with intensity of the wind 
:which bears on it after it has come temporarily to rest. Sand 
hills start from accumulations against or in the lee of a solid object, 
and under light wind pressure tend to present a gently rounded 
profile towards it, and a steeper slope to leeward. Under a 
strong '\-Vind blowing steadily from one quarter the embryo sand . 
dune for:.ning in the open tends to take on a horse-shoe shape, 
open to leeward, and the two Htails" gradually incre:l$e in length 
as sand is deposited in the shelter they themselves. give. The 
windward slope also is liable to be flattened and furrowed, by the 
removal of the lightest grains, and the crest is constantly cut away, 
the w}lole taking on an elongated form, with a tendency towards 
forming separate ridges parallel with the wind. This process can 
be most com�enicntly observed in the vicinity of Karachi during 
the monsoon season. " 

The same wind blows very strongly and steadily, particularly. 
by night, over the south west of the Thar, and the regimentation 
of the dunes is accordingly longitudinal. The wind becomes 
concentrated in the intervening valleys, known as tali or 

· dahar, and takes on an increased transporting and eroding 
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p0wer .3 Sand accumulating in these valleys as the � 
slackens, or from casual winds at other times oft.he year, seldom.
becomes stabilised in transverse ridges, but is forced to conform 
to the generarpattern under the scouring action ()f the monsoon. 
Along the talis its force· is such that the hard alluvial soil 
w1derlying this part of the desert is frequently exposed along the 
bottom, though for the most part they have a shallow covering 
of sand. · 

Beyond Barmer the force of the south· west wind is mud� 
reduced and on the open plain the sand forms dw1es of the trans4 
verse type, presenting a broad gently sloping face to the south 
west, and a steep slope to the north east. Sand hills of this. shape 
prevail as far north as Bikanir. 

Thus seen from the air both the south west and the north east: 
halves of the Thar have the appearance of a dun-coloured sea under . 
the influence of a strong breeze; but the "waves" of the south 
west tract, which actually run parallel to the wind, are far longer 
and closer to each other than those of the north east, which are at 
right angles to it. 

While the general configuration of this desert can be best 
observed from au aircraft, particularly when the sun is low, the 
impression so gained will be in some respects misleading. The 
remarkable height of the bhits in the south western or Sind desert,· 
relative to the talis between them, will not be apparent; nor, 
from the respectable altitude which aircraft are wont to· keep 
above this tract, owing to the capricious up-and-down draughts, 
will the degree of vegetation which the sand supports be 
appreciated. 

To one standing on the highest point of a lofty bhit, perhaps 
1 so feet above the adjoining talis, this will be plain. The grey
whit� s;u1d is blotched all over with bushes -like spots 011 a 
panther, s ·hide, as Pliny described the Nubian desert and its 
oases seen from a hill. They are as thick on the crests of the bhits 
as on their flanks and in the talis. These grey-green or grey
brown blotches are composed of the leafless khip and phog, the 
booh, lani and tJ1e ak: superior to these in size and usefulness, 
but less common, are the kirir and the kliabbar-the latter, a 
salvadora, preferring salty ground: and on harder soil in the talis, 
the kandi and the her. Rotmd the wells, the kandi trc�s may 
attain a respectable size, but for the most part this vegetation is 
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stwited. Nevertheless it affords grazing for large numbers of 
camels and goats, and the desert is wirivalled for the excellence 
and variety of its grasses. These are scarcely perceptible for many 
months together, but as soon as rain falls start up in sudden luxu
riance. The sand is then covered with a tenuous veil of green, 
and the desert is at once beautiful and prosperous. , The grass is 
so superior to that of the irrigated plciins that large herds of cattle 
are driven into the desert to be fattened. 

Even in the most favourable season, however, water for man 
and beast has to be drawn from the wells sunk as deep as two or 
three hundred feet beneath the surface of the ta lis . 

Cultivation is naturally confined to small areas in the talis 
which are embanked to preserve the rain. Fair crops of bajhri 
are grown if there are several good falls at the favourable season; 
but the inhabitants are, and must always have been, primc.rily 
herdsmen, accustomed to procure grain from the plains where 
they sell their animals or their produce-ghee, hides and skins. 

The above description will serve for the greater part of the 
Thar desert associated with Sind. But there are cert.1in features 
peculiar to the central and northern tracts, where the "strike'' 
of the bhits and talis changes from SW and NE to nearly S and N 
and transverse dunes begin to be more common. About latitude 
26°30', and between 69° and 70° longitude the bhit and tali-ridge 
and valley-formation gives place to amorphous masses of sand 
piled up to a great height and covering altogether several hund
red square miles.4 These plateaux of deep soft sand, known as 
Drarens, change their shape with every breeze, and owing to their 
instability arc devoid of vegetation, and practically impassable. 
Since to the north of the Drarens we find the surface of the desert 
resuming the general configuration of ridge and valley as in the 
south, parallel to the wind, how should we accot�nt for the 

. occurrence of these huge accumulations� I think the comparative 
sofmess of the sand supplies the answer. This region must be at 
the extreme limit of the carrying power of the monsoon in an 
average season, in this the western sector of the wind's range. The 
heavier grains of sand are deposited earlier; only the lighter arc 
propelled thus far. If this theory is correct, it follows that the 
monsoon was formerly stronger than it now is, since it has shaped 
the desert for many miles to the northward in much the �ame 
forms as the south; thus the Drarens must. be considered as a 
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recent formation, probably superimposed on the older one. In 
fact we find a narrow belt of ridge and tali running on between 
two of the Drarens. 

It must seem strange that in the vicinity of these forbidding 
tracts of utter desolation occur the few lakes, or rather ponds, 
of sweet water that are to be found in the interior 1of the Thar ; 
while salt and alkaline lakes are numerous. They occupy hollows 
known locally as gochars, the water resting on the original 
alluvial day which bas remained &cc from the sand which 
surrowids thetn on all sides. Shallower depressions in the very 
midst of the vast billowy waste of the Drarens also contain verdure, 
and sometimes a little water or a damp quicksand, in the bottom. 
The occurrence of water in these places is due to · pcrcofation from 
rain falling over the huge expanse of soft sand, the lower layen of 
which, resting on impervious clays, must be in a constant state of 
saturation. Where the water rests directly on the alluvium, as in 
the majority of the dha11dhs along the fringes of the Drarcns, it 
is usually alkaline or salt ; but while in suspension in the sand, at a 
slightly higher level, it is generally sweet. 

Many of the alkaline 'dhandhs deposit trona, a sesquicar
bonate of soda, as the water evaporates in the hot season, and there 
is considerable production for export in a favourable year. The 
majority of these lakes are found in a sort of valley between the 
two Drarens known as Pur Chandar and Samoi, where as 
already mentioned the ridge and tali formation is perceptible. 
The dhandhs in fact occupy the talis, and are thus for the most part 
of an elongated shape, aligned south by west to north by east; on 
the other hand the gochars within the Drarem are quite irregular. 

· The third tract of the Thar associated with Sind extends 
northward of the belt of Drarens and lakes. Here the sand.hills 
being subject only to . comparatively light winds are less ;harply 
defined than the ridges south of the Draren country ; and as one 
proceeds seem to lie almost at haphizird. When studied more 
closely a double alignment is often perceptible, in · that large 
expmscs of sand arc often separated one from another by bands of 
alluvial waste land rwming roughly east and west; while the 
dunes formed on or within the sandy belts strike nearly north 
and south. 

The most remarkable features of the · tract are the ancient 
river beds which wind their way through the. midst of the waste. 
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These, as belongiJlg physically to the central valley of Sind, will 
be examined in detail hereafter. The encroachment over them of 
the sandy desert is due to the cessation of the waterways to carry 
a perennial or strong seasonal flow, which must formerly have 
swept away much of the sand as soon as it was deposited. Travell
ing over this area we find additional support for the theory already 
mentioned, that in all probability these southerly winds were 
formerly more powerful and rrsistent than they now are, when 
we observe the effect produce , for instance at Drib Dethri, where 
an ancient town has been overwhelmed by huge sand drifts. · 

The soil underlying the sandy desert associated with Sind, 
both in this former riverain area of the north, under the Drarens, 
and in the talis between the long lofty bhits of the south, is for 
the most_ part hard alluvium. It is probable that the low range 
of limestone hills running southward from Rohri, which will 
be described when . we deal with the other hill cowitry of Sind, 
may run on for some distance under the sand in which its southern 
end disappears; and we find rock of similar formation emerging 
from the sand hills about one hwidred miles to the east, not far 
from Ramgarh in Jaisalmir. Up to a line drawn at roughly this 
distance from the valley of the Indus the general level of the desert 
rises steadily, and extensive outcrops of rock occur near Jaisalmir 
itself, and about Barmer and Chotan. These rocky wastes, and 
the hills which rise like precipitous islands from the sea of sand, 
are of entirely different origin from the limestone ranges of Sind, 
as is also the Karwijhar . hill near Nagar Parkar overlooking the 
Rann of Cutch. On the other hand, the rocks of Cutch itself are 
mostly of limestone formation. 

Analysis of the sand far in the interior of the Thar, in Western 
Rajputana, reveals that it is to a great extent derived from degra
dation of the local rocks ; for grains of quartz predominate, and 
homblends and felspar are also common. All these miner;;tls 
occur in the lavas and granites which compose the majority of 
these hills. · The process, almost coeval with the appearance of 
these rocks, results from the very great alternation 0f temperature, 
causing regular expansion and contraction of their outer layers, 
aided by violent wind action. But La Touche found also, in 
apeci!llcns of sand collected from widely separated areas, particles 
of carbonate of lime, many of them fossilised foraminifera, 
which he is satisfied derived from the . Tertiary limestones 
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of Cutch. These must have been borne by the prevailing wind 
as far as 500 miles, in one instance noticed by him, north 
of Bikanir. s 

Whence then the vast deposits of sand in the Sind section of 
the Thar, between the valley of the Indus and the Rajputana 
rocks ? It is perhaps worthy of note · that the sand of the desert 
adjoining the valley of the Indus is much lighter in colour than 
that of the dunes between Barmer and Jaisalmir. I am not aware 
that the former has been scientifically analysed ; but on the analogy 
of La Touche' s investigations, it may be assumed to derive largely 
from denudation of the limestone hills in Lower Sind over which 
the same monsoon wind passes, lying south east of a line drawn 
from Karachi to about Manjhand, and including the Ganjo Takar 
south of Hyderabad. These are subject to at least equal alterna
tions of temperature and powerful winds with those operating on 
the hills of Cutch. But there is a much more obvious source, 
and in the vie\\'.' of Blanford the main one : from the deposits of 
sand left by the gradual recession of the sea which even in historical 
times covered part of the · lower Indus valley, particularly what 
is now the Delta country , and in all probability, much of the 
Rann of Cutch. Each successive coastline exposed, during a very 
long period, and acted upon by the south wes.t monsoon, contri
buted its sand to the overwhelming of the country to the north 
eastwa�d, 6 where the rainfall was scanty, and there were no large 
streams to carry off the sand to the sea again. 

The movements of this sand, at least, can be readily observed 
at many places on the existing coast, and along the lower reaches 
of the Indus where large banks of silt are exposed, whenever the 
south west wind is blowing violently. From a distance smoke 
appears to be sweeping close over the ground, as if from a heath 
fire ; at closer quarters the sky is darkened by the flying sand. 
Some of it will not travel far ; an obstruction close at hand may 
become the nucleus of a dune destined for many years of existence, 
whether on the same spot, or slowly-creeping forward without 
disintegrating. We are however concerned with that sand which 
finds only temporary resting places, from which the renewal of 
the monsoon wind in its full strength will drive it onwards, 
flying over the Indus, over canals, trees and cultivation ; till after 
years, perhaps, it reaches the Thar and, where at last the wind 
loses the power to disturb it, is added to the waste. 
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The former bed of the Indus north and east of Hyderabad must 
be the source of a good deal of this seasonally travelling sand ; 
and at many points between it and the Thar we find iso�ated 
masses which may be considered as halted on their journey from 
one to the other. The development of irrigation, and consequent 
intensifying of vegetation in the plains of Sind, must have slowed 
up this process very greatly. When sand dunes attain a consider
able height, and attract vegetation , they tend to be stabilised. In 
considering how the enormous quantities of sand now forming 
the Thar came to be deposited we have to call up a picture of 
vast areas of the plain as mainly bare, with thin scrub, as it must 
have remained for thousands of years, presenting few obstacles to 
the drift of sand. And we are irresistably reminded of the 
Sindhi proverb t ":}-:; i$. j; � ;: (Drop by drop a pond) . 

The manner of life of the inhabitants of the great sandy desert 
can have changed little since the earliest times. · They arc for the 
most part graziers, shepherds and goatherds ; with these occupa
tions are associated tanning and wool weaving. Agriculture is 
only undertaken when adequate rain falls at the appropriate 
season, and is confined to patches of low ground between the 
sand hills. The ploughs are often drawn by · camels. In the 
southern part of the desert there are extensive deposits of salt, 
precipitated by evaporation in dhandhs fed by rain and percolation, 
in much the same manner as the soda in the alkaline dhandhs of 
the north. These, from supplying the local demand for ages, in 
all probability, have in the last century or more. been exploited for 
large scale production. 

The pastoral people of the Thar live in huts built from the 
local brushwood in the form of a beehive of the old fashioned 
rounded sort. This form of construction does not require any 
large timber, and we may safely presume that it has been charac
teristic of the country since the earliest times. 

As the economy of the Thar is dependent mainly on grazing 
a complete failure of the rains in one year, or partial failures in 
two successive years, will cause a famine. The mortality will 
be mainly among . the cattle and sheep which the herdsmen are 
reluctant to drive out of the desert so long as there is some ·hope 
of rain ; so, in the end, the animals are often found not to have the 
strength to make the arduous journey into the irrigated country, 
and have to be abandoned. Camels and goats, being able to p�ck 
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_ up a living on the desert shrubs, suffer less ; but all animals h�ve to 
be watered from the wells by human agency, and if the people 
when they themselves move out of the desert are unable to drive 
them, they too must perish. At such times the principal tracks 
through the Thar will also be thronged with people mi�ating 
from Marwar, if the rains have failed there also. -The wells; many 
of which are two or three hlmdred feet de.ep, do not usually dry 
up from a single season's failure of rain, but the labour of drawing 
water from them becomes extreme in such conditions. 

In normal times a fair amount of trade proceeds by camel 
caravan between the Sind portion of the desert and Marwar, 
Gujerat and Cutch; and the tracks from Rohri and Khipro to 
Jaisalmir were formerly more frequented than they now are. 
The opening up of a railway through the desert has lessened the 
importance of some of the old trade routes, and brought new 
ones into being. 

After allowing for all such intercourse the fact remains that the 
· desert is an effective barrier between Sind and the countries to the 
eastward. It was found so by Mahmud of Ghazni and Muham
mad bin Tughlak when they crossed it from Gujerat with their 
armies. The fugitive Emperor Humayun, with a small 
entourage, passed through it from Jaisalmir to Umarkot at the 
height of the hot season, in confidence that his enemies would 
not follow him. Tradition relates that · when he regained his 
throne he had a tank of cut stone built at Ranak Dahar, now just 
wit:h¥i the limits of Sind, in gratitude for the inhabitants having 
brought him water when he was in extremity. 

But apart from a few such romantic incidents the Thar has 
been of little importance in the history of Sind. Except for the 
chance by which the Emperor Akbar first saw the light at 
Umarkot, it has produced no distinguished men. Its pastoral 
people have generally remained aloof from affairs on either side 
. of their inhospitable country, and have been little concerned 

· whether their overlords belonged to Rajputana or the Indus valley. 
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1, Memoirs oftht Gtological Survty of IHdla, XXXV: La Touche, Gtofogy of Western 

Rajputana, p. 13 ,  
2 .  M. G. S .  1., XXXV : La Touchc, Gtology of Wtsttm Rajputana, p .  37. 
3. R.D. Oldham, Gtology of build, (1893), p. -457· 
.f. M.G.S.1., XLVll, Part 2: Cotter, Tht Alltalint Laltts and tht Soda lndustf')' of Sind. 
5, M.G.S.I., XXXV: La Touch� Gtology of Wtsttm Rajputana, p. 10. 
6. Blanford notes (Gtology of Wtsttm Sind, M.G.S.I., XVII (1880), p. 155). "The upper 

surface of the limestone on Ganja Hill is worn into conspicuous grooves having a general 

direction of east-25°-north. These striae arc evidently due to the scouring action of 
sand transported by the wind." 
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TH E PLA I N S  OF SI N O. A N D  

TH E R I V E R  I N D US  
IF at the outset of Sind' s cold season, in this second half of 

the twentieth century' we take up a position in the midst of that 
part of the lower valley of the Indus which is irrigated from 
perennial canals, and look arowid us, the impression received is 
apt to be of the boundless productivity of the country. Our eyes 
tum from the fresh dark green of young wheat to the golden 
stubble of a newly reaped field of millet, and on to a cotton crop 
awaiting its last picking, the open pods dazzling like snow flakes ; 
following the line of a water course we npte the frequent home
steads and threshing floors, the vigorous growth of babul planta
tiohs, the noble trees overshadowing the canals ; and may call 
to mind that such scenes extend almost unbroken over an area 
little short of three hundred miles in length, with a breadth 
varying between thirty and eighty miles. Some mental effort 
is required to picture the same area in its natural state, untouched 
by human skill. 

There are indeed desert islands in this sea of cultivation : 
, sandhills, patches of waste land above irrigation level, jungle
covered broken ground below it. But to obtain the actual aspect 
of old Sind we should pass beyond the boundary of the Barrage 
areas, when we can yet traverse those vast open expanses, 
whether of land or water, which from time immemorial have 
been peculiarly characteristic of the Sind scene. Across the Jati 
salt flats or, at the opposite extremity of .the Province, the "Pat" 
of . Shahdadkot, which are almost devoid of vegetation, the 
curvature of the earth is as perceptible as on a calm sea. Elsewhere 
too the prospect is bounded by a dead level horizon all round : ·  
such trees o r  other objects as may intercept this straight 
ruled · line only emphasise its omnipresence. So also the 
htdus · in full flood, ten miles wide between the man-made 
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embankments, and submerging the greater part. of the Delta, still 
deserves its .ancient title of Mitho Darya, the fresh water sea. 
Equally characteristic are the rough grass · lands of . the Rohri 
�ivision, the endless - riverain jungles of tamarisk, the dhandhs 
with their dense covering of reeds. Indeed the essence of our 
Sind of y�terday lay in the sudden contrast between crude 
luxuriance and utter desolation : both are being tamed under the 
scientific net of irrigation channels. 

The prevailing wuformity is of course modified by differences 
in the natural v�etation, deriving from \rariations in the soil. 
There is the "paki ' ,  old alluvium in tracts once watered by river 
channels or overflows which have long since ceased to reach 
theni : hard compact gtound which rings wider a horse's hoofs, 
and is distinguished only by its comparatively light colour from 
the soil of the Kachho which derives from the hills, as shall be 
noticed hereafter. Herc we niay see the untidy, thorny kandi 
tree, the kirir or leafless caper, and the her, which can survive 
on the scanty rainfall alone. 

At the other end of the scale is the "wariasi", loose grey 
sand, and the allied light soils, almost white and of a texture so 
fine that they disintegrate virtually to powder, producing the 
notorious Sind dust, which causes so much discomfort. The mos� 
characteristic shrubs of the sandy tracts are the khip, twiggy and 
·ahnost leafless, and som�what resembling the broom of North
W est Europe, the phog, a plant producing a delicate tracery of 
leafle'S'S branches, and the ak bush, with broad leaves on spreading 
fibrous sterns. The light soils sustain a great variety of vegetation, 
abundant where there is water. 

Very characteristic of Sind is the "kalar,,,  soil which contains 
an excessive proportion of salts. Its composition has been known 
to include nearly forty per cent of sodium sulphate. In such 
ground, almost black in colour, and glutinous, no vegetation 
can subsist, but in the darkish brown me4ium kalar several species 
of salvadora, the Sindhi "khabar", flourish, p_articularly in Lo\'t"Cr 
Sind. In the north we find wild indigo and a few other small 
plants in kalar of similar composition. These tracts {>resent a 
depressing appearance. Often the subsoil- water, rising by capil
larity to the surface of alhline soil carries . the salts with it, and 
diese become concentrated by evaporation, producing a crystalline 
efilorescence highly prejudicial to plant growth.. Profes.1or 
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Piggott has aptly described this feature as "a Satanic mockery of 
mow" : yet in fact it often announces the stage when by leaching 
·with canal water the land may soon be made fit- for rice cultiva
tion. It is when the �alts arc present to a great depth that there is 
no prospect . of reclamation. 

. 

. . · . . 
. 

· 

· 

It is a relief to turn from the kalar to the kacho, a light loam 
resulting from recent inundation. This soil is amazingly fertile ; 
a month or two after subsidence of the waters the banks of . 
alluvium so named, exposed beside the Indw, mil be green with 
countless sprays of tamarisk seeded from the adjoiningjungles ; and 
if these are not washed away in the following flood season, there 
will be a dense growth of low bwhes in a year's time. Even the 
best land in the canal-irrigated area, which is perennially refreshed 

. with a- modicum of Indus silt, is seldom equal in productivity to 
the bes� riverain kacho; all except the highest class of rice land is 
liable to deterioration by constant anntµ} cropping. 

Such arc the principal soils of the Indus plain . .  That p�ain, 
to all appearance a dead . _ level throughout its twenty thowand 
square miles, has in reality a compound slope : the longitudinal 
fall in accordarice with the general direction of the Indus and from 
the same axis, a double declination, less regular, to either :side 
roughly at right angles to the former. This ·profile is typiCal of 
"alluvial" rivers in the third main division of their course. It · 

· results from two characteristia of such rivers : the . insufficiency . 
of their channel to carry the largest flood discharges, and · the 
vast quantity ofsilt swpen·ded in their water. . 

· · 

At no very remote geological epoch, the sea extended over 
the greater part of what ?re now ·the plains of North West India 
and the basin of the Ganges. On the emergence of the surrowid
ing hills, .  in the Tertiary period, new rivers joined with those 
antecedent to reclaim the ground from which the sea was in 
retreat. That old sea bed is now filled with a mass of alluvium 
several thousand feet in thickness, entirely Huviatile in origin. 
The rivers debouching from the hills through which they take an 
impetuous course cut deep into the sub-montane plain which is 
formed partly of detritus from their outer Banks, and run for many 
miles below its general level. This is the . second phase of the 
rivers' course, in which the gradient is still sufficient to cause a 
rapid flow at all seasons, and by erosion they have carved out beds, 
known as khadir, many miles wide, within which they constandy 
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meander, while between �>ne such river and the next remains a long 
. tongue of high land, the "bhangar" or "bar". The North East 
half of the Panjab is of this conformation. The scour and lateral 

. erosion, mixing vast quantities of silt with the water, . reduces the 
· rivers' speed, raises their beds, and thus lessens their avulsive 

tendency; and in the third phase they run as in Sind not far below 
, the level of the surrounding country, in the fair season. 
· 

• During the Ina?dmum flood � these rivers, due to the partial 
melting of the Himalayan snows and to rain iµ the lower ranges, 
their discharge becomes greater by � much· as ·  twenty . to forty 

· times that of the lowest fair weather period; similarly their width 
increases ten tQ twenty-fold, and their velocity may be double and 
their silt 'burden infinitely greater than that of the cold weather. 

· The khadirs may be filled almost from side to side, . but the 
highest Rood will not surmount, though it may sometll:nes erode, 
the high banks· of the bars. Lower down the bed is quite 
incapable · of containing the flood; the river tops its banks and the 
turbid water pours over the country on either side. Its velocity 
is now greatly reduced, and the silt drops ; _first, th� heaviest 
and most angular particles, and so on to the most minute, the 
quaritity deposited gradually lessening as the overflow· ·advances 
further from the river. As this process continues, the surface of 
the country is gradually formed with very gentle slopes down
ward from the river, which thus runs al�g a broad �idge instead 
of in the lowest part of the valley like a non-alluvial.river� Sooner 
or later, the river will work itself off the ridge and will take a new 
cour

.
se. Along this again the same 

. 
slow pr

. 
ocess of bed-raising 

and ridge-forming will take place ; a valley will be left between 
the old and th� new raised channels; and eventually the river will 
break into this and begin to raise it also. 

Thus with the lapse of many thousands of years the whole 
surface of the country has been raised in accordanc� with the 
course taken from time tp time by the Indus : the hollows which 
regularly receive · silt-bearing water gradually tend to . level up, 
by the precipitation of its content when the ft.ow is arrested, while 
. those more Clistant will be filled by water which has already shed 
,its burden.; 

.
. 

The general tendency
. 

is for irregularities produ�d 
;�o .. be partially smooth�d out agam . .  Nevertheless a level line 
,taken transversely across the plain of $ind will record a 1uccession 
.of these flattened "ridges' with .flattened "valleys" between, 
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though to the eye they are all but imperceptible. Longitudinally, 
the slope to the sea will be found virtually uniform. , 

The great bulk of the silt suspended in the Indus water is, ·of 
course, carried forward down the channel. Large quantities are 
deposited on the bed as bars that lead to the formation of over
flow side escapes, as already mentioned : these, during the 
�nundation season, may develop into new main channels, while 
the old ones are obstructed, thus altering in detail the course and 
regime of the river. Similarly, the soil conditions of the bed and . 
banks are constantly changing the whole way down the course. 
The river has to adjust its velocity to what these can endure, and 
where the soil is particul�rly friable will do so by Battening . its 
own gradient. This it effects by lengthening its course in the only 
way practicable-increasing its tortuosity. 

In contrast to these continuous local changes and adjustments 
-whenever the river cuts off a horseshoe bend, it will make a new 
bend of equivalent length, to maintain its length-the Indus has 
a strong tendency to maintain its general direction and regime. 
For long periods its meanderings might not extend more th�n 
five or six miles to either side of its axis ; the throwing off of a vast 
quantity of flood water laterally was a normal feature of the river 
in its natural state, and very seldom induced a complete alteration 
of its course. Owing to these spills, in fact, the Indus formerly 
had a continuously diminishing discharge as it approached the sea. 

Much the most remarkable feature of the existing course 
of the Indus in Sind is its passage through the low limestone 
range which from a point a mile or two north west of Sukkur 
runs past Rohri for some forty miles nearly due southward. 
The river makes its way through the range by a gorge at the 
mouth of which lies the rocky island ofBukkur. Below Bukkur . 
and above the smaller island of Sadhbela the breadth of the 
channel from shore to shore is a mere six hw1dred yards. In the 
plain upstream of the gap the bed of the river attains · its maximum 
width, permitting a swing of tvvelve miles. 1 At first sight it may 
seem inexplicable that the river should elect to confine itself to a 
narrow passage through rock when only two miles to the north
ward the alluvial plain offers it an unimpeded path many miles 
broad, at a relatively low level, by which it could rejoin its 
existing course down stream. Alternatively, by extending its 
left hand swing above the gorge, the Indus could How on t.o 
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ground sloping down into the Nara valley, and so pass the Rohri 
range on the· east. It has frequently dispatched immense volumes 
of flood water· in both these directions : yet for the past seven 
centuries (according to positive historical evidence) and perhaps 
for a much longer period, it has maintained its course through the 
Bukkur gap. 

The explanation of the river's faithfulness to this narrow bed 
lies in the attractive power of the gorge itsel£ Its bottom lies 

... some sixty feet below flood level, and thus much deeper than 
the bed a little way up stream; we should here regard the natural 
capillarity of the water as an unbreakable chain pulled relentlessly 
down into it. The question remains, how the Indus ever came to 
adopt such a path. The geologist R.D. Oldham thus explains 
it : "In former times the Indus wandered over the plain which 
surrounds the Khairpur Hills, raising the level . . . . . .  of every part : 
during the latest phase of this process, previous to the origin of 
the existing conditions, it Bowed east of its present course and, 
having raised the level of ·the growid there, wandered away 
westwards ; by this time the surface of the alluvium had been raised 
till it was level with a gap in the Khairpur Hills at Rohri, and as 
the alluvium south of the ridge. would probably be at a consider
ably lower level than on the north side, the waters of the Indus 
having once found an outlet through this gap, would soon 
establish a permanent course for themselves"2-i.e., by scouring 
the bottom of the gorge. 

, 

· 

Oldham does not suggest what course the Indus took to reach 
the sea before it adopted the Bukkur· gap-a question which I shall 
attempt to answer hereafter. Meanwhile we may transfer our 
attention to the lower reaches of the river. 

In a scientific sense, the third main division of alluvial rivers' 
courses is Deltaic, and the whole of the Sind plain naturally falls 
within this category. It is still physically possible for the Indus 
to proceed to the sea by two branches separating far above the 
latitude of the northern boundary of the province ; and in a remote 
period when, of course, the sea occupied a great portion of the 
existing plain, it doubtless did so. When we come down to . 
historical times we shall find the river dividing into two branches 
a hundred miles or more above the modem point of separation, ; 
and apparently at not less than that distance from the then coast. 
The Delta of an alluvial river like the Indus is formed, generally 
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speaking, where its waters feel the retarding effect of contact with 
the ocean. This influence could not possibly have extended up to 
the dividing point of these hwidred-mile arms. They exemplify 
the persistence of the old pattern long after the prime formative 
iri.fluence has withdrawn and is actually operating lower down, 
tow�ds the mouth probably of both branches. Thus a large 
superannuated Delta and one or more smaller active Deltas were 
liable to co--exist. 

As it ·aoes· not seem practicable to distinguish the old and 
the new formations by name, I must ask the reader to bear in mind 
the important difference between them : the land between the 
arms of the old large Delta would in no wise differ from the plain 
above or on either side, while that within the new or active Delta 
would be liable to constant flooding, and to be totally submerged 
during the inundation season. 

The Delta proper, then, is a theatre of conflict between the 
river and the sea, resulting in the creation of new land. The river 
water, meeting with resistance from th� sea, spreads out more or 
less in a fan-like shape and deposits the mud which it carries, until 
land is formed; which gradually rises above sea level.J  As the 
Delta advances; the slope of the bed and of the surface of the river 
must gradually become less and less, since the length of its channel 
increases, while the mean level of the sea is constant. . The 
alluviwn which forms this new land is particularly soft, being 
formed of the minutest particles of silt which have remained in 
suspension at the end of the river's course, the heavier material 
having already been shed at earlier stages. For these reasons, and 
in the case of the Indus owing also to the increased resistance at 
high tides, the stream will throw off branches and these again are 
likely themselves to bifurcate, all throwing silt into the sea, and 
extending the dimensions of the fan-like submarine molllld, more · 

and more of which gradually emerges. 
· The river channels in the Indus Delta all tend to raise them

�elves ori "ridges", by the same silting process as has been explained 
111 respect of the lower courses of alluvial rivers generally, and 
the accretion is comparatively rapid; for whenever they are 
running fairly full, and not only during the flood season, the high. 
tides will cause them to overflow their banks and submerge the 
adjoining land. The low ground between these branches of the 
river forms natural reservoirs which arc drained durlng the 
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succeeding ebb tides, a portion of the water impow1ded retuntlng 
_ to the channels and increasing their scouring power. . These 

channels are nevertheless extremely unstable, and a map of the 
Delta is liable to be found inaccurate within a year or two from 
its making. 

· Vegetation plays a useful part in reinforcing the soft soil of 
the Delta against the erosive attacks of Indus floods and monsoon 
seas. In the upper part, the country is covered with tamarisk 
jungle ; lower"down the elephant grass binds the earth together 
with its far-reaching roots ; and nearer the coast, in the tidal creeks 
and salt m:arshes, the mangrove is ubiquitous. The natural 
fertility of this region surpasses all else in Sind, but the country is 
unhealthy, and habitation and agriculture alike precarious. The 
lack of variety in the perpetual jungle and the dead level of the 
ground _invest this regio11 with a peculiar monotony to the view. 

Much interest attaches to the rate of growth of river deltas ; 
the amount by which in a given period the land will encroach on 
the sea. Investigation of this subject4 may be said to have begun 
on the Nile, and it will be instructive to compare its statistics 
with those o( the Indus as both are alluvial rivers, and very alike 
in their working, though with significant variations. 

The valley of the Nile, from the First Cataract at Assuan to 
the head of �e Delta at Cairo, measures about s2s mil� in length. 
but its width averages a. mere four miles, with a maximum of 
fifteen, between the "cllifs" of the desert. Withiri this narrow 
corridor the river oscillates, running like the Indus on a ridge 
formed from its own seasonal overspill. The annual flood of the 
Nile is much more steady and deliberate than that of the · Indus. 
Its average maximum discharge is much les� : 300,000 as against 
400,000 cubic feet per second, and the disparity is even more 
marked in the silt content of its water in the flood season, the 
proportion by weight of silt to water being one part in 23 7 in the 
Indus, �d only one part in 666 in the Nile.s  

It has been estimated that the Indus, during the hundred days 
of the inundation, . carries abeut 1 ! 9  millions of cubic yards of silt . 
to the sea, while for the Nile calculations produced a· figure for 
the whole year of roughly 40 millions of cubic yards. These 
quantities would be sufficient to cover 3 8 square miles and 13 
square miles respectively, to a depth of one yard.6 It is  evident 
therefore that were other factors governing the growth of the two 
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deltas equal the Inqus delta would increase at more t�an thrice the 
speed of that of the Nile. Actually, .the <lifiercncc must be some

what modified by the relatively powerful action of the Arabian 
Sea, particularly in the monsoon season which coincides with the 
Indus flood period ; while the Mediterranean is tideless. 

· '  The Nile Delta can be shown t� have grown longitudinally 
by 3 8 miles in the space of 2300 years, that is by 29 yards per 
annum : but the rate of advance is fo�d to have been v:ery .much 
slower during the past century. Surveys of the Indus Delta only 
began in this latter period : and the first comparison revealed that 
in ten years the banks at the main embouchure· of the river had 
advanced lf miles.7 On the other hand, a marked diminution 
was found to have taken place in banks at the front of channels 
which at the time of the first �urvey had been active, but sub-

. sequently ceased to discharge · ariy appreciable . volume. - The 
growth of the. Indus Delta must theretore not be conceived as an 
equal if small advance all along the convex face which it presents 
to the . sea, but as a very r�pid accretion in front of the main 

. branch of the river, and proportionately less before . the minor 
. outlets ; while

. 
along the rest of the face-much the greatest part__;, 

the shore line may be virtually stationary for a . long period, and 
may even recede locally. Then the river elects to disc�ge 
its· main volume by another mouth, and the theatre of rapid 
advance shifts also. · 

Evidence for exceptionally large encroachments by land �n 
sea within a comparatively short period is available ; but there is 
little to d�monstrate the extent of the opposite process. We know, 
for instance, that about 97 square miles of new land was formed 
at th� mouths of the Indus between 1873 and 1904. 8 This was 
near the centre of the Delta's seaward face, and here still are the 
chahnels which carry the main discharge. The land projects 
appreciab�y beyond the regular arc described by the coast_ of the 
Delta between the Gharo and Kori creeks, its limits on either side. 
There can be no doubt that the rate of extension has been enhanced 

i by the. progressive embanking of the river above the Delta, which 
· was . �lmost · complete for many years before the last few flood 

passages were closed, about 1930.8• We know that the river's 
main outlets have been in much the same sector of the Delta, near 
the· centre, f�r more than a century ; before that they were further 
to the north west. Nearly two hwidred years may have elapsed 
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sine� the Indus discharged a large body of water with ar1y �egularity 
down channels of the south eastern part of the Delta ; yet it does 
not appear that the sea has reversed the process, and gained on 
the land, to any marked extent in this area. It is difficult to avoid 
the conclusion that the action of the sea, tidal though it is, is not 
solely destructive ; the battering of its waves · must help also to 
consolidate the soft deposits from the river.9 

An allied question of great interest is the rate. at which the 
surface of the plain of Sind as a whole has been raised by the work 
of the Indus. 

For this purpose we may again take note of the calculations 
made in respect of the Nile ; these arrive at figures varying from 
a little over three inches to nearly five inches rise per century. 10 
The area of the alluvial valley of the Nile, from the First Cataract 
to the he·ad of the Delta, measures a little more than 2100 square 
miles, and is only about a. ·q�ter of the area of the Delta itself. 
The alluvial plain of the lower Indus, reckoning from the junction 
of the Panjnad near Mithankot, must occupy at least 20,000 square 
miles exclusive of the Delta which is far smaller than that of the 
Nile. Very roughly, the area of land formed of � 1 1uvium from 
the lcwer Indus may be counted as double that deriving from the 
action of the river Nile. 

As the silt content of the ,Indus water is three times greater 
than that of the Nile, and its average flood discharge greater by 
one third, we should expect the surface of the plain of Sind, though 
at least double . the area of alluvial Egypt, to have risen by more 
than gypt' s four in<;hes a century, at least in the areas close to the 
beds which the Indus has occupied during the last two or three 
thousand years. As it happens, a valuable check to these rough 
calculations was· provided by the excavation of the ruins of 
Mohen-jo-daro : and it is now assumed that the centr"l portion of 
the plain, in which the Indus has chiefly run during the last 5000 
years, has risen by thirty feet, or over seven inches in a century. 
It is estimated that close to the river, where this has kept a fairly 
constant course for a century, the rise may have been of the order 
of one foot ; at a distance the average would be correspondingly 
less. 1 1  . 

' 

It has to be · home in mind that the present regime of the 
lower Indus is very different from that adopted by it in its 
natural state. The overspills of the flood season are · prevented 
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from spreading as of old across the country by the protective 
embankments which are now continuous on either side of the 
river down to the head of the Delta. The effect is to increase the 
flood discharge of the river downstream, and to raise the narrowed 
marginal land between the two lines of embankments to a height 
which actually increases the danger of a complete change of 
course, whenever serious breaches occur. 

The land beyond the embankments now receives its water 
from the Indus indirectly, tluough the medium of canals which 
may have brought it two hundred miles to a spot from which the 
river itself may be distant only two hundred yards. The canals in 
the Barrage zone have been aligned along the parallel flattened 
ridges12  which represent the remains of ancient courses of the 
Indus ; and by this means all the intervening land is readily within 
command. The gradient of the canals, again, is that which will 
allow the water to bear along its burden of silt till it deposits it in 
the fields. Thus artificial irrigation is performing for the coWltry, 
most regularly and thoroughly, what the unrestricted overspill 
did partially and erratically ; and year by year the traces of old 
river beds and channels are becoming obliterated. Their course 
is still usually well known to the country people to whom the 
difference of a foot or two in the level of the ground is of no little 
importance for their cultivation. The experienced observer 
passing through the fields will come to recognize these shallow 
depressions for what they are, though the . eye is distracted by 
artificial watercourses and banks numing across them. They 
can best be seen on an extended scale from the air. The plain 
�hich when traversed on horseback appeared so featureless, with 
its rectangled fields and straight water channels, may from five 
thousand feet up be found to be diversified with shadowy ghosts 
of rivers, winding on majestically mile after mile, their outline 
often made clear by the superiority of the crops standing in 
their beds. 

Though the Indus has been deprived by the continuous 
emhankmcnt lines ofits natural flood escapes, their want is to sonic 
extent supplied by the very heavy withdrawals of the canals at 
Sukk.ur ; but we are liable to be reminded that the canals cannot 
take more than their full supply, while the fodus discharge ,at 
Sukkur in high flood has been known to exceed its average 
maximum by almost hundred per ccnt . 1 3  In such circum-
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stances something must give way; and i11 1942 we saw the 'bunds' 
above Sukkur breached on either hand, and the high drama of the 
old time inundation re-enacted. An immense body of water 
invaded the low-lying cowitry north of Sukkur and Shikarpur, 
� advanced steadily westward on a front some three or four 
miles broad, turning �outh west and then .south, till after a course 
of about 180 miles it reached the Manchar Lake.14 This was the 
identical path periodically taken by floods before the Sukkur 
Begari bund was completed, of which one used to hear from. old 
·men in Larkana district, and never expected would occur again. 
From Saro dhandh onwards, that is for the second half of its 
course, this .flood follows the lowest valley line on the west, where 
alluvium from the Indus meets alluvium from the hills. 

Somewhat similar was the path taken . occasionally in former , 
days by floods leaving the right bank of the Indus further to the 
north, below Kashmor; these flowed nearly due west through the 

· Frontier district, again more or less along the meeting line of river 
and hill alluvium, bending a little southward near Mohmal and 
uniting with the track of the flood . first mentioned between 
Bagodero and Dostali. The depression which marks the 
second half of this flood's course was formerly well known as the 
"Sind Hollow" . 1  s 

Both these great local inwidations of north west Sind were 
liable to be augmented by flood water from torrents of the hills 
to north and west, hea\ry rain often coinciding with the greatest 

' discharges of the Indus. 
The exceptionally high river of 1942 also breached t11c 

Kasimpur bw1ds o� the left bank above Rohri, flooding tl1e 
cowitry towards the upper reaches of the Nara; this area too was 
freq ucntly subject to overspill in former times. But it is 
sufficiently obvious from the appearance of the country that the 
whole of the Rohri . Division between the river and the descrt16 . 
has been constantly traversed by floods. The most notable and 
the most regular, perhaps, was that which left the Indus in the 
depression at Ghauspur,17 in Bahawalpur State, the water of 
which after a course of about 120 miles would frequently pass 
some distance down the Nara ; however, the whole of this cotmtry 
is seamed with clwmels and depressions, connected with olcJ, 
beds of the Indus, and with the river running at a high·level most 
of these would contribute their quota to the general inwidation. 
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°It would nevertheless be a mistake to suppose that the over

spill in the flood season habitually passed across the country in 
broad sheets of water. Much more often it would concentr:\te 
into defined flood channels which would scour out their beds ; 1 8  
these again when filled to excess would overspill, and perhaps 
throw off branches. Here we may recognize the origin, centuries 
ago, of the main arteries of irrigation under the Kalhoras, the 
Talpurs and the British ; such "canals" as the Ghar and the Western 
Nara. · The absence of spoil banks and remarkable tortuosity of 
these great waterways sufficiently declares their natural origin . 19 
Their great age could be judged from the fact that their courses 
had ceased to coincide, as they must once have done, with conti
nuous valley lirles or depressions ; they have evidently reclaimed 

. land in the same manner as the Indus itself.20 In contrast with 
these, the majority of the old inundation canals on the left bank 
which could be presumed to have been flood channels of the Indus · 
took a· devious course along the lowest lines of the country, and 
may be reckoned as much later in date. 2 1 · 

The main canals in th�\former delta region beginning a little . 
south of Hyderabad, such as the Kalri, Baghar, Pinyari and Sata, 
are well known to h�ve been at various periods main outfalls 
of the Indus to the sea. 

We can proceed to sketch the general aspect of Sind as it 
appeared a thousand or more years ago, with fair confidence in 
the accuracy of our impressions. The contrast which is noticeable 
today between extreme fertility and utter desolation was far rriore 
abrupt, and the proportion of verdant to waste or desert land very 
much smaller. But the wooded or jungle-covered tract along 
each bank of the river was actually larger than at the present time, 
extending far off along the channels and flood tracks which at short 
intervals broke away from the Indus, like branches from the trunk 
of a tree. These jungles probably included less heavy timber than 
the riverain forests of today, in which the high water level 
of the inundation season, due to the embanking of the river, 
favours the growth of the bahan and babul in particular. But 
we may be sure that thickets of tamarisk and kandi overspread 
every hollow where water regularly passed or st0od, the height 
and densitj of the jwigle revealing the ordinary duration of the 
flooding. 2=1- Along the regular inundation channels, as the Indus 
was '.left further and further behind, the vegetation would gtow 
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progressively thinner as the average period of watering declined 
from four months in every year to . a few days . in every 
second year, or e\ ·en less often; At length the channel can 
be recognized as a shallow depression, with a little clay in it; and 
only a few stunted kandi and her trees, capable of surviving long 
periods of drought, indicate that water sometimes reaches a spot 
in the midst of a thirsty desert waste. 

These expanses of dun coloured oil, much of it devoid of all 
vegetation, in places noisome with salt efflorescence, elsewhere 
supporting a sparse and thin. scrub, occupied a very large pro
portion of the plain of Sinrf ; but it is as tedious to linger over 
these in the description as in physical fact. 

Approaching the river again, we may notice masses of grey 
sand thrusting out from the jungle belt, and spreading fan-like over 
perhaps several square miles of country beyond, . indicative of a 
new, it may be ephemeral, eruption of flood water ; similarly 
changes in the various channels' course will have left behind huge 
accumulations of coarse unfertile silt. By contrast, broad 
stretches of lowland adjoining these will be dotted all over with 
tussocks of sar-grass ; and the deep-scoured beds . of the deserted 
bye-rivers will remain as lakes, fringed with rich and varied 
vegetation. The great number and size of these "dhands", 
including other hollows in which spill water stands almost 
throughout the year, was indeed a characteristic feature of old 
Sind. Pride of place among them must for ages have belonged, 
as now, to the Manchar Lake, which occupies a deep basin between 
the western hills and the Indus, in Central Sind. It receives the 
drainage of a large area of the hill country and is the receptacle 
also of the exceptional overspills from the river's right bank in 
Upper Sind. A more regular feeder was the Western Nara, 
already mentioned as a very ancient flood-channel from the Indus. 
Its waters used to reach the lake during the inundation season 
after a winding course of almost 150 miles, the direct distance 
being little more than 80. The excess water of the lake drained 
off through the Aral river into the Indus ; but only after the latter 
had fallen appreciably below its inundation level. . While in 
flood the Indus also fed the Manchar through the Aral, which thus 
presented the t:urious phenomenon of a river forced to flow 
backwards up its bed.33 
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We have become accustomed to think of the Indus as flowing 
down to the bifurcation of its delta in a single stream, save for minor 
and ephemeral loops and side channels not diverging far from the 
main bed. This idea of the river's behaviour has probably gained 
strength from the absence of anything in the descriptions of 
Alexander the Great's companions to suggest that it was otherwise 
when they sailed on it, twenty-two centuries ago. Yet even 
without the direct evidence of Arabian geographers, that in their 
time the river in Central Sind divided and reunited, after insulating 
an extensive district, 24 we should expect such developments 
occasionally in the "natural conditions" which we have been 
considering. It may be accepted incidentally that the greater the 
length of such a double channel, the less likelihood that both 
branches would carry a perennial flow ; and this might apply to the 
branches of the ' 'matured'' Deltas. 

Mention must here be made of a great flood channel or ancient. 
river bed, which may fairly be considered as independent of the 
Indus, though it has frequently received overspill from the latter. 
This is none other than the "Lost river of India", best known as 
the Ghaggar or Hakra, and less frequently as the Sankra or Nala 
Sankra, which for nearly half its course passes through Sind. 
Here particular portions of the channel bear different names : 
Raini, Wahinda, Nara, and Hakra. Its general direction conforms 
curiously to that of the Indus, at a distance varying between 
twenty and . seventy miles to the eastward. 

It can be traced as a continuous depression, the upper part 
within the skirts of the Thar Desert and the lower part adjoining 
its edge. Whatever the Hakra' s claims to be considered a regular 
river of former times (which we shall proceed to examine) it 
has long been a most important relief-channel for floods from 
other rivers ; during recent times, certainly, for heavy overspills 
from the Indus by way of the Ghauspur depression to which I 
have already referred, and probably from the channel known as 
Hariari, or "the fertiliser", which runs parallel to the Panjnad, 
below the junction of the Sudej and Chenab.2:. A feed-et cut from the Indus close above Rohri, just over a 
century ago, has canalised about 200 miles of the Hakra (this section 
being known as the Nara) ; 26 and it has subsequently been given 
a new head from the Sukkur Barrage. The Nara preserves all 
the appearance of a natural river, meandering down a shallow 
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valley some two or three miles wide in places, but.much encroa
ched upon by sandhills. Exceptional floods from overspills have 

, been known almost to fill this valley from side to side, but 
passed off very rapidly.21 Emerging into the open plains, the 
Nara-Hakra keeps close to the edge of the Thar, which is much 
more clearly defined from this point southwards. 

The upper part of the Hakra bed in Sind is comparatively 
little known and has probably been visited by floods less frequently 
than the lower "Nara" reaches, during the last few centuries ; 
though it evidently received a copious, if an erratic, supply in 
former times. The source of that supply is a matter of great 
interest, as it involves the behaviour of the existing xjvers of 
Upper India from a remote period, and has occasioned much 
controversy. 2s 

The most obvious contributor is the Indus itself, by way of 
the Ghauspur depression. The descendants of the Talpur rulers 
of Upper Sind, whose estates lie about Januji 011 the Nara, have no 
tradition of any ,remoter source.29 Yet the Hakra bed can be 
traced back continuously through Bahawalpur and Bikanir States, 
and to all appearance derives · ultimately from the union of several 
petty rivers notably the Ghaggar, the Markanda, the Sarsuti and 
the Chitang, rising in the Siwalik hills between the outfalls of the 
Sutlej on the west and the Jumna on the east. The catchment 
areas· of these rivulets are small and depend upon rain, so it is 
idle to suppose that they can ever have despatched a mighty stream 

, some eight hundred miles to the sea.3° The great width of the 
Hakra �d in Bikanir and· Bahawalpur territory-not less than 
two· miles, . for a distance of more than 150-must be due to 
floodfug from one or other of the great snow-fed rivers of the 
Himalaya. 

· . It becomes fairly clear that the Jumna was at one time a con
tributor, by way of an ancient bed of the Chitang, itself a mile 
wide.3 1  The low watershed between the Indus-Hakra and the 
Ganges basins at the present time runs between the Chitang 
and the Jumna; but the latter, an "alluvial" river from the High 
Himalaya, formerly ran along this ridge, and overspilled indiffe
. rently to either hand, later slipping off the ridge to the 
eastward. The Chitang unites with the Ghaggar or Hakra 
at Bhawar. On the opposite, that is the right, bank there are 
traces of flood channels from old beds of the Sutlej, or it may 
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sd.riietimcs have been the entire Sudej river, joining the Hakra in tl��e widely separated places. The furthest upstream and least '!isnnc� of these seems to have come in at Bhatnir, some twenty hve miles above the junction of the Chitang.32  The next in order, an ancient winding bed of the Sutlej ,  unites with the I-Iakra at Wa.1!1ar, just within the border of Bahawalpur. This appears to derive from an old course of the Sutlej which Bowed past Bhatinda and Malot, and its general alignment has been followed by the Hakra branch canal.H The third of these connectU:g channels runs down from about 20 miles ENE of Bahawalpur City, and meets the .Hakra. near Kudwala. Its general direction 
has been followed by another irrigation canal, the Desert Branch · but we are tol� that it was previously "a l�rge natural dry channel: called th� ':ahin�, a �eeder of.the Sankra .34 Thirty .miles or so b�low this Junction, m the neighbourhood of Derawal, the single wide bed of the Hakra seems to develop into a sort of delta of smaller channds. 
, From this point to within twenty mil�s of the_ existing 

northern boundary of Sind the same confusion of nve� beds 
meeting and dividing continues,H but below the depression by 
which the Ghauspur flood used to enter the Hakra, the channel vf 
the latter becomes more distinct. At Vinjrot, an an\:ient. site just 
within the Sind boundary, the Halcra divides and loses its name 
for a distance of more than 300 miles. The main branch known 
as the Wahinda takes a winding course, at first with a generally 
southerly direction, as far as a place called �ithrahu, on the 
caravan track between Rohri and Jaisalmir. It then bends more 
to the west, thereafter south west and finally south again wheh it 
approaches the low hills south of Rohri. Me�:while it has b�en 
joined by the second branch, called the Ramt Nullah, which 
takes a comparatively direct course, about south west by south, 
from Vinjrot. 

-� --- · The Raini on the whole deserves its title of "Nullah", for it 
is a deep water course, ' not  more than forty yards wide in 
places, with steep banks some fifteen or twenty feet high. The 
cowitry on either side-hard alluvium with sand hills-slopes 
down to it perceptibly from either side.J6 The bed of the 
Wahinda on the other hand is wide and Bat, and in many 
places difficult to recognize amid the drift sand. One has the 

1 impression that . the great floods occasionally rolled down the 
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W ahinda, filling up all the open pl�ces between the sand hills 
for miles, and not perhaps progressing to a very great distance 
southward.; but that more often the spill water kept to the Raini
far exceed.fug its. capacity for a while, but flowing down the steeper 
declivity, and scouring out the central nullah. 

The transverse slope of this country is to the south east ; thus 
the Raini flows along a lower level than the Indus, and the W ahinda 
lower than the Raini ; beyond the Wahmda, about the present 
border of Jaisalmir State, there are hollows lower still but not, so 
far as I am aware, a continuous lower valley line. 

Some thirty miles southward from Rohri, and not far from 
the eastern side of the small range of hills that extends in that 
direction, the Raini, W ahinda, and other branch flood channels 
gradually blCnd in the Nara. Shortly after the Khairpur· border 
is passed, the lime stone gives place to sand hills ; and thence for 
about sixty miles the Nara winds along in a valley some two miles 
wide, hemmed in by sand hills on either hand, with · a  direction 
very slightly west of south. Emerging into the plains, the Nara 
continues to skirt the Eastern Desert, bending south east or south 
south east until at latitude 25° 30' the sand hills recede abruptly 
due east, enclosing an extension of the alluvial plain. 'fhe Nara 
crosses the mouth of this bay, and meeting the edge of the desert 
again to the southward, resumes its close parallel course, inclining 
south south west, until it falls into the Rann of Cutch. · It is 
for the last portion of its course that we firid the river called 
by the name it parted with nearly four hundred miles above
the Hakra. 

The last two hundred and fifty miles of the Nara-Hakta 
valley are identical with the lowest valley-line east of the Indus, 
-with the exception of its reach across the mouth of the "bay" at 
U markot, where the land eastward falls still further. It is to be 
noted also that when water was first regularly introduced into 
the Nara, in 1859, much ofit went to fill a vast number of hollows 
of varying depth along its left bank in the talukas of Sanghar and 
Khipro. These lie paralld to one another in ·the valleys between 
the characteristic sand ridges of this p�rt of the Thar,37 and into 
some of them water would penetrate as far as ten miles from the 
bed of the Nara itself. We may fairl)" suppose that the Nara would 
have adopted a course several miles further to the east, hut for the 
repeated interrup.tion of this lower level by the sand ridges. 
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With these few reservations, we may regard the Hakra-Nara 
. as occupying the lowest valley-line on the left side, first of the 

Sutlej, and thereafter of the Indus, where the alluvium from these 
rivers meets the gently rising growid, also alluvial . but of 
different or at least far older origin, underlying the western skirts 
of the Thar desert. This is a fact of immense signi6cance for 

1 our interpretation of the ancient hydrQgraphy of Sind. Its plain 
: meaning is this; that while we may assume that the main or the 

whole stream of the Sutlej has at times fiowed down the bed of the 
Hakra, from various points of entry; and, again, that the Indus, 
after gathering all its active tributaries, has at times poured its 
main or its entire discharge into the Hakra and Nan bed, and 
thereby gained the sea-these conditions must either have 
obtained in a very remote period, or in the alternative have been 
of comparatively short duration. : · 

· 

. . 

The proof is . in the relative levels of the alluvial plain, and 
is irrefutable. We may allow t�nancies by the great rivers of part 
only ofthe Hakra or the Nara beds for longer periods or in more 
recent times : but the co�ception of the Mihran of Sind, as we find 
it in Raverty, 8.owing from dim ages in the Hakra bed and l�ving 
it only about 950 A.D., is undoubtedly false. The contours of the 
country tell us plainly that the main t�rminal ,stream of the gr�t 
snow-fed rivers must have ftowcd for� much the greatest �rt of 
say, the last five thousand years-a �ifliiig period in a river s life
on varying axes all well within the outermost valley-lines on east 
and west of the plain. . For an overwhelmingly large proportion 
of that. or any longer �riod, the Hakra-Nara must have been a 
seasonal Hood channel down which enormous discharges indeed 
passed, it may be with fair regulariqr; but not a continuous 
perennial fto.w .3 a . · '. 

· 

. 

Nevertheless, we ought to look back to the time before the 
Indus found and was captured by . the gap at Bukkur,. an epoch 

, which may not have. been particularly remote even in .a historical 
. sense. The so-called permanence of the river in the gorge results 

from the latter's great depth, compared with the level of the rock 
floor of other gaps in the hills. northward and southward ofit; . 
but this peculiar feature is ahnost certainly due only to � river's 
own incessant scouring since first finding . its . way through. · It 
must appear as a virtually recent incident in the life of the river, in 

, comparison ·with what;thc contour lines over the alluvial .. ·plain39 
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tell us of thC gerier� axis of the �vei;.
_
where it has been �d w�re 

it bas not been, stretching back to an lDllnCaSurably earlier penod. 
As to the river's course upstream of Bukkur, the contour 

lines suggest that the .Indus has flowed at different times to the 
north and west of Sukkur and to the east and south of Rohri. The 
two courses appear � have approximated to those pow followed 
respectii:,elb

,
by the Sind Dhoro and Sind-W ah, to the northward 

of the · depression; and by the Dahar Wah past Y aro Lund, 
north west of tlie Raini valley line. The indications are stronger 
for the course last mentioned, which may denote either a later 
�riod or a !onger occupation, or 

.
any combination o� the tw�. 

· If the Indus m fact flowed for a while through Upper Smd by this 
easterly course, it must necessarily have taken its onward. way east 
of the Rohri hills; in. the same direction as.  the Nara, but not, 

· probably, in the existing Nara valley. From about the pdint 
whe.r� the latter emerges.on to the plains, the contours show that 
the terminal stream of the river must have proceeded on a line 
some miles westward of the Nara-Hakra valleY, and very probably 
in a single bed: or at least that if it bifurcated, both branches took 
a direction east of south. For the general slope of the whole 
country between the 26th and 2sth��els.of latitude, eastw�d 
of longitude approximately 68° 40' a line drawn north and south 
about eighteen iniles east of Hydera ad) is considerably eastward 
of south. We are here in the lefthand half of an old deltaic region 
of the ·Indus . which spreads out like a fan from ·a· point in the 
�egi.on of. Sakr�d and Nawabshah. 

Thus the idea that in early historical times a river which 
followed approximately the line of the Nara could have thrown 
out a branch flowing south-south west from Jamrao Head or 
Jakhrao towards Ha.la is plainly contradicted by the contours. It 
would have had to pr�d nearly at right angles to the &ll of the. 
ground which, �g general over � va5t a tract, m\ISt date · from 

· a very_ remote penod. 
The

. 
significance of these features will become app��t in 

later ch.apten. As we reach historical times, we shall have 
· occasion to consider the changing courses of the Indus, and the 
contemporary condition of the Hakra, as far as evidellce. of these 
emerges. T�e general state and aspect of the plains of Sind, as 
already described, would only be altered locally by such changes; 
a thriving, well-watered tract might be redu�ed to a desert waste, 
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and a desert waste be converted into dense jungle, by the silting of 
an old channel or the scourmg of a new one. . 

In such conditions we may b� certain that the prevailing 
, _ occupation of the inhabitants of the Sind plain was pastoral, and 
· their way oflife nomadic ; that fishing· and fowling provided liveli

hood_ to another large class of the population; and that agricultui:e 
was precarious and erratic. This is the general background to 

� several thousand years of history and pre-history. But it is with 
the appearance of agriculture and of settled habitation-human 
activity on the next and higher planes of cu1ture�that we shall be 
concerned when we re-visit the v�lley of the Indus. 
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THE SI NO H I LL COUNTRY 

, Tm Western hill country of Sind,1 together with the .minor 
detached elevations which crop up in the midst of the Indus plain, 
is formed almost entirely of rOcks of the Tertiary Geological 
period. The vast majority are of sedimentary, that is marine, 
origin, being limestones composed of the accumulated shells of 

: foraminifera, those minute or�sms which swarmed in the 
primeval seas with inconceivable fecwidity. While Peninsular 
India has remained dry land from a remote era, Sind and the 
country immediately to the west was mainly under the sea, with 
some important intervals of continental conditions, down to the 
end of the Eocene period. From the presence or absence 

, of · fossils of particula� species, considered · in relation to the 
stratification, geologists have established in outline the vicissi
tudes through which this part of the world has passed, 
from. the end of the Cretaceous period down to that designated 
as Recent. 

The marine beds, consisting of shells deposited among 'the 
ooze to a depth of several thousand feet, were converted into a 
land mass high above sea level by Earth movements of which 
the most characteristic was a lateral folding or warping in a 
general east-west direction. To this is due the prevailing north 
and south strike of the hill ranges in Sind; they are the anticlinals 
or convex upward folds of the corrugated strata, the . shape of the 
intervening synclinals, concave downward folds, being usually 
modified by the .preseri� superimposed of the more recent 
formations. ThesC later marine, and some relatively small 
ftuviatile, strata have · been removed by erosion from the roofs 
of · .the anticlinals, exposing the hard, compact limestone which 
consists largely of the fossilised remains of nummuliteS. 

· All the principal hill ranges. of Sind are of this formation, 
which has been given the name of the highest. and longest of them, 
the Khirthar. 
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· . The Khirthar range bas a length of about ISO miles, and is a . 
, watershed throughout, save for one interruption at a �int not &r 
f{om the middle, where the Gaj Nai cuts its way throUgh from.the 
west by an ilnpassable gorge. Thus the appearance of � 

, mountains from the plainS, as a continuous rampart wall, is· very 
close to the reality. · There are o.nly �bout ten places in its entire 

.i lenp by �hich laden camels can cross the range, and half of� 
, are close together. As &r �uth·. as the latitude of the Mancbar 
.. Lake the Kliirtbar, with an average height of about five thousand ; 

feet above sea level, is an obvious natiiral ·frontier· for Sind. 1 

: One ?f die s� features of . this range.� the ':err, pale 
· colour of its rock, light grey, pale buff, or even off white ; the 1 

stratum exposed by a roCk blf, such as we see on a larF scale at : 
Gozbani al>ove the N� valley, shows up almost like clWk. . The 
northern part of the Khirtbar is in &ct Wniliarly referred to by the· 
hill peoplC as "Achho Jabal".:a Where the Sanks of the range are 
overlaid with rocks o( a later formation these are clearly differen
tiated by their darker colour. The Khirthar limestone is also 
remarkable for the solidity and smoothness of its bedding. This 

· is beautifully displayed just south of the bold height of Miangun 
_at the north end of die ratige, from which a minor ridge runs down 
oil the east of and neatly � �o the main axis, presenting· 
(from east to west) a gently swelling anticlinal, a shallow �clin31 · 

and a steeper aiiticlinal rolling straight over into a far �per 
synclinal on the Baluchistan side of the range; all this fold!ng belliR 
perfectly regular and uhbrokcn in profile, save.by a slightly erodeCI 

· channel down thcr shallow syilclfual, which after rain gives the , 

Khcnji Nai its head waters. The conttasting scarped summit of 
the ridge, which begins a little to the south and continues wid1 
intervals for some ten miles past the next two high points, Machal ; 
and Rangu, on the other hand indicates a brokCn anticlinal · arch, . 
where the strata dipping to the west are exposed in section : 
considerably · above the slJrface of those running op from the east. 

-

Further south again th,e strata lie almost horiZontal over the i 
summit" of the range, forming small plateaux at Lakhani and ! 
Daryaro, the latter affording about a square mile of level arable : 
ground, enclosed by low ridges' of rock, at a height of nearly six 
thousand feet. There are similar small patches· of · cultivated . 
ground in slight hollows �t other places along the sl1111Dlit' of the 
range. 
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Immediately to the south of the Daryaro plateau · the massive 
peak of Kute-ji-Qabar, the Dog's Tomb, rises to 6877 feet, nearly 
a thousand feet above the general level of this part of the range
a far-seen landmark in Upper Sind. The main ridge itself cliinbs 
steadily to within three hundred feet otthis height at the sharp 
cmiri.ence of Kori-ji-Mut, some ten miles . to the southward, after 
which it descends abruptly two thousand feet into the saddle of 
-Harbab. · Here is the northernmost of the camel paths across ·the 
range between Sind and Baluchistan, the route being usually 
known by the name of a defile nearer to the plains, Shah Godra.3 
On the southern side · of Harbab the range rises steeply to 71 12 
feet; the highest point in Sind, at Bande-ji-Qabar. From 
hence td the next lofty point, named · Kachrak, the Khirthar 
presents a double ridge; that to the east being nearly a thousand 
feet . lower than the western main axis. The synclinal between 
them is largely covered with · rock of the next Tertiary group, 
designated as Nari, which has been denuded from the anticlinals., 
A few miles further to the south · the Gaj Nai cleaves a way east
ward through the range·, the section through the Khirthar Jime
stone being a narrow deft with vertical sides, and so blocked with 
immense rocks as to be impassable. There are passes over the 
range on either side of the gorge. 

The northern half of the Khirthar range which has just been 
described is flanked on the eastward at an average distance of four 
miles by a chain of sharp hills belongi�g to the subsequent 
Tertiary formation already referred to as overlying the nummu
litic limestone in places, and known as the Nari series. It consists 
itself partly of limestones, yellow and brown in colour, and in 
comparatively thin bands interstratified with shales and sand
stones, the mass of the rocks generally consisting of the latter. 
The extreme asperity of these hills is due largely to their composite 
formation, the different rocks weathering irregularly; · and there 
arc many slips and fractures, with some faulting. They arc also 
deeply eroded with watercourses running to join the "Nais" 
whi.ch, having . received the drainage . of the eastern slopes of the 
Khirthar, intersect this outer chain. The highest of these hills attains 
about three thousand feet. Almost coalescing with them on their 
eastern side are rocks of the "Gaj" group,. which comes next in 
order of time in the Sind series. The Gaj -beds arc conspicuous 
from bands of hard dark brown limestone which first emerge just 
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north of the Khenji Nai, dipping at a high angle to the west. · The 
hulk of the formation, however, is made up of shales and clays. 
F urther south this series develops into an individual range, with 
peaks such as Amru and Hashim attaining a . height of over 
2700 feet. 

The outermost of the hilly fringes of the Khirthar range 
belongs to the most recent of the rock formations of Sind, desig
nated the Manchar series. It is made up of clays, sandstones and 

· conglomerate, containing large pebbles of limestone, and over a 
. large area has been degraded into nict�ravelly uplands, cut up by 

torrent beds. The uppermost strata, risii1g steeply from under 
the alluvium of the Indus plain, form a ridge distinguished rather 
by sharpness than by height; though between the Mazarani and 
Daddar Nais there is a conspicuous peak, Kakario, which attains 
neady 1 800 feet. It rises from the inner (western} of the two 
parallel outcrops of the "Manchar" formation, the synclinal 
between them being overlaid with alluvium. · · 

These hills known as "Ban", are cut through at intervals by 
the Nais, here carrying all the drainage of the higher ranges. 
After rain an immense volume of water passes through the gorges, 
sometimes . spreading devastation ·far into the plains beyond; but 
ordinarily the Nais, with the exception of the Gaj ,  arc not found 
flowing outside the last line· of hills. Within them, along the 
dozen or so miles of their perennial course, these little streams 
present a beautiful variety of scenery. There are waterfalls, deep 
pools, rapids, lakes in miniature overhung by precipitous cliffs 
and, where the valley broadens for a space, reaches from which 
tiny channels are led by a gentler gradient along the bank, seeming 
to climb steadily above the stream, till they swing away to irrigate 
an acre or two of cultivation on the rare patches of alluvium. The 
N ais that take their rise in the high Khirthar north of the Gaj are 
nine or ten in number, and the internal communications of the 
hill country by footpath run mainly along their valleys and those 
of their tributaries. 

-

· 

For about sixty miles to the south of the dividing chasm of 
the Gaj, the general character of the Khirtiiar and the subsidiary 
ranges is maintained much as described . in _the northern section, 
though the average height becomes steadily less. Immediately 
south of the gorge the watershed is over 4000 feet, but about thl"ee 
miles further south it drops to a saddle some 500 feet lower' known 
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as the Shakloi Khand, over which there is a pass practicable for 
camels. The ridge then rises to over 56oo feet at Gorag, the 
highest summit south of the Gaj,  and for many miles onward the 
Khirthar has a broad top, the strata lying almost horizontally across 
it, with scarped sides for some distance. At Phusi the eastern 
approach to the summit of the range, here little more tha� 3 500 
feet high, becomes much easier, with a wide, sloping1 ascent from 
the upper valley of the Nari Nai. Within a distance of about 
fifteen miles there are five crossing places, the best known being 
Rohel. Having dropped near here to just under 3000 feet the 

\ Khirthar rises again to the point known as Suleimani, Banked by 
another prominent summit, by name Guru, at . the top of a broad 
1ofishoot of the range sloping down to the north eastward; and 
hereabouts the Khlrthar range begins to nm south south east to 
i� termination. A little south of Suleimani there is another much 
frequented pass, the Garre Lale, approached from Sind up the 
Angai Nai. We have now reached the latitude of the Manchar 
Lake, to the south of which the hill system of Sind becomes more 
complex. It can most conveniently be considered in accordance 
with its drainage, to north and south respectively, for here at last 
we find a watershed running east and west. 

Looking due eastward, then, from Suleimani across the com
plicated brown medley of hills and valleys through which the 
Angai flows, the end of a massive ridge of pale Khirthar limestone 
catches the eye, at about twelve miles' distance. ,This is the Bhit 
range, a broad anticlinal saddle, almost level along the summit, the 
highest point being a little over 276o feet. It rw1s · some twenty 
miles due south, and unites with the Khirthar. Transferring 
ourselves to the eastern edge of the Bhit, we look down on. the 
valley of the Naig Nai, the upper part·exceedingly stony, and the 
lower alluvial, and running up 011 the opposite side to low hills of 
the "M:mchar" series, round which the Nai after a northward 
course of some thirty miles turns south to find the lake from which 
these rocks take their name. 

The upper part of the Naig valley is bounded on the east
ward by the Badro range, extending some thirty miles north and 
south, and about 2400 feet high. It consists of a very broad 
<mticlinal roll of nummulitic limestone, which with,its remarkable 
whale-back profile, scored by transverse watercourses, bears a 
close · resemblance to Sartaf in the Marri-B�gti country. The 
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Badro range is joined to .the Khirthar, about ten miles from the 
latter's termination, by a narrow neck crossed by the Darang· pass. 

Movmg eastward once more from a point half way along 
the Badro we descend into the broad valley of the Bandhani, 
another large Nai Bowing northward tQ the Mancltar lake. A 
considerable arc.a in this valley is alluvial, but it is cut up by 
outcrops .of rock and low hills. . Along . its further side run the 
foothills and outlying spurs of yet another anticlinal of "Khirthar" 
limestone, tunning north and south, the Lakhi ·range. The 
watershed between the north-flowing Bandhini Nai and those 
running south is at Maliri; there is also a short range of hills called 
by this name running parallel with its neighbours on either side. 

Returning to the Khirthar range itself, for our examination 
of the southward declining country, we observe a somewhat sharp 
anticlinal, the Mehi hill, with a strike a little west of south, 
breaking away from a point some six miles south of the junction 
of the Bhit range witli the Khirthar on the opposite side: The 
line of the . Mehl is prolonged to the south of a valley by the 
lower and broader Gaz and Dumbar range, of the same forma- . 
tion. Between the Mehi and the Khirthar the Baran Nai begins 
its course of some go miles, with a generally south south east 
direction, turning due cast round the end of the Khirthar range 
where this is a massive anticlinal, very steep sided and reaching a .  
height. of nearly 3300 feet. To the east ofthis southern end of 
the Khirthar is a broad btft irregular gravelly valley, drained by 
torrent beds which fall into the Baran. Following two of these 
upstream we come to· the Darang pass and the Maliri watershed, 
already mentioned. The eastern side of this valley runs up to the 
Daphro range, ·a broken anticlinal ofK.hirthar limestone with the 
usual north and south strike. This short range of hills, about 2000 
feet µi height, is closely connected with the Lakhi range imme
diately to the eastward. It � be crossed by a pass from Pok.bran 
to Ranikot, a remarkable fortress of the Talpur rulers situated 
above a chasm in the Lakhi hills. At this point, almost exactly 
half way along its· length, the Lakhi range is cut through by the 
Mohan Na.i, presenting a marked resemblance on a sm.3ller scale 
to the gorge of the Gaj Nai through the Khirth.ar. 

East of the Lakhi range-which it should be noted is the n.ame 
applied by the country people only to the northern P<?rtion, the 
other parts being known each by its own nall!e4-there is an 
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extensive tract of broken . growtd presenting no , rromincnt 
features, beyond which, with only a narrow belt o alluvium 
intervening, runs the river Indus. . 

The Lakhi hills are by far the most interesting· in Sind from 
the ·geological point of view. The later.al thrust of the earth 
movement has not only broken the anticlinal arch, but forced the 
eastern side back into a vertical and in places a reversed dip, and 
extruded between it and the uplifted . western side a mass of rock 
belonging to formations underlying the Khirthar series. The 
oldest of these belongs to the Cretaceous period, and the most 
curious is a thin bed of Deccan Trap, of volcanic origin. · This 
lava flow saw the beginning of a period of "continental" condi
tions, when the lower "Ranikot" beds, of fluv�tile origin, were 
deposited. There are large expanses of the last-named seges 
northwest of Kotri round Leilan, where · a bed of lignite ·was 
discovered about a century ago, and again further to the south� 

The highest point on the Lakhi range, about 2300 feet, 
occurs not far from its northern end; there are at intervals several 
summits exceeding 2000 feet much further south. On the west 
side of the southern half of these hills the Baran Nai flows south 
doWll a broad valley, turning south east and cutting through them, 
or rather between them and the Sarjano hill which bends away to 
the south west, by the Darwat pass. The Baran reaches the Indus . 
after a further course through the gravc;:lly uplands of some thirty 
miles ; but it does not flow outside the hills except when in spate. 

Facing the Lakhi hills across the Baran valley is the Kambu 
range, another massive anticlinal of Khirthar limestone, twenty 
miles long and about 2300 feet high. A chain of lower detached 
hills of the same formation extend south by west from the end of 
Kambu to culminate at the peak called Kara, about half way 
between Karachi and Hyderabad as the . crow flies. . . 

The hills of the western part of this tract, adjoining the valley 
of the. Hab, consist of rock of the later Tertiary series, the most 
remarkable being .the two pla�aux of Mol and Mehar, which 
have a breadth of several miles, and . rise abruptly over a thousand 

. feet above the cowitry surrounding them on east, north and west, 
to which they present steep scarps, while to the south they fall 
away with a very gentle slope. · These two elevations arc simply 

· "Gaj" beds lying horizontal on the "Nari", and eroded on three 
sides. Each has a slight syncline in the middl�, drained by a south-
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flowing Nai ; that from the Mehar hill, 1 500 feet in height, so.on 

· turns north and runs between the two plateaux, falling into the 
Hab. The Mol, starting from a height of 2,000 feet, continueno 
Bow southward till it unites with the Khadiji, and the combfued 
stream, well known as the Malir, falls into the sea by way of the 
Ghizri .creek, a little east of Karachi. · , 

'Illis extensive tract of hilly country draining southward is 
much ·more open than that with a northem dedination. The 

�hill ranges maintain the usual north and south s�rike, though in 
the south west they tend to bear south south west or south west ; 
their general elevation becomes lower as . one· proceeds in this 
direction. Between them are broad Wldulating plains qf gravel 
with rocky outcrops, and there and here large patches of alluvium. 
Beyond the Hab river, in Las Bela� the ranges are very much 
higher, steeper and longer than on the Sind side, but are of similar 
formation, and run parallel to them. Of these ranges the most 
impo�tant is the Pab. . . · 
. The configuration of the south-eastem outskirts of the Sind 

Kohistan is _ less regular than · towards the south-west, and the 
rocky elevations crof up much at haphazard. This cow1try is 
formed from the ' RaJiikot" series, containing many bright . 
coloured shales, some black fcrruginous sandston,e, and red 
ironstone. In hollows along the skirts of this country are several -

large perennial dhands, the Sonahri, Khinjar, and · Haleji, fed 
mainly by Nais from t\ie hills, but also in some instances from the 

. Indus. 
Taking a comprehensive view. of the hill cot.µltry we shall 

notice two characteristic features. The first is the development of 
gravel slope$, someti�es t\vo to four miles in breadth, at the base 
of each range and covering much of the intervening valleys. 
The deposit is thickest about the-points of issue of the Nais, which 
often rtin

. 
fu: below its surface.. Such agglomerations of grave1 · 

· are even- seen capping isolated hills and ridges, n� the Gaj Nai • 

. The great development of these deposi� is in all probability the 
effect of � p�ucity of rainfall, whi<:h has not sufficient force to 
wash away detritus beyond the end· · of the steeper slopes. 

The second widespread fe�ture of note is _  the prevalence · of 
hot .sulphur springs. One of the best known pair, at· Mango Pir 
near.Karachi, has a temperature of b7° Fahr. Other imp0ttant 
springs occur �t �li, Taung, Naig, Ghazi Shah, and beyond the 
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existing northern frontier of Sind at Pir Lakha. There is a 
small swphur spring only a few fe�t above the high water mark 
at Waghodar, near the mouth of the Gharo creek. Many of these 
springs deposit calcareous tufa in large quantities. 

Before we proceed to examine the detached bills in the Indus 
plain, which are directly related to the main hills of Western Sind, 
mention must be made of one in the extreme south eastern comer 
of the . existing Province, which has no affinity with them what- · 
soever. This is the Korunjhar hill near Nagar Parkar,s  which 
rises abruptly from the sandy plain to a height of 1200 feet, and 
overlooks the Rann of Cutch. It consists of coarse red granite 
belonging to the Archaean series, the oldest rocks of the earth's 
crust; these are well represented in Rajputana, to which physically 
this region belongs. ' . 

· 

The detached elevations of the Eocene series in the Indus 
plains present several features of interest. The largest · of these 
hilly tracts extends from about three n:Ules north west of Sukkur 
to more than forty miles south of Rohri, with a greatest breadth 
of about fifteen miles. . It consists of nummulitic limestone lying 
nearly . horizontal, scarped �n the west side, and rising only about 
200 feet above the plafu. The river Indus has cut through these 
hills near their northern end, leaving Bukkur and two smaller. rock 
masses as islands. There is ground for believing that the present 
channel is . not the only one that it has cut through these hills. 
There is a gap between the hill on which Old Sukkur is built and 
that immediately to the northward, whicli has the appearance of 
a river bed levelled up with alluvium. The old SUkkur canal ' 

was led through this gap. Much more striking is the Aror gap, 
some four miles south of Rohri. There is a well-known tradi
tion that it was traversed �y the main stream of the river prior to 
the middle of the tenth century after .  Christ. It is doubtful, 
however, whether the whole volume of the Indus could have 
passed through this gap. _It was utilised for a small canal from the 

. Nara · supply channel before the Barrage was constructed; since . 
. when the huge new feeder to the Nara passes through it in the 

reverse direction, that is·  from west to east. . 
· The uppermost · beds of the. limestone near Sukkur and 
Rohri are i:emarkable for the large ·masses of flint that they 
contain. These weather out, ai.>:.d cover the surface in some 
places; they have naturally attracted knappers, and cores 
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together with Bakes split from them are fowid in abundance in 
some places. 

The hill on which Hyderabad· City is built, and the Ganjo 
Takar immediately to the south of it, are very similar to the 
Sukkur-Rolui hills, on a smaller scale.6 They are flat topped and 
scarped on all sides, especially to the southward, where the Ganjo 
Takar rises abruptly to 200 feet above· the alluvial plain. There 
is a stratum of Fuller's earth tmder the uppermost bed of white 
limestone ; the latter is worn into conspicuoQS grooves having a 
general direction of east-25°-north, due evidently to the 
. scouring action of wind-borne sand. 

Another isolated tract of raised ground s�rrounded by 
alluvium is the Makli hill near Tatta, which has about the same 

' dimensions as the Hyderabad group, and presents much the same 
profile, though �ts formation is somewhat different and its eleva
tion less. There is a small detached hill, Pir Patho, at the south 
end of Makli, . divided from it by the Baghar canal. 

Eleven miles south south east of Pir Patho is a group of small 
hillocks in a space about If miles long and half . a mile broad, 
the loftiest, known as Aban Shah, rising some 75 feet above the 
plain. �t is notable as the southernmost outcrop of rock in Sind, 1 
and consists of coarse gritty sandstone. For more than a century 
the river Indus has flowed between Pir Patho and Aban Shah, and 
its effective Delta begins within a few miles of the latter. It is 
curious that there are rocks actually in the river channel, about 
half way between the two places named; there is moreover 
another example of this, in the bed of the Indus about two miles 
above Jherrak. Here again there is an isolated hill, Budh-jo-Takar, 
separated by the river from the main rocky area on the west. 

The rugged and desolate aspect of the Sind hill country is 
accentuated by the extreme sparseness of its vegetation. From a 
distance the mountains appear utterly bare, and it is only on a 
closer view that one becomes aware of the variety of �mall scrub 
that they support, and the general prevalence of grass. The 
latter quickly dries up and fades to ,much .the same colour as the 
rock from which it springs, a few sprays in any crevice where it 
can take a hold. It affords excellent grazing to sheep and goats, 1 
and to the wild ibex and urial which frequent the ranges. The 
dwarf palm is commonly found on the western flanks of . the 
Khirthar and at a higher level, more rarely, the wild olive. In · 
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the south western portion of the hill cow1tr}r the cactus is 

, , prominent. 
Along the Nais many of the characteristic trees and plants of 

the plains may be seen, in · particular the tamarisk, kandi and 
pampas grass. The her is not uncommon on hard patches of 
alluvium, and the khabbar where there is salt in the soil from 

' occasional flooding. Babul trees occ�r among som� of the 
small patches of cultivation watered by channels from the Nais. 
The verdure of t�ese spots-Lakhan-ji-Khand on th� Khenji is a 
good example--,.makes a delightful contrast with the surr�unding 
aridity. More extensive. tillage is irrigated from springs which 
emerge from the flanks of the hills, or from high ground in some 
of the broa�cr valleys of . the Kohistan, particularly at Taung 
and Naig. The crops grown her� and there on the lofty .plateaux 
of the Khirthar range, alr�ady mentio�e_d, are of course dependent 
on rain. There are many- more such fi�lds on the lower ground 
along the .outskirts of the southern hill country, embanked to 
retain water draining off the slopes. 

The entire area under cultivation in the seven thousand 
.square miles ·of the Sind Kohistan may not amount to

, 
more than 

two thousand acres in an average year, and the economy of the 
tract is of course in no way dependent on it. Breeding and grazing 
of sheep and goats, of cattle in the lower and more open cow1try 
of the south, and of camels in the Kachho east of the Khirthar, 
are. the regular occupations of the people. A large proportion of 
the inhabitants are nomadic, setting up their blanket tents or pish
mat shelters at any spot where water is conveniently obtained, 
and moving on With their flocks and herds when the grazing in the 
surrounding area is exhausted. Others, in the northern Kohistan 
particularly, have their winter homes in sheltered valleys close to 
the Nais, and move for the summer to the high. ranges, where 
their circular stone-built huts may be discerned close to their 
fields. There are but few permanent villages in the Kohistan. 
In these are found the �raders in wool and goats' hair, who make 
their rounds of the shepherds' camps at the shearing season. But 

- should there be a serious failure of rain, virtually the whole popu
lation of die hills migrates to those areas in the adjoining plains 
with which they arc connected through their dealings m animals. 

Apart from the paths along which - such }peal intercourse 
proceeds, there are two "through" trade route�, which �verge 
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from the neighbourhood of the Manchar lake. One . leads 
westward up the valleys of the Nari and Angai Nais to the main 
group of passes over the Khirthar range, 8 thereafter linking with 
the Pathani Wat and qther routes through Jhalawan ; and the 
other runs due south between the Lakhi range and its neighbours, 
until from the valley of the Baran branches strike off in various 
directions through the lower hill �ountry.9 The traffic which 
passes by camel caravan over these paths is transit trade; there is 
no market within the hills themselves. These routes have no 
doubt been subject to chronic interruption by predatory tribes, 
and by petty .warfare between the local . tribes themselves, the 
cairns commemorating which can be seen at many places. No 
events of importance in the recorded history of Sind have taken 
place in the Ko his tan; and the ·general pattern of its eeonomy, 
dictated as in the Eastern Desert· by its physical character and 
the climate, might well be assumed to have altered little since the 
dawn of civilisation, were there not archaeological evidence to the 
contrary. 

NOTES 

1. This chapter is drawn in the main from : W. T. Dlanford, The Ge11/ogy of Westem 

Simi, M.G.S.I., Vol. XVII (1880}. 
. 

2. ' White Mountaiti' . It is rightly observed in the. Gazettttr of the Provi11ce of Si11d "B" 

Volume J, p. 3,  (Kar:ichi District), that the country people give names not to ranges but to 
peaks and localities. Thus to them 'Krurthar' denotes particularly the southern end of 
that range. On the other hand, the whole chain "from Schwan to Siwi" was known _as 
"the Kahtar range" to .Abu-1-Fazl (Ain-i-Akbari, quoted by Raverty, Notes on Afgha11ista11 

and parts of Bal11cl1ista11 1 888, p; 558) .  The British, in the early years of their connection with 
Siald, used to refer to the Khirthar and the Lakhi range inditfcrenrly as"the Hala Mountaim." 
3, Jhalall'an Gazetteer, p. 336. 
4. This range runs for about 70 miles from Bhagotoro to Darwat, with a nearly due north 
and south strike. 

· 

5. Sir. E. Pascoe, A Manual of the Geology of lt1dia a11d Burma, 3rd Edition, 1950, Vol. I, 
p. 424. 
6. They measure about 21 miles in extreme length with a maximum breadth.of 6 miles. 
7. Not counting the Korunjhar hill near Nagar Parkar. 

· 

8. ]halawan Gazetteer, pp. 322-3 . 

9. Described in S.R.B.G., XVU, New Series, Vol. II (1855) ;  11ide Routes X and XVI in 
the appendix after p. 775. 
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TH E EA R LI E R .  P R E H I STOR IC 

C I V I LIZAT I O N S I N  S I N O  

THE earliest human habitation of which traces have been 
observed in Sind, in the shape of rude stone implements, may date · 
from the late Pleistocene age. No skeletal or other fossil remains 
have as yet been found in conjunction with the rough tools, and it 
is only ·by analogy that we c.an assume that they are the handwork 
of Palaeolithic man. They were first noticed on the low 
limestone hills near Rohri, which abound in flint, and have also 
been tentatively identified1 some 250 miles to the southward at 
Waghodar, on the coast cast of Karachi, and in the vicinity. A 
superior type of instrument, thin sharp-edged flakes or blades of 
chert and flint struck off a parent core, has a much wider distribu
tion; there are flint-knapping sites near Rohri and Kot Diji, 

several in the central Kohistan, and others along the southern 
foothills not far from the coast. In a large number of places ins
truments of this type are found in direct association with ceramic 
remains of cultures belonging to the Chakolithic, or .Bronze age, 
and the knapping sites where flakes and cores are found in isolation 
may in most instances belong to this civilization rather than to 
Neolithic times. · , 

A distinct culture producing stone blade tools of very small 
dimensions also existed in South-West Sind. 2 These microliths 
arc often lunate in shape, and may be assumed to be the heads . of 
fish spears, or possibly arrows, the wooden shafts having perished. 
Other types m;iy have been fitted into bone handles. Stone 
industries of this type were widely spread over southern and 
western India, and it is . believed that they may have been 
introduced by peoples immigrating from the :north west. There 
is nothing to show whether these people in general were purely 
hunters, or whether they knew the arts of agriculture and stock 
raising. It is not possible to date the Sind microlithic culture by 
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its analogues in Europe. There is on the contrary a strong pro
bability that it o�erlap.ped �he relatively advanced ci�ilizations of 
the Bronze Age, m which, it must be remembered, flint and chert 
tools of the flake type were still in use. In Pakistan and India it 
is to. this day a commonplace to the experienced observer, if a 
shock to the new-comer, to find living side by side communities 
whose standards of civilization are a thousand year� or more apart. 
Similarly in 3 25 B.C. Nearchus and ·his -men, having become 
accustomed to the respectable attainment of culture among the 
"Barbarian" kingdoms in North West India, which apparently 
extended to the Oreitai, were startled by the primitive manner 
of life of the Ichthyophagi, neighbours of the latter.J 

They noticed that these uncouth fish-eaters used "sharp 
stones" for cutting things, as they had no iron. We may not be 
far from the truth 'in supposing them to be the poor, perhaps 
degenerate, relations of the people who had formerly occupied the 
interior of this country. The inaccessibility and utter barrenness 
of the coast to which they clllhg had allowed them to live on in 
obscurity, escaping the fate which overtook the inland people. 

. What that fate was we can only conjecture. The irruption of a 
hardier race, moving on in one of the great dispersals of peoples 
from the region. of the Caucasus, may have obliterated or expelled 
them; or, if they emigrated, the cause may have been the 
progressive dessication 9f the cotllltry. 

It is evident, at least, that when Alexander passed this way 
the climate of Gedrosia (Mak.ran) was as severe, and its natural 
resources as scanty, as in our own time. His historians' account of 
this part of his route is full of interesting and significant detail; 
the sufferings experienced by the army evoke an unusually full 
description of the peculiarities of the country to which they were 
due.• That no mention is made of the occurrence about the line 
of march of numerous vestiges of former settlements is the less 
strange, when we read of the oppression of ·want, thirst and 
anxiety which relaxed the bonds of discipline, till the survival of · 
the army, with no enemy near, depended as never before on the 
resolution and judgment of its leader. 6 Their concern .was with 
the existing inhabitants, however few. and poor, as guides and as 
purveyors from their scanty- agriculture; not with the mockery of 
a · long dead prosperity. And if indomitable Greek curiosity 
inquired from the guides whether these mounds were remains of 
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towns destroyed by Semiramis in her invasion, and whether the 
works of cyclopean masonry were ascribed locally to Heracles, 
we may fairly presume the reply, "According to our tradition 
these objects were built by an ancient race who once possessed this 
land, but who they were and what became of them no man . , ,  can say. , 

Mounds covering the remains of prehistoric settlements and 
great dams of hewn stone are to be found co�djacent in many 
parts of the hill country of Baluchistan and Sind. The que� 
tion whether they are to be attributed to the same civilization or 
local cultures is one that has not as yet been determined. Explora
tory excavation of the former has disclosed that they date from 
various periods in the third and second millennia before Christ. 

There is no direct evidence of the age of the cyclopean works. 
They are built across water courses and between rocky outcrops in 
the valleys, evidently with the object of controlling rain water 
for agricultural purposes. In many in.stances these structures are 
disposed so as to contain and consolidate -the alluvium washed 
down from the hill sides, and thus convert stony slopes into level 
fields of soil. It is in the tract adjoining th� modem bo\lndary of 
Sind that the most elaborate examples occur. Their builders, 
skilfully adapting their plan to topographical circumstances, 
clearly possessed' first-rate engineering knowledge, far beyond the 
capacity of the present inhabitants. They-the nomadic shepherds, 
the tmlettered tribal chiefs, the bigoted men of religion-caU these 
ponderous vestiges of a superior civilization Gabarbands, or 
Goharbands, ascribing them to Ghebrs, or Zoroastrians, probably 
because their traditions in general do not tell of any other 
possessors of the land before the advent of Islam. 7 

There is nothing inherently improbable in the idea that 
some of the Achaemenian rulers of Persia, or the Sassanians, should 
have attempted to improve by public works a part of their 
dominions so little favoured by nature as this eastern Satrapy. 
The late Mr. R. Hughes Buller, who was among the first to 
consider the prpblem of the Gabarbands, points to the "bands" 
at Shustar and other places on the Karun river in Western Persia, 
as showing that the ancient Persians constructed similar works for -
the conservation of water. 8 It must be conceded nevertheless that 
their · characteristic method for extending agriculture . was the 
karez : and works of this kind, common in northern Baluchistan, 
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are also found in the tracts in which Gabarbands are prominento 
There are several karezes in the north of Las Bela, and others in 
Makran; · one of the latter is still named after Cyrus (Khusru)9. 

Hughes Buller was also impressed by the absence, according 
to his observation, of graves older than Muslim times, in a tract of 
Baluchistan which must have been . comparatively densely 
populated when the Gabarbands were in use; and he was inclined 
to identify certain circular structures in the same area, which had a 
central flooring of separate stone slabs, as "dakhmas" or towers 
of silence. 10 But between inhumation on the one hand and 
exposition on the other, there are variant funerary methods which 
leave little superficial trace-fractional burial and cremation; and 
these, we have good reason to believe, were in vogue to some 
extent among the prehj.storic peoples of this region. 

The circumStantial evidence for the belief that the Gabarbands 
antedated the Persian monarchy is on the whole stronger. In 
the first place, it is obvious that there must have been some 
connection between them and the numerous remains of settle
ments in their vicinity. These works enabled agriculture on a 
scale sufficient to support a population far larger and more stable 
than that ·of the present time. Many of the mounds indicate by 
their very height a long period of probably continuous habitation. 
Excavation of them, up to the time of writing, has not proceeded 
beyond experimental trenching .except in a few instances ; but the 
relics recovered all belong to one or other of the Bronze Age 
peasant cultures which were scattered throughout Wes tern Asia 
between B.C. 3000 and 1000. Are we to assume that these 
communities, who built their villages largely of stone, enjoyed a 
climate in which the extensive cultivation required by their 
numbers could be raised without the aid of soil conservation 
works ; that it then deteriorated to such a degree that a people who 
came after them were obliged to build the most elaborate dams, 
barrages and terraces to secure subsistence-and yet left practically 
no other trace of their presence l Were . the men capable of 
designing and building the magnificent Ahmed Band_, and Pir 
Munaghara dam, 1 1 content to house themselves in mud huts or 
brushwood shelters � These postulates seem far more imprqbable 
than the alternative theory, that . the same prehistoric people 
who long inhabited the numerous village sites in this region were 
skilful agricultural engineers, and devoted much labour to 
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adapting the neighbouring terrain so a5 to secure the maximum 
possible cultivation. . 

Hargreaves, who made a careful examination of Nal and its 
vicinity in central jbalawan, took this latter view; 12 Sir Aurel 
Stein was of opinion that at Toji in Kharan, in particular, there 
was a close relation in origin and date between the Gabarbands 
and the village sites. 1 3 

Direct evidence that the Gabarbands were built by Chalco
lithic peoples ··may yet be forthcoming; but its continui\tg 
abse11ce should not invalidate the assumption. Here were fields 
and not dwelling places ; characteristic objects dropped near them 
by reapers, boys grazing cattle in the stubble, watchers on the 
dams · in days of dangerous pressure of water, and workmen 
repairing them, would be relatively few in munber. If any such · 

relics hereafter recovered in the vicinity are fmmd to belong to the 
periods of Achaemenian or Sassaniari sovereignty, we showd not 
too hastily assign the building of the Gabarbands to the Zoroas
trians. For it is likely that the latter maintained and used the 
agricultural works of their predecessors. Even the modern 
inhabitants, to whom cultivation is a . secondary means of 
livelihood, have the commonsense to m'ake use of some of the 
dams which can still be made to serve their purpose with little 
expense. of labour-roughly closing breach�s in the masonry with 
earth embankments. 

The same pattern, of prehistoric sites with Gabarbands . in 
fairly easy reach of them, is to be observed in parts of the hill 
country of modem Sind. Perhaps the mc;>st interesting group of 
dams is that round about the southern end of the Khiithar range 
. and in the vicinity of Kotarash. Among them is a particularly 

'�-massive · example built across a deep ravine with the object, 
·.?°<;>bably, of forming a reservoir.14 Another fine specimen of 
this type occurs some thirty miles to the northward in the seques
tered val�·!\( Go�bani,. between the

. 
Khir� and th� upper 

valley of the N�g Nai. The remains of skilful terracmg of a 
steep slope for cultivation may be seen on the eastern flanks of 
Nighand, one of the � of the "middle range" about one 
hundred miles further north, between the Sita and Trapan Nais. 

All these works are derelict,. and are pointed out with a 
somewhat grudging admiration by_ the present day inhabitants 
as the inexplicable edifices of the infidels who possessed the land . 
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before Islam. _ As Stein remarks, such construction is quite beyond 
the capacity of these rough herdsmen : they cannot understand 
why so much labour should have been expended for so little · 
apparent gain. Of course, such elaborate schemes would not have 
been undertaken unless to meet the needs of a population far 
denser and more settled than that of any period in historical 
times.1 s  

Contemplation of these structures suggests another inference, 
that they were designed to take advantages of a rainfall more 
copious or at least more regular than that we know. But this 
supposition is not free from doubt. In the Deccan theJMaratha 
peasant may often be seen closing the mouth of a small valley or 
re-entrant on the edge of a rocky outcrop by similar but more 
roughly constructed stone dams, to induce the deposit of 
alluvium within. _ He builds wi� the assurance of a regular 
monsoon, with over twenty inches of rainfall on the average. In 
the Kohistan of Sind, the - annual average may be no more than 
seven inches, and it is a.ii average of extremes; perhaps twenty 
inches in one out of ten years, including two with three inches _ 

or less. The later Eocene rocks of Sind and Baluchistan arc 
degraded much more rapidly by the great extremes of temperature 
than is the Trap in the comparativdy temperate Deccan; and 
the storms which burst with tremendous if brief violence over 
the Khirthar will set every hillside streaming down in a brown 
flood, depositing substantial alluvium against any obstacle solid 
enough to hold up the water. Thus the great massiveness of the 
Gabarbands, especially those _ closing watercourses and diverting 
the flow down steep declivities, would be fully warranted by 
existing conditions. The substantial earth "bands" which enclose 
fields along the southern skirts of the Sitid hill country are almost 
invariably breached by such storms. 

We may pose ourselves the question : were the Gabarbands 
restore� by modern engineers to their pristine state, so far as 
this can be judged, and therea�r maintained, granting a due 
allowance of time for the renewed deposit of alluvium-could a 
community of industrious agriculturists raise cultivation, under 
existing climatic conditions, . to the extent which would have 
been adequate for the needs of the static population of prehistoric 

· times l  I think the plain answer must be, "No" : and that our 
provisional conclus�on must be as stated by W�eeler, "that the 
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rainfall was somewhat more abundant there than today, and on the 
other hand that it was sufficien�ly precarious to necessitate 
careful hoarding and control." 16 

The evidence afforded on this subject by the prehistoric sites 
in the Sind Kohistan is ambiguous. In the first place, Gabarbands 
are relatively few, while the number of settlements which have 
been identified within a comparatively narrow compass proves 
that the inhabitants were more numerous and more stable in the 
Bronze Age than in modem times. But the terrain in the 
neighbourhood of most of these places is so rough and confined 
that cultivation without clams and terracing would be severely 
limited, even were the rainfall far heavier and more '��iform 
than that we know. We are driven to assume that the ancient 
races in this region were primarily pastoral, though not nomadic, 
and that they may ha.ve drawn a considerable proportion of their 
cereal supplies from elsewhere. Several of their main centres 
were in the vicinity of copious natural springs, affording at the 
present day irrigation for several hundred acres of land. Almost 
all the others are close to running water. The pioneer inves
tigator, the late Mr. N. G. - Majumdar, proceeding along the 
"trade route" already mentioned as running nearly due south 
through the Kohistan from the Manchar lake to the point where 
the Baran Nai enters the plain, a distance of about seventy miles, 
found a prehistoric settlement close to each of the halting places, 
twelve or fifteen miles apart, at which �the British Government 
built "landhis" when they improved the hill road in the ' so's of the 
last century. 11 The modem stages had to be located where a 
constant water supply was available. The ancient people had 
occupied these sites for the same reason-as also a number of 
other places close to small springs and perennial reaches of the 
"nais". Only one of these settlements, Kotarash Buthi, is more 
than a few yards distant from running water. 

This site is exceptional, in that it appears to have been chosen 
on accotmt of its adaptability for defence, to guard an important 
route between Baluchistan and Sind of which some account will 
be given later. It is conceivable that a well, such as Majumdar 
discovered at Ali Murad, a somewhat similar prehistoric defence 
position, remains to be revealed at Kotarash : or perhaps the 
people derived their water supply from a tank between two of the -
Gabarbands which connect the fortified hill with other rising 
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grou11d.1 S The yirtually invariable location of the prehistoric sites 
in this region near pererutlal water moreover suggests that. there 
may formerly have been a spring here, which has long since dried 
up. Such failures have occurred elsewhere in the Sind. hill-

. country as the re suit of earthquakes.19 Be this· as it may, there 
appears to'have been a .fair sized settlement at Kotarash, close about 
the "citadel" within which we may imagine the . inhabitants 
gathering with their cattle in times of danger. There are extensive 
traces of dwellings in the open ground below the main, site, close 
to the long Gabarbands which obviously once embanked fields on 
a gentle slope beneath the end of the Khirthar range. 20 

Majumdar' s exploration of the hill-cowitry and other parts 
of Sind was undertaken primarily to discover the extent of the 
Indus or Harappa Civilization, at that time known only to exist at 
Harappa, Mohen-jo�ro, and one or two sites. fu·the, plains of Sind 
n.ot far from the latter. The recurrence in many of the hill sites 
of a variety of characteristic objects. excavated in quantities at 
Mohen-jo-daro proved · a close coru:ection, possibly �den�ty of 
culture : but many of the settlements m and. near the hills yielded 
ceramic remains of an .entirely distinct type• That these belonged 
to an earlier culture seemed to be proved by the stratification 
at Amri, a site close to the Indus and to' the foothills of the Lakhi 
range: here the "strange" pottery was excavated from a much 
deeper level in the mound than the "Indus" types. Shortly after 
making this discovery, Majumdar found "Amri" and "Indus" 
pottery-21 · mingled together at other sites in and near the hills, 
and at others again only "Amri"' or only "Indus" wares : the 
location inter se of the sites where one, the other, or both types 
occurred appearing quite haphazard. From the material available 
after a single season's work, Majumdar felt justified only in 
suggesting that the characteristic Indus black-on-red ware 
seemed to have had a very long currency in . the area, and 
that the radically different Amri types might have been 
contemporaneous with the earlier geriod of the Indus culture. 
The Amri ware, he thought, 'must be reckoned as an 
intrusive element in the Indus valley" ; and he pointed out -
its strong family likeness to the pottery discovered by Sir 
Aurel Stein at Kulli and Mehi, in Makran and westem 
Jhalawan respectively, and to some extent, to the wares of Nal 
and N Wldara, also in Jhalawan. 23 
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Since Majumdar wrote, comparative study of the ceramic 

remains collected from Baluchistan and Sind sites has produced 
a reclassification, according to which the affinities of the Amri 
ware are definitely with the pottery of Nal-Nundara, and not in 
the; Kulli-Mchi group. Example5 of the latter have however 
been identified at sites in Westem.Sind;2l· and also sherds· of a style 
differentiated as Togau ware, which is reported to have ha4 a wide 
currency from Quetta to central Makrari and down the Gaj valley 
into Sind as far as Amri. 24 Thus gradually accr.ue materials for 
assessing the character of the peasant communities of Baluchistan 
and the borders of Sind. The refinement of modem archaeological 
perception will doubtless distinguish othe� cultural tyfC?S, whether 
among the · spoil already available, or from further discoveries; 
new and remoter affinities, perhaps, will be recognized. and it 
would be premature to base any but the most general conclusions 
upon the evidence available in 1961. . . 

· 

The following deScription of the· prehistoric·· civilization of 
d1e billy regions west. of the. Indus has reference mainly to sites ' 
on eid1er side of the Sind-Baluchistan border, and rather to their 
general characteristics than to details of · their ceramic · remains. 
Where these latter seem to possess particular sianifi�, I sh.all 
venture to suggest some tentative inferences-well aware that they 
may be superseded almost as soon as written.- on the evidence of 
fresh discoveries. 

The great majority of the settlements of the prehistoric 
people who inhabited the Sind Baluchistan bordet country appear 
to have been small villages of a predominantly pastoral 
community. They consisted of small rectangular houses,-.. the 
fowidations and usually the first few courses of the walls being of 
good stone masonry. The superstructure may have been of 
rubble consolidated with gypsum or sun-dried mud, �d the 
roofs of "pish" matting, possibly covered with mud, over a 
wooden framework; but our "reconstruction" of the up�r part 
depends on .inferences from the availability at present of these 
materials in the area. · The sites of houses are almost always 
distinguished by d1e arno�t of dark shingle lying over and 
around them. 

In some of die villag� the houses were huddled together, 
often on a slight natural eminence which by prolonged habitation 
has been gradually raised, and during the still longer subsequent 
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period of desertion eroded down into a conical mound of debris. 
In other instances, the settlement consisted of separate houses 
scattered over a fairly extensive area, giving the impression of 
a peaceful pastoral community. Of this type Kandhi Wahi is a 
good example. Here, in an upland valley close under the 
Khirthar range, we first notice a promin�t though small central 
inhabited area, in a mound raised on a natural hillock. It is red 
with disintegrated terra cotta dust and pot sherds ; here we may 
imagine were the houses of the head man and his family. Within 
a quarter of a mile, in various directions, are the remains of single· 
houses and groups of houses, much denuded and covered with 
pottery fragments and flint flakes. The latter were doubtless 
produced at a flint knapping site on a broad shelf of rock a little 
way up the mountain side, . and here among the accumulated 
debris of their craft the stone f mmdations of the knappers' 
huts are trac�a�le. Through the midst of the settlement 
rwis a small ·artificial channel carrying water from a · spring 
not far from the knapping site to a patch of cultivation in 
the plain below. The geologist, Mr. Fedden, who visited 
this place some eighty years ago, reported that the spring was 
formerly much more copious than it is now.2s Certainly, the 
wheat cultivation on the Kand.hi W ahi that I saw would no.t 
support a single family, and there was no permanent habitation 
there, in December 1942. 26 

· A more extensive settlement of this scattered type lies along 
the Bandlmi Nai : it too has its "headquarters" mound, and its 
�t knapping site. The irrigation facilities are here far superior to 
those of Kandhi W ahi, and the place is in every way more 
attractive. The site of Lal an j i  Mari i s  similar. 27 

At the other end of the scale we have the "townships" where 
the great majority of dwellings are clustered together in a single 
compact area. The largest places of this type are Damb Buthi, 
Taung, . Naig and Kai, near each of which there is a copious 
spring, affording at the present day two or three hundred acres 
of cultivation. At Taung and Naig . the spring-head is enclosed 
by defensive works, and there are remains of subsidiary inhabited 
areas. At Kai a flat-topped hill with scarped sides, a few hundred 
yar�s from the "township", has been adapted as a fortification 
with perimeter walls, much in the style of Kotarash Buthi ; it 
appears to have been resorted to in times of trouble· by · ·  the 
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inhabitants of the Kai vaJ1ey during historical times, but Bronze 
age potsherds are also rresent in quantities. - -

The uheadquarter' mounds at all these: four places exhibit 
similar characteristics. The 'Miri' at Taung, 'Lakhshmir-ji-Mari' 
at Naig, and Damb Buthi all attain a height of about sixty feet 
above the plain. The 'Buthi' at Kai is much lower, but\its super-

- ficial area is quite as great as the others. The most obviously 
artificial are Taung and Naig; here courses of masonry in position 
can be discerned amongst the confused mass of large weathered 
stones which covers the surface at each of these places. It is 
difficult not to feel sympathy with_ the local tradition, that the Miri 
and Lakhshmir-ji-Mari were in. fact the palace-citadels of the 
kings, or rather chiefs, of those remote times ; towering above the 
guard-room, servants' quarters and stables grouped round the 
foot of the hill. 

Such, up till the earthquake of 193 5, was the picturesque 
'Miri' at Kelat. There is another prehistoric site, known as Lundi 
Buthi, about a mile to the. south east of Naig, the original confor..;. 
mation of which is much clearer. This conical mound is girt by -
three stone · walls or terraces one above th� other, and on the top 
are traces of a building. This suggests rather the remains of a 
ziggurat than of a citadel and it may be that the Taung Miri and 
Lakhshmir-ji-Mari at _ Najg were also buildings of this type, 
though from the great quantity and variety of objects on 
their slopes it seems more probable that they, at any rate, represent 
the central complex of houses at these places. At Lundi a broad 
shelf of rock below the Buthi seems to have been the main 
inhabited area, being covered with dark shingle, pottery fragments 
and worked ftints;2B so the general disposition of the site resem- -

hies that of Damb Budii. -
The local belief is -that the walls on Lundi B-uthi were built _ 

for defence and that similar places were resorted to as .rallying 
points in times of trouble, by generations of the inhabitants of 
the Naig valley. 

_ -

The .degree o( civilization of the prehistoric· people of the 
Sind-Baluchis� border can only he roughly �auged from the arte
f.acts so far recovered from these sites. They were acquainted with 
the use of copper, but seem to have employed it more for articles 

_ of personal adornment-pins, rings and beads-than for tools.29 It 
may be that excavation may yet reveal copper. axes 'and other 
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implements such as Hargreaves found in two hoards at Nal. But 
the great majority of tools requiring a cutting · edge or a strong 
sharp point were fashioned out of chert and flint. The workman
ship of many of these knives, reamers, scrapers and the like is 
superb. 1° The artificers of these people also worked semi-pre
cious stones-comelian, _ ;igate, chalcedony-as well as steatite, all 
of which occur in the hill country, polishing and drilling them 
with great skill. 

But the culture is best displayed in its ceramic remains. The 
potters of the "Amri" people used a wonderfully fine and soft 
paste, buff or pinkish in colour, the surface often taking on a dull 
c�eam and occasionally a green tinge. A thin slip, of buff or 
light red colour, was applied, often as a band about the mouth or 
·shoulders of the vessel : and .over this the ornamentation in black 
or chocolate. The designs were almost exclusively geometric; 
panels filled with chequer work are peculiarly characteristic of the 
Amri wares, and other common motifs are solid diamonds placed 
comer· to comer, chevrons and sigmas. Rounded forms such as 
loops and scales also occur. Up to date no "Amri" sherds bearing 
representations of animals or human beings have been recovered ; 
and the re5emblance of certain forms· to stylised leaves and trees is 
probably fortuitous. The potters of this people evolved their 
Clistinctive style without drawing upon animate nature for their 
inspiration. There are however . a number of sites interspersed 
among those yielding Amri ware at which the pottery belongs to 
other cultural types, and includes representations of ibexes, as well 
as leaves and.floral motifs.J i  The ibex is to this day common on 
the Khirthar and its subsidiary ranges; and equally so in Jhalawan 
and Makran, where these other peasant cultures of the Bronze age 
existed. There are sites in the .hill cowitry of the Sind-Balu
chistan border at which potsherds referable to Nal, the Kulli-Mahi 
group, or the Indus civilization are fotmd along with Amri sherds, · 
sometimes in distinct inhabited areas,33 and elsewhere mingled 
together.33 . On most of these duplex sites plain potterrc with 
incised .patterns is also present. The . significance of such 'intru-
sions" will be discussed later. · 

Of the . ftmerary customs of the Amri people all we know is 
from Majumdar's discoveries at Damb Buthi.J4 Burials appear 
to have been "fractional", the remains being interred in shallow 
stone-lined chambers, accompanied by ·pottery and articles of 
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adornment. The general character of this ceme�y and its 
contents bears so marked a resemblance to that previously 
excavated by Hargreaves at Nalu that we can safely assume that 
the Amri and Nal peoples were culturally closely akin . .  

Nothing has yet been fowid to indicate what·were the objects 
of worship of the Amri people. At a site of the IndU$ culture, 
Lakhiyo, i11: the plains just north of the Manchar Lake, and so 
on the north east boundary of the Amri region) figurines . of the 
Mother Goddess36 were recovered. Similar figurines are charac
teristic of the Kulli.;.Mehi culture,J7 the main area of which, in 
south west Jhalawan and east Makran, containing also a number 
of "Nal" sites, may be · said to march with the western limits of 
the Amri people. We may perhaps assume, pending the produc
tion of direct evidence, that the latter wonhipped as did their 
neighbours. . 

Had the Amri people a headquarten, and if so where was itt 
I do not envisage a metropolis such as Mohen-jo-daro, but rather 
a village or group of vµIages superior in size to the majority, and 
more favoured in their surrowidings, to which we may suppose 
the people of settlements all over the countryside resorted from 
time to time, for their marketing and similar purposes. The 
Amri cowitry is obviously not well adapted for centralized com
munity life, consisting as it does of upland valleys divided from 
each other by rough mountain ranges, together with part of the 
Kachho adjoining the Indus·- plain. It is generally thought that 
the peopling of this and the neighbouring regions was by gradual 
movement from the west, due in all probability to increasing 
pressure of population on the land behind them, perhaps· made 
more acute by climatic changes. . It has also been assumed that 
the Amri culture did not extend i:nto the alluvial plain of the Indus. 
No distinct trace of it has yet been found therc,JB whether � isola
tion or in the lower levels of such sites as Chanhudaro. It is in fact 
very natural that a pastoral people advancing from the west should 
have been repelled by the sight of the huge dusty plain of Sind; to 
them · the 'Mitho Darya', with its annu� vagaries, must have · 
seemed destructive rather than bounteous. Thus they clung to the 
foothills and the Kachho, building their settlements out of reach 
of the Indus water, turning in among the friendly hills to find 
again the springs and sheltered valleys with which they were 
familiar,. Thousands of years later the Baluchis� a pastoral race · 
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on the move eastward, also tended to halt in the Kachho, where 
the grazing and water for flocks and herds .was far better than the 
seeming luxuriance of the inundated plains. It was only with the 
transition from pasture tO agriculture that the Baluchis established 
themselves all over Sind. 

Viewed in this context, the "ehain" of settlements of the 
Amri people along the north-to-south valleys about the Sind
Baluchistan border will not be held to indicate anything more 
than the .virtually comp!ete occupation of the country; where
after, of course, the lines must have become important routes for 
internal communication, and later still of transit trade. 

When the ancient remains in the Kohistan of Sind first 
attracted the attention of British officers, more than a century ago, 
it was found that local tradition ·attributed their construction to 
the " Wudwas" -a name variously explained to Bartle Frere as 
"Great" or the "Old'' people, the last of whom were said to have 
been "rooted out by Mahomed bin Qassim when he conquered 
Sind". Frere was told that the capital of this ancient race was 
"Hobb.Sarona", that ·their "city" was older than Bela, "which 
boasts a history of 3000 yean", and that they worked the lead 
mines at "Kundraj" .39 

Now it was in the plain of Saruna, which lies immediately 
to the west of the valley of the Hab river, and between latitude 
26° · 10' and 26° 20', that· Hughes Buller found, some fifty years 
after the date of Frere' s report, the most elaborate of the 
Gabarbands which are so characteristic of the country about 
the middle course of the Hab. 1 The southern portion of the 
Saruna valley, which is about seven miles wide, affords by far the 
largest compact expanse of cultivable land in South Jhalawan; 
perhaps fifty thousand acres, richly covered with grass, small 
trees and shrubs. 4° Granted the slightly heavier rainfall that we 
have assumed as prevailing dwing prehistoric times, the plain of 
Saruna could have been a flourishing agricultural centre. And 
the ancient inhabitants improved its natural capabilities by such 
magnificent works as the Ahmed Band, nearly half a mile in 
length, and · the Pir Munaghara ·dam: the deposit of silt against 
the

. latter was .found �y Hug�s B�e� to be 30 feet deep .
. 

At 
vanous places m the valley and its viclDlty Hughes Buller noticed 
the sites of "ancient towns", the buildings evidently corresponding 
in style with the "stone enclosures" so characteristic of the southern 
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Kohistan of Sind. Distinguished from these were some circwar 
buildings which the same observer thought likely to have been 
the remains of dakhmas, or Towen of Silence. . It may have been 
mainly this association which inclined Hughes Buller to ascribe 
the origin of the Gabarbands to the ancient (Zoroastrian) Persians. 
At the time when he wrote, more than 'half a century ago, 
nothing was known of a prehistoric civilization in this region 
(beyond the local traditions recorded by Frere' s officers) and to 
Hughes Buller it seemed that the choice lay between the Persian 
Zoroastrians, the Indian Buddhists and the Arabs, · as the only 
people capable of conceiving and executing such :scientific works. 
It is only natural that he was content with a brief notice of less 
prominent remains-"On several of the mounds a quantity of 
ceramic ware was seen,. but it has not necessarily any connection 
with the earlier inhabitants, for, in. former times when the com1try 
was exposed to raids ;and forays a single elevated .site appears to 
have been built over ,again and · again, owing to the security 
which its position a'ff orded. "•1 • These mounds would now 
naturally be the first object of an investigator · ''standing on the 
shoulders oC' Stein, Hargreaves and Majumdar, whose researches 
into the prehistoric cultures of Baluchistan and the Sind hill 
country only began more than twenty years after Hughes Buller 
wrote his articles. •a Until the pottery on these sites is examined 
and classified, we can only note that the brief description would 
fit dozens in these regions which have been found to belong to 
one or other of the Bronze Age peasant cultures : and the 
occurrence of the remains in the plain of Saruna tends to support 
the tradition recorded by Frere, that the headquarters of the 
prehistoric people of the hills was at "Hubb Sarona". 

Assuming that this ancient race built the great irrigation 
and soil conservation works at Ahmed Band and Pir Munaghara, 
we may fairly picture the plain covered with cornfields inter
spersed with home$teads, and having a market to which the 
inhabitants of less favoured settlements in the surrounding country 
resorted for supplies of grain. There were minor centres of 
cultivation to the eastward ; Hughes Buller mentions Gabarbands 
near Kotiro and elsewhere along the Hab; and also to the 
cast of that river at the· outlet of the broad valley of Bahlur, 
which lies under the Khirthar range and the modem boundary 
of Sind. 
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The term Kotiro is constantly · applied by the existing 

inhabitants of the hill cowitry to the remains of buildings of their 
ancient predecessors ; and in this instance the word has received 
the significant addition 'Warkelok' ·U -W ad-ka-log, the Great or 
the Old. people, the W udwas of Frere' s report. . 

The lead mines which the "Wudwas" are said to have worked 
are in the valley of Kanrach, some thirty miles to the westward 
of the Saruna Valley. The Gazetteer of Las ]3ela specifies the place 
where lead is fowid, and also makes mention of an ancient town at 
Kanrach Kot. 44 This locality acquires an additional interest, with 
reference to the prehistoric civilizations · of the · hill cowitry and 
the Indus · plains, in that copper has also been fowid there in consi
derable quantities. The Kanrach · valley is not easy of access, 
being hemmed in by high rough hills on all sides ; but there are 
two routes, difficult and circuitous but practicable for lightly 
laden camels, which lead to Saruna, crossing the Pab range by the 
Zai and .Baror passes respectively. By these paths, in all proba
bility, was transported much of the metal used by the inhabitan� 
of the hill settlements, and it may well have passed on to the cities 
of the Indus . plain. . 

Communications between the Sanma valley and the hill 
country of modern Sind were comparatively good. In consider
ing the circumstances of the.prehistoric civilization in this region, 
i�. is of course necessary to discard the notions connected with 
modern political frontiers. Tu the -inhabitants of the flains, the 
Khirthar range may well appear a forbidding natura frontier. 
To the inhabitant of Jhalawan it is no more than the easternmost 
of a succession of mountain chains-and among the lowest and 
least difficult to cross. Especially is this so in the sector roughly 
opposite the Manchar Lake, where a number of passes occur close 
together, as already mentioq.ed, at a height of�ess . than 3000 feet · 

above the sea. The plain of Sarw1a itself is · at an altitude of 
1 • nearly 1000 feet above sea level. There are two main routes 
. from it into· the "Sind" hill country. · · · 

That 011 the north crosses, the Khude range by the low and 
. easy Trepori Lak into the valley of th� Hab, on the opposite side 

of which it climbs by the Musefari Lak over a low offshoot of 
the Khi;rthar. The way then leads up the valley of the Loi Nai 
to· the Garre pass across the main Khirthar range, from which it 

· desc�nds towards the. Manchar\ by . the Angai Nai. This . route is 
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much used at the present day for the transport of pisli and for 
the seasonal migration into and out of Sind by the nomad Brahuis. 
, The second route connects with the southern portion of the 

Sind Kohistan and is considerably easier and more direct. It 
passes out of the Saruna valley along the river of that ,  name, 
emerging at Ari Pir ; crosses the Hab, and runs down its left bank 
past Divaha to Durrcji . Thence it strikes up a small tributary of 
the Hab to Beli Thap, crosses a low broad hill known as Gaz, and 
at Tadbg enters the upper valley of the Baran Nai. Like the 
northern route, this .is much frequented by camel caravans bring
ing p�sh from Jhalawan into lower Sind ; it is in fact known in Sind 
as the 'Pish .Wat'.45 

· 

If there is one commodity, of the importance of which in 
the prehistoric economy of these regions we may feel certain , it 
is the pish.� There is no substance to compare with these dried 
leaves of the dwarf palm for making strong clean and long
lasting floor coverings, and such mats arc a virtually essential 
component in the flat mud-plastered roofs of modern Sind houses. 
The inferiority for these purposes of the grasses and reeds of the 
plains is very marked. Assuredly the best houses in Mohcn-jo-daro 
and the other "Indus" towns in Sind were full of pish matting
wovcn perhaps locally, from the leaves brought across the hills 
from Jhalawan.46 

Thus the whole of the country in which Amri settlements 
have hitherto· been identified is accessible by .relatively easy routes 
for camel or other pack transport ; in addition it can be traversed 
in most directions by a large number of minor tracks. Commu
nications with the cowitry west and south west of Saruna are 
relatively difficult; · 

On the whole, then , the picture that emerges is that of a 
quiet practical people, devoted to this harsh homeland and 
applying first rate skill to solve the problem how to wring a 
livelihood from it : accustomed to trading with their neighbours, 
particularly those of the plains, but unwilling to c�y anything 
of their cult'ure-in fact, self-sufficient morally, though not 
altogether so ·materially. They must have obtained part of their 
corn supply from the plains-prob�bly from the Manchar region
an.d for this they would have bartered wool and goat hair and the 
f'ish, only obtainable in the higher hills. · 
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Thus while the great skill and · diligence of the prehistoric 

people of the hills in building dams and similar works, and the 
stabiliiy of their habitation on the villages, distinguishes their way 
of life from that of the existing nomadic inhabitants, their means 
of livelihood must .have been essentially the same; for after all, 
no change or developments in the"·natural productions of the hill 
country or in -the methods of transport through it would appear 
to have taken place during a period of five thousand years. The 
climate may have been somewhat more moist in prehistoric times ; 
but the same contrast must have existed as now hetWeen the keen 
air, pure water and nutritious grasses of the hill country, and their 
inferior counterparts in the Indus plain. 

What became of the Amri people ? Our investigation of 
this problem must begin with an attempt to find the meaning of 
the peculiar interfocation of sites of this and of the Harappa 
cultu�e within the hills, and again of the "duplex" sites in their 
three different forms : the distinct stratification at Amri and Lohri ; 
the separate areas of occupation at Damb Buthi and Dhal ; and 
the inextricable mingling as at Pai-jo-Kotiro, Tawig and Naig. 
It is necessary first to take a glance at" the Harappa civilization in 
the Indus plains. · 
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6 
TH E I N D U S  CIVI LIZATION : 

SETTI NG A N D TH E CLI M ATE 

Before embarking on a study of the great prehistoric civiliza
. tion of the Indus valley, it is necessary to review its cont�mporary 
geographical setting, for in regard to this some serious miscon
ceptions exist. 

W c may start with a few statistics. Within an area of some . 

300,ooc> square miles, about one half of it consisting of the alluvial 
basin of the Indus and that of the small rivers between it and the 
Ganges basin, 1 a civilization remarkable for the w1iformity of 
its. remains flourished for approximately one thousand years till 
about_, ·· half way through the �ond millennium B.C. The 
cwAture. of thjs people was mainly urban in character, and their . 

· "Empire" was probably ruled from two cities 350 miles apart, 
each of wliich covered nearly a square mile of ground. Smaller 
towns and villages were scattered over the plains. In the 
first thirty-three years which elapsed after this pre1ristoric civili
zation was originally identified, nearly ninety of its sites were 
discovered;� that is roughly one for every three thousand 
square miles of the presumed area wider occupation. · . 

It must of course be assumed that many other �nhabited places 
existed, some of which probably lie concealed under existing 
towns and villages ; others may have· been obliterated by Roods or 
sand-drifts, or eroded_ by rivers; and yet others simply overlooked 
in the absence of thorough "field" surveys. Again, we may· well 
suppose that in addition to the dwellers in towns and villages 
�here was a considerable population of subject, perhaps nomadic, 
people who lived in brushwood huts or mat shelters. But before 
we take into consideration circumstances for the computation of 
which no materials remain, we should see what can be learned 
by comparison of some ascertained facts, of the Indus epoch and 
of modem times respectively. 

; .. It has been possible to estimate that both the "cities" of 
Harappa and Mohen-jo-daro were 'upwards of three miles in 
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circuit' ; 3 and excavation of the last named has shown that it was 
densely populated, particularly in its .latest phase, when houses · ·  
were to a large extent subdivided · into small tenements. 4 The 
average dimensions of the ground ·floor of a small house in the 
previous levels had been 27 x 3 0  feet, and Dr. MacKay was of 
opinion that dwellings and other buildings were very general ly 
two or more stories in height. s 

Allowing for a reasonable proportion of public buildings, 
what figure should .we estimate for the population of Mohen-jo
,daro, prior to the late�t phase when the congestion was abnormal ? 

We have. to hand statistics of modern times for a "city" in 
Nor'tli 'West .. Sirid" which . in dimensi�ns and lay-out may be 
reckoned as app.roa

.
'chi:ng the conditions of Mohen-jo-daro as 

nearly as possible�Shikarpur. . 
Postans tells us that its · walls· made a circuit of nearly three 

miles ; that the large covered baZar was half a mile lpng ; and that 
it contained 22,000 inhabitants according to an "accurate census" 
taken by himself;-in 1 840-41.  He proceeds to describe the 
characteristics of the interior of a Sindhi city ; we may note 
particularly that the dwellings are "upper roo'med", the apart
ments small and ill-ventilated, the passages between the houses 
narrow, "scarcely admitting a laden camel".6 Any one familiar 
with the older parts of Shikarpur or ·. Larkana as they were a 
century after Postans' time will agree that they afford as remark
able an example of congested living conditions as could well 
be found. 

Let us, however, assume that Postans' \.'numeration fell short 
of the reality-owing possibly. to reluctance of respectable 
persons to speak of what touched on the haram7-and that the 
population of Shikarpur in 1 841 was in fact nearer 30,000. Let 
us also suppose that more persons lived within the three mile 
circumference of Mohen-jo-daro than in that of Shikarpur, and 
allow the former 3 5 ,ooo. 

· 

We may thus base our broad estimate of the population of 
the prehistoric Indus State upon 70,000 souls in . the two cities, 
Harappa and Mohen-jo-daro. What proportion did their inha
bitants bear to the total population of the country � In 1941 the 
city of Hyderabad accounted for. about one thirtieth of the popu
lation of S�nd, excluding Karachi, s and the city of Lahore about 
one fiftieth of the Panjab totals. In view of the very highly 
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developed irrigation and agriculture in both the modem Provinces 
we should allow . the Indus cities a higher propo_rtion to the total. 
If we are entitled to reckon the111- at one twenty-fifth, . the popu· 
lation of that empire � the plains would have been about one and 
three quarter millions or nearly ten persons to the square mile on 
the average. . 

Some such round figure may, I suggest, be adopted for the 
pu�poses of calculation, with reference to the means of livelihood 
available in the area.9 

_ 

·· It is with regard to natural conditions in the h1dus valley 
that recent writers entertain grave misconceptions, and, with one 
endoning the statements of the other, have conferred an unfor- . 
tunate appearance of authority on a number of old and some new 
errors. Alluvial Sind figures as the "Sind Desert", a sandy waste 
but for itS modem irrigation; 10 reference to the "dreary country 
round Larkana" is followed by an impressive description of kalar 
plains as if these were the dominant feature of that region. 1 1 
Anyone who lived in Larkana before the advent of the Barrage 
canals will preserve as one ·of his memories the almost intolerable 
greenness of the rice fields extending as far as the eye could reach. 
That picture, however, belongs to the month of August. 12  As to 
the revolution produced by modern irrigation, the Bam\ge canals 
brought virtually no improvement to the great rice-growing 
tract of the Ghar area ; for it was hardly susceptible of improve
ment. This 'Garden of Sind' is not a thing of yesterday; it was 
well established long before Lieut. Hugh James wrote in praise 
of it in 1 847. • l  

.. One can hardly recognize the majestic ·seasonal swell of the 
· · Indus, attaining between mid .. June and mid .. September a volume 

from twenty- .to nearly forty-Cold that of the cold weather, when 
described as an "annual increase in:the ftow of the river in spring.'' 1• 
Again, when "erimitive conditions" are referred to it is mislca<.iing 
to represent Sukkur and Kotri as fixed points where the channel 
cannot vary its position; thf;: Indus is well known to have flowed 
some fifteen miles to the east of ·Hyderabad, and thus near]y 
twenty miles from its existing course, just before 1758 A.D., and 
it is most. improbable that it adopted tlie channel between Sukkur 
and Rohri until long after the Indus epoch.1 $ Wbat is remark
able, in ''iew of what we know of the movements of the Indus 
· during the last · twenty centuries, is not that part of the site ?f 
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Mohen-jo-daro was flooded out · on more than one occasion, and 
rebuilt on almost the same plan as before, as is duly mentioned : 
but that the city could . have flourished almost continuously 
through so long a period as a thousand years. For it is the local 
withdrawa� of the waters of the Indus, and n�t their temporary 
excess, that brings calamity in Sind ; and with the exception of 
Sehwan * it is doubtful if any of its living towns have achieved an 
unbroken period of existence as long as that of Mohen-jo-daro. 
All the other places mentioned by the Arab geographers 
of the tenth century A.D. are unidentifiable, or lie in ruins ; 
changes in the course of the Indus have been the most important 
cause of the abandonment, as of the foundation, of these and -most 
other towns in Sind before and since, up till the nineteenth 
century. 16 

Here, probably, is latent a stronger argument for the 
prevalence of relatively favourable climatic conditions during 
Indus times than most of those usually adduced. The people · 
were perhaps able to raise sufficient food crops on the rains alone to 
car�y them through a few years when the waters of the Indus 
failed them. Tq this extent one can agree with Professor Piggott' s 
remark, "Under the present climatic conditions of Sind the 
Harappa state as we can infer it from the tangible remaL91S could 
hardly have been achieved." 17 . . 

The virtually universal use by the hid us people of burnt brick 
for all their building in the plains may also fairly be claimed as 
evidence that they lived under a wetter climate than their succes
sors. 1 8  On the other hand it is  difficult to discuss with patience 
the suggestion that the production of.· such quantities of burnt 
bricks "must imply far greater timber resources for firing the kilns 
than the present vegetation of tamarisk and scrub would afford." 19 
Wood adequate for the firing of billions of burnt bricks is available 
in present climatic conditions in Sind, in the dense riverain jungles 
and forests, which extend from the Panjab boundary to the 
modem delta. Ten million cubic feet of wood fuel from 
these forests were used for "firing" locomotives on the Sind 
Railways in the year 1903-4, apart from seven millions to meet 
"local demands". 20 Production of building timber on the other 
hand amounted to only 220,000 cubic feet in the same year ; and 

• Aror survives as a village. 
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we may well suppose that in the days of Mohen-jo-daro, as in' 
modem times, a considerable aniount of timber for building · 
was floated down from the sub-Himalaya.21 

Another argument for the moister climate theory is based on 
the representations of certain animals on the pictographic seals 
of the Indus people, coupled with the identification of their bones 
recovered in the excavation of one or other site. "From these 
we see", observes Professor Piggott, "that the climatic conditions 
were such as to favour a suitable habitat for the rhinoceros and 
the tiger as well as the water buffalo and the elephant, none of 
which survives as wild species in the region today (except the tiger 
sometimes fowid in Sind)."22 Now among the factors govern
ing the habitat of animals, not the least important is the attitude to 
them of Man in the same region. The last tiger was shot in Sind 

' in 1 886. They had been fairly common in Upper Sind when 
the British first began to live in those regions, less than fifty years 
earlier.23 As to the rhinoceros, this animal was no rarity in Sind 
as late as 1 3 3 3  A.D. The Moorish traveller Ibn Batuta encowi
tered two in his journey through the cowitry, the first in a marsh 
overgrown with reeds close to the Indus. His description of it 

1 leaves no doubt as to the identification,24 and it is equally clear 
that at that period the climate of Sind was much the same as in 
modern times. While he was at Sehwan at the end of September 
or the beginning of October his companions kept draping wet 
cloths over their naked shoulders, to cool themselves by the rapid 
evaporation in the intense dry heat.25 · 

. 

. 

Alberw1i, writing some three centuries earlier, observed that · 
the ·rhinoceros was very common in India, particularly along the 
·Ganges. He noted also that the species was different .  from the 
African rhinoceros. 26 

The water buffalo-domesticated it is true-flourishes exceed...
. ingly in Sind at the present time in the wet jungles along the' 

Indus, in the Delta and throughout the rice-growing tracts.27 
Granted that the wild elephant could not pick up a living 

from the existing vegetation of Sind (except what is cultivated) · 
are we entitled to assume that if the climate were somewhat 
more moist the flora would correspond with that of the regions 
where wild elephants do live l · Is it not more reasonable to 
suppose that the appearance of this animal accurately delineated 
on Mohen-jo-daro seals indicates rather familiarity with 
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domesticated elephants ? The beast on the best known seal 
appears to be caparisoned. 2s 

Thus the evidence of the animals, when carefully examined., 
is worth very little ; and the supposition that the climate of the 
Indus valley was more moist in prehistoric than in · historic times, 
will be seen to rest mainly on inferences from the building mate
rials used for the Indus cities and towns, and from the duration, 
almost unparalleled in Sind at least, of the occupation of Mohen
jo-daro. We should perhaps be justified in postulating a some
what similar climate for the plains as for the hill country during 
the same epoch.29 · At the same tim:e, we shall emphatically reject 
the implication of Sir M. Wheeler's assertion that ''the mere·' 
existence of the cities is indeed conditional upon a local fertility 
out of all relation to the present landscape."3° We may simply 
oppose to this the existence of Larkfilia With . a population of 
12,000,31  and Shikarpur with 22,000, prior to �British annexa
tion, when the Province was in its "wtlmproved" state, but with 
the climate no more favourable than now. 

We may proceed to consider what is · likely to have be�n the 
agricultural economy of the Indus State in the light · of .  our 
knowledge of the behaviour of the Indus, before taking account of 
presumptions that the· climate was different. 

The general appearance and conditio�s· in prehistoric times of 
the lower Indus valley, . as  these are to be mferred from the obser
vations of men who have made a life's study of the physics offarge 
alluvial Indian rivers, have already been described in chapter 3 . 32 
It may be accepted that not only the vicinity of the Indus, but the 
wide paths followed by the seasonal overspill into the plains on 
either side of its channel, were covered with forest growth of 
varying size and density .H These tracts, probably· the most 
f�rtile, were not the most eligible for cultivation for two reasons 
-the tendency of the flooding here to be excessive and beyond 
human control, and the virtual impossibility of eradicating the 
vigorous and hardy natural vegetation without adequate tools. 
It would be in the zones immediately adjoining the riparian 
jungles, and all along the regular spill channels, that we should 
suppose agriculture to have been carried on in Harappa times ; 
and, of course, in the "kachhas" of the Indus itself. 

It follows that the most important season for cultivation in 
prehistoric times must have been the rabi, and that the method 
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most extensively used must have been sailabi-lands which have 
been submerged by spill from the river or from a natural . or 
(nowadays) artificial channel, . being sown at the end of the 
inµndation and reaped in March or April.34 In the river 

· "kachhas" . the , soil is not even ploughed, (I speak of modem 
practice), and here and elsewhere manure is not given, n'?r any 
further watering. , Rabi cultivation is, however, often helped on 
by the nin which in modeni conditions tends to fall early in 
January. . 

Thus the whole operation involves .an absolute minimum ·of 
skill, labo�, and aid. of implements ; and it is not surprising '  
that the 'food-grains which have been identified in the. remains 
of the Harappa cities are wheat and barley, both of them rabi 
crops.H 

· 
· 

. ,  There is however evidence of kharif produce, the most 
interesting to us being cotton, the cultivation of which is deduced 
from relics of cotton cloth found at Mohen-jo-tlaro.36 We may . 
also fairly assume that sesame was grown in Sind as well as near 
Harappa, where alone remains . of it have been identified. This 
crop is of course well known in modem Sind under the name 
Til. The prehistoric method of kharif cultivation can be con-; fidently inferred from the practice as we have actually seen it on 

. the old inundation canals and near the Indus. A suitable piece of 
land is surrounded with an earth embankment, leaving an opening 
through which water is admitted aS. soon as the first rise in the 
Indus o�urs. The opening is then blocked, the land ploughed, 
and the seed sown. By this time the general inundation is in 
progress, the "bund" has to be kept secure, and water let in only 
when required. If all goes well the crop will be flourishing 
when .the "Water finally subsides and a month later will be ready for 
die �est. It will be appreciated how precarious such cultiva
tion must be; the inundation may . be excessive, overtopping or 
sweeping away the fidd "bund", or it may desert it on accowit 
of a concentration of the -spill watet in some di1ferent path. The 
best prospects of raising a kharif crop would be in the vicinity 
of such re�ular flood channels, where the cultivators could exerc

. 
ise 

some slight measure of control of the water, excavating water 
courses from them, which could be blocked or opened for 
distribution to the fields. A linear representation apparently of 
a man operating a shatloof suggests that .the Indus people may have 
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been acquainted with this method of lifting water to a height, 
but it is not likely to have been of importance for cultivation. 

· The only metal implements used in Indus agriculture, 
according to our present knowledge, were the celt-axe and, less 
certainly, the sickle. Dr. MacKay was inclined to identify some 

. large roughly . chipped objects of chert, with double sloped 
edges, as plough shares.38 The all-important spade or digging 
hoe39 must have been a wooden tool. With their . only axes made 
of the �soft copper, the people must have depended mainly on 
burning for jungle clearance·; and without diggUig impl�merits 
made of anything better than wood, they could not have excavated 
elaborate canals. . Any feeling of regret that no trace of the Indus 
field system in the plains can have survived should be tempered 
by our certainty of the effect in practice of these limitations, from 
o�dinary District experience in Sind� 

. 
· 

Some light has been thrown on the economy of the Indus 
State 

_
by Sir: Mortim�r Wheeler's disc�very a_t Mohen-jo-

.
daro on 

the · citadel m:ound of a large granary closely resembling that 
previously identified at Harappa. .

· Obvious inferences are that .the 
, land.;.tax at least, took the form of a share of the produce, and that 

the wages of . State functionaries were paid in this medium.•0 
Such arrangements, inevitable in a money�less · age, were also a 
feature of the Talpurs' �dministration of Si.rid, and · actually 
persisted to some extent through the first decade of British rule. •1 ' 

We may also fairly suppose that the .State granary .was impor
tant as maintailling a large reserve of food. for distribution in 
seasons when the river failed or destroyed crops. The floor 
space ·of that at Mohen-jo-daro, after· enlargement, was �early 
12,000 ·square feet : if we may assume a depth of ten feet, the entire 
capacity of the granary wowd have been sufficient for over 95,000 

· btishels of grain. Assuming as w¢ have done the pop�ation of 
Mohen-jo-daro to have been 35,000 souls, this granary �hen full 
could have provided over two hundred pounds of grain . per 
head.•3 · · . · · · · · · . .  · 

, 
. 
�t ·Harappa the gi;eat granary· is outsi�e the Citadel area. and · · 

at a distance of more than .200 yards from 1t. · It may well be that 
at both the . . cities granari.es other than those already known await 
discovery in the very large areas which remain une�c;avatcc;t 
. Meanwhile we may take note of �e faet thit Dr. MacKay consi� 
dere<l the "apparent lack· of any preparation for dry seasons0 · -an -

f} 

/ 
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argument in favour of a heavier rainfall in Indus times than now. 
�Me· was actually referring to the absence of any traces of canals 
dating from that period : Sir M. Wheeler has however rightly 
pointed out that these would in any case have be�n obliterated 
by the characteristic aggradation of the Indus plain during the 
past three or four thousand years ;·U moreover as we have 1seen 
there is good ground for holding that the Indus people lacked 
the means of large scale excavation. May we then adopt the 
converse of Dr. MacKay's argument, and claim that the existence 
of these large granaries, which had not been identified at the time 
he wrote, t�nds to rebut the theory of more abundant rainfall in 
prehistoric timesl Such a view must be offset in some degree by 
the probable importance of food-grains as a medium of local 
exchange and credit ; yet we can hardly suppose that the granary 
at Harappa, which is not within the Citadel nor within a bow
or sling-shot of its walls, was the State Bank or Treasury of that 
city. The place for such institutions, under such a government 
as we conceive to have existed in the Indus valley, was obviously 
within the Citadel-as at .Mohen-jo-daro. Such a granary may 
well have existed on the Harappa Citadel, where constant brick 
plundering has made identification of the former buildings impos
sible. 44 That by the old bed of the Ravi may have been a civic 
or communal granary, where the citiiens could deposit their 
surplus grain, whether produce or earnings, for their own future 
consumption. The processes of weighing in, issue of receipts by 
Municipal Tally-clerks, and subsequent maintenance of the indivi
dual accounts, are in no way inconsistent with the other pictures 
that we have been able to form of life in the 'Indus' cities.45 

The population of the districts remote from the cities must 
have made shift with home grown grain, or grain received in 
barter for other produce. A good deal of this com was proba�ly 
grown without the aid of Indus water. A necessary consequence 
of any appreciable increase in the amo\Ult and regularity of r3.infall 
in Eastern Baluchistan and .the Sind border would be a greater 
and steadier flow in the Nais of the Western Hills. The greatest 
of them, the Gaj, provides even now a little water for irrigation in 

. the "Kachho" adjoining the outer ranges, and after one of its 
characteristic spates, which sweeps away the field-bunds, sailabi 
cultivation is often undertaken.. In this area, as was to be 
expected, a number of prehistoric sites have been. identified. 
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Again, the site of Lalan-ji-Mari, on the Khenji Nai within the 
outer range, suggests from its very . size far more cultivation of 
the neighbouring levels than is now possible.40 · 

It is ofren forgotten that at the present day in Sind consider
able cultivation is undertaken on rain alone. In the Thar, a tract 
totally devoid of artificial irrigation, crops are r�ised almost every · 

year, their extent and quality of course varying with the quantity 
and distribution of the rainfall, which is usually heavier and 
more regular there than in the Indus valley and western Hills. 
Yet in the "Kachho" between the two tracts last mentioned, and 
along the skirts of the southern Kohistan, permanent arrange
ments for "barani" cultivation exist in the shape of solid earthen 
bunds.47 A newcomer to Sind whose stay happened to coincide 
with a succession of two or three years of less than average rainfall 
might well consider these numerous bunds as proof that the 
climate had changed for the worse since they were built. In 
reality, the variation of rainfall in Sind, as observed for rather 
more than a century, appears to follow a cycle not less than 
twenty-five years in length. In this long period there may be 
six or seven individual years in which it is worth the owner's while 
to cultivate these bunded fields, and if two or three of them fall in 
succession he may raise fine crops. . 

Thus only a moderate increase in the overall quantity of rain 
if accompanied by greater regularity and particularly timeliness 
within the season, would enable a considerable extension of 
cultivation-of "barani" kharif' crops. No rabi crops can be 
raised from r� alone in the plains of Sind, though on the high 
ranges of the border country and in Baluchistan wheat is 
grown. In both cases the methods of cultivation are of the 
simplest and can hardly vary from the practice in Indus times. 

The theory that the Indus valley formerly enjoyed a com
paratively moist climate, evolved by a posteriori reasoning from 
the evidence here reviewed, has received some countenance from 
meteorologists. One hypothesis, that the North Atlantic raiu
belt took a more .southerly course, over North Africa as far as 
North-West India, seems to be contradicted as regards the are�s 
of prehistoric civilization by archaeological evidence in Egypt 
and Mesopotamia.•• More plausible, perhaps, is the idea �f.l,t:: 
the area affected by the South-West monsoon from the .�rabi� · 

_ Sea used to extend further to the north and west than it n�W. d� 
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I have already shown that the configuration of the sandh.ills in 
the northern tract of the Thar desert in Sind seems to indicate that 
the monsoon' was formerly stronger than in modem times. 49 

With greater strength its outward ·verge on the left hand may have 
tended somewhat west of the . present .line, so and a probable, 
though not a certain, consequence would be more rainfall irl the 
area covered. On the other hand I have failed to find in the 
historical references cited by Sir John Marshall from Raverty's 
"Mihran of Sind" any mentioh of greater or less rainfall. They 
deal with changes produced in particular tracts by the movements 
of river channels and by earthquakes. 

Sir Mortimer Wheeler mentions the meteorological supposi
tions with the rese!ve which, in my opinion, they merit ; he seems 
more· disposed to ascribe such deterioration as has · taken place in 
the climate to the improvident actions of manY His instance, 
quoted from R.B. W�itehea�, of the deforestation of the Siwaliks, 
could· be amplified by a mass· of tradition, almost universal among 
the people of the North-West border country, that there <was 
formerly far more vegetation ih these-hills than now. A com
parison of :the description of certain areas by the earliest British 
travellers with their present state goes far to support this opinion. 
The devastation. _is probably due to a general increase, extensive 
and intensive, of grazing by goats with growth of population in 
these; regions. 

It has been suggested that the operations of the brickmakers 
of the "Indus" cities may have contributed towards excessive 
deforestation in the plains, and thereby to a reduction in the 
precipitation of moisture. This factor may be dismissed as 
trivial. s2 Should not the key to a climatic deterioration, as to 
other local calamities in Sind, be sought in a change in the course 
of the Indus l .  The alteration would have ' to have been more 
drastic than any of which we have actual experience, but there is 
nothing inherently improbable in this. 

The very existence of the Indus settlements of Mohen-jo-daro, 
Lohum-jo-,daro, Chanhudaro, and again those of Kotasur and 
Diji-ji-Takri indicates that in their time the main stream of the 
Indus flowed-not necessarily in a single channel-somewhere in 
its present valley, that is, betWeen. the Rohri hills and the Khirthar 
range. To enter this section of its course the river need not have 
run, as now, through the Bukkur gap, but may have passed · 
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northward of the Sukkur hills. But if the Indus slipped off its -: 
axial "ridge" above this point, to the left hand, what would be !  
the inevitable consequence l The river would get on the eastern 
side of the Rohri hills and would not be able to regain the main . 
valley till a point lower down it than the latitude of Chanhudaro. 
Thus about one hundred and fifty miles, reckoning axially, of ' 
the Indus valley that we know would be deprived of its river. 

· Such a revolution would spell ruin for the cotmtry around 
and between the two places mentioned; but · the prosperity of 
Mohen-jo-daro, at least, could have been practically destroyed by a 
much less drastic change of course. We believe that the Indus was 
flowing not much if at all further from Mohen-jo-daro in its great 
days than it is now, and the long duration of the city's life implies 
a similar tenure of its general course by the river. This would 
have produced the characteristic raising of the bed, very probably 
to the point where major avulsions occur.�3 . If the consequent 
movement, beginning considerably upstream of Mohen-jo-daro, 
took the river only so far eastwards as to approximately the line of 
the Khairpur Mir Wah, the lateral cljstance of the swing opposite 
the city would be thirty miles. I do not mean to sug�est that 
thereafter not a drop of water would pass down the "old' course; 
in the annual swell at least it would probably carry water for sotne 
distance. But a minor stream running at the bottom of a bed 
too large for it would be worthless in compariso� with the fertili• 
zing spill from the main river, on which the agriculture of 
Mohen-jo-daro must have mainly depended; and if the Indus had 
moved more than twenty miles to an appreciably lower bed, the 
overflow thereafter could not have exten<lcd to the plains around 
the city. 

It has already been pointed out that as a  result of this annual 
inundation, when the Indus was fl.owing in natural conditions, the 
land so overflowed supported woodlaD.d and jungles varying · in 
.density with the incideD.ce of the waters; this natural vegetation 
in all probability covering a considerably greater area than the 
riverain forests of modem days. In primitive times human 
activity could do little to curtail these luxuriant jungles, fed by the 
fertilizing river silt. They were independent of rainfall, as �w; 
but their very presence may have contributed to maintain the 
somewhat greater and more regular . rainfall which on other 
evidence we believe prevailed in those times. If we adopt 
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the hypothesis that the Indus abandoned a large tract of northwest 
·sind for a course much further to the east, absence of inundations 
on anything like the former scale would soon have reduced the 
vegetation of that region to semi-desert scrub. If such conditions 
lasted (as may be fairly supposed) for several centuries, the rainfall 
over the area might well tend to diminish slightly, or to become 
more erratic. However, such a local influence on climate would 
be mtimportant in comparison with the weakening of the south · 

west monsoon, for which we have evidence in the configuration 
of the sandhills of the Thar, but with nothing to · indicate the 

· period during which this occurred. 
Reverting to the aspect which the country may be supposed 

to have presented in IndU$ times, we should expect to find an 
important agricultural area about the Manchar lake, which has 
already been described as the repository of water passing down 
some of the largest flood channels from the Indus on its right bank, 
as well as of the drainage of a substantial area of the hill country. 
Under this double accession, which often coincides in July and 
August, the waten of the lake are now liable to expand over many 
square miles of the plain to the north and east. These ·receding 
by way of the Aral river, when the lev�l of the Indus falls, a large 
tract ··becomes available for rabi cultivation. Here were several 
sites of the Indus culture-Lakhiyo, Lohri, and perhaps Bubaks4 
-and hereabouts we may suppose was the main CO!ttact between 
the "Indus" people and their neighboun of the hills. The latter 
in all probability supplemented their own grain supply from the 
relative abundance of the environs of the Mancbar., 

A noteworthy feature of the prehistoric sites in the enwons 
of the lake is their extremely low elevation. Majumdar found 
that the mound of Lal Chatto (Trihni) rose only eight feet above 
the level of dte Manchar on 8th December, and Pir Mashak 
(Shah Hassan) about the same heildit. During the inundation 
the greater part of these sites would be under water, and Rohindo 
and Madi But to�y so. Pir Lo� and Pir Lakhiyo, some four 
miles from the present cold-weather boundary of the lake, are . 
even lower in relation to the surrounding ·· plain and the former 
at least is �ble to be totally submerged in the ;inuridation 
season.ss · 

MajwndU considen it likely that in ·the Chalcolithic age the 
Indus ftowed further to the east than it no� does in this latitude; 
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that the Manchar depended for its water almost entirely on the 
Nais from the hill country, and that it must therefore have been 
smaller than in modem times.s6 If this were so, then these sites 
which now seem so unsuitable for habitation would probably 
have been comfortably above the highest flood level. It is likely 
also that they were protected by earthen "bunds" which have 
long since been swept away by the constant visitation of river-fed 
floods, the inhabited area also being degraded to nearly the level 
of the surrounding la1:1d, which may now be submerged for much 
of the year. . 

An interesting possibility is that suggested by Majumdar, that 
the prehistoric Lal Chatto and Mashak, at least, were villages of 
huts raised above the water level on wooden piles, in the manner 
of the present Mohanas, the fishermen and fowlers of the lake . .s7 

This theory is consistent with the absence of any trace of the usual 
building materials, bricks or stones, in his excavations on these 
sites, the pottery and other household objects having been 
recovered from beds of pure silt. It may be �dded that even such 
dwellings. could hardly be maintained on these sites in present 
conditions. At Lohri, on the other hand, the houses with stone 
foundations found on the site would never have been built unless 
the .flood level of the lake were much lower than nowadays. 

. It is noteworthy that the "island" sites of Lal Chatto and 
Mashak yielded a type of pottery broadly equivalent with that 
recovered from Jhukar and Lohum-jo-daro, belonging in the 
opinion of the excavator to a late phase in the Indus civilization.s8 
In the light of subsequent investigations at Chanhudaro in parti
cular, it would appear rather to have bee:n produced by the people 
who occupied sites of the Indus culture after its decay. Its 
style is summed up by Professor Piggott as combining "a vai;iety 
of elements in which Kulli and probably Harappa motifs predo
minate, with an underlying Amri strain." .S9 . Other objects 
recovered from the ':Jhukar" levels of Chanhudaro are utterly 
unlike anything produced by the prehistoric peoples of the htdus 
valley and Eastern Baluchistan, but can be match.ed further west
ward; the finds as a whole suggest occupation by a people trav�l
ling light, probably as conquerors. 

When we assemble the evidence it seems to fall into a pattern 
somewhat as follows : Mohen-jo-daro in its last years was an over
crowded city; the increase in population was very probably due 
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to an influx of refugees, whether from the centre of Baluchistan6° 
or from the smaller and less defensible 'Indus' towns of Sind. 
Some of these latter were occupied by invaders from Western 
Baluchistan or · still further west. T�ese new people seem to have 
appropriated such of the arts and crafts of Amri and the Ihdus 
valley as caught their fancy,61 very probably by conscription of 
the local artists and craftsmen. We visualize a facile conquest 
by "barbarians" who did not contemn the achievements of those 
they subdued. 

· 

But what was the prime cause of the decline of the Mohen
jo-daro State on the lower Indus, which enabled this revolution l 
Is it to be sought simply in these western barbarians' superiority in 
vigour · and weapons, 62 before which the town dwellers' 
numbers and arts were unavailing l While this may be an 
adequate explanation, I submit that a more convincing picture 
can be drawn if we postulate another reason for the ultimate 
weakness of the Indus people. 

Suppose that the calamitous alteration of the river's course 
near S u kk u r ,  as al ready s u gges ted , has  t ake n p l ace .. I n stead 
of the full annual inundation of the plains between that point and 
Sehw:an, the country receives merely an erratic and temporary 
fl.ow down the abandoned bed. The peopl<7 in the south of this 
area., which suffe�s the worst, thron

.
g into the capital which they 

believe (from the sanctity of its priest-king, perhaps) will still 
provide for them. Prodigious efforts are made to save the city 
by increasing cultivation dependent on the Nais and on rains, by 
summoning consignments of grain from all quarters-not to 
mention incessant prayers to the river-God to relent : but all in 
vain. A new value attaches to the springs and Nais of the hill 
cow1try and the Kachho ; lucky are those who can find room there, 
and be independent of the Indus and its vagaries. The news 
spreads across the hills :  the pastures of Sind will be the prize of a 
race that will dare : and the opportunity is taken. The western 
barbarians move in by forced marches and erect their rude . 
shelters on deserted sites ; the land which seemed untenable to the 
Harappa agriculturists will afford ample livelihood to a pastoral 
race, accustomed to live hard. Meanwhile the myriads of 
Mohen-jo-daro are streaming away. reluctantly to the north east, 
where their river is yet to be found flowing as of old. Only 
a feeble remnant rem;Un when the hardy newcomers, 
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hungry for loot, gather for the assault ; and the walls of Jericho · 
soon fall. 

There is much of conjecture in this reconstruction of a 
turning point in the pre-history of the lower Indus valley, but I 
hope it will be conceded that there is nothing in it inconsistent 
with the scanty archaeological evidence, or with our knowledge of 
the physics of the Indus. The subversion of the well integrated 
Indus civilization in Sind by people who themselves left so few 
traces acquires a certain inevitability if it was preceded by the 
great natural calamity. · 

Other facts fall into place. The village sites discovered well 
with.in the modem verge of the Manchar lake63 seem to belong to 
the period of or immediately following the decline of the Indus 
State in Sind. Fishing mµst have been the principal occu�ation 
of the local people from the earliest times : but the "Amri ' and 
Harappa sites are at a respectful distance from the ordinary modern 
water line. The obvious interpretation is that the lake had shrunk 
considerably at the time when the "late" people fished it ; the most 
likely cause would be its deprivation of the Indus flood water, the 
natural consequence of a change of course upstream.64 

Again, if we premise this physical catastrophe in the Indus 
valley we arrive at a satisfactory explanation of .. a remarkable 
feature in the archaeology of the Kachho and Kohistan to the west 
and south of the Manchar-the occurrence of settlements of the 
Indus people6s in the '?utski�ts of "A�i" vill�ges,66 interspersed 
between them67 and mextncably nungled with them.68 

At Amri itself, at Lohri, and at Ghazi Shah, distinct strati
fication proves that the Indus people occupied these sites aftcr
·probably long after-they had been abandoned:· by the Amri 
people. It is on this latter evidence that archaeologists base the 
view that the Anui culture flourished before- the great civilization 
of the plains. Granting this, how should we interpret the 
instances of contact between the two, in other places ? Did the 
future builders of Mohen-jo-daro enter the Indus valley by way of 
southern Baluchistan, and were these their halting p1aces during a ' 
transition stage of their development �  · Or if the Indus people 
originated elsewhere, did they subsequently colonize � foothills · 

from headquarters in the plains � In either case, the two people 
. .  ; . seem to have co-existed for a pe�od, but we can only guess at 

• the relations between them. On the whole the evidence, or lack 
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of evidence to the contrary, 69 suggests that there wa� mutual 
tolerance, .  but not such intimacy as to influence each other's 
culture ; no doubt there was barter between them, and in view of 
the superior power of the Indus State the Amri folk may well 
have been tributary.7° . 

It appears that the Indus people built the fortress of Ali 
Murad to guard the outlet from the Phusi pass, an important 
route between central Baluchistan and Sind ; but their settlements 
in the hills to the southward seem to be mere open villages, not 
the strongholds of overlords. What induced them to share this 
upland country with the Amri people-or indeed to inhabit it 
at all � The Indus settlements of Karchat and Shah-jo-Kotiro fill 
as it were gaps in the chain of Amri settlements along the north to 
south "highway" through the hill country. From this we· may 
infer that they co-existed. This route must always have been 
a convenient line of communication between Upper and Lower 
Sind, west of the Indus. Should we assume that in Indus times 
the communication extended to a sea port, or linked up with an 
important overland trade route to the west i Desvi, a small Indus 
site south of those namel1, would be at about the junction of the 
way to Tharro Gujo and that leading past Amilano7 1  towards the 
Paboni Naka, the plains of Las Bela, and beyond. 

The places named may thus have been called into existence 
by transit trade. But there is an alternative explanation which 
would account not only for these, but all the small Indus settle
ments in the border hill country of Sind, with the varying nature 
of their association with the Amri · settlements there. It is that 
the former date from the decline of the Indus valley State ; that 
a portion of the people deprived of their livelihood in the plains 
entered the hills as refugees and sought the hospitality of their 
Amri neighbm�rs. At Damb Buthi and Dhal they built their 
houses alongside an Amri settlement. At Taung and Naig 
they seem to have been accepted within the existing inhabited 
area. 7" At Karchat and Shah-jo-Kotiro they established their 
own villages in intervals between those of the Amri people. At 
all these places there is perennial water and a little cultivation, 
even today; a bare living, at least, could have been picked 
up there by a handful of immigrants who were prepared to 
work and to accept their new position vis a vis the established 
inhabitants. 
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The same movement into the hills might, of course, have 

been produced by an invasion of Upper Sind from the north, 
without the supposed calamity of the river's desertion ; or the 
Indus sites mingled with those of the Amri people may be merely 
examples of colonization on a restricted scale, undertaken perhaps 
at a much earlier period. Evidence may yet be fowid to 
indicate where it was that the people who se�m to have sprung up 
in the Indus plains fully armed with civilization had in fact 
developed their technique. But I do not believe that these places 
in the skirts of the hills will then appear as the last stages on their 
route to Sind.12a 

In the conjectural drama of the last days of Mohen-jo-daro 
which I have ventured to evoke, t�c penultimate scene was of 
the bulk of the inhabitants migrating to the north east to regain 
the river which had deserted their city. Whatever may be thought 
of such an idea, we have at least to consider what became of the 
numerous inhabitants of Mohen-jo-daro-whether the ruin of 
their State was gradual OI' sudden, and caused by a nat'\(al calamity 
or invasion by a human enemy. The victims of the "final musacre" 
so far revealed by excavation7l are just as likely to have been the 
miserable remnant who clwig to their homes after a general 
migration from the city, as of a huge population that defied an 
invading army till the last. While direct evidence of emigration 
from Mohen-jo-daro, according to the hypothesis suggested, is 
lacking, abwidant traces of occupation by people who used flint 
or chert instruments have been fowid in just the quarter in which 
I conceive the main stream of the Indus to have run if it abandoned 
North West Sind. The fact that most .of these sites have all the 
appearance of temporary encampment' on a very large scale couid 
perhaps be invoked in support of the theory' though the vast . 
quantity of pottery fragments may.also indicate intermittent resort 
by the cowitry people for refuge during any period when the 
Raini N ullah was wont to inl:indate this tract. At least the 
frequent occur.rence of flint �kes among. the potsherds spread over 
acres of sandhill and other · 'slight elevations along these ancient 
waterways proves that prehistoric people were among those who 
camped there. Most of these sites are fifty miles distant f�om the 
nearest flint-bearing rock formatiom. 74 

A place in the same ·area which was evidently a more stable 
settlement is Dribh Dethri. 7 5 It has the appearance of an isolated 

r ,... . 
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sandhill rising nearly a hundred feet above the plain, the surface 
of which, extending perhaps to half a square mile, is covered with 
pottery fragments. On the western side these have been partially 
overwhelmed with recent deposits of sand. It may be suspected 
that Dribh Dethri is a sandhlll only in its superficial strata, and 
that beneath them a large town is buried. In the plain 
immediately to the south east a burnt-brick-lined well . was 
discovered some four feet below· the existing level of the ground. 
The well is about five feet in diameter, but each course of the 
lining consists only of nine bricks, not all of the same. size, laid not 
radially but along the circumference, presenting a curved profile
an entirely different. method of construction from .that used for the 
numerous wells in Mohen-jo-daro. 

Without more evidence it is not possible to date Dribh 
Dethri, and .one must hope that eventually

. 
some, excavation will : 

be undertaken there. Some fifty miles lower down the Raini 1 
valley to the south west is a site referable to the Indus civilization. 
It is a low mound, about an acre in extent, with characteristic 
surface relics, including ftint flakes and perforated pottery ; 
digging has exposed the burnt brick wall of a building. This 
place, known as Ther, is about three miles east of Mamro, beside ; 
a nullah leading down to the Raini. 76 Closer to Mamro, are 
two large areas of elevated grotlnd covered with potsherds. 1 

. Hereabouts the ancient waterways, branches of the Hakra, 
which have · wandered widespread through the waste, begin to 
converge upon the Nara in its narrower valley. 

There is another site in Upper Sind east of the Indus, which 
· piust have been a place of some importance, and in all proba
. bility belonged to the Harappa civilization. It lies about two 
, and a half 111iles south east of Rohri, and was discovered during 
: the excavation of the Nara Supply Channel a century ago, ten 
or twelve feet below the surface of the ground. The burnt brick 
fowidations of numerous houses were exposed in a longitudinal 

· distance of over 6.ve hundred yards ; one large well, over four 
feet in breadth, was excavated down to a further depth of twelve 
feet� A stone-lined wall was found, and among the. movable 
objects were earthenwa.re vessels, a large number of children's . 
toys of the same materials, and stone weights.77 -

· 

About two hundred and fifty miles· down the Nara valley 
. to the south, where the channel is again known as the Hakra, we 
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come upon a Harappa site called Garho Bhiro, near Nohto in 
Mithi Taluka. I have previously described78 the sandhills along 
the western edge of tlle Thar in ·Lower Sind as rising abruptly 
from the level plain, to which they present very much the 
appearance of cliffs along a coast line. Close. to No�1to village 
are two mounds, one on a sand "bhit" projecting into the plain, 
in which the other stands about' a furlong "off shore", like an 
island in ·a sea of jungle. 

The mound connected with the sand dunes shows dear traces 
of fortification maintained in comparatively modern times, but 
among the potsherds covering it are types characteristic of the 
prehistoric cultures of Western Sind. A "bi-chrome" piece 
observed �ere �� been Jhukar ware. · The "island� ' site, 
Garho Bhiro, mes to about twenty five feet above the plam and 
extends . over five or six acres. As its name indicates, it is red 
with terra cotta dust and pottery fragments. 

The surfiacc relics appear to be Harappan for the most part. 
Particularly- notable is the great profusion and variety of 
perfJ>N�d pottery; there are also terra-eotta bangles, flint flakes , 
chrpPings of semi-precious stones, and the remains of copper 
pins as well as small lumps of the smelted but wiworke� metal. 
The designs on the sherds of painted pottery include a charac
teristic �-leaf pattern; and there is also a considerable quantity 
of incised ware. This latter is also prominent on the adjoining 
"peninsula" site ; much of it is dark grey in colour, and seems to 
correspond with the }hangar pottery.79 . 

The evidence so far observed suggests that at Nohto we have 
a Indus settlemenfr:,which like Chanhuclaro was subsequently 
occupied by the Jh\ika--r and Jhangar people. Its topographical 
situation is interesting. If we were able to acce_pt Major Raverty' s 
theory, we should suppose the .place to haye been on the eastern 
shore of an arm of the sea which cxtep.ded consid�rably to the 
northward in Indus times. Even now it is only 25 feet aQove sea 
lcvd, though distant not less than fifty miles from the Rann of 
Cutch, and twice as &r from the open sea of today. J:,.s to the 
prehistoric coast line, and Nobto s position in relation to it, it 
would be rash to theorise at least until we can be certain that no 
other Chalcolithic sites exist in the plains lower down the Hakra. 
It is worth mention that at Naokot, eight miles below Nohto, 
there arc ruins probably referable ·to Buddhist times on the. ·right 

,�.� 
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bank of this channel, i.e., in the alluvial plain.Bo A few miles 
lower still we come to the jwiction of the · Dhoro Puran with 
the Hakra. 

. . If the Nohto settlement belongs to a period when the Hakra 
channel was regularly discharging the main, or at least a consider-

... able volume of the waters of the Indus, the place may have had 
some importance . as a river port for the Mohen-jo-daro St�te. In 
view of the probability that the main internal communications 
were by water it is curious that so few representations of boats 
have been fowid among the remains of this civilization. Those 
�hich we have depict craft which cannot have been sea-going; 
they would have been suitable only for plying on lakes and rivers. 
Pending further discoveries it seems reasonable. to assume that the 
Indus people were not a sea-faring race, and that their trade by sea, 
if any, was in the hands of others. BoA Such water ways as the 
Nara-Hakra, flowing in a comparatively stable channel, called for · 
a minimum of skill in navigation. We should have little doubt that 
the flint flakes now found at Garho Bhiro, or the materials from 
which they were fashioned, were floated down from the vicinity 
ofRohri some 250 miles to the northward, rather than transported 
by land from the nearest source of supply less than half that 
distance to the west. There is evidence for the use of the Nara
Hakra for transport of building stone from the same quarter in 
the eighteenth century A.D., tliough this may have been possible 
only in a year of exceptional inwidation. s 1 

Another place which we may feel assured was on er very 
close to the sea in Indus times is the fortified site of Tharro Gujo, 
ten miles west of Tatta. It is however primarily an "Amri" 
settlement, and the Indus relics, if such they are, are relatively 
insignificant. 12 

Our survey of the southern division of the Indus "Empire0 
suggests a number of inferences, leaving an immense void which 
for the present can only be filled by conjecture. So long as such 
speculations are consistent with collateral evidence, they are 
perhaps worth setting down; though in hazarding certain ideas 
I am well aware that alternative theories may be generally prefer
red, and that my views may be overturned by fresh discoveries. 

It appears, then, that the monsoon winds from the south west 
were stronger in prehistoric time� than now; that they may have 
extended over the west and north west of Sind; and �t rainfall 
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in the lower Indus valley was probably somewhat heavier and 
more regular, though the difforence was not as great as has some
times been represented. Storage of grain on a grand scale reflects 
in some degree the characteristic undependability of the Indus 
inundations. The main stream of the river during the hey day of 
the "Empire" must have Bowed through the plains of north west 
Sind, more or less as in modern times. The people knew better 
than to build their capital in its immediate vicinity, where it 
would have been in constant danger of destruction by erosion ; 
on the other hand they were not deterred by periodical flooding 
of the city from heavy overspill. The attraction of the sites on 
which Mohen-jo-daro and other towns were built, and repeatedly 
rebuilt after such visitations, must have been their proximity to 
bye-rivers or regular flood cham1els which in most years provided 
sufficient water but not a dangerous excess. 

This is clearly demonstrated in the chain of Indus settlements 
along the Ghaggar and the Upper Hakra ; but since many of these 
lie above the uppermost spot where water from the snow-fed 
Sutlej could have found. its way via a spill-channel into the 
Ghaggar,83 we may suppose that theJumna may still have thrown 
off some of its surplus water into the valley of the Chi tang : 
alternatively the rainfall in the catchment area of these minor 
rivers must have been greater than it is now. The Hakra 
doubtless linked up this large group of sites with those about the 
Raini in north eastern Sind ; but between them is the area, well 
described by Raverty, in which the chronic instability of the 
"Mihran" has left the clearest traces on the face of the country. 

This is the tract in which a comparatively slight swing of the 
Indus · to the left hand would be likely to produce that drastic 
change of course which, in my view, may well have been the 
prime cause of the ruin of the Indus State in north west Sind : 
the diversion of the main volume of Indus water down the Nara 
and Lower Hakra. Perhaps settlements such as Nohto on the 
last named channel came into being in consequence of such a 
change ; though it is likely that even when the Indus ran in its 
western bed, spill water flowed do'wn the Nara with such regu
larity that this extreme south eastern comer of the plain of· 
Sind was a flourishing tract. 

We should by no means exclude the possibility that the 
Indus discharged its water down two widely separated branches 
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for part of its course through Sind, though it is unlikely that 
both would be flowing throughout the year. 

In conclusion: we must depend upon further excavation of 
the sites of the Indus civilization to-add to our knowledge of this 
long vanished �pie, in their domestic life, their institutions and 
their arts and industries. But for a broad view, for an imaginative 
reconstruction of the economic existence of people and State in 
Sind, everything that we know of the working of the Indus in 
natural conditions, as a great alluvial river, becomes relevant. 
The lessons taught by scientific observation and practical expe
rience, if applied with due discrimination, should at least reduce 
the amount of error in our tentative picture5 of the age and scene. 

NOTES 

1. lflines arc drawn on a map to connect the 'outermost' sites of the culture so far identi
fied in the Panjab, Baluchistan, Sinci, Kathiawar, Gujerat and Uttar Pndesh, the area 
enclosed in the resulting polygon will be more of the order of half a million square miles. 
But Sutkagen-Dor was io all probability a trading post beyond the administntive boundary 
of the 'Indus' State, and it seems most unlikely that the Thar desert of Western Rajputaoa 
and Eastern Sind-roughly 100,000 square milet in extent-w.as occupied by d� Indus 
people. 
2. 1De number is increasing year by year. Sir Mortimer Wheeler's 19SJ list (Tht 
Indus Ci11illzation, pp. 95-6) enumerated 62 sites, including some twenty-five which had then 
recently been idtntified in North Bikanir_, of which he names only two. The list is said to 
be based mainly on ceramic evidence, and to exclude doubtful sites. 

Among the Sind sites omitted are, the very characteristic Lakhiyo (Majumdar, pp. 67...S) :  
Amilano (Ibid, p. 143 : c f.  Piggott, pp. 172-3, 21.:r.�nleas the site called •Atlahdioo', third 
on Whct'ler's list, which in his map at p. 3 apptan to occupy Amilano's actual position, is a 
�rvenion of that namei. (It may be nokd in passing that· Diji-ji-Takri-Takri=hillock 
i11 Sindhi-figures as Oiji-ji-Takvi) ; Pai-jo-Kotiro, Rajodcro, and Naig (Ancient India No. 5, 
January 1949); to which may be added Taung, Thcr, Nohto and other sites describtd in 
].S.H.S., Vol. v; No. :a (1941), Vol. Vll,,pp. 59-69 (1944) and Vol. VW, No. 1 (1946). 

Since the appearance in 1953 of The lnJ11s Civilizdtion a number of sites of this culture 
have been discovered in Kathiawar. That at Rangpur had been identified as 'Indus' by 
M.S. Vats �. long. ago as 1934 (M.A.S.1., 1934-5, pp. 34-8) and was duly included in 
McCown's list of Harappan sites in ·A11dtnl India, No. 31 pp. 129 fl: (Appendix B to �ler'1 
report on Harappa, 19¢). 1n view, presuntably, ofH.G. Dibhit's report on his excavation• 
at Rangpur in 1947 (&lldin of tlrt Dtttan College Rtstarth Institute, Vol. XI, pp. 2-S5) du. 
site is omitted from Wheeler's 1953 list, though it was mentioned by Piggott in 1950 

I (PWhistarlt Indid, p. 137). Its 'Indus' character was conclusively rehabilitated by S. ll. 
I\� in 1953"4 Cln4lon Atduwology. 1951-4, p. 7). 
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Othtt lites . of the Indus culture have bcc:ia found near the mouths of the Tapti and 

Nubada in Gujent and one, Ukhlim, in Uttar Prade!h, nine miles west of Meerut. In 
Sind and BaludWwi we b.ave to add Judcir-jo-daro, about 18 miles north by west from 
Jacobabad; 1 small site immedia�ly Welt of Kot Diji fort (dist.inc:t from Dijiji�Takn1 i and 
those discovered by Miss B. de Cardi in 19571 11/z., in the foothills below the Harbab Paa. 
near Katra in Kacbbi close to the mouth of the Mula Paa, the site of Jahan, half'way up the 
Mllla Past, and two near Omach in Jhalawan. 

(liulian Ardwologyo 195.,..S, pp. 13-14: Sir M. Whcelern '&tly India on4 Paklsldn, pp. 
g.c.-8: Itlwtrtlltd London News. May 24th, 19j8; Pllltlstm• News, October a6th, 1957, Marth 
nth. 1958). 
3. S"u Mortimer Wheeler, Tire 1n4HI CMll%ation (1953), p. 15. 
4. Dr. E. Mackay, &rly lnduJ Clvlli:i-ntlo11s (2nd edition. 1948), Plate XXXIV. 
5. Mackay, Early Indus Civlllz•tiDM, pp. 25-26. It may be doubd'ul whether this is a 
valid inCemxie &om the thicbeu of the walls. the object of which smy have been to provide 
coolneu in the hot weather. 

· 

d. Petsonal Obse"'""'11u on SUulh by Capt. T. Potans. pp. 3>-3'4-· Richard Burton writing 
in 1851 estimated Shikarpur'• population as "about 24.000 inhabitants" (Slrul anti tht raw 

1"'11 /nWlt the 11•llq of tht Itulus, p. 10). 
. 

7 • This factor might have had some local influence: but the proportion offemales to males 
in the population oC Siod wa� higher according to the Census held in 1851 than in that of 
1931. See Census of Iruli11, IS).il, Vol. XR, Simi, p. 27, :also Table D, p. 7. 
8. Sind with Khairpur State. I have arbitrarily omitted Karachi City Crom consider.anon 

. alt0gether, as being es.tentially Extn-Provincial in chancttt. COUIU of lntlUr, 1941, Vols. 
V and XR. I have not waf the 19.sr cenaus .figures Cor this compuison as they are distorted 
by the unprecedented immigration fi:om India in and after 1947. 
9. The population of the Province ofSind before its annexation .by the Britilh was �ughly 
estimated at one million, �uivalent to about twenty to the square mile. (Ptrscmal Obsnvtt-
110111 on Sinllt, by Capt. T. Postans, p. 69). 

10. Stuart Piggott, Preleistoric ln4/df, 1950); pp. 66, 67, 133 : Wheeler, op. dt., p. S· 
Protcssor Pisaott's antitbais (p. 133) .. Today the Punjab is one of the greatest com-growing 
areas of Asia, but Sind is a desert reclaimed only by the elaborate inigation works . • . •  " 
etc., i1 most misleading. 'The Paqjab has become a great com-growing area because of, and 
only because of, .. elaborate irrigation woru" -as in Sind. The .. Sind Desert" misreprcstn• 
tation, which an only be attributed to defeaive observation, or to some strange conccP,. 
�on of a 'daert', seems destined for immorhlity despite every effort to correct it. See 
&arly CdlUll Irrll41llon In Sln4 (1937),J.S.H.S., Vol. m, Part I, p. 14. 
1 1. -i>iggott, op. cit., p. 67: Wheeler, op. cit., p. s, Sir John ManhaU shows (Mohenjo4tlrtt 
mul the IM111 Cilllllzatl011 Vol. I, p. 1) that Mohenjodaro ill situated in a .. small patch of 
barrm bnd" among the .. richest grain lands of Sind". 
u. The present author was Assistant Collector of Larkana &om 1928 to 1930. 
13. S.R.B.C •• Vol. XVH, (New Series) 1855, Part D, Rtport on the Purgun. of ClwnlooltM 
in Upptr Simi, pp. 713-+ Cf, Masson, Nmoli11e of Vari0111)011mqs etc., .I, p. 461. 
14. Pislott, op. cit., p. 70. The observed minimum 8ow of the Indus In Sind is under 
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20,000 cubic feet �r s«ond. Sir Claude Inglis gives ?JO.GOO cuiea as the maxunum 

-"l't'Corded. ' C1ztUitr of Sind, p. 1 2 ;  nt IWM11ffltv .,A Ctlftltol of Riwrs ""' C111111l1 by Sir 
Claude Inglis, p. 183.  
1 s.  Piggorr, Joe. at., Cf. Haag, l.D.C • •  map opposiae p. JO. and pp. 118-4). for the course 
ot the Indus in rt'lation to Sukkur, �tc., vide ante, chap. 3. pp. J)•4; post, c�p. 71 p. 108. 
1 6. E.g., tht' town of Na�rpur, rhe principal man an middle Sind in the first half of t'M 

t'1ghteenth ct'nturv, never recovered from its abandonment by the Indus in 11s11. 

1 7. Piggotr, op. c1L, p. 1 )4. 
1 8. But note Sir John Maniull's caution even in regard to this (op. cit., Vol . . I, p. J# . 

. we find the same inferences drawn by the Bombay Timts in respect of t� (probably) 
Harappan Mtt' accidt'ntally discovered by Caprain Kirby in 1lss or .d.ereaboulS near Rohri, 

}0111nal of tht Bombay Branch o/ rht Ri>yal Asiatic Socit'Y· Vol. V (18s7), p. 47J. 

19. Piggott, loe. at. Sir M. Wheeler, while appamidy endorsmg this idea, adds char 

"sites on or rttar the: great rivt'rs could be supplied in part bv timber floated down, then as 
today, from the, Hiriialay�n foresrs." (Tht Indus Ci&1ili:r1tion, p. s). But in any case, this 
umber from upcountry is far too valuable for use in the Sind brick kilns. which 
.are &red by the �oc:al babul, kandi and tamarisk, and would natunlly. hav� been 
so in Indus Times. 
20. Cazt1tu1 of SirrJ, 1907, p. 47. This was only what the Sind Goven1mcnt fomti 
produced, leaving out of account all the woodland and vast areal of jungle DOI includtd 
in them. 
1 1 ,  Professor Piggott observes, (op. cit., p. 135), 11Sissoo still grows m Sind ... Though this 

rree was mentioned by Assistant Surgeon J. E. Stocks in 1848, as "the fmest wood in Sind: 
grows very large in the I arkana and Schwan districts" (S.R.B.G., No. XVD (New Serinl 
Part II, p. s96) it is generally regarded as not indigenous. (Guttttt1 of Sin4, 1907, p. 4,S). 
22. Piggott, op. cit., p. 1 34. Cf. Wheeler, 11As a whole the fauna is a varied one and 
implies in part the proximity of jungle or manh such as no longer varies this arid region." 
(Tiet Indus Cwilizt1tion, p. 63). There is ample manh and jungle in present-day Sind: 
near Mohen-jo-daro as elsewhere. 
21. Ga:mtttt of Sind, p. 48. Dry Lta&1ts ft""' You111 lifypl by 'Ex-Political' (E.B. Easrwick) 

(Ed. 1 849), p. 165. 
24. Voyages d'lbn Batoutah, m. C. Defremery et B.R. Sanguinerti. (Paris 1 8$5). Vol. Ill, 
P·. 100. He uses the ordinary Arabic word for rhinoceros. Pi� •• �J.f' � 
2s. Ibid., p. 104. Haig in his anicle 111bnu Batuta in Sindh" remarbjusdy that this de1Crip
t1on "reads like the conditions of the Chaliho, forty days. beginning about 1orh May." But 

. short 'hell wavn' art' liable to occur in Sind at the season I mention. Seh�an is notorious 
and the traveller had only lately arrived from compantively temperate regions. 

ao. M'. Reinaud, Frag"!fnlJ A1"6ts ti Pmt1ns in/lits rtl"'ifl J l'ln41 (Paris, 18,15)1 

pp. 86, 109. Alberuni calls the Indian rhinoceros e.l:r • borrowing the name ftom the 
Sanskrit 1i'I and distinguishing the animal from. the \JJ.f' �. 
27. Gutllm «>( Sind, p. 2s4. 
28. Mackay, Early IHdus Civiliutiont, Plate XVII, No. 7: also pp. 63, 107. Cf. Piggo&e, 
p. I S7. Sir J. Marshall, (op. cir.. , Vol . I, p. 2) is again cautious in regard to the value of ibis 
c�idtnc;c. 
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29. Supta, pp. .ss-o ( The  Et11licr PrthistcJric Civilizations in Sind). C£ Sir J. Manball, 
op. dt., Vol. J, pp. 2-3. 
30. Wheeler, Tlrt Indus Civilization, p. 6. Jn this tract, the ricbuas of the July to Sqtcmbcr 
landscape can hardly be imagined from a view of the same landscape between October . 
and Jw1c. 

31 .  James, Report on the Purguna of Chandookah etc., S R.B.G., XVU. New Seria, 
Part II, p. 720. 

J2. Vldt supra,' Tltt Plains of Sind. pp. 27-8. 

33, Indian l:nginttrlng, by W. L. Strange, p. 149. 

34. For cultivation methods in modem Siod, sec Gatttttr, 1907, pp. 236-7. For thote in 
vogue-at the time of the British .. conquest" sec Blue Book Riporl °'' lht AJ,,einislfwldMt if 

Sd,,,Jt, 1857, pp. �3· 

35. Wheeler, Tht lnl:ls Ci11ilizatfon, p. 62. 

36. Mackay, &rly lnJus Civilizations, p. 82; Piggott, Prthist.,ric Indio, p. 155. 

37. Wheeler, Tht lnJ11s CivilizotiOll, p. 79. 
38. Mackay, &rly Indus CivUizatioHs, p. 132. 1 must say that I find it difficutt to believe 
i11 such a use. Cf. Marshall, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 27. D.O. Kosambi has n1ostjustly pointed 
out that the Harappa. rural economy wu probably based on dam, not c� irrigation and 
on harrow, not plough, cultivation. (AH inlr°""ction '" ti� stwly tf lmlilfll History, 

Uonibay, 1956 : vidt 'Antiquity', Vol. XXXll, No. 125, March 1958). 

39. The blade of a Sindhi uspade" CJ J ,S-) is set at an angle between 00. and 7f1e to 
its handle. 
40. Wbcrler, op. cit., pp; 21-� J1-33. . 

.fl. Plullarmtory P•pas mating to Situ/, 1854, pp. 68, 70, 71 , 72-3, 102 • 

.p. The calcula&iou, a rough one, is as follows: 110,000 cubic feet =space for 9s.70I bushels; 
· for 35,000 people = 2.73 bUlhcls per head = 218.4 pounds per head . 
.fl· Mackay, Early Indus Civilizations, p. 133. Wheeler, Tht ltidtu Civili�•tion, p. 62. 
Aho Vick mpra, chapter 1; p. I 

·:ilf4· Whcclcr, op. dt., p. io. 
45... The poundins-pits at Harappa an: abou.t half way �ween the Granary and the Citadd, 

· .0 cbcy c0uld have ICrved tar a ICICOlld granary in the la� (N. end). -
· .f6. Gutltttr of SinJ, pp. 6, 23 1 .  For Lalan ji Mari, see p. 59 
.47. · Sir M. Wheeler cita the traditional Alm'ricau Indian sy5tean :1s an example of flood

wa&lr &rming. (n.t 1""'1 Civiludllon, p. 7). It can be conveniently studied in Sind: here 
the bonded fields are often open on the lidc facing up the slope, to rcccive the aurlice 
drainqe. • 

48. Sir John Manball, MolitrijoddN .,4 tlrt lnd11s Cilliliza1ion, Vol. I, pp. 3-5, and 
foocnote • 

.. ,. s,,,,., chap. 2, pp • ..., • 

.so. · Supra, chap. r, p. 4 • 

.sr:·.�. Tiit lnas Civillzalion, pp. 6-8. 
52. "Wheeler, 7M lrullls CMllzation, pp. 7-8. Vide Supt•, p. 73 of this chapter. Sir 
Mortimer ·Wheeler bas claborattd the argument to which allusion is lxTc 01adc, in his 
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&rly InJia dll4 Paltista11 .(1959), pp. IT2-3. This would seem to make no allowance for the 
well-ascertained regenerative influence of the Indus, which in a wonderfully short space 
of time repairs the destruction it wreaks itself-far more drastic than any operations of 
Mm-on the riverain forests and jungles. (Vide Supra, chap. 31 p. 17). The case is 
completely dift'ercut from man's (and goat's) devastation of verdure in the hills N.W. of the 
Indus valley, which natural regeneration under a scanty rainfall has been insulfici.CDt to repair. 

So long as the Indus trfdintaitrtd its gt11tral course within tdSy rtach qf Mohe.yoJaro, wood 
1uffidmt for all f1.1el requirements of the city must always have been euily ava_ilable without 
recourse to distant sources. 

53. It is axiomatic of alluvial rivers like the Indus that the longer they continue in a 

particular eoune, the greater the danger of a major avulsion. 'The confinement or the 
Indus between continuous bund-lines gready accelerates the raising of the country enclosed, 
and our chief authority on the lndw, Sir Claude Inglis, states that there is the threat, indeed 
the certainty, that an avulsion will occur in Simi at no far distant date. unless adequate 
measures are taken to prevt"nt it. (The &lraviour and Control of Rlvns dnd Ca1111ls, p. 204). 
For such a change of course by the Indus, and its effects, Vidc iefra, chap. 7, p. 104, where 
Ariltobulus' dcKription, apud Strabo, is quoted. 

54. A town of some importance, which from ita elevation above the surrounding 1Jbin 
llCCms likely to overlie a prehistoric site. 
55. Majumdar, pp. 6o-68, Plate VI (a), (b), (c), Plate XLV. 
56. lbitl, p. 64. 
S7· Ibid, p. 65. The Khulasat-ul-Tariltl1, written at the md of the 17th century A.D. 
iays of the Manchar Lake, "Many fishermen, having made a platfor� of -earth on it, live 

tMR and �tch fish every day" etc. Cf. Araish-i-Mal!fil, trs. H. Court, p. 1 18. (Calaatta� 18821-
58. Majumdar, pp. 62-63 • .  

59. Piggott, op. cit., p. 223. 

6o. Piggott, op. cit., pp. 221, 223. 

61,  E.g., motifs in the decoration of their pottery and Caience. Piggott, op. cit., 

pp. 223, 226. 

62. The sbaft-hok axe from the Jhukar levels of Cbaohudaro, and the ax04dr.e from a late 
stratum of Mohcnjodaro, are far superior to the characteristic ax:es and 1padCs of the Indus 
people. Piggott, op. cit., pp. u4-5, 228. 
63. Suprca, p. 8.2. The "L2tc" pottery recovered at Mashak and Lal Cbatto ha1 obviom 
·�Amri"' affinities, and it ii reasonable to assume that the Lake dwcllen in prebiltoric timct 
were connected with the people who occupied the surrounding country. 
64. Probably a long distance up stream, because the main flood channels feeding the 

Manchar take off between Kashmor and Larkana, Vidt chap. 3, p. 26. 

65. Vilt chap. 5, p. 61, supra. The argum�ot hett assumes that Majumdar'1 ofisinal 
classification of certain ceramic and other rc�ns at the pbces named, as 'Indus', holds good 
after their re-assessment by Piggott and others. 
66. Damb Butlli, Dhal. 

67. Karchat, Shah-jo-Kotiro, 
68. Naig, Taung, Pai-jo-Kotiro. 
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· 69. The ma'in site at Kandhi Wahl �ems to have been destroyed by fire. But there is DO 
reason for holding the Indus people responsible. 
70. C£ Wheeler, The In,jls Civili%atlon, p. 52. 
71. for t\milano, see M;j.

umdar, p. I..f.3 ;J.S.H.S., VJ, No. 2, p. 109; Piggott, op. cit., p.173. 

72. Similarly in the villages of the Kachho at the outfall of the Gaj Nai. .A11cimt Indltf, 

No. S Oan., 1949). 
. 

72-A. I have allowed the text here to stand as originally written in 1953-4. 
Since that tim.e a number of discoveries have bceo made (cf. note 2 above) without 

eluddatin� materially the problem of the Indus Civilintion's origin. In view of the identi
fication of a num�r of its sites in Kathiawar and Gujerat close to the sea "one's thoughts" 
(to quote Sir Mortimer Wheeler) "turn naturally to Mesopotamia as a source". But he 
obsc.-rves, "Neither iit its ceramic industry nor in its tools and armoury does the Indus 
Civilization suggest a remotely foreign origin. Its pottery, though specifically individual, 
is as generally akin to that of some of the village communities in or below the Baluch hills 
as to that of Sumer", and he proceeds to cite other features distinguishing the Indus from the 
Mesopotamian cultures. 

At Kot Diji in Sind, which it may be well to mention is situated on an outcrop of the 
low Rohri range of hills east of the Indus, Dr. P. A. Khan discovered beneath a small Indus 
settlement a fortified town of an earlier culture. It had evidently been ·destroyed by fire 
before the Indus people built over it. The characteristic ceramic re�ins of the earlier 
occupation showed no affinities with the .Amri Kulli or other south Baluchistan wares, but 
recall those of Perlano Ghundai in Zhob. ,; is ·noteworthy that sherds of Pcriano type 
were also excavated beneath the citadel of Harappa in 19415. .Along with those approximat
ing to that style at Kot Diji were others with Harappan motifs. Jn Dr. Khan's words, 
"either the Kot Dijians were already evolving some of the elements of the Indus Civilization 
. . . .  or, as seems more likeiy, they were already in contact with the growing civilization 
and were borrowing certain elements from it." . 

In its general character, the Kot Diji site exhibits a dose relationship to that of 
Mundigak, in a valley parallel to the .Arghandab river, in the Kandahar province of 
}ifghanistan. M. Jean-Marie Casal's excavations here revealed, at the tenth occupation 
level of the site, a sudden development from a village in which the ceramic wares resembled 
those of the Quctta culture; to a walled town, the rampart built of roughly squared stones 
in mud mortar, with mud bricks above and square bastions- a style of fortification practi
cally identical with that of the early Kot Diji. - There were similarities also between the 

commoner ceramic remains in these two towns, apart from the fact that at _each a few 
'Jndlls' motifs appear. A stone head discovered in the upper leveh at Mundigak has a 
stro�g resemblance to the famous bust of the "King-Priest" found at Mohenjodaro. Other 
articles have their cloiest counterparts among the Zhob cultures, but M. Casal also draws 
attention to similarities with finds at Susa and other Persian sites. 

While it appean, thm, that there was a close connection between the peoples of 
Mundigak and Kot Diji, and one more ambiguous between both of them and the Indus 
people, it is to be noted that the two places are at least 350 miles apart as the crow fliel; and, 
so far from having such a convenient connection as Harappa and Mohenjodaro enjoyed by 
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river, arc separated not only by riven but ranges of mowltaim. It may be that dote 
archaeological mvestigation along the routes bctwcm Kandahar and Upper Sind will reveal 
other sites of the Mundigak-Kot Diji people. At the time of writing the cultures identified 
in the areas traversed by these routes have been thole known as Zhob, Quetta and Togau; 
and it is not about the Bolan route that they have so far hem found, but along that , which 
leadS from Quetta . to Kelat and thence by the Mula Pau down to Kacbhi. It is on this 
route, about half way down the pa. and where it debouc:bes into the plains, that "Indus' 
iites have recently been discovered; bot it docs DOt follow that the Indus people should be 
deemed to have mtettd upon mlonization of the plains by this route. Examination of the 
nuanerow old mounds in northern, western and centnl K.achhi, including re--ex::amination of 
thme at Chhalgiri. together with investigation within the Bolan Pass itRJI (the neighbour
hood of Bibi Nani, for instance) may lead to . other inferences. 

I would however hazard the conjecture that thr Indus folk 1pread into Sind from the 
north, i.r. by way ofKachhi, :md not from the wen: and that their lettl.cments in jhabwan 

such as Orn:ich-the provenance of the intervening Saruna sitn remains to be established
indicate rather colonizaticn from Sind than the reverse process. 

(Sir M. Wheeler, 'Edrly llfilia mu/ Ptlleislan. pp. 1100-IC>?; Arts Aaiatiques, 195-4. I, 3, pp. 
· 163-178; Joum11I of tlw. Asltdit Sodny of Polclstan, Vol. II, Dacca 1957, p. 1 ; lllHSlrottd_ Lotrlon 

Ntw1, M1y 7th, 1955. May 24th, 1958, Paltlstan Ntws, Oct. :16th, 1957, M3rch 1 1th and 

July ur, 1958. For Samoa, "* 111pra, Chap. s, pp. 63-4). 
13. Whttlcr, 71tt lndm Cit1ilization, pp. 91-9-1, Plate XXIVa. 
74. J.S.H.S., Vol. VDI, Part I, pp. 5:a-53. 
75. This place is betwec:n Yaro Lund and Saheb Khan Lund. 

76. J.S.H.S., Vol. vm. pp. 50-51.  

77- Captain J. ·�. Kirby, who reponcd this discovery, mentions a Khooza (Sindhi J j ,S:.) 
(ftagon or jar) drinking cups and water spoutl. )01m1ol of tlrt .Bon"6dy Branch of tlrt Royal 

.Asiatil Sllcitty, Vol. V (1857), pp. 471-3. 
78. Supra, chap. 11 p. 2. 

79. ).S.H.S .• Vol. VIII, pp. s9-6o. 
Bo. Ibid., p. 61. 
Bo-A. Hrre again I have allowed the text to and u writkn in 19,SJ-4• Sublt.quent 
discoveries of •Indus' sites on or close to the rea coast in Kathiawad and Gujarat-and 
particularly the thorough excawrion of one of the most important of these, Lothal
aft"ord ample reason for belie\·ing that the people of that touthem portion of the "lndUI' 
'Empire', at :iny rate, built sea-going ships for their trade up the Peniari Gulf and 
ebcwhere. 

Sir Mortimer Wheeler refen to 'that maritime mterprile which chancteriled ancient 
Indian trade i11 many ages'; and in Indian Shipping Dr. R.K. Mookerji has manhalled 
and ably discussed the various evidence for this. The Supp111olM Jllbllto, in Book X, 
No. '463 (Fd. E.D. Cowell, Vol. IV, pp. 87-8) gives an interesting account of a muter 
mariner of Bharuhccha (equivalent to Strabo's Bargosa, the modern Broach) in the 

vicinity of which lirs onr of the recmtly discovered •Jndw' sites. 
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Lotbal can hardly have been the a port teniag Sind itself; and no remains of such 
all atablilhmeat have yet beetl found in Sind. Bat thia latter negative fact may only 
be due to the llD'le reuoa why ao tnc:e of Barbarikon bas been found-the eroding and 
obliterating power of the riftl' indul. 

It D nevert.belea pouibJe that tbe ruJen of tbe 1.lndm' 'stale. at least of smd, were 
in much the llDHI polidoa 11 the Zamcria of Calicut and 6thet rulm on the Malabar 
CO.. at the time when Vasco da Gama reac:bed t�m: patrons oi lea-borne trade, and 
owing much oC their plolpcrity to It, though the carricn were almOIC admively 
forcipen-like the (15th c:mtmy) Arabi; Malays and Moplaba--thc latter � o( 

die other 'fbrcign' amen who ICldccl oar Calicut and other entrepotl of. Elltml and 
WCllan trade. 

(For 1ochal, tee n,,,,,,_,, 1..oMM NNlo Vol :138, Nos. 6343 & 63 .. (February 
asth ac March 4da. 1pS1) "New Light on tho hlaa v.u., �Yiliationi. 
81. ).S.H.s.. Vol • .  vm. PP· ,...,. 
la. MajumJar, pp. »-A ).S.H.S.o Vol. VI. pp. 109-110. PJuott, pp. 77-8. 
83. See Scr:in, in. IM Geo,p,,,.,. )out11.l, VoL XCIX, No. 4 (April 1p.p), Cf. Wheeler, .  
bullu Cl11llln1,.,,, � 516. 
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S I N O  I N  ANCIENT H I STOR ICAL TI M E;S 

THE face of Sind, · �ith any changes that may have taken 
place upon it, is hidden from ·us for about a thousand years 
succeeding the Harappa civilization. The hymns of the Rigveda 
make mention frequently of the Indus, and the names of the other 
rivers of the Panjab all occur, 1 but nothing is stated from which 
contemporary conditions in the lower Indus valley could be 
deduced. It is even doubtful whether the Aryans ·of the· Rigveda 
epoch were �quainted with the sea. 2 As to the fater classics, in 
the Mahabharata Draupadi speaks of Sindhu as a rich country, 
but in view of the context the ·statement is of little significance.J 
In the"Dialogues of the Buddha" an old mnemonic jingle is quot
ed in which the capital of Sovira-land is given as Roruka;• in 
the Jatakas the name is given as Roruva.s It may reasonably be 
assumed to indicate Alor, which is commonly spoken of as Aror. 
Sovira is frequently coupled with Sindhu or Sainclhara in Sanskrit 
classics, for instance in tl1e Vishnu Purana : provinces being usually 
named after the principal tribe or tribes inhabiting them. 6 These 
two are included in the list given in the Matsya-Purana of the 
regions through which the Indus flowed, but it does not seem to 
be arranged geographically. 7 

There are a few references to Sind in old Persian literature ; 
it is curious to find that according to the Bundahish the terminal 
stream of the Indus was known locally by the same name as is 
given to it by the early Muslim geographers -"The Veh (good) 
river passes on in the east, goes through the land of Sind and 
flows to the sea in Hindustan, and they call it there the Mehra.' '8 

The sum of the geogr_aphical information about Sind in the 
Sanskrit, Pali and Pahlavi writings is thus disappointingly small. 

The country reappears, with tantalising indistinctness, in 
the pages of early Greek geographers and o.f the historians of 
Alexander's campaigns. The veil was lifted by one Skylax, a 
native of Asia Minor who was in the service of the Persian 

100 
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monarch Darius Hystaspcs. He set out with a Beet of boats from a 
place known as Kaspatyros on the Kabul river,9 sailed down the 
Indus, and after a voyage of two and a half years reached Egypt. 
This remark.able exploration would seem to have taken place 
about the years 518-516 B.C., more p�obably just after 
than just before the extension of Persian domination over the 
Indus valley.1� Skylax' account of his voyage, now lost, seems 
to hav.e been u5ed by the contemporary Greek geographer 
Hekataeus, whose works only survive in fragments. He speaks 
of a tribe called the Opiai dwelling by the Indus river; havin� a 
royal fort, and beyond.th.em was a desert "as far as the Indians' .1 1  

The voyage is mentioned also by Herodotus, who records that 
"India" became the twentieth satrapy of the . Persian Empire,. and 
was by far the: wealthiest and most populous of all.12 Though this 
satrapy may have included the upper as well as the lower valley 
of the Indus, a comrarison of the extant inscriptions of Darius . 
indicates that "India' (Hindu) referred to the region now known 
as Sind : that this was his own conquest, while Gandhara and the 
western Panjab, tmder the name of Thatagush, were provinces of 
the empire in .the time of his predecessor Cambyses.13 Dr. 
Vincent ·Smith, following Raverty, assumes that owing to the 
different courses then taken by the Indus and its tributaries "vast 
trac� in Sind and the Paajab now desolate were then rich and 
prosperous." 1 s 

The fint Greek author whose descriptions of India deserve 
to be examined is Ktesias. He has, indeed, been widely con
demned by other Classical· writers, and in modem times, for his 
uncritical retailing of the most preposterous "travellers' tales" -
and this predilection· for the fa.ri.tastic and marvellous seems the 
more reprehensible since he was himself a man of science.1s 
Ktesias has probably suffered in that his work survives only in 
abridgments and extracts, which may contain an unfairly large 
proportion of his absurdities. But as Lassen and others have 
shown, an element of truth can be traced beneath many of the 
statements which at first sight appear to be pure falsehood. We 
1i1ust also bear in n.llnd that almost everytliliig Ktesias reports of 
India was derived at second hand from the Persians ; and that 
mercurial race has au inveterate tendency to boast and exaggerate. 

Thus discarding the obvious fictions, we find that the Indus 
was of enormous breadth, that huge reeds grew along it, that 

I '  
, ,  
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crocodiles lived in it and preyed upon cattle and camels co� 
down to drink. The cowitry was rainless, but was wa 
by its river. We are told of the violent (dust) storms, and of the 
phenomenon which occasionally occurs, of myriads of fish being 
cast up dead upon the sea shore. Ktesias was correctly infoqne(l 
that the red "lak" occurs on the same tree (the babul) as produces 
amber (gum arabic) ; he speaks · also of cotton. Among charac
teristic animals, he notices the fat-tailed Jheep, the "dumba" of 
Upper Sind. The unicorn "Wild Ass" of which he speaks would 
seem to have been the rhinoceros. 

As to mankind, his fabulous races with their various mou
trosities are mostly to be found in the Mahabharata and other . 

Sanskrit sources, and in this respect he cannot be accused of much 
actual invention. On the other hand, such a remark as that there 
are Indians of fair complexion, though they were in the minority

, is obviously just. And when we read of a people living about a 
lake "in the middle of India,,-India being the Indus basin-on 
which they ply their rafts, having great skill in archery, and also 
hwiting with hawks, may we not suppose that he is describing 
what he had heard of the forefathers of the Molwias of the 
Manchar lake in Sind r The extremely minute stature of these 
Pygmies, and the oil produced by the lake, are no doubt · 
misconceptions ; the oil was probably extracted from fish, which 

· we are told existed in the lake. 
Again, the people to the northward whose diet was exclu

sively milk, have their comtt.erpart in the Jats of the Indus Delta 
region today, who subsist almost entirely on the milk of their 
camels.23 

Thus we may discern� among the fanciful absurdities o'f
. 

Ktesiasp some of the most characterutic features of the Sind scene. 
First hand information about India was given to the West in 

acco\Ults written by generals and others serving wider Alexander 
the Great during his invasion of the counur.. These works, the 
best of which were by Aristobulus, Ptolemy Soter' and Nearchus, 
survive like those of · Hebtaeus and Ktcsias, in fr::1gments 
embodied in the writings of later Greek and Latin authors. The 
picture they give of the cowitry and people, though vivid and 
detailed in many respects, leaves large gaps in our knowledge of 
the geography, in particular; and the reconstruction of what is 
missing has exercised the ingenuity of many modem 'scholars. 
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The most satisfactory of the earlier geographical works is 

that of Strabo, written in the first or second decade of the Christian 
era. He relies on the best authorities, while making judicious use 
of the statements of others, and adding his own comments. 

Particularly interesting are his remarks on the climate. He 
q.uotes AristobUlus-perhaps the most dependable of all his sources 
-as having been impressed by the sharp difference between the 
climate of the . sub-montane .tract and that of the plains. The 
summer of 326 B.C. which Alexander passed in the former region 
may have been particularly wet, as Aristobulus declares that it 
rained continuously after they left Taxi.la, where the first showers 
fell, until "the rising of Arcturus", about the middle of 
September. On the other hand he states that the plains, meaning 
the lower Panjab and Sind, receive no rain "but are overftowed 
only by the rise of the waters of the rivers." He states positively 
that during the voyage down the Jhelum, Chenab a.ttd Indus, 
which lasted with several lengthy interruptions . ten months from 
about October to July "they did not experience rain at any 
place, not even when the Etesian winds were at their T1eight, when 
the rivers were full and the plains overffowed."24 . Nearchus, in 
remarking that rain falls also in_ the plains during the swnmer, 
though Rot in the winter, was probably generalising from local 
information of what usually took place, and not recording his own 
observations, for Strabo says that With this exception he gave the 
same accowit as Aristobulus.2s -

The resemblance between the lower fudus valley and Egypt 
was noticed by these early writers. Nearchus recognized that 
the plains of North West India were formed from alluvium 
deposited in the inundation, and were therefore "the offspring of 
the rivers."26 · They concluded that without the rivers the · 

country would · be virtually uninhabitable,2·1 from which again 
we should infer that the lower cowitry was without regular 
rainfall. · 

The two principal authorities agree in their pictures of the 
inwulation and its aftermath. We have seen it reproduced 
e.xactly in recent times, as for instance the year 1942, ·when the 
Indus breached the protective embankments above Su.kkur on the 
right bank, and flooded a vast tract ·of country: "the cities placed 
upon mounds become islands . . . . the ground when .half dried is 
sowed, after having been prepared by the conunonesf"'l.aliOurcr, 
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yet the pl�t -comes to _perfec�on and t�e /�oduce i� good.�'aa 
Nearchus gives us another glunpsc of Sm m the inundation 
season which fully agrees with modem experience ;  the settlements 
on elevated ground invaded by snakes and other reptiles in retreat 
from the advancing waters-"for this reason the inhabitants raise 
their beds at some height from the ground."29 

The Greeks were particularly interested in rivers, and were 
&scinated by the size of the Indus and its tributaries when in flood ; 
th__e_ir estimates, both for length and breadth, generally require to 
be substantially reduced.3° Strabo censures the companions of 
Ale?Cander for habitually ·exaggerating, and himself adopts for the 
breadth of the Indus after it has received all its tributaries the 
"more moderate estimate" · of " so stadia at the utmost, and at the 
least to seven."31 This would seem to be near the truth, if we 
allot the figures . to the peak of the swell and to the slack season 
respectively. . 

The best of the Greek authorities place the confluence of the 
_rivers of the Panjab in the same order as ,that obtaining today, 
which confirms our confidence in the accuracy of their observa
tion.32 The actual position of each such junction would of 
course have shifted. In most cases it would be considerably lower 
now than in Alexander's time, owing to the raising of the level 
of the country along the lower part of these rivers' courses, and 
the consequent lengthening of the Indus itself by the extension 
of its Delta. The courses of all these rivers below their entry 

. into the open plain must have changed incessantly. 
The most interesting of all the statements of Aristobulus 

quoted by . Strabo · describes the effect of � violent change ·of 
course by the Indus. "He says that when he was despatched upon 
some . business into the country, �e saw a tract ·of land deserted, 
which contained more than a thousand cities with their dependent 
villages; the Indus, having left its pro·per channel, was diverted 
into . another on the left hand, much. deeper, and precipitated 
itself into it like a cataract, so that it no longer watered the country 
by the (former) inundation on the right hand, from which it had 
receded; and this was elevated above the level not ohly� of the new 
channel o_f the river, but above that of the (new) inundation." 33 
Unfortunately we are not informed of the whereabouts of this 
disaster, .. nor whether it appeared to be of ·recent or of ancient 
date. It may have been immediately below the j�ction of the 
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Indus and the Panjnad (Acesines), as here Alexander transferred 
Craterus to the left bank of the Indus "because it seemed easier 
for a heavy armed force .to march along."34 The section of 
the river"s course between this confluence and Rohri, about ljO 
miles as the crow flies, is particularly subject to violent alterations 
and below K.ashmor we .find former channels diverging to a 
considerable distance to the right of the modem one, through the · 
talukas of Kashmor, Kandhkot, eastern Shik.arpur and Sukkur. 
That area, however, was probably in the dominions ofMUJicanus, 
w�ch are represented as exceptionally �ro�pcrous : apart from 
which there are general grounds for believing that the Indus 
could not have been flowing much to the east of its present course 
in the reach beginning opposite Kashmor. As will be seen here
after, comparison between the Greek description of the Indus 
delta and the contours of lower Sind practically proves that the 
river could not have been flowing to the east of the Rohri hills 
at that time, as has so of ten been supposed. 

The ruined country observed by Aristobulus, then, most 
probably lay above the existing frontier of Upper Sind ;JS and 
to the east and north ca�t of this region the modern traveller may 
see a tract which must present much the same aspect, in the waste 
along the dry bed of the Hakra in Bahawalpur, studded with the 
remains c;>f former flourishing towns. Its depopulation was 
doubtless due to . a similar cause-desertion by the Sutlej of the 
channel which flowed into the Hakr� for a course further to 
the west.36 

The Sutlej is not mentioned by the companions of Alexander, 
whose advance to the eastward ended on the banks of the Beas. 
The king is said to have obtained much information regarding 
the country beyond it from . Porus and others, ana must have 
known that he would have to cross at least one more large river 
before he could reach his objective-the valley of the Ganges. 
However, in his speech exhorting the army to follow him in a 
further career of conquest he was perhaps concerned to belittle 
physical difficulties, and merely represented that the Ganges was 
not far away.37 When we come to the point on the subsequent 
voyage of the fleet down the rivers where we might expect to 
hear of the Sutlej coming in, on the left hand, we find instead the 
name of the Beas, as joining the lower Chenab after that river 
had absorbed the Jhelum and the Ravi, and before its union with. 
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tht: Indus.JS We know that at one time the course of the Beas 
was independent of that of the Sutlej, and that the two joined 
the Chenab separately. Since no mention whatsoever is made of 
the Sutlej by ·Alexander's historians we can only assume, either 
that this river pursued a course independent of the Indus, · that is 
down the bed of the Hakra ; or that it united with tqe Beas some
where below the point where the army halted on the banks of the 
latter. the united stream· taking the name of the Beas down . to its 
confluence with the Chenab, mentioned by the Greeks. 

The second alternative seems the more likely. . Though it is 
unsafe to build too much on negative evidence, it is difficult to 
believe that Alexander would not have come to know of a 
great river flowing . independently to the sea by a course parallel 
with the terminal stream of the Indus, and in places less than fifty 
miles distant from it-had such a river existed. There was ample 
opportunity in the course of the Sind campaigns to have investi
gated the matter, and his historians would certainly have 
mentioned it. 

Objection to the theory that the Hyphasis at its conff.uence 
with the Akesines was actually the combined stream of the Sutlej 
and Beas has been raised on the ground that the name given to 
such a river is unlikely to have been that of the smaller of the two. 
But this does not take into a_ccount the actual circumstances of 
their union and their movements in recent historical times. The 
. Beas did not join the Sutlej : the Sutlej appropriated the lower part 
iof a former independent course of the Beas. The union has been 
anything .but stable, and to this day the cowitry people along the 
banks of the united stream call it the Ghara and not the Sudej.J9 

Alexander himself sailed down the Indus from above this 
last confluence to the sea, and there is nothing in the narratives of 
the campaign to suggest that it flowed otherwise than_ as a single 
stream as far down as the head of the Delta. Thus Arrian remarks, 
"From tliis point (the junction of the Panjnad with the Indus) I 
have no doubt that the Indus extends to 100 stades (in width)4° 
and perhaps more, before it is divided so as to form the Delta ; 
and there it spreads out more · tike a lake than a river." It is 
necessary to bear in mind that the king's progress down the river 
was spasmodic,41 so that the fleet was halted for long intervals 
while detachments of the army were campaigning against local 
rulers, or building cities or naval stations. T�e voyage down the 
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Jhelum, Chenab and Indus to the head of the Delta occupie_d no 
less than nine months. 42 Alexander set out in the late autumn 
of B.C. 3 26, when the volume of the rivers would have been on 
the decrease : his camp;lign against the Malli must have been 
carried out in the winter, and those against Oxykanus and 
Sambus during the ensuing spring� It was only during the last 
stage of the voyage, from the · country of Musicanus down to 
Patala, that the fleet sailed on the full flood of the Indus. 

It is unfortunate for our purpose that . the contemporary 
accounts of Alexander's expedition, as they have come down to 
us,. are virtually devoid of geographical information on this stage 
and the next, that is through upper and middle Sind. There 
seem however to be several reasons why _their narratives should 
have been scanty in this respect. First, the featureless aspect of 
the plains of the Lower Indus, in comparison with the country 
already traversed. This would actually be enhanced for all 
who passed through it on the river : they would see little, day 
after day, beyond the huge expanse of water except a continuous 
line of jwigle and forest trees half submerged, and beyond them a 
dust-haze cutting off any distant view. It should not be forgotten 

. also that navigation of the Indus in country boats when it is in 
flood, even proceeding down stream, requires considerable skill 
and vigilance. Not only are there dangerous whirlpools, but 
whole trees are swept down half submerged, and coming to rest 
on sand banks become formidable obstacles. Nearchus and the 
other literary companions of the king may well have retained 
no very precise topographical - ideas from this risky voyage. 

The detachments which marched down either bank would 
doubtless have seen more, but during t;p.e inundation season their 
route must have been circuitous and much interrupted by channels 
and flooded groU.nd. With these difficulties enhancing. their 
anxiety to conform to the movements of the king, the generals 
probably failed to record for him more than the. most swnmary 
ifl?.pre�iom of the style of cowitry through which they had 
passed. 

We cannot but feel aggrieved, however, that more is not 
recorded of the country and· capital of Musicanus,43 somewhere 
in Upper Sind, where the whole army made a prolonged halt. 
This was the mos\: prosperous region in "India" : the king had 
been told it was so before he reached it, and Arrian expressly 
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stat.es that he had admired both the cow1try and its city. The 
latter possessed a citadel which Alexander fortified and garrisoned, 
because he thought it a suitable position for _overawing the 
surrounding tribes. It was apparently from this place that he 
despatched Craterµs with a division of the army, and the 
elephants, to Persia "by the route through the landS1 of the Ara
chosians and Zarangians"-that is, via Kachhi, the Bolan or the 
Mullah Pass, and the Helmand. •• 

We may adopt, in default of positive evidence, the generally 
assumed identification of Musicanus' capital with Alor. 4.S The 
ruins of this place lie on the eastern edge of the low limestone 
range some five miles south east of the present town of Rohri, 
and appear also to have extended into the plain below. They 
overlook a gap in the hills through which a branch of the 
Indus has obviously run, and may be presumed to have been 
flowing at the time, . protecting the city from the north. •6 The 
remarkable prosperity of the kingdom of Musicanus indicates 
that it was exceptionally well watered. We may fairly assume 
that the W ahinda, Raini and other flood channels, the dry beds 
of which intersect the country north eastward of Alor, were 
flowing regularly at this period, and distributing the inundation 
over a wide area. 

· 

Inevitably we ask ourselves the question, where we should 
suppose the main channel of the Indus, navigated by the Macedo
nian B.eet9 to have been rwming at this time l It is hardly conceiv
able \that those of Alexander's companions who described the 
Indian campaign could have omitted to mention the unexpected 
passage of the river through the narrow gap between the hills on 
which Sukkur and Rohri now stand, had this been its course when 
they sailFd upon it. We are left with the alternatives, that it 
flowed either north of the Sukkur hills, or east of the Rohri range. 
As already remarked� the latter is most improbable : and this will 
be clearer when we come to consider the whereabouts of Patala. 

We may however infer that the Indus did not run very &r to 
the west from the point at which (according to the hypothesis 
preferred) it passed north of the Sukkur hills. The provinces 
of the recalcitrant governors Oxykanus and Sambus, whom 
Alexander chastised, must have been west of Musicanus' capihl, 
because Alexander had �ppointed Sambus "satrap of the Indian 
Mountaineers." 47 Had it been possible to advance against them 
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by water the king would doubtless have adopted this, the speediest 
and most convenient means of transport ; but we are· clearly told 
that he marched against Oxykanus and after capturing him and hls 
cities proceeded directly to attack Sambus. It should not be 
inferred that no branch of the Jndus flowed through the country 
of these two chiefs, but rather that any such branch was not 
navigable at that season-probably the spring of the year 325 B.C. 

As it happens, we have some authority for believing that the 
Indus did throw out lateral branches. Megasthenes, who visited 
fuclia only twenty or thirty years after Alexander's invasion, and 
collected much information during a long residence at the Court 
of Chandragupta, states clearly that the river "forms an extremely 
large island which is called · P.rasiane, and a smaller one called 
Patalc." •8 Quintus Curtil;lS helps us to locate the whereabouts 
of the larger of these two' "islands". He says : "Having thereafter 
reduced the Musicani, Alexander put a garrison into their capital 
and marched thence into the cowitry of the Praesti, another Indian 
tribe. Their king was Porticanus . . . .  "49 This is obviously the 
provincial governor Oxycanus : and the name of the tribe has 
been ·taken to represent the Sanskrit word Prastha, meaning a 
levd expanse. The· tract may be identlfied with the Prarjuna of 

. the inscription on the Allahabad colunm; Pliny referss0 to the 
islmd as Prasiake. Ptolemy gives : details of several br.mches.s1 
thrown off by the Indus, one of them proceeding in the direction 
of the Arbita mountains, by which as we shall see he means the 
western hills of Sind. 

Though the descriptions of these later writers must have been 
based in part on contemporary information, their main depen
dence was still on Megasthenes and on the companions of 
Alexander. If such branches of the Lower Indus above the Delta 
existed at the time the latter navigated the river, how is it that 
they find no mention in the narrative of Arrian and others l The . 
answer is, that any lateral channels that parted from the main 
stream higher up than the capital of Musicanus would be liable to 
escape notice, for at the season when the Beet sailed past them they 
would have been dry. It is well known to anyone who sailed in 
the cold weather up and down the Indus1 before the Sukktrr 
Barrage and canals had come into opcrationj that such · '  canals' -
formerly natural branchcs--as the Ghar and Western Nara took . 
off from "wahurs" or loops which constantly leave and tcjoin 
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the navigable channel, and their 'heads' were- by no means cons· 
picuous. The next part of the voyage, from the camp on the 
river to which Alexander returned from his operations against 
Oxykanus and Sambus, was performed on the seasonal flood, 
and it is not surprising that no mention should be made of any 
cha1mels breaking off to the right hand, into the ,country which 
the king had already · traversed. According to Arrian, the fleet . 
proceeded for three stages, which may be presumed to have been 
short to allow the columns marching on either hand to keep up 
with it. Then news · was received which caused Alexander to 
increase the speed . of his advance on Patala. s2 I think it fair to 
assume that this final stage was not more than a single day's faster 
sailing. 

According to Arrian, the city of Patala was near the point of 
separation of the two great branches of the Delta, "both of which 
retain the name of Indus as far as the sea."53 But the surrounding 
country seems to have been much inferior to the flourishing land 
of Musicanus. Alexander after giving orders for the fortifica
tion of the citadel sent men into the adjacent country "which was 
waterless", to dig wells and render the land fit for habitation. 
These parties were attacked by some of the native "barbarians" 
who on being repulsed "fled into the desert". We must accept 
the statement of Aristobulus quoted by Strabo, that the fleet 
-reached Patala about the month �f July,H when the volume of 
the Indus would be approaching its maximum ; at first siaht it must 
seem strange that the country round the city was "waterless.' ' We 
should however bear in mind that the river would not, in its 
natural state, overflow its banks throughout its length ; in fu:t the 
overspills would tend to be greater in the upper part of its terminal 
stream, resulting in a reduction of its volume lower down. 

It has been arguedss that the circwnstances quo� by Arrian 
would best apply if we assume the Indus to have followed appro
ximately the line of the Nara, and the great bifurcation to have 
taken place about.Jamrao Head or Mithrao; the lower Nara and 
Hakra representing Armu's left hand branch, and that to the right 
hand proceeding r9ughly south south-west towards Hy�ahad. 
Patala would thus have been close to the Thar desert itself, with 
only a limited amount of cultivated land in its immediate vicinity. 

But.this theory is refuted by the contour lines of middle and 
lower Sind. Assuming the Indus to have �en a course broadly 
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like that of the Nara through Middle Sind, and to have divided 
into two branches at any point after clearing the desert. the 
right hand branch, just as that to the left hand , must inevitably 
have: flowed into the Rann of Cutch . s6 The fall of this part of 
the country, as already mentio11ed , is throughout eastward of 
south , and while local undulations would permit in a natural 
channel short bends to the west, its general axis was bound to 
have corresponded with that of the ground-slope. 

This conformation of the plains of south-eastern ·.Sind, as 
disclosed by the contour lines, must far antedate the epoch, of 
Alexander. lt is also evident from the contours that the point of 
bifurcation of the branches described by Arrian-that to the 
right hand bending nearly southwest, and thus directly in the 
teeth of the monsoon-could not have heen east of Shahdadpur, 
and was more probably somewhat to the north west of that 
p1ace.s7 That portion of the Registan, or sandy desert, which 
lies westward of the Nara valley is within twenty miles of the 
position I would assign to Patala, in the south of Nawabshah 
Taluka; but in fact the word Jp�µ0> which we naturally 
translate as 'desert' docs not necessarily mean a sa�dy waste. 
Arrian applies it to the gBhungars' between the Pa�jab rivers, 
which are mainly of hard alluvium, now reclaimed by irrigation. 
Such a waste of land not reached by overspill from the Ind1.1s, 
could well have existed near Patala. 

There is another reason for believing that the division of the 
river into two branches was relatively far up the- country as we 
know it. The western branch, of which we have the more detailed 
accountt seems to have been of considerable length. Curtius 
describes the king's voyage down it fairly fully. ss  He i s  said to 
have s2iled some forty five �1ilcs when he learned from some 
natives that he would come to salt water "on the third day,, ; 
and it was on the third day that the effect of the tide was felt. We 
have to bear in mind that this voyage was made during the Rood 
season of the Indus, when the current may be running at eight 
feet per second, or more than Jive miles per hour. Thus, a passage 
of three days {tying up by night) might cover .as much as 200 miles. 

Our data for laying down the probable position of the coast line 
of the Indus Delta in J2S B.C. are slender, though I hope to show 
that Arrian's text supplies some indications for part of it. Mean
while-. it must be admitted that aJl we know of. the working of the 
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Indus goes to show that it must have been many miles inland 
of the present one. . 

The size of the Delta was variously estimated by the con
temporary observen who wrote accounts of the campaign. 
A.ristobulus thought that the two mouths of the Indus were about 
1000 stadia apart. Nearchus increased the · distance to 1800 
stadia, while Onesicritus declares that the two br�nches and the 
coast between them all measured about 2000 stadia.s9 Of the 
three, the first estimate is to be preferred, as it corresponds fairly 
well with the maximum breadth of the lower Indus valley across 
its axis between the western hill country and the rising ground 
wider the eastern desert. 

But it should be emphasised that the calculations of the 
distance between the two mouths seem to rest on no firmer basis 
than the Greeks' idea of what they were told by the cowitry 
people. They could compare the lengths of the two branches by 
their own or their companions' observations, but it does not 
appear that any of them passed either by sea or by land from 
one mouth to the other. We know, on the other hand, that 
Alexander widerstood from what the ruler of the Patalians told 
him, that the Delta formed by the Indus was even larger than the 
Egyptian Delta. 6o 

We may assume with confidence that not only the left hand 
branch, but that to the right hand, flowed east of the present site 
of HyderabaCl and the Ganjo Takar. 6i The general direction 
of the right hand branch must have been roughly south west from 
a considerable distance inland, as Arrian tells us that the wind 
which caught the fleet on the day after the start blew directly 
against · the stream. 6.i This must have been the south west 
monsoon, and they felt the full force of it further down where 
the river widened and they entered tidal waters. The "canal" in 
which they moored to escape the rough water must have been a 
creek or bye river. 

Alexander w_as informed by the natives whom he had 
impressed to pilot the fleet that he would have to moor again 
at an island before he came to the actual mouth of the river, and 
his own men sent on to reconnoitre reported that this island, 
called Killuta, was large, had water in it, and provided harbourage, 

. so he followed the pilots' advice. He then went on himself with 
the best sailing ships to explore beyond, '�and after advancing . 
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about 200 stades from the first island they descried another which 
was quite out in the sea". .The king returned, broughnhe Beet 
down to the extremity of Killuta island, and on the following 1 
day sailed down and landed on the other which, we are again 
told, "was in the deep sea". This detail� t� my ·mind, gives ·a 
definite clue to the whereabouts of these proceedings. . : 

An island well out in the open sea beyond one of the niouths 
of the Indus must have been something more substantial than 
the mud and sandbanks separated from the "mainland" by creeks 
which make up the sea face of the present Delta. In the · second 
place, the coast of the western portion of the Delta in Alexander's 
time, according to our best authority, could not have extendid 
much if at all south of the Makli hills and Pir Patho. Now about : 
eleven miles south east of Pir Patho; almost"oii the 68th parallel 
of longitude, is an isolated rocky hill about . a mile and ·a half 
long and half a mile broad, rising some 75 feet above the plain, 
known as Aban Shah. 64 This I believe to have been the island 
in the deep sea on which Alexander landed.. 

Killuta would have lain to the north· east of this place, some
what to the south of Mirpur Bathoro ; there is nothing in the 
text to suggest that it was other than a Bat expanse of land 
insulated by the division of the river ; the "harbours" in it would 
be no more than creek� sheltered from the wind and having no 
strong current; as for fresh water, during the inundation 
season this would be readily available. ·· .. 

Alexander returned to Patala. and then explored the left 
hand or eastern branch. The description of this is more summary. 
We are told that after sailing some distance6s they came to a large 
lake in the outlet of the river; formed by its spreading out, "or 
perhaps the waters of the surrounding district draining into it 
make it large, so that it very mu�h resembles a gulf of the sea." 
There were in fact sea fish in itt larger than those known in the 
Aege�. · Alexander ordered the fleet to moor in the lake where 
the pilots directed, and went on himself with the galleys into the 
. open sea. We are not told whether the river · contracted in 
width at all beyond the lake, · or whether the water in the latter 
was fresh or salt :  but .as �ready noticed. the discharge of the 
Indus at the height of its inundation is so great that the surface 
water even beyond its outfall continues fresh for some 

· distance. 
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Arrian inserts a curious detail, that the king landed and 

with some cavalry went three days' journey along the coast to 
ascertain what sort of country it was for a coasting voyage� and 
ordering wells to be dug "so that the sailors might have water 
to drink". He is also said to have sent part of his army, after 
returning to Patala, to carry out these orders. General Haig 
scouts this as an absurd fiction, such a journey by land across the 
face of the Delta being impracticable during the inundation. The 
digging of wells would seem also · to have been · .a superfluous 
precaution at that sea.son, while it . is most unlikely that they 
would have remained fresh after the river fell. The story may 
have been fabricated as an instance of Alexander's all-embracing 
foresight ; yet Arrian is not given to flattery of this kind. 66 

Onesicritus, according to Strabo, describes the sea shore as 
swampy, particularly near the mouths of the rivers, on account 
of the mud, tides, and the force of the winds blowing from 
the sea.67 · · 

We are fortunate · in possessing, in Nearchus' acc::ount of his 
voyage as rendered by Arrian, a description of the coast of Sind 
and Baluchistan full of topographical detail : but its interpretation 
raises ma1w difficulties. The first is in regard to the point of 
departure. 

The whole of the king's preparations were made with a view 
to beginning the voyage from the eastern mouth of the h1dus, 
as he had satisfied himself that it was the easier of the two to 
navigate. He had constructed a naval station on the shore of_the 
lake, had organized a magazine, and installed a garrison. 'Yet 
though Nearchus tells us that he started from a naval station it 
does not �em that this could have been that prepared for the 
purpose by · the king. Ne arch us himself estimated that the 
distance between the eastern and the western mouths was I 800 
stades, 68 which may be accepted, if for nothing. else, as proof that 
he did not sail from one to the other ; and this he must have done, 
had he started his coasting voyage from the eastern mouth. 

We know· with what a keen sense of responsibility Nearchus 
accepted the independent command of the fleet,69 and also how 
great w:as Alexander's s.olicitude for the success of his enterprise, 
not only in preparation but during its progress, when he was 
himself involved in great difficulties. If the admiral took upon 
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himself to alter the king's arrangements, it  must have· been for 
some compelling reason. · 

Strabo tells us that the departure of Nearchus, by his own 
account, was expedited by symptoms of hostility . among the 
country people who, "taking courage at the departure of the 
king became daring, . . . . attacked them� and endeavoured to drive 
them out of the cow1try:'1° It seems that Nearchus with the 
fleet could not have been at the latest;..constructed naval station on 
the lake of the eastern branch when this occurred, or he would 
have set Sail from there, leaving the viceroy Peithon to deal with 
the revolt. 11 It would have been hazardous to work back up 
the Indus against a diminishing stream, and put his hand in a 
hornet's nest. . His orders were to explore the coast thoroughly, 
with a view; obviously, to the establishment of regular commu
nication by sea between the maritime provinces of the empire. 
He was not to take undue risks. 1a 

'-;Te mmt assume then. that Nearchus was at Patala at the time. 
Before exploring the eastern branch, the king ·had ordered 

. Hephaestipn uto prepare what . was needful for the- fortification 
of a naval station and the construction of dockyards; for he 
resolved to leave behind here a fleet of mmy ships neat . the citr, 
of Patala, where the river Indus divides it.self into two streams. ' 
The probability seems to me, that the organisation of the station 
on the lake was not complete, ancl the ships were still concentrated 
at Patala, when somet� occurred t_o cause a complete change

. of plan. Were this nothitig more than the hostile attitude of the 
people, we should expect Nearchus to have dropped down the 
eastern branch again-this being the route for which Alexander 
had made his preparations. · · 

. We can only conclude that the imperious caprice of the Indus 
had rendered the eastern branch unnavigable after the fall of the . 
intmdation. The end of the flood season is the period when the 
Indus may be said to "decide" which channels it will leave, and 
which adopt, ·for the ensuing slack season, when it is not given to 
flowing in . more than one Channel at a time.73 We recall that 
Alexa:rider' s reconnaissances took place during the swell, and 
Nearchus' de_parture after i� subsidence. Within this short_ 
time considerable changes commonly occur. We may even 
picture to ourselves a situation, not unknown in modem Sind; 
Alexander having marched away, the men who had piloted him 
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down the two branches deferentially approach Nearchus some
what after this fashion : "We could not say anything to your 
king, who is as one of the Gods. But to you we venture to say, 
lest we should otherwise be blamed, that the eastern branch on 
which you are preparing to sail will be nearly dry in a month's 
time." · 

. Nearchus, according to the aecount of his voyage rendered 
by Arrian, "started from the naval station down the river Indus" :1• 
and reached the sea in three short stages. It seems probable that 
this naval station had been improvised by himself some way 
down the western branch, but that out of loyalty to Alexander 
who had taken such pains . for the success of the voyage and 
reposed such trust in him, he did not disclose the fact. 

This theory would explain the omission in Nearchus' accow1t 
of any mention of Kill uta or of the island in the deep sea visited 
by Alexander during his own navigation of the western branch, 
though several new names appear. But it is hardly necessary 
to stretch conjecture so far. We have to remember that Nearchus 
sailed during a delusive lull in the monsoon, 1s when the inunda
tion was nearly over. It seems that he made for the sea, not by 
the channel down which the king had sailed, but by another, 
presumably because the former had become in some way mor e 
difficult or dangerous. 76 In the event he found the channel he 
had chosen obstructed by a bar at its very mouth and the sailors 
had to cut a canal77 through it which, widened no doubt �y the 
scour of the tide, enabled them to float the ships into the ·sea. I 
th!!_ik it not unreasonable to suppose that this channel may have 
been the one along the side of the large island of Killuta opposite 
to that by which Alexander had gained the sea ; · and for reasons 
that will shortly appear, I suggest that it passed to the left hand, 
bearing south, while the king had taken that to the rig'1t, with a 
westerly or south westerly direction. . 

We may now examine the voyage as described in Arrian' s text. 
· The fleet left the 'r9ad stead' and proceeded towards the sea in 
short stages. At the second of these, . a mere fifteen miles from 
the start, the tide was noticed, the water in the river remaining 
salt even after the ebb. This place is said to have been little more 
than three miles from the sea itself: we should expect the 
�nflucnce of the tide, at leas�, to have been felt higher up, though 
if the discharge of the river was· still �onsidcrable the surface water 
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might possibly have remained fresh thus far. The names of the 
three pla€es at which the fleet moored are recorded-Stoura, 
Kaumara, and Koreestis. It is idle to attempt to idei1tify them. 
Nearchus speaks of a large 'canal' on the first day's sail frort1 his 
starting place, and another at the next stage, where the influence 
of the tide was perceived. He-or his editor Arrian-uses a 
word78 which connot"s digging ; but he may well have been 
deceived by the regular appearance of what were in fact natural 
channc1s of the Delta. There are no artificial canals in the Delta 
proper at the present day, and it is most unlikely that there ever 
were, as the annual inundation covers almost the whole surface 
of the ground. But the waterways are numerous and we may 
perhaps suppose that Nearchus missed the best of . them, since 
that which he took was obstructed at the very outlet, as already 
mentioned. T_he total sailiµ:g distance from the road stead to the 
open sea amounts to a . mere Cjghteen miles .. 

This first " day's voyage· in the sea itself, "sailing out and 
right r01md",19 was estimated at 150 stades, or 17f miles, after 
which they moored at a s�ndy island called Krokala. The simi
larity of this name with that current in the eighteenth century 
of a district on the westfrn part of the ·Delta was noticed with 
satisfaction by the earlier t commentators on Arrian, 80 but is 
probably no more · than a coincidence. . 

The next stage ·affords better hopes of topographical identi
fication. "T�ence thtf_�

saile?, having
. 
on thei� right the �eights 

they called Etros, and on · their left an island lymg le\'.'el with the 
sea. The island stretching along the shore makes a narrow gul£ 
Having passed through this they moored in a harbour affording 
a good andforage. . Nearchus thought the harbour so large 
and good that he named it .Alexander's harbour. There is an 
island towards the mouth of the harbour, about two stades 
off, which is called Bibakta ; but the whole district is called 
Sangada. The island lying towards the sea had formed the 
harbciur." 

· The Port of Alexander has been generally held to correspond 
with Karachi; Eiros being the Ghizri and Clifton hills, the· island 
level with · the sea Kiamari, and Bibakta, Manora.a1 These 
identifications are in my · view wholly erroneous, as I hope to 
demonstrate from Arrian' s text, by reference to such topQgraphical 
details as may reasonably be presumed scarcely altered since the 
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fourth century before Cluist, and by paying due regard to the 
distances . tecorded by Nearchus. · 

We sh.oulcl start by considering what features deserving the 
name of 'heights' can reasonably be supposed to have been close 
to the Sind coast line and adjoining the west side oh

.
he Indus 

Delta in 325 B.C. If we consult a geological J}lap of the country, 
the eye is at once caught by the Makli hills, considerably to the 

� so·uth of and detached from the main rock masses of W estem Sind, 
and adjoining the head of the modem Delta. 82 At some stage in 
the voyage, these would have been well within the sight of 
Nearchus and his men. 

At the present time, t.he northern extremity of the Makli 
range is separated by about three miles of alluvial plain froiu· · 
the rising. rocky grow1d which continues in a generally westerly 
direction to Karachi and Cape Monze. The most westerly 
ch�1111el by which the 

_
Indus can reach the sea has passed throug� 

this gap, and the next m order past the southern end of the Makli 
or Pir Patho hills. These heights, and the ri<;ing ground about 
them , I conceive to have been situated not far to the north west 
of the 'island' of Killuta, and to have abutted on the coast, with · 
a sand bank off shore in much the same relative posi�on as 
Krokala. Krokala, according to this theory, may be supposed 
to have lain off the south coast of the island of K.illuta� between 
the charu1el by which Nearchus . emerged and that navigated by 
Alexander, but nearer to the latter. After weighing from the 
anchorage at Krokala, the fleet would have cr.ossed- the river 
mouth whence the king had sailed to the island in the deep sea, 
which I have assumed .to be Aban Shah : this would have lain 
several miles to the left of their coasting course round the west�m 
end of Krokala. There was no occasion for Nearchus to visit 
it as Alexander had done so. 

I suggest, then, that Nearchus took the fleet into a strait 
running north west, having on his right the south 'vest face of 
Pir Patho and the Makli hills and on hii; ·]eft hand a mud bank 
lying parallel with them, to a point not. far from the modern 
village of Gujo. Herc, probably, another sma1l creek from the 
western branch of the Indus came out row1d the north end of 
Eiros, the embouchure forming a large and fine anchorage, in 
the mouth of which lay the island of Bibakta· which -I should 
suppose to be ·one of the small rocky elevations which occur 
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hereabouts, perhaps that- called Tharri Gtijo. This, in my view, 
was the position of "Alexander's harbour". The alluvial plain 
about here is only slightly elevated above sea level, and we may 
reasonably suppose it to have been for�ed within the last twenty"". 
two centuries. 

I shall proceed on the assumption that Alexander's harbour 
was not · far from the present village of Gujo. From this place to 
Gharo, ten miles to the west, the same fiat alluvial plain extends at 
the present time, dotted over with clay mounds and sand hills, and 
having an average height above sea level of only about twenty 
feet. - Before Gharo is reached, the modem high _ road tums 
north across the tidal creek which with the line of the Kalri canal 
represents the most westerly of the old channels of the Indus 
Deka, and immediately encounters rising ground, gravel with 
limestone outcrops, the foothills of the Kohistan. From this 
point the right bank of the · Gharo creek is generally rocky and 
consists in many places of abrupt cliffs. On the left hand the low 
plain of a1luvium extending southward by Mirpur Sakro and 
beyond soon gives place to a maze of sand banks and mangrove 
swamps within the in.B.uence of the tide. 

This western portion of the existing Delta is held by Raverty 
to be of very recent formation, and there can be little doubt that 
the high bank on the right of the Gharo-Kudro creeks, for a 
distance of thirty miles as the crow flies between Gharo and the 
outlet at Ibrahim Hydari, is identical with the sea coast in 
Nearchus' time. P-etween Gujo and Gharo the sea probably 
occupied part of the plain to the north of the modem road 
connecting these places. To the south west all must have been 
open sea. . 

Thus the general direction of the coast line would have 
been nearly east and west for some fifty miles onward, which 
sufficiently accounts for Nearchus' detention in Alexander's 
harbour for so long as the south west monsoon was blowing. 

The first stage out of the Port of Alexander was a short one-
6o stades, which accord.ing to my calculations would have brought 
the fteet to a point some three miles short of Gharo. Here the 
coast was sandy,. and near it was an wiinha.bited island named 
Domai, which was useful as a breakwater (the sea no doubt was 
running high as the monsoon had only just ended) . There was 
no water on the shore, but they fowid· some about 20 stades 
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inland. This agrees with the present character of the country 
which I assume it to describe. The . ne�t stage, to Saranga, is 
calculated a� 300 stades ; the fleet anchored near' the shore, and it 
was necessary to go about eight stades inland fqJ: wat�r. Thence 
they sailed to Sakala, an uninhabited spot, "and sailing between 
two cliffs so near each other that the oars of die· ships touched 
the rocks on both sides, they anchored at Morontobara, having 
advanced 300 stades.'.' 

Saranga and Sakala I should place roughly at Wateji and 
Ibrahim Hydari respectively, the last na�1ed being at the extremity 
of this barren · rocky shore overlooking the existing creek, 
which is here join�d by the Ghizri creek, the estuary of the 
Malir river. 

Morontobara JllUSt have been Karachi harbour. 
The actual distance along the line indicated, from Gujo to 

the mouth of Karachi harbour, works out at a little over fifty 
miles, and we may allow a small addition for following the 
indentations of the coast. Nearchus' estimate for the distance 
from Alexander's harbour . to Morontobara is 660 stades, or about 
73 miles, accomplished as we have seen in three stages. In the 
circumstances this overestimate by perhaps 3 8 ° 0 should not be 
considered unnatural ; it recurs on some of the stages on which 
we can identify the points of departure and arrival with greater 
confidence. 

The identification of Morontobara with. Karachi harbour 
seems first to have been suggested a century ago by the geographer 
Henry Kiepert, a pioneer cartographer of .Ancient India.83 I give 
below the reasons which led me to the same conclusion. 

In considering how far the coast line of twenty two centuries 
ago may have corresponded with or differed from that we 
know, . we have to c;:oncentrate attention on rocky elevations, 
not being volcanic, . which are certain to have existed virtually 
unchanged, though the level of the sea in, relation to them may 
have altered. 

Arrian tells us that just before anchoring at Morontobara 
the ships sailed "between two cliffs so near each other that the 
oars of the ships touched the rocks on both sides"' 

and "while 
they were sailing between the rocks they m�t with great waves 
and the sea had a swift current : so that it appeared a great under
taking to sail out beyond. the rocks." 
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Now to a ·flcct sailing westward along a coast line stretching 

from Ibrahjm Hydari past Ghizri-two such stable features as 
are alluded to above-the small sandstone islands now known 
as the Oyster rocks would stand directly athwart the course. 
One . of them has a flat top extending to two or three acres, 
bounded by cliffi rising sheer from the sea some fifty feet : 
another of pyramid shape is higher still. It has been suggested 
that they represent the remains of a ridge which at some period 
connected Clifton with M�nora, and was separated into islands 
by erosion. 84 Little alteration seems to have taken place since 
the first scientific survey of Karachi" harbour by Lieut. Carless 
in I8J6, but in view of the nature of the rock it is reasonable 
to suppose that the passages between the islets must have widened 
since Alexander's time. ' 

The Greeks after a long ·day's cours�stimated at 3 s miles 
-were looking for a harbour. They · :\voul�t· · . wish to keep 
inside the high bluff of Manora, and.��ra.w�d straight at one of 
the narrow. gaps through the line of islands,, probably in the hope 
of finding a sheltered anchorage immediately beyond them. 
Emerging on the west side the fleet : soon felt the tide in the 
channel leading to the extensive sheet of water beyond. Nearchus 
thus describes it : "the harbour was large, circular, deep, and 
sheltered from the waves ; and the entrance . into it was narrow." 
It  will be agreed that the · above tallies with the existing natural 
features of Karachi harbour as approached from the east. What 
follows adds strikingly to the resemblance. Arrian continues : 
"On the next day they sailed, having an island on their left, 
towards the sea, and so connected with the shore that one migh� 
liken (the channel) to a canal between the island and the shore. 
The channel extends to seventy stades. Upon the shore there 
were many and leafy trees, and the island was over-shaded 
with all sorts of brushwood. Just after dawn they cleared the 
island, through the surf of the narrows, for they were sailing 
down on the ebb." 

Tim passage clearly indicates that Nearchus did not sail 
out of Morontobara by the way he entered it, but that he pushed 
on into the upper reaches of the harbour and found another outlet. 

We have ·a description.here which, with triffing.modifications, 
might have been written of the upper haFbour, or as it is some
times called the western backwater, of Karachi as it is today. 
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The rocky "island" of Manora is . connected with the mainland 
by a narrow sandspit some eight ·miles long, with a direction 
nearly north west. Within these are dense mangrove swamps, 
penetrated by channels which at low tide expose smooth mud 
banks. The main creek extends almost to the landward extremity 
of the sandspit, encircling, at nearly six miles' disU;mce from 
Manora, a rocky island called Shamspir which rises more than 
twenty feet above sea level. A little further on, the channel 
curves row1d another island, by name Nawa Nar ;8s and at this 
point, up to t�e middle of the eighteenth century A.D., was 
another entrance to this uupper harbour". . 

Obviously, the eight mile long sandspit with the mangrovc
covered backwater behind it cannot be reckoned as permanent 
features of the sea coast, like Manora and the Oyster rocks : yet 
the islands of Shamspir and Nawa Nflr are rock, thougl?. com
paratively low, and the creeks ab�:mt them are deep. As to the 
vegetation, Pliny records that Nearchus or his officers made 
particular mention of a marine tree, "the leaves of which are 
green while in water, but which as soon as they are taken out are . 
dried into salt."86 This is clearly the mangrove, which they 
must first have seen among the creeks of the Delta : the "many 
and leafy trees"87 growing on the shore, on this first stage out of 
Morontobara, can hardly have been anything e�se, though 
tamarisk and date palms are still to be seen on Shamspir. 

The similarity of the existing scene with Nearchus' description 
is so close that objection may be taken to the identification, on 
the groWld .that these features could not have remained unchanged 
for so long a period. It is not suggested that no change has taken 
place, hut rather that with.in the 'permanent' framework 'Of the 
rocky points, the interplay of natural causes would tend to 
produce variations which in course of time repeat themselves. 
The forces at work here do not, at least, include the constant 
accretions of a 'great alluvial river. 

It so happens that we can conclusively identify the next 
station on Nearchus

, 
voyage : and · working back from this it 

becomes evident that Morontobara must have been about the 
position of Karachi harbour. Nearchus incidentally tells us that 
M.orontobara was called in the native tongue the "Woman's 
Harbour, "because a woman first ruled over the place." Under 
this name it is mentioned by Ptolemy, Marcim of Heradea and 
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Ammianus Marcellinus as a principal harbour on the coast to 
the exclusion of almost all the other places on Nearchus' 
long list. 88 

I have suggested that the "surfy narrows" through which 
Nearchus , emerged, seventy stades beyond his anchorage in 
Morontobara, probably correspond with the old Nawa Nar 
entrance to the upper harbour or western backwater of Karachi. 
The next stage was 120 stades, at the end of which the fleet 
anchored "in the mouth of the river A rabis. There was a large and 
fine harbour near the mouth. The water was not drinkable : for 
the water discharged by the river had been mixed with that of the 
sea." They obtained drinking water from a pond forty stades 
inland. "Near the harbour is a .  lofty Wlinhabited island round 
which oysters and every kind of fish are caught. As far as this 
lived the Arabiti, who · are the most westward of the Indian 
nations ; beyond this the Oreiti possessed the land.'' 

· The river Arabis is undoubtedly the Hab, which enters the 
sea on the further side of Cape Morize, and forms the modem 
frontier of Sind. The width of this river at low water is .half a 
mile at the mouth, ·and for a mile upwards. Its own water is 
notoriously brackish many miles above the influence of the tide; 
and it is noteworthy that the latest map marks "sweet water" at, 
and no nearer than, a distance of four miles from the anchorage. 

There is said to have been a port at the river mouth, known 
as Kharakbander, at the· beginning of the eighteenth century, 
which was abandoned because it silted up.90 

About . five miles from the mouth of the river is the small 
island of Chuma, which rises almost sheer to 6o9 feet .  above 
high water mark. The island at the mouth of the Arabis is the 
first topographical feature encountered on the voyage which 
Ardan has distinguished as lofty ;91 he did not apply the word 
to Eiros, or· to the rocks at the entrance to Morontobara. W c 
must evidently be on the lool out for a remarkable elevation ; 
and nowhere else upon this coast is there such an island, in 
conjw1ction with a river in the mouth of which the Beet could 
take shelter. 

It may be thought strange, when Nearchus . must have 
doubled Cape Monze, that he should have made no mention of 
this bold promontory, or of the change in the trend of the coast 
from . westerly to northerly after passhig it. But we have to 
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remember that our text is Arrian's recension of that of Nearchus ; 
we cannot tell what may have been in his log. 

The distance from the passage out from Morontobara to the 
anchorage in the mouth of the river Arabis is given as 120 stades, 
or about fourteen miles. A course set from the old Nawa Nar 
entrance of the Karachi backwater round Cape Monze to the 
mouth of the Hab river would be about twenty miles. Thus we 
have here, according to the identification proposed, a rare· 
instance of underestimation of a stage by Nearchus. 

The Beet made 200 stades from the mouth of the Arabis 
before anchoring near a beach suitable for the . purpose called 
Pagala, where some men were landed to obtain water. Next 
day they encountered a strong wind from the sea ; two ships of 
war and one light ves.sel were lost though the crews were able to · 
swim ashore as they had been sailing close in. ·At the end of the 
day's sail, reckoned at 400 stades, they f�und the beach still lashed 
with surf, and anchored in deep water. This place they called 
Kahana ; they left it at midnight and sailed 200 stades· to Kokala. 

These three stages as recorded total 800 stades, or about 
94 miles ; more than double the actual sailing distance · from the 
mouth of the Hab to Son Miani, the entry to which is the next 
convenient position for taking stock, though unlike the former 
it should not be considered as a permaneut feature of the coast. 

The shore trending northward from the Hab outlet is rocky 
and backed by hills for some twenty miles ; and at about half 
this distance the islet of Kaio rises to 123 feet above sea level, 
about a mile and a quarter off shore. This unimportant feature 
seems to have been ignored by Nearchus, or his editor Arrian� 
as unworthy of mention. 

The accidents of the stage between Fagala and Kahana 
obviously resulted from sailing too clo�e to a lee shore, in 
mistakei1 confidence that there would be no revival of wind 
from the monsoon quarter ; they also support the assumption that 
the Beet was hugging a coast which runs, as this does, northward 
or north westward. 

· 

According to the modern topography, the next stage, of 23 
miles, to Kokala, would have taken the Beet half way round Son 
Miani bay, or deep into Miani Hor. Neither proposition is 
tenable. From the text we infer a featureless coast, and at �okala 
we are told the ships rode at anchor on the sea, which implies a 
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mere roadstead and not a harbour . .  Now the Miani Hor, though 
comparatively little known, is much the largest natural harbour 
for small country craft on this coast for a long distance in either 
direction. From an entrance two miles wide, which is 
o�structed by a sand bar, it broadens out, winding round to the 
westward for over thirty miles parallel with the open sea, from 
which it is protected by a sandy peninsula varying in width fr:om 
one to five miles, known as Birar. If this feature, in anything 
like its e?Cisting shape, had existed in Ncarchus' time, it would 
certainly have found mention in Arrian's text.92 

The land here is all alluvium, and the Birar peninsula appears 
to be composed of nothing more solid than sand dunes. Though 
these are piled up to a height in one place of 3 5 feet above sea 
level, they may be a comparatively recent accretion. The 
mainland along the Hor to the northward is covered for several 
miles inland by a mass of sandhills, indicative probably of a former 
sea coast, and the open country behind them is low ; as far north 
as Liari we find levels only 28 feet above the sea.93 A geologist's 
classification of ground as "very recent" may have little bearing 
upon the geo.graphy of historical times, and Vredenburg assigns 
the old · sea beaches . represented by a line of cliffs standmg back 
from the present coast further south, near Gadani, to late Pleis
tocene times.9• But in my view we are fairly safe in assuming 
that the formation of the sandy Birar is modern in an historical 
sense, and that the sea · coast of 325 B.C. followed the northern 
shore of Miani Hor. Somewhere in this region we must suppose 
Kokala to have been situated. It may have been a little west of 
Gagu where, according to the Gazetteer of Las Bela, there is said 
to be the site of an ancient town lying near the banks of the Hor.95 

Even so, the aggregate of Arrian' s three stages from the mouth 
of the Arabis to Kokala--eight hundred stades-exceeds by 
nearly one third the actual distance of sixty miles between the 

. mouth of the Hab river and the site mentioned above. 
Kok�a seems to have been within easy reach of the capital 

of the countryrof the Oreiti, which was probably at or near the 
present Las Bela, where Alexander had left Leonnatus with a 
garrison, and orders to colonise a new city and collect supplies 
for the fleet. We may be confident that Kokala was somewhere 
at the head ·of the then coast line of Son Miani bay, and not in 
the narrow, sandy, waterless tract beyond the Phor estuary, 
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hemmed in between the mountains west of the I-faro ratige and 
the sea. It has been suggested that it was an already existing port96 
but the reason adduced, that Nearchus was able to repair some of 
his ·damaged vessels there, does not seem adequate. The depot 
had: been formed by Leonnatus as ordered, and Nearchus landed 
his men and entrenched a camp for them on the shore. , 

Besides refitting and victualling he left with Leonnatus men 
worn out or disgusted with the toil already experienced, exchang
ing them for fresh hands , and set sail. The wind had now shifted 
into the cold weather quarter, the north east, and. blew them 
merrily along for five hundred stadcs, when they came to the 
mouth of "a · river swollen by winter :rain, the name of which 
was Tomerus." . .  

It will be observed from the modern map that Miani Hor 
at its western extremity is separated from the sea and the Phor 
estuary by a low isthmus bearing traces of a former · connection . 
If, as assumed, the Birar peninsula .did not exlit in 325 B.C. and 
Kokala was situated on or near the northern shore of the Hor, 
some twenty five miles. from its mouth, or sixty. five from the 
Arabis (Hab), the sailing distance "over,, this isthmus and west
ward along the coast to the mouth of the Hingol would be 
approximately fifty seven miles, which corresponds very closely 
with the five hundred stades between Kokala and Tomerus . . 

The Hingol now reaches the sea through a salt water creek 
some two miles long, running parallel to the coast.97 Here were 
situated the "stifling huts" of the fish-eating savages who 
attempted to dispute the landing of Nearchus' men, but were 
put to flight. The Greeks hauled their ships up on the beach for 
repairs, halting for six days. 

The next stage brought them to the one place 011 the coast 
that has retained its name m1changed; Malan.a, now known as 

· Ras (Cape) Malan, a bold headland backed by mountains rising 
rapidly to over 2oo0 feet above the sea. The. course is given as 
300 stades, �pproximating to 3 5 miles. The coast line as far 
as the Cape winds considerably ; yet even if all the indentations 
were followed, the distance stated would have carried the fleet 
some miles beyond the Cape. The high land westward of Ras 
Malan is intersected seven miles from the point by the Hor Batt, 
a salt water lagoon , into which a great watercourse runs through 
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· a  gorge in the mountains. This is likely to have been the place 
where the fleet came to anchor, though anchorage could also 
have been obtained in the bay eastward of the Cape, about a mile 
off shore.98 · 

. Arrian reckons the Oreiti country to · have extrnded as far 
as Malana, and at this point in his narrative inserts a computation 
· of the distance so far accomplished. The length of the voyage 
along the coast of the Arabiti is stated to have been "about 1000 

stades"� This agrees with the sum of the separate stages as recor
ded, though the distances from Krokala to Alexander's harbour, 
and from Saranga to Sakala are not given. At nine stadcs to the 
mile, we a�rivc at I I I miles, from the mouth of the Indus by 
which the fleet st3:rted to the mouth of the Ara bis, the bow1dary of 
the Arabiti. 

Adopting the positions suggested for Krokala, a few miles 
south east of Pir Patho, and Alexander's harbour near Gujo, and 
adhering to Arrian's figure of 1 7  miles (1 50 stadcs) for the first 
stage in the sea, the course traced approximately on the map will 
be, 17 to the vicinity of Pir Patho : 24 thence to G�jo : and then 
about so to the lower part of Karachi harbour. Thence to Nawa 
Nar through the harbour creeks, about 8 miles : and from the 
�Id Nawa Nar outlet round Cape Monze to the mouth of the 
Hab 20 miles, making a total of I 19 miles. 

The coast of the Oreiti, Arrian tells us, extended to 1600 
stades, which tallies with the sum of the stages from the Ara bis to 
Malana. Assuming the position of Kokala to have been on the 
north west shore of Miani Hor, it would be about 65 miles 
from the Hab. Thence to the Hingol mouth, by the course I 
have suggested, is about 57 miles ; and to a little beyond the 
Malan headland 25 In;Ore� amounting to :r.47 miles in all. t\rrian�s 
total works out at 177 miles. 

Allowing for the absence of scientific means of measurement, 
and the Greeks' inexperience of navigation in tidal waters, the 
discrepancies between Nearchus' estimates and the distances 
between the positions which may be assumed to correspond with 
the places he mentions will no.t be held to detract from the 
general accuracy of his account · of the coast. It seems probable, 
incidentally, that the "stadion" used by him (in Arrian's version) 
was the ordinary measure of approximately 6o6 English feet.99 
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Thus, for a small strip of the Sind coast we possess a detailed 

topographical record, as it was in. the year 325 B.C., and for the 
remainder. of the country little beyond vague generalities. It is 
a curious freak of fottune that the place which receives the fullest 
description is apparently that which after 2 168 years was destined 
·tQ becmne the capital of Sind. 

· · 
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SI N O  ACCORD I NG TO LATER 

CLASSICAL ACCOU NTS 
STRABO had been content to compile his geography of India 

solely from authorities contemporary with, or but ·little later 
than, Alexander the Great, three centuries before his own -time. 
Later sources, in his opinion, afforded no precise information, 
and even the merchants "who now sail from Egypt by the Nile 
and the Arabian Gulf to India" were ignorant persons and not 
qualified to give an account of places they visited. 1 

· 

. His successor in the line of Classical geographers, the elder 
Pliny, seems to have been unaware of Strabo's great worl d He 
made far less judicious use of the standard authorities, but 1 
supplemented them with information from the sources which 
Strabo had disparaged. Within the sixty or seventy years since 
the latter had written, trade between Egypt (now . part of the 
Roman Empire) and India had gre.itly developed, largely owing 
to the discovery by one Hippalus of the method of sailing thither 
direct from Southern Arabia with the aid of the south west 
monsoon,2 which in all probabi1ity had long _been practised by 
the Arabs. It seems that a treatise on the subject was current, 
which enabled Pliny to produce a useful account of ports on the 
Malabar coast, with the names of the capital cities inland which 
they served. He also retailed some recent but inaccurate infor
mation on Ceylon. 

So far as the Indus val1cy is concerned, it is doubtful which if 
any of the details in which Pliny differs from his predecessor are · 
derived ·from any source later than Megasthenes. His mention 
of the river Sutlej, and the distances Lctween it and the Beas, and 
onward by the "royal road" to Pataliputra,l arc all drawn from 
Megasthcncs, whom Strabo seems to have distrusted as an 
authority. 

Like Strabo, Pliny preferred to depend on the most moderate.
estimates of the size of the Indlis: he says it did not spread out 

133  
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to a greater breadth than six miles, or rise in lev�l more than forty 
five feet. He tells us also that this river in its course formed a very 
large island called Prasiane, and another smaller, by name Patale.4 
The latter, he says, was of the form of an equilateral triangle, with 
sides of about 200 milcs.s In another passage he observes that 
the Prasii close to the Indus are 'those who were supposed to be 
the Pygmies. He remarks · correctly that those Indians who are · 
darkest in colour are to be found southward of the Ganges plain, 
and that those nearest to the Indus are of fair complexion. 6 

He gives the names of a large number of tribes said to 
jnhabit the cowitry on either s�de of the Indus, but their relative 
p<>sitions are not clear, and the names themselves do not agree 
with those we find in the earlier writers. We have also a summary 
and far from· satisfactory account of the coast to · the westward of · 
the Indus delta, derived apparently from Onesicritus rather 'than 
from Nearchus. It includes the interesting information that the 
Oreiti di� not speak an Indian language but one of their own ; · 
and the curious assertion that Alexander "forbade all the Ichthyo
phagi to live on fish ."7 

Fro� Pliny's w1critical jwnble of scr:;tps · of information we 
tum to a work of a very different character-'The Periplus of the 
Erythraean Sea' by an anonymous author. It is a compendium 
of information on trade in the Indian Ocean, combined with a 
navigator's guide to the coast from the head of the Red Sea to 
Zanzibar in the one direction, and to Cape Comorin in the other. 
This manual seems to have appeared only a few years after the 
death o.f .Pliny, and embodies details from the smaller treatise 
which we must suppose to have existed and to have been· drawn 
upon by . that autho_r. The Periplus is far more systematic, 
accura� and copious than the comparable portion of Pliny's work ; 
and its account of the coast of Sind must certainly be accepted in: 
preference to his, as giving the contemporary state of affairs. 

The seaboard, he says, is very low �nd Bat, and contains the 
mouths of the Sinthos (Indus), the volume discharged by which 
is so great "that while you are yet far off from the land at its 
mouth you find the sea turned a white colour by its waters!' The 
river had seven mouths, all shallow, full of shoals and unnavigable 
except t�at in the· middle. On this was situated a trading seaport · 
having a ·sm�ll islet in front of it, . and named Barbarikon. Here 
ships anchored, their cargoes being trimshipped into small boats 
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which conveyed them up the river to the metropolis in the 

· interior, Minnagar, where the king resided. The king at this 
period (about so A.D.) was a Parthian prince, though the country 
was known as, Skythia. · 

The author specifies the imports and· exports handled at 
the emporium of Barbarikon. The exports included precious 
stones, silk thread, -and furs from China, and what we can recog
nize as local products_.:..spices and gums, cottons and indigo . .  ' 

Of the coWltry we are told, "The interior part of it which 
borders on Skythia is called Aberia and its sea-board Surastrene. 
It is a region which produces abundantly com and rice and the 
oil of sesamum, butter, muslins, and the coarser fabrics which 
are manufactured from Indian cotton. It has also numerous 
herds of cattle. The natives are men oflarge stature and c9loured . 
black. The metropolis of the district is Minnagar · from which 
cotton cloth is exported in great quantity to Barygaza. In this 
part of the country there are preserve� even to this very day 
memorials of the expedition of Alexander, of temples, foundations 
of camps, and large wells."7A . 

The Periplus passes on to Cutch and Kathiawar-"and in the 
double gulf, known as the Great and the Little, we recognize the 
estuary leading into the Rann of Cutch and now called the Kori, 
and further on the Gulf of Cutch itsel£ Both were dangerous to 
navigators, who are advised to give them a wide berth. 

The accowit of the coast to the westward of the Delta is far 
less clear. No mention is made ofMorontobara or the Woman's 
Haven, but at some point which we may infer to be east of 
Ormara (the projecting cape of the text) was a river large enough 
to permit · the entrance of ships, Hwith a small mart at its mouth 
called Oraia. Behind it in the interior at the distance of seven 
days' journey from the coast, is the city · where the king resiqes, 
called Rhambakia:" We are told that the inland district produced, 
in addition to com, wine, rice and dates, but from the tract near 
the sea only the fragrant gum called bdellium. s 

It has been suggested that the river on which the smaU 
port of Oraia was situated may well have been the Agor creek 
into which the Hingol falls-in other words the Tomerus of 
Nearchus' voyage. There is said ' to be a site of some antiquity 
close by.9 Rhambak.ia is believed to have been close to Las Bela , 
or in the fertile Welpat Niabat to the north of it. 10 The two 
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places , would be about seven days' journey apart. Yet it is 
difficult to see how Agor, hemmed in between the mow1tains and 
the sea, could ever have been more than a fishing village -as it 
was when Ncarchus cast anchor there. The port which served 
Rhambakia would naturally have been further cast, at the base of 

· the plain of Las. It must be doubted whether the mouth of the 
Phor river could ever have been "large enough to permit the 
.entrance of ships" ; perhaps we may conjecture that by this period 
sand banks forming in front of the old coast line in the neighbour· 
hood of the outlets of the Windur or the · Purali had begun to 
enclose something of an estuary. Son Miani is about s'x ordinary 
·marches from Welpat. . 

Returning to the Delta of the Indus, it must be recognized 
that there is no possibility of identifying the sites of Barbarikon 
and MiJU:iagara. 1 1 It is conceivable that the latter was the Patala 
of Alexander's · time, given a Skythian name; the place must 
be assu,ned to have been on or close to the river. But in the 

� four h'undred y�rs since the passage of Alexander and . his army 
through Sind, the course of the river above the Delta may have 
altered as drastically as the Delta itself is shown to have done. 

Our next authority is the most celebrated in ancient 
_ Geography-Claudius Ptolemy of Alexandria, who wrote his 
. great work about 150-16o A.D. His method was quite different 

fr()m that of Strabo, who had given general descriptions of the 
countries of the world as then known. Ptolemy was chiefly 

, concerned to reform the map of the world, and the greater part 
of his Geography consists of tables of reference to his maps. These 
latter were,composed from only a very small number of astro
nomical observations taken within a ·  relativclv limited area, and 
depended mainly on rough calculation from itineraries, 12 pilots' 

. guides, and similar information. Over the maps thus constructed 
Ptolemy imposed his lines of latitude and longitude, which he 
had ·worked out theoretically frdm his sc.anty astronomical data ; 
he then laid down the positions of all important places by latitude 
and longitude in degrees and minutes as if they had been actually 
ascertained. 1 3  

The material available to Ptolemy was far more copious. than 
that disposed. of by his predecessors; and this is particularly so for 
India. Unfortunately, it · is quite · impossible to i�cntify a large 
number of his place names, wliich occur in no other author. The 
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nature of the information by which h¢ assi� to them positions 
on his maps. and thereby latitude and longitude. is unknown. and 
we cannot but feel sceptical as to its value. . . 

Ptolemy has to be studied through his. maps ; and the .  fact 
that these have been dra� by other hands is of no consequence, 
provided that they arc plotted in accordance with his notes 
of latitude and longitJ,lde. His presentation of North West India, 

· · though defective. is not vitiated by any such fundamental blunder 
as �t which distorts . the whole of tJie Deccan and . <;eylon. But 
he falls into a curious error in his delineation of the Indus and 
its tributaries, making the combined Panjab rivers join the Indus 
only one degree below the confluence of the Kabul nver, the actual 
distance being six degrees. Thus he makes the lower course of the 
h1dus about twice its real length while th� P�jab �vers are short
ened by half. 14 The confluences of the mam tnbutanes are however 
placed in their true order, and their ·general direction is ·also cor
rectly shown. Noteworthy is the early junction of the Beas with 
the Sutlej,  corresponding closely with their relationship today. 

But the most interesting and characteristic feature of the 
lower Indtis aceording to Ptolemy is the indication of branches 
breaking away from the main stream above the Delta. Two1s 
such branches from the right bank are enwnerated, and one from 
the left-bank. The latter is reeresented as taking off upstream of 
the others. Ptolemy uses a curious expression16 which seems to 
mean that tributaries flow into some of these branches. As Saint
Martin observes, it is doubtful whether he really distinguished the 
affluents from the branches. But confusion of this kind has lasted 
into our own time : even Major Ra:verty speaks of the Ghar 
rwming into the Ab-i-Sind (Indus) "a little over sixteen miles west 
of Bakkar"-to do which it would have to flow ·uphill !11  The 
fact is that in Sind west of the Indus branch channels . from the 
river run towards the hills and are met by watercourses descending 
from the hills in· the direction of the river. After rain in the 
inundation season, water from the Indus and from the hills meets 
at many points along the "valley �e" which runs from a point 
north of Jacobabad to · the west south west, turning south west, 
and theri south as far as the Manchar lake. Thus the Lahri river 
from the Bugti hills, the Nari and th� Bolan, and all the numerous 
Nais from the hills west of Kachhi and Sind become at times 
tributaries of branches of the Indus. 
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· The northernmost of Ptolemy's divarications of the Indus 
from the right bank is shown as running towards Arachosia, and 
in this Ut$tance it has been suggested that he is teferring to some 
loop or side channel of the Indus into which the Gulnal river 
flowed when in flood.1• It is ·necessary, however, to �kt out 
that this branch to the WC$t, according to Ptolemy, leaves the main 
stream at a considerable· distance below the confluence of the 
Panjnad and the Indus-two and a half of his degrees of latitude-

. whereas the Gumal actually falls into the Indus about two and a 
half degrees of latitude above its jwiction with the Panjnad. 
Considering the great elongation of the lower Indus in Ptolemy's 
cartQgraphy, we may rather suppose this branch to be that ancient . 
channel which, beginning from the "Sind Dhoro" below 
Kashmor, passes north of the present Jacobabad and runs past 
Mohmal into the "Sind Hollow" This depression also receives 
the flood water of the Bolan river, which descends from part of the 
country �owti to Ptolemy as Arachosia.19 

Ptolemv's description of the hydrography · of Arachosia 
suggests some confusion between the upper and the lower parts 
of the country, which he tells us extended on the east to a point 
close to the Indus valley, and may thus be deemed to have included 
Kachhi. He records a lake known as Arakhotos Krene which was 
formed by the river which flows through the country, :ao and it 
has naturally been supposed that this refers. to the Hatnwi mto 
which the river Helmand falls. But he says quite definitely that 
the river which flows through the country branches off from the 
Indus : and the positions assigned by him to this divarication, to 
the lake, and to the source of the tributary all agree with . �c 
theory above mentioned, that the "lake" was the great hollow 
now just beyond the north west frontier of Sind, and that it 
was fed from the Indus by an extension of the Sind Dhoro, and 
from the mountains by the Bolan, Nari and Mullah rivers. :n lt 
is curious that the great Hamun of Seistan, or Zarah, lake into 
which the Helmand falls, is not assigned by Ptolemy its · real 
location in Drangiana, and we are left in .doubt whether it is 
represented by his lake of Arcia, by some confusion between the 
Hari Rud and d1e Helmand. He states Drangiana to have been 
watered by a branch of the river Arabis, which is a bad blunder.:a:a 

The next branch recorded by Ptolemy as taking off from 
·the right bank of the Indus is stated by him to flow towards the 
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Arhita mOlmtains. 23 The· divarication occurs not far below 
the position he assigns to the town ofBinagara, wb.ich is supposed 
to correspond with the Minnagar of the author of the "Periplus". 
We may confidently identify the Arbita �uountains with the 
Khirthar and its offihoots, and the branch which flowed towards 
them 1�1ust have been the Ghar, or perhaps the "Western Nara".2• 

Before we leave the right bank of the lower Indus, we may 
note that Ptolemy states that from the Arbita mountains sonlc 
rivers join the Indus, and he gives the bearings of the source of ouc 
of these, which we may suppose to have been either the Aral, the 
Sann or the Bara11.2s As to· the coast to the west of the Delta, he 
places the Woman's Haven (Gu11aikon Limen) between the mouth 
of the river Arabis and the westernmost mouth of the Indus, but 
rather nearer the former, which is in accordance with the position 
of Morontobara in Arrian' s 'Indikc' ; but the distances are made 
much too great. Ptolemy's Arabis falls into the sea so far to the 
w�t that its position relative to the Indus is almost that of the 
Dasht river in reality. 26 Similarly he places the city of Ar bis, 
the headquarters of the Arabiti, on the borders ofKarmania. The 
Parsidi are said to have possessed the coast of the latter, and to the 
cast of them the Arabiti, though the parts towards the Indus river 
are assigned to the Rhamni. 

No mention is made of the Orciti, or of the port of Oraia 
on this coast, recorded in the "Periplus". We are naturally 
disposed to connect the Rhamni with Rhambakia, which we 
know to have been still in existence Jess than a century before 
Ptolemy.21 It is to be noted that Ptolemy mentions a people 
called the Eoreiti as in possession of the southern part of Arachosia, 
and it is conceivable that the tribe which formerly occupied Las 
Bela had migrated thither, perhaps owing to pressure from the 
Parsidai and Arabiti. 

Ptolemy's delineation of the Delta of the Indus confirms the 
description by the author of the "Periplus". There were seven 
mouths; all are named, and the course taken by each branch is 
clearly laid down. The westemmost mouth . was called Sagapa, 
which reminds us of the name of this district, Sangada, recorded 
by Nearchus.28 Next in order was the Sinthon mouth, which 
one is inclined to suppose carried tlie main stream, though at the 
time the "Pcriplus" was written the fourth or middle branch wa,; 
the only one navigable. The third, reckoning from the west, 
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was Chryson (the golden) and then in order Kariphron , Sapara, 
Sabalcssa, and the easternmost, Lonibare. This last seems to be a 
version of a Sanskrit name meaning "the salt one,, ,  and suggests 
that the branch may have been so called because its embouchure 
was shared by the Lun i ,  properly Lavani, the salt river 1 which 
flows into the Rann of Cutch from the Aravali mountains.29 
Lassen, however, believed that Ptolemy's "divarication of the 
Indus running towards Mount Ouii1<lion" (the Vindhya 
Mountains) which is stated to have had a tributary joining it, was 
a misapprehension of Luni river : " His error is without doubt 
occasioned bv this, that the Lavani river, which has its source in 
the Aravali �hain falls into the salt lake, the Rin or Eirina, into 
which also the eastern arm of the Indus dischargc�."3° The 
Aravali mountains actually figun� in Ptolemy's tables and. map 
as the Apocopi , and ofthc correctness of the identification there 

· can be little doubt. 
I s�ggest that the identity of the "branch running towards 

the Vindhya mountains" should be sought with due attention to 
the general configuration of the Indus, its tributaries and branches, 
as laid down by Ptolemy. This branch is shown as taking off 
from the Indus below the confluence of the Panjnad and above the 
branch which leaves the right bank in the direction of Arachosia. 
I have suggested that the latter represents the old channel running 
into Kachhi from near Kashmor. If that · is accepted , the branch 
leaving the left bank upstream of it would correspond with the 
channel which used to · carrv flood water from the bed of the 
Indus into the bed of the Hakra about Ghauspur, south east of 
Mithankot, and the branch may be supposed to have followed th� 
course of the Wahinda. Needless to say, the idea of this branch 
reaching the Vindhya mountainsl 1 or receiving a tributary from 
them, is- a complete misconception ; but it may have been 
suggested by the southerly direction of the W ahinda as far as 
Mithrahu. We may take note also of Major Ravcrty's theory, 
that near the place last named the Hakra received a tributary from 
the neighbourhood of Jaisalmir. It is however improbable that 
this could ever have bren a perennial stream . 32 

Thus �hen Ptolemy's hydrography of the Indus river system 
is considered in relation to evidence from other sources, we find 
good reason to believe it to have been essentially true.. The faults 
arc not in the general plan of its features, but in the distortion of 
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distances and sometimes in the direction of particular parts of the 
system. 

While the course of the river and of its branches is clearlv 
laid down by Ptolemy in his map, we have no data for detemtln� . 
ing its position relative to the actual permanent geographical 
features of Sind, · such as the Rohri hills, . the Lakhi range, or the 
Ganjo Takar. We should willingly sacrifice a number of his · 
unidentifiable place names in exchange for · such information. In 
default of it, any theory as to the course of the Indus during this 
period must rest on circumstantial data. We should not lose sight 
of Pliny's positive statement that the Indus made a very large 
island above that of the Delta (Patale) . This can be reconciled 
with Ptolemy's hy�graphy i.f we assume that his br�1ch r�1ming 
towards the Arab1ta mountams and one of the tnbutanes he 
mentions as flowing from the same motmtains into the Indus were 
actually connected in the same manner as the "Westem Nar::i' '  
and the Aral river have been in modem times through the 
Manchar lake. In order that the island so formed should have 
been larger than that formed by the Delta, as it was stated by 
Pliny to he, the Indus would have had to nm considerably to the 
east of its modem channel ; but it must be inferred from the 
configuration o� the Delta as laid down by Ptolemy that its course 
was west of the Rohri hills. · 

. 

Ptolemy includes the greater part of the valley of the Indus 
·and part at IC3t of Kathiawar in his region called ludo Skythia, 
which he thus divides : "the insular portion formed by the bifur
cation of the river towards its mouth is Patalene, the region above 
this is Abiria, and the region .about the mouths of the Indus and 
Gulf of K.anthi is Surastrene." . 

· · 

The name Abiria bears witness to the prominence of the 
Abhiras, a tribe which appears to ·have moved into the · lower 
Indus valley from the north within a century or two after 
Alexander's invasion. In the Mahabhasya of Patanjali, which 
probably dates from the second century B.C., they are associated 
with the Sudras. Some five hundred years later they are men
tioned as one of the semi-independent peoples of Western India 
who paid homage to Samudragupta.33 Surastrene represents 

. Surashtra, the Kathiawar peninsula, to which this old Sanskrit 
name has recently been officially restored. The Saurashtras arc · 

rnentioned together with the Abhiras among the nations of the 
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west in the Vishnu Purana, and also in the south westem division 
of the Brihat Samhita.34 
· 

Ptolemy lays down the position of a considerable number 
of cities and towns in Indo Skythia.3S It is hardly necessary 
to point out the hopelessness of positive identification of the sites 
of this area with, perhaps, a very few exceptions. The existence 
of any place built within the reach of the inundations of the Indus 
must be precarious; changes of the river's course may obliterate 
it by erosion, or ruin it by withdrawing the water on which its 
life depends. Moreover, the nomenclature is as mutable as the 
river, in a province so frequently conquered by forcignen. as 
Sind has been. 

We may first consider the places which have been mentioned 
by earlier authors. The position allotted by Pt�lemy to Patala 

· suggests that if it be not altogether erroneous, this must be an 
entirely different Patala from that known to Alexander and his 
companions. For it is placed far down within the Delta, between 
the Sapara and the Sabalessa mouths-the two smallest of the 
branches. Ptolemy locates Barbarei, which must be presumed to 
be the same as the Barbarikon of the Peripl�s. much further inland. 
and within the bifurcation of the extreme western and .extreme 
eastern branches of the Delta. We are tempted to suppose that 
by a slip of the pen Ptolemy may have exchanged the positions he 
meant to allot to the two places. It may be rCcalled also that the 
author of the Peri plus makes no mention of Patala at all, nor 
does he refer to the Delta region as Patalene. General Haig is 
of opinion that Alexander's Patala had probably disappeared, 
owing to changes in the course of the Indus. before the middle 
of the first century A.D.,  but that Ptolemy, with bis vast appetite 

. for place names, thought it necessary to find a position for 
one which had bee� mentioned by such reputable authorities 
as Aristobulus and Nearchus.38 

Minnagar, which the author of the Periplus had mentioned 
as lying "behind Barabarikon and inland", is probably represented 
in Ptolemy's tables and map by' the town of Binagara. This is 
one of a series stated to lie along the river Indus, on the left bank; 
and with relation to features on the opposite side, it is clear that it 
lay below the "divarication towards Arachosia" and above th� 
"divarication towards the Arhita mountains". According to my 
iden�cation of these two branches, Binagara would have been in 
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tbC direction of Alor, and if so there is a strong probability that the 
two placa were one and . the same. If the former capital of 
Musicanm retained after three centuries those advantages which 
had attracted Alexander, the Skythian invaders and later the 
Partbian princes would a1So be inclined to rule from there.37 

· Kamigara, the next place upstream from Binagara according 
to Ptolemy, and also on the left bank, has been th'?ught to 
correspond with Alor by some authorities,38 who consider 
Binagara to have been more in the position of Dalm1anabad. 
Mention i• made of a place called Min Nagar in that neighbour
hood in a Chronicle of the early thirteenth century A.O. It was 
then · the headquart.en of a Hindu Rana, feudatory of Sultan 
Nasir-ud-din Kabajah.39 

Attemfts have been made to collate the other towns located 
in Ptolemy s Indo Skythia with those of earlier and subsequent 
eras. Sousikana has been considered a corrupt reading for 
Musibna, but it could not possibly be Alor, being placed by 
Ptolemy on the right hand main branch .of his Ddta of the Indus. 
Ko� on the Sagapa branch, has been thought to represent 
Arri.an' s Krokala, Bonis to correspond with the modem Bano on 
the Pinyari, Pasipeda with the Basmeid of the early Arab geogra
phen, and so on. It is hardly necessary to point out that such 
Similarities between names re'!uire to be treated with the greatest 
. reserve, even when they are not contradicted by · other evidence. 

I submit that any attempt to locate Ptolemy�s towns should 
give due .consideration to his outline of the courses of the Indus, 
its branches and tributaries on the one hand, · and Oil the other to 
the actual sites in the area which can be shown by direct evidence 
to have existed in the first and second centuries A.O. The 

' majorigy of these sites are distinguishable by Buddhist·· remains, 
and there are about ten such in Central and Lower Sind, and half 

· that number in Upper Sind. . . . 
The pattern which emerges seems to suggest that the course 

of the In<lus was at this time west of the Rohri hills, perhaps 
about the line of the Lohano Dhoro. Ptolemy's regular phrase 
.. along the river" should be taken to mean "within a few miles 
of the river", since in any age it :would be · courting disaster to 
build on the .�tual bank of the main stream, save where.it is ·rocky. 
On · this basis, we might suggest a number of conespondcnces ; 
but the existence of a Stupa mrrounded by monastic buildings, 
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the remains of w1'Jch exist at Dhamrao near Badah, •0 Mirpur 
Khas,•1 and Sudheran jo Daro,42 docs not necessarily connote 
a town. In fact, however conscientiously attempted, 'identi
fication' on such terms remains pure conjecture; and WC Ml1St 
once more remind ourselves that the towns along the lower Indus 
which were ftourishing in Ptolemy's time may almost all have 
l>Cen swept away by subsequent destructive changes in · the river's 
coune. 
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SI N O  I N  TH E SEVENTH AN D EIG HTH 

CENTU R I E S  A. O. 

Om next sight of Sind is through the eyes of a Chinese 
traveller, the celebrated "Master of the Law" Yuan Chwang, 
who visited the country about the year 641 A.O. The object of 
this Buddhist monk, in undertakiug the arduous journey to India 
and spending some sixteen years there, was to visit the holy 
places of his religion, to collect manuscripts and relics, and to 
ascertain the state of the faith wherever it was or had been 
professed. And so, in his "Records of the Western World" 1 we 
are presented with a great deal of hagiology, but only the most 
summary notices of the topography along his routes. W c may 
however be thankful to the pilgrim for invariably giving his estimates for the distances between his main halting pla.ces, 
together with the general bearing of the journey from one to 
another. 

A large number of Yuan Chwang's place names can be 
identified with certainty, but this is not so in Sind and the pro
vinces described by him as subject to that kingdom, and the 
reconstruction of this part of his itinerary must be panly conjec
tural. The matter is compHcated by the fact that the order in 
which he visited these cowitries is given differently in the 
"Records" and in the Life of Yuan Chwang by Hoei-Li and Yen 
Tsong.2 

Our main dependence must be on the former, in which we 
are given distances and bearings throughout. It has to be 
recognized that the pilgrim's measure of distance, the Li, may 
not be a constant : that is to say that he probably made his 
reckoning in days' journeys of 50 Li, or about ten English miles 
in average conditions.J Where the conditions were 1musual, his 

146 
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days' marches might be longer or shorter than this av;rage, but in 
writing of them subsequently he would be liable to calculate his 
ordinary equivalent. 

It appears that Yuan Chwang came to Sind from the Gurjara 
country, in South-West Rajputana�4 He travelled north for 1900 
Li through a wild rugged region, and then crossing the river 
Sin-tu entered the kingdom of Sind.s This he states to have 
measured about 7000 Li in circuit, and the capital, which he calls 
P'i-shan-p'o-pu-lo, thirty Li in circuit. The country produced 
wheat and millet, gold, silver, t'u-shih (thought to be bell metal) 
and had oxen, sheep, dromedaries aud mules. It yielded also 
various kinds of salt, including a white rock salt. The lands 
along the Sin-tu were low and marshy. 

The mention of rock-salt indines us to suppose that this 
kingdom extended as far north as the Salt-range, which 
i.ncidc11ta1ly agrees fairly wellwith what we are told of it in the 
Chae/mama. This assumption also helps to explain a problem in 
the itinerary immcdiatdv following. Yuan Chwang says that 
from Sind he went east about 900 I.i and crossing to the east bank 
of the Indus came to the Mou-lo-san-pu-lu co�try. It has been 
held by some authorities that this could not be equivalent to 
Multan. for two reasons-because the Chinese sylJables could 
hardly be a rendering of the Sanskrit Mulasdw1ipura, and because 
Multan is to the north-east of Sind and not to the east of it. But 
the pilgrim's description of the celebrated temple of the Sun with 

. its golden image accords with what we are to]d of Multan by 
other authors, 6 and as to the location of the place in regard to Sind, 
it would. lie to the east of the upper part of that kingdom, which 
at this period extended over the Dera Jat. But this may be one 
of the occasions, many of which occur in the text, when "cast" 
appean by a copyist's mistake for "north east" .1 

Even if the 900 Li indicate only nine days' journey, such a 
journey made due east from the Upper Sind or lower Dcra Jat of 
modem times would have taken the pilgrim back into the desen; 
but his description of Mou-lo-san-pu-lu shows clearly that it 
was in the riverain plains. 

Another problem is Yuan Chwang's name for the capital of 
Sind-P'i-shan-p'o-pu-lo·. Various attempts have been made 
to find the original of this Chinese rendering. It is generally 
assumed that the capital of Sind in 641-2 A.D. was at Alor, and if 
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this was so, and it was known by that name, the pilgrim would -� 
almost certainly have referred to it as A-lo-lo.s But apart from 

. the possibility that Alor had some other name, it is to be noted that 
Yuan Chwang reached the capital only after crossing the InduJ, 
which is not likely to have been· flowing east of Alor at that time.9 

, While in Sind (which we may assume to mean modem 
Upper Sind) Yuan Chwang made an expedition to the south
west, arriving after a journey of some I 500 or 16oo Li in the 
country called A-ticn-p' o-chih-lo. He describes it as away in the 
west on the Indus and near the sea, the land low and moist and 
the soil saltish. This is evidently the h1dus Delta cowitry. The 
province is said to have been more than 5000 Li in circuit. In 
the capital, called by our traveller Kie(ka)-chi-ssu-fa-lo, was a 
large handsomely ornamented Mahesvara temple. A-tien-p'o
cbih-lo was thought by Cwmingham and Haig to be Cutch, and 
its capital to be Koteshwar :10 but the best authorities are clear 
that the Chinese characters could not have been a rendering of this 
name. From other sources we know that the principal city of the 
Delta country at this period. was known as Debal : but as this is 
nothing more than the word "temple", it may well have been 
a nick-name instead of which the Chinese traveller tried to express 
its real but less popular name. 

From this country, which is said to have been latterly without 
a sovereign, and at this time "under Sind", Yuan Chwang made 
a long journey to the west, about 2000 Li, which brought him to 
a cotu1try which he calls Lang-kie (ka)-lo. Since he says that it 
was near a bay of the sea, and was subject to Persia, there can be 
no doubt that it included the modem Las Bela, together probably 
with parts of Jhalawan and Eastern Mak ran. Yuan . Chwang 
tells us also that the country had no supreme government, each 
valley having a separate government of its own; the spoken 
language differed a little from that c;>f "India" . 1 1  It is somewhat 
surprising to learn that this region had a fertile soil yielding good 
crops and a flourishing population; such conditions would 
normally be found only in limited areas such as the W el pat niabat 
of_ Las Bela. The explanation may be that the pilgrim saw the 
cowitry in a year of exceptionally favourable raiDfall. He gives 
the riame of the capital as Su-t'u-li-ssu-fa-lo, whidi Watters 
renders as Stri-isvara, meaning "Woman �aramount�'. Yuan 
Chwang states that Lang-ka-lo was "the way to the 'West Woman 
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Country' ," which must correspond with the Stri-rajya or 
Woman-Kingdom in the north west division of the Brihat 
Samhita.U We are reminded of the fact that Nearchus was 

informed that Morontobara was also cal Jed Wuman·s Harbour 
because a wom211 once bore rule in those parts. · This place I have 
indcntified with Karachi, which in terms of physical geography 
belongs to Baluchistan and not Sind. Ptolemy lays it down 
more than three degrees west of his Saga pa mouth of the Indus. 13 

The pilgrim seems to have retraced his steps to the Delta 
(A-tien-p'o-chih-lo) , and thence to have proceeded northwards 
for over 700 Li, to the Pi-to-shih-16 country. This is described 
as having a rather brackish soil, and subje�t to fierce cold winds ; 
much wheat and pulse was grown, but there was "little fruit and 
Bowers". .Yuan Chwang mentions but docs not name its capital ; 
the region had no government of its own but was subject to Sind. 
Pi-to-shih-lo was thought by Cunningham to correspond with 
Pat.ala and therefore (according to his theory) with the modern 
Hyderabad . 14 General Haig, being convinced that A-ticn-p' o
chih-lo was Cutch, would place Pi-to-shih-lo in the region of 
Nagar Parkar or Umarkot. He assumes that as Yuan Chwang 
apparently did not cross the Indus on this journey (it bein g his 
prac.1ice to mention the crossing of large rive�s) Pi-to-shih-lo 
must have been to the east of it. 1 s In fact this very argument 
proves the exact contrary ; the pilgrim had crossed from the left 
to the right bank of the Indus on entering Si.nd (Ppper Sind), 
journeyed to A-tien-p' o-chih-lo without recrossing it-at least 
the main stream-and after a trip to Lang-ka-lo and back would 
still have been to the west of the river when he went north to 
Pi-to-shih-lo. 

We may therefore suppose that this region was round about 
Sehwan, or possibly west of th\! Khirthar range, in Jhalawan. The 
former is more probable, as there is nothing in the pilgrim's 
description to suggest that the country was mountainous. 

Yuan Chwang next went north east for more than 300 Li to 
the A-fan-t' u country, i6 which like Pi-to-shih-lo had no sovc:reign 
but was under Sind. No topographical details are given from 
which we could form an idea of the style of country and we are 
perhaps entitled to assume that it ·was much the same as that 
through which he had just passed. If Pi-to-shih-lo was. in the 
vicinity_ of Schwan , A-fan-t'u would have been somewhat to the 
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south of Larkana, according to the distance given by · Yuan 
Chwan�, provided that we may take his bearing of north east to 
mean ' east of north". Granted this, there seems fair ground 
for believing that at Badah we haye the remains of the capital of 
this province ; while the Asoka Topet unot far to the north east 
of the capital", which was "still 100 feet high although the foun
dations had sunk out of sight" 1 may have been no other than the 
Stupa at Mohen-jo-d.aro.17 . .  

From A-fan-t' u the pilgrim's route, according to this account, 
was still north east and brought him after 900 Li to a country 
abounding in hills and woods, having a cool climate v.rith regular 
crops, a.ncl a fierce low-minded population. It was called 
Fa-la-na, and · w.as subject to Kafirs. The latter is thought to 
correspond with Kafiristan, which lies north east of the Kabul 
ri�er ; and it is generally supposed that �-la-na l_ay ab�ut the 
nudclle part of the course of the Gumal river. From 1t Yuan 
Chwang says he went north west for about 2000 Li, to a cowitry 
the capital of which evidently corresponds with Ghazni. The 
actual diStance between Vaneh on the Gumal and Ghazni would 
be less than 200 miles. I am inclined to think that Fa-la-na was 
in the neighbourhood of Barkhan. 

It is to be noted that according to the "LifeH the pilgrim 
proceeded from A-fan-t' u eastwJ.rd for 700 Li, which brought 
him to the kingdom of Sind ; and that thence he went eastward 
about 900 Li, crossing the Indus, and so came to Meou-lo-san-pou
liu, that is Multan.18 Turning back to the uR.ecords" we find 
that Yuan Chwang while at Fa-la-na was informed by local 
report that adjoining this country in the west was the Ki-kiang-na 
country, among mountain valleys , with local chiefs and no 
supreme sovereign, This country abounded in sheep and horses, 
the latter including an �xcellent breed, very large and highly prized. 
by other lands. 

This gives a valuable clue, for in the Tarikh-i-Hind wa Sind 
(Chachnama) Kaikanan is �nentioned several times. The moun
tains of K.aikanan are said to be the . norL1iem boundary of the 
kingdom of Sind in the time of Rai .Sahiras ;son of R.ai Sahasi; 
while in the edition of this chronicle which forms the fir$t part of 
the Tuhfat-ul-Kiram the boundary is said to be Kandhar, Sbtan, 
the Suleiman mountains and the Kaikanan hills. 19 As the 
Suleiman range adjoins the phins of the Indus, the K;tikamm hill: 
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must be assumed to lie west of it, and we may suppose the tract 
to have corresponded with Loralai or Zhob. The Arabs 
�etrated hither after they had gained possession of Makran, 
and met with fierce resistance from the inhabitants. We are told 
that the Khalifa Muawiych on appointing Abdullah son of 
Sawad to the charge of these cowitries, still unsubQ.ued, instructed 
him as follows : "In the cowitry of Sind there is a mountain 
which is called Kaikanan. There are big and beautiful horses to 
be found th�re . . .  the people are very cm�ning, and in the shelter· 
of those mountains have become refractory and rebellious."20 
Thus it is eviden t that the Chinese and the .Arah writers are refer
ring to the same country, and it would seem to have been located 
in the northern part of Baluchistan. A place with the name of 
Karkawan appears in the crude Arab maps of this region which 
illustrate the Masalik-wa-Mamalik, Ashkalu-1-Bilad� and other 
works, in a position which seems to agree with the above
considerably to the west of the Indus and to the north of Kusdar 
(a place that has retained its old name) and about opposite Multan ; 
it may be a variant of the name Kaikanan. On the other 
hand it is right to point out that the name Kaikanan or Kaikan is 
still attached to an ancient place much further to the south, near 
Nal in northem Jhalawa1i ; but that position would not fit in with 
the pilgrim's itinerary_.u . 

Yuan Chwang's notices of Sind and the provinces adjoining 
have been considered one of the disappointing portions of his 
great work.n Certainly the unidentifiability of the names he 
gives to the capital and other cities is tantalising, and we must 
regret the e�me paucity of geographic..al detail. But there 
seems no real difficulty in fixing the broad locations of the various 
regions he mentions if we follow his distances and his bearings, and 
postulate no modification in them beyond some elasticity in d1e 
measure of the Li, according to the style of cowitry traversed, and 
also the probability that ·at times he gave for the direction of a 
journey the cardinal point nearest to which it tended : as unorth" · 

instead of "north east by northn. 
His description of the organization of Sind in 642 A.O. as a 

metropolitan realm w1th dependent provinces, agrees with the 
accmmt of it as it was under the rule of Sahiras son of Sahasi Rai, 
which fa given in the "Chachnama" or Tarikh-i-Hind wa Sind. This 
portion of the Arab chronicle mu,st have been drawn . from local . 
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that is Hindu or Buddhist, information; and local pride in past 
glories may have expanded somewhat the boundaries of the Sind 
kingdom� We . are told that it extended on the east (north east) 
to the bowtdary of Kashmir, on the west to Makran, on the south 
to the sea and on the north (north west) to the mountains of 
Kurdistan and Kaikanan . .i3 There were four "Governor's 
Provinces" and two of them occupied the whole of the lower 
courses of the Panjab rivers and included Multan. The last 
named region, according to Yuan Chyvang, was a dependency 
of Cheh-ka, a country the capital of which seems to have 
been close to the modern . Sialkot. 2• ltis clear enough that it 
formed part of the Sind kingdom subverted. by Muhammad bin 
Qasim about seventy years after the Chinese pilgrim's visi t ;  
and it  is possible that it had been so earlier, but had become 
temporarily indepen?ent. · At least Yuan Chwang does not 
mention a king of Cheh-ka, and as the attitude of royalty every
where to Buddhism was a matter of much importance for him, 
and constantly finds mention in the "Records", there is fair ground 
for preswning that Cheh-ka was without a true sovereign 
at the time.2s 

But these are matters which have to be further examined 
in the subsequent volume. 

The Chachnama contains considerable geographical informa
tion on Sind as it was at the beginning of the eighth century A.O. , 
when it was invaded by the forces of the Khalifate under the 
command of Muhammad bin Qasim. 

It is curious that the first reports on "Hind and Sind" obtained 
by the Khalifa Usman were as forbidding as those received by 
Alexander about the lower Indus valley when he was poised for 
his descent upon India.l6 The Khalifa was told, "Its water is dark 
and dirty; its fruit is bitter and poisonous ; its land is stony and its 
earth is saltish." In the event the Arabs found, as Alexander had 
done, that it was ·a flourishing country ; and only once in the course 
of a two years' campaign was the army put to any difficulty in 
obtaining supplies, when halted in one place for nearly two . 
months; and then it appears that there was some local scarcity, 
as the merchants of that part of the cowitry were importing com 
from elsewhere. 21 We are also told that when the army first 
encamped near Nerwi there was want of water, as "the floods of 
thei Jihun, that is the Mehran, bad not yet spread out to that 
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place." From another passage in the text it appears that the 
move on Nerwi was in the month of May. 28 These difficulties 
obviously arose from inexperience of the country. A few months 
later, Muhammad bin Qasim fmmd his choice of a position from 
which to attack Siwistan limited by floods of the rainy season, 
which seem almost to have reached the town on three sides29-a 
con

.
dition equally characteristic of Sind. 
The Indus and connected waterways of course played an 

important part in the campaign. There is no further mention 
of widespread inWldation of the coWltry,3° but a number of lakes 
or dhandhs are named, and it is clear that some of these were large. 
Muhammad bin Qasim sent his siege-train of balistas up country 
in boats via a mouth of the Indus called the Sakra Channel,3 1 
and used the Manjh.al stream for transport in his advance on 
Bahmanabad. Similarly the Sindhis reinforced their advanced 
position near Bet with men and materials floated down a branch 
called Kotak.32  Apart from these instances, the waterways 
figure mainly as defence lines. 

The course of the Indus through Sind at the time of the 
Arab invasion can only be determined to a limited extent from 
the Chachnama, and mainly by reference to the few towns near 
it, the position of which is known. We can fill in the outline 
somewhat by drawing upon the accoWlts of some well known 
Arab geographers, but it must be borne .in mind that the earliest 
of these was written about a century and a half after the conquest. 

Our survey may begin from the sea. 
The city of Debal (which doubtless bore some other name) 

was a port standing, according to Al-Baladhuri, on a creek or 
estuary to the west of the main outlet of the Indus.ll There has 
been much controversy as to the probable position of Debal, with 
reference to the modern topography. It seems to me that it is 
very likely to have been at either of, or between, the sites 
suggested by Haig and Raverty, the one at Kak ar  Bukera on 
the Baghar, and the other a little south west from Pir Patho ; but 
in view of the wicertainty as to the whereabouts of the coastline, 
or of the mouths of the Indus, at this period, it is not possible to 
be more precise. The Dewal or Diul known to the early British 
navigators can hardly have been the same as the ancient Hindu city. 

The crude maps included in some of these early geographical 
works depict the great river as entering the sea in a single stream, 
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but the text of Al Masudi describes it as separating into two 
branches . both falling into the sea near the town of Shagarah. 
Al Beruni, writing nearly a century later, also says that the river 
reaches the sea by two channels, the mouths of which were 
evidently far apart : one in the neighbourhood of the city of 
Luharani, "and the other branches off to the east to the borders 
of Kach, and is known by the name of Sind Sagar , i.e. Sea of · 
Sind." The point of separation is by this authority stated to be 
at or near Mansura ; but elsewhere he remarks that Alor· was 
situated_ ubetween the two �rms of the Indus" .34 

. 
' 

The only suggestion of a Delta of the Indus that we find in 
the Chachnama is in the name of a district, Det ("the island'') into 
which the Arabs passed on crossing .the Mehran. At the crossing 
place the river was comparatively narrow, its channel apparently 
dividing so as to leave in midstream a ·small island ; but the 
district must have obtained its 1fame not from this but from the 
fa�t that it was bounded by another large br�nch of the Indus at 
a considerable distance to the east. The existence of such a branch 
fa to be inferred from Al-Baladhuri's account of a naval battle 
in its estuary, between the Arabs and Jai Senha son of Rai Dahar, 
about ten years �ftcr Muhammad bin Qasim's campaign.35  The 
latter had no occasion to penetrate as far east as this left-hand 
branch , and we cannot be certain at what point it separated from 
the other 9 which alone is referred to in the Chachnama as the 
Great Miluan. The crossing of this was effected from the 
district of Sagarah or Sakra, belonging to the ·district of Jhim.J6 
The former name echoes Arrian's Sangala and Ptolemy's Sagapa 
and has been thought to survive in the modern Mirpur Sakro, 
which certainly lies across the path taken by the western outlet of 
the river in ancien t times . It is also conceivable that the well
known Jhimpir preserves the old name of the district. 

Before proceeding to the west bank of the Indus opposite 
Bet, the Arab generai had received the capinifation of Neron and 
had reduced a strong place called Ishbahar. It is not stated in 
which direction these places lay one from another. Of Neron we 
know at least that it was situated on a hill ; and this seems to have 
been more than a small eminence crowned with a single fort ; 
rather, a range of hills. We are told that on his return from 
Siwistan Muhammad bin CQasim "halted by a fort which was 
situat�d on the hills of Neru . There was a pond in its vicinity 
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the water o f  which was brighter than the eyes o f  lovers, and its 
meadow land more pleasant than the garden of !ram."  87 It w�s 
in a piece of grass land called Balbar near Ncrun that the army 
had camped before the march on Siwistan . 

Ncnm is locally believed to have occupied the position of the 
existing Hyderabad, and we also have authority for the fact in the 
. passage of the Tuhfat-ul-Kiram, according to which Mian Ghulam 
Shah in 1768 chose the site of the "city" of Ncnmkot for his 
future capital ,  and at once began buildin g a strong fort there.38  
It  i s  difficult to understan d how Raverty, in the face of this, can 
declare that "in the Sindhi accounts of the founding of Haider-abad 
there is no mention of i ts being founded on the site of Nirun ." 
He himself, by paying indiscriminate respect to all that the Arab 
writers of the tenth and twelfth centuries A .D. have stated of its 
position , is led to locate Ncmn in three different places in the 
course of his own work .3 9  His objection to Hyderabad as the 
site of Nerun seems to be tha t it is too near to Mansurah 
(Bahmanahad) , the position of which has been. established, and too 
far from any possibk� position of Dcbal to be described (as it is 
by Al Istakhri) as half-way between these two pbccsr which were 
reckoned as six days' journey apart.•0 Still, according to Ibn 
Haukal, the country of Nenm was rather nearer to Mansurah 
than to Dehal ; and Ravcrty himself rcJds one of this author's 
texts as stating that it 'was · four days' journey from the' latter� 
which would leave only two for the march from Ncrun to 
Mansurah.4 1 Hyderabad would certainly be reck oned nowadays 
as three rath�r than two days' march from Bahmanabad
Mansurah ;4i. · and we have to remember that at the time of the 
Muslim conquest and for more. than I OOO years afterwards the 
main stream of the Indus flowed between the two, and the 
crossing of it must often have been equal to at least half a day's 
journey. No such obstacle seems to have intervened between 
Debal and NerW1 ; yet Ibn Haukal, (if Raverty' s version is 
accepted) states that these were four days' journey apart ;•J while 
the invading Arab army, unopposed on its march so far as we 
know, took six days to cover the distance, which is described as 
25 farsakhs, or about 90 miles. H · 

The identification of J'Jerun with the� modern Hyderabad, 
then, may be accepted ; 4 s the Indus flowing at that · time not less 
than sixteen miles to the e<ilst of it. From Nenm Muhanunad 
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bin Qasim proceeded to Siwistan, the modern ·sehwan, halting at 
a place called Moj, which appears to have been close to it, after 
covering a distance of 30 farsakhs or nearly I 10 miles. Haig 
points out that the direct distance between the two places is only 
about So miles, and suggests that the Arab general probably took 
the longer route through the hills as strategically more 
secure.46 

Siwistan is described as being a fortified town west of the 
Mihran and on the top of a hill. At the time that the Arabs 
reached it "the floods of the rainy season were flowing through the 
stream Sindhu Aral on the northern side of the fortress."47 It 
seems legitimate to suppose that if the course of the Mihran was 
at a considerable distance to the eastward of Siwistan, these floods 
were mainly due to inundation from the Manchar lake, probably 
fed by a bye-river corresponding with the Western Nara of later 
times, as well as by the hill streams, 48 and that the Aral river 
carried off the excess water into the Indus at a distance to the south 
east. The Manchar is not, indeed, specifically mentioned by any 
of the Arab geographers who described Sind ;49 but it must be 
recognized that their main concern was with itineraries, and the 
Manchar was at some distance from contemporary routes. As 
to the bye-river, the Hindu governor of Siwistan B.ed to a place 
called Sisam, where the governor of the province of Budhiah 
resided, and this is stated to have been situated on the bank of the 
Kanbah. Muhammad in following him up halted at a place called 
Budhan, which was also on the bank of the Kanbah. Haig is of 
opinion that both these places were on the shore of the Manchar,s0 
but there are strong objections to this. 

. 
In the first place, the 

governorship of Siwistan must have extended over th� fertile 
country immediately adjoining it to the northward; tlie chief · 
town of the adjoining province would surely be more than a mere 
ten or twelve miles away. Again, as the governor fled · with the 
intention of rallying opposition against the Arabs, it would have 
been useless to retire for so short a distance. The Kanbah may 
have been a lake, but if so it was not the Manchar ; and it seems 
probable that it was a bye-river, corresponding if not identical 
with the Western Nara. 5 1  The banks of these lesser streams were, 
as has been pointed out before, the most eligible sites for large 
towns. I would suggest then that Sisam was probably at least as 
far north as Kakar. 
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Sisam was in its turn captured by Muhammad, and a number 
of the chiefs and people fled further up the country of Budhiah and 
some of them "to the fortified town of Bhatlor between Sahtj and 
Qandabil". Of these names Qandabil is frequently mentioned by 
the later Arab geographers and appears on their maps. We are 
told by Ibn Haukal that Nudhiya (=Budhiah) was a flat open 
tract of country, situated between Turan and Makran on the one 
hand, and Multan and the town of Mansurah on the other, west 
of the Mihran ; its bazar town was Qandabil. Evidently Nudhiya 
corresponds with the modern Kachhi and probably included also 
the north western portion of the plains of Sind. Qandabil has 
generally been supposed to correspond with Gandava,52 and this 
agrees with the position of the place on the crude map which 
accompanies the K.itab-i-Masalik wa · Mamalik, and the distances 
from it to Multan and Mansurah, ten and eight days' journey 
respectively.SJ In the text of the Masalik wa Mamalik however 
it is stated that Qandabil, the chief town ofBudha, is a considerable 
place in a tract five farsakhs, or leagues, from Kusdar town, which 
would place well it within the mountainous country of Jhalawan. 
Raverty identifies it with Zihri, a place some fifteen miles south 
east of Kusdar.H But this is to make_ utter nonsense of the map 
above mentioned, to which h� frequently appeals in support of his 
statements.SS  Kusdar and Qandabil arc separated by a space 
which, though nothing is drawn to scale, could not represent a 
smaller distance than fifty miles ; and Kirkanan is clearly shown to 
lie between the two places. When we turn to the early part of 
the Chachnama we find the identification with Gandava strongly 
supported in the description of the last ofRai Chach's expeditions ;  
on his return from Makran he turned north from Armail, passed 
through Turan (the country round Kusdar) and then "ctime into 
the desert, and no one dared to fight with him till he arrived at 
Qandail, otherwise called Qandhar. From the valley extending 
to the open plain in the outskirts of that place, Chach prepared 
to make a sudden assault on the city" etc.s6 This accords 
perfectly with the approach to Gandava down the valley of the 
Mula river from Kusdar. The actual distance between these two 
places is about eighty miles, rough!� five days' j�urney, or rather 
less than twenty-five farsakhs ; and 1t seems possible that a wrong 
word or figure has crept into the text of the Masalik wa Mamalik 
at this point. 
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The Arab general did not advance into this country,s1 but 

cowiter marched from Sisam to Nerun, in accordance with orders 
received from Hajjaj 1 the Khalifa' s Amir of the East. He told 
Hajjaj that he had conquered the country of Budhiah "up to the 
place opposite the fortified town of Aghror on thd Mihran."s s  
W e  may assume that Aghror or  Baghrur was somewhere in  the 
vicinity of Rohri or Bakar, on the left bank of the Mihran. As to 
the course of the river in Upper Sind, we have "an indirect indica
tion" from the same chronicle. When Rai Chach left Alor on 
his expedition to Budhiah and Siw istan , he crossed from the 
left to the righ t bank of the Mihran at a village called Dihayat 
"which forms the boui1dary between Samnuh and Alor" . This 
as General Haig shows must be Dehat, on the northern botmdary 
of Kandiaro Taluka, where the old river channel known as the 
Lohano Dhoro is well defined. This channel takes a course on the 
average about 1 7  miles to the cast of the modern Indus}9 

Probably strategic necessity as well as Hajjaj 's orders caused 
Muhanunad to make his crossing of the Indus in lower Sind, "in 
the district of Saga rah" . The Arabs having passed the river 
seemed the forts of Jhitn and Bet, �nd then advanced towards 
Rawar near which Rai Daha r was encamped with the m ain army 
of Sind. This fortified place founded by Chach and completed 
by his elder son Daharsiah, 60 was in the same division of Sind as 
Bahmanabad , but must have been at a considerable distance south 
of it ,  as we arc told that there were two strong fortresses, Bahrur 
and Dhalila , between the two places. Daha·r after becoming sole 
ruler of Sind had been in the habit of passing the four months of 
summer in Rawar "as it was a very pleasant city with a salubrious 
climatc61 and with sweet water" . The Arabs had to cross two 
lakes , or rivers, on their approach to Rawar, the second described 
as a stream, and named Dadhawah . If the Indus flowed into the 
sea at this period by a large Delta, as formerly and subsequently, 
the Dadhawah may have been the eastern branch. It is said to 
have run between Rawar and a town called Jaipur or Jaiwar . The 
battle which decided the fate of Sind , and in which Rai Daliar 
lost his life, took place between the Mihran and the Dadhawah, 
and it seems probable that the fort of Rawar was close to both of 
them. 6 2 Al Baladhuri states that the Arabs' crossing of the 
Mihran was effected at a place adjoining the dominions of Rasil, 
"Chief of Qassa in H ind " .  The place-name might be transliterated 
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as Kachch (Cutch) which seems to have . been one of Rai 
Dahar' s provinces, Rasil one of his governors ; but we should not 

. infer that the crossing place was dose to the modem boundary of 
Cute� : and it seems impossible to identify Rawar. I do not 
think that Haig is justified in assuming it to have been as much as 
eighty miles from Bahmanabad or on the "Eas�ern Nara" .63 

Muhammad bin Qasim then successively reduced the forts of 
Bahrur, and Dhalila, on · the way to Bahmanabad. We are told 
that Dhalila was near a small river, the Manjhal, which had to be 
crossed by those of the people who fled by night towards Ramal 
and Hindustan.64 This river was important ; it was navigable 
at this season and boats were collected on it for the Arabs and taken 
upstream as far as W adhatiah, about three miles from Bahman
abad. The general himself marched on to the banks of the 
Jalwali6.s ·channel which is stated to have been on the east of 
Bahmanabad, and there encamped. 

The exact position of Bahmanab.ad has been the subject of 
much controversy, mainly owing to difficulties in reconciling the 
accounts of the Arab geographers who wrote about Mansurah, 
the Muslim city that replaced it. There are three main .masses of 
ruins in this vicinity, two of them on the west or right bank of an 
ancient river bed, about half a mile apart and now known as 

. "Brahminabad'� and "Dalur" ; and a third some five miles to the 
north cast, on the east or left bank of a smaller dry water course, 
called "Depar Ghanghro". The name Mansurah has not survived 
in local tradition. 

It is impossible to discus_s · the site of Bahmanabad without 
reference to the relative position of the successor city. Al Istakhari, 
the compiler of the Masalik wa Mamalik and Al Ic:lrii;i 
agree in staring that Mansurah · covered a square mile of ground 
and that it · was surrounded by the Mihran and a branch of that 
river. Al ldrisi says that it was at a distance from the Mihran and 
on the west of its principal branch.66 The crude maps which 
accompany the Masalik wa Mamalik and the Ashkalu-ul-.Bilad67 
both represent the Indus or Mihran of Sind as rlinning through 
the middle of Sind and throwing out a bye-river or loop to the 
eastward, which rejoins the main stream after endosmg a subs
tantial ttact of country . .  But the position given to Mansurah 
within this "island" varies considerably. According to the 

· Masalik wa Mamalik it was on the we1t or right bank of the 
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bye-river ; the Ashkalu-ul-Bilad places it on the left or east 
bank of the main stream within the loop. 

Obviously the actual situation of the large area of ruins 
immediately on the right bank of the large dry riv;er bed above 
mentioned must incline us to accept the authority of the map in 
the Masalik wa Mamalik ; this charu1el was the loop from the main 
river, which ran further to the west, about the line of the 
"Lohano Dhoro". As this square mile of ruins is to this day 
called locally "Brahmanabad" or "Bhambhra-jo-Thul", it is 
natural to assume a priori that Mansurah was built actually on 
the site of the older city. 

A serious difficulty is presented by the account of Al Baladhuri 
who wrote about 270 A.H. (883-4 A.D.) - and was thus nearer 
in date to the end of Bahmanabad and the founding of Mansurah 
than the other geographers. He says "Muhammad son of Qasim 
went to old Bahmanabad, two farsa.khs from Mansurah, which 
town indeed did not then exist, its site being a forest." The 
remnant of the army of Dahar rallied at Bahmanabad and was 
again defeated. The general left a governor there. "The place 
is now in ruins."68 In another passage Al Baladhuri states that 
Mansurah was founded on one side of the estuary or lake facing 
Hind, and Mahfuzah on the opposite side. Mahfuzah was a small 
fortified place built by the Arabs for the protection of their 
garrison and·Muslims generally not long after the conquest, when 
there was ,a vigorous Hindu resurgence in the country ; Manmrah 
was founded some years later when the supremacy of Islam 
was assured. 

The excavations of Cousens in the large site proved that a 
Hindu city underlay that of Muslim times, and we may 
confidently adopt his conclusion that the former was Bahmanabad 
itself: thus the local tradition is justified . We may also accept 
his argument that "Dalur" must be the site of Mahfuzah, and that 
Al Baladhuri's "estuary or lake facing Hind" can be traced in the 
open space some half a mile broad between these ruins and the 
greater mass of "Brahmanabad" , having all the appearance of a 
tank or lake connecting with the old river bed. 69 

It remains to consider what weight should be given to Al 
Baladhurf s assertion that Mansurah was built some six miles from 
old Bahmanabad. This has caused Ravertj and General Haig 
to conclude that Bahmanabad is represented by the ruins of Depar 
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Ghanghro, which are approximately this distance to the north 
east.7° But this site is very small in comparison with that now 
caJled "Brahminabad" and cannot ever have been a substantial 
city. There are no traces of encircling walls. Moreover it stands 
on the left. or east bank of the dry bed of the small river which 
once flowed past it, ·while the Chachnama states flainly that 
Bahmanabad was to the west of the small channel o Jalwali and 
that Muhammad bin Qasim fixed his �mp on the bank of it.71 

There can be little doubt then that the site of Bahmanabad is 
in the main mass of ruins which have retained its name (in an 
erroneous form) in spite of the later occupation of the same site 
by Mansurah. Bahmanabad was not destroyed by Muhammad 
bin Qasim, but at the time when the Muslims built Mahfuzah 
they probably expelled the inhabitants of the Hindu city, which 
then fell into decay. Some years later Mansurah was built over 
and out of the rtmains of Bahmanabad. 73 Al Baladhuri, who is 
· not known to have visited Sind, probably confused what he heard 
· �bout Mahfiwh and Mansurah. The Mujmalu-t-Tawarikh, 
which ·is professedlv borrowed from an old Hindu book, after 
mentioning how Bahmanabad was founded by Bahman, remarks, 
a� AcoorcJ.ing to· one accoll.nt this is Mansuria : but God knows. "n 

I think we may safely assume that the Depar Ghanghro 
�<hannel was the Jalwali, and that the much larger river bed which 
p� dose to Brahminabad and Dalor was the Manjhal, a bye
iriv�f from the . Mihran, . up which the Arabs had , wQrked their 
boat�, from Dhalila as far as Wadhatiah. The rea�on why the 
general left the river at this point, a league short of Bahmanabad, 
an& §;ttuck eastward across country to the Jalwali, was obviously 
to keep' at a respectfitl .distance from a city so strong and well 
garruoncd while he organiud his army for the attack. The 
Manjh.al river ran close under the walls of the city and by keeping 
on the oppo$ite side of it the Arabs would be secure from sudden 
.att:acb. During the course of the investment, which is said 
to have lasted six months, we may suppose that the level of the 
water in die river · went down and it ceased to be a serious 
obstacle. The final waults appear to have been made from the 
landward side, i.e. the west, as the garrison are said to have fled by 
the eastern gate when the Muslims entered the. city. 

Cousens was of .�pinion· that the. r:uins of Depar Gbanghro, 
the most notable featU� of which is a stupa. may be the remains 
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of the Buddhist colony of Sawandi, near which Muhammad bin 
Qasim made his first camp on leaving Bahmanabad; and makes the 
interesting suggestion that . this may have been the monastery .of 
Budh Nohbahar, to which Rai Chach paid a visit shortly after 
taking possession of Bahmanabad.74 

. · . 
Muhammad bin Qasim' s next move was on Bahrowar and 

he the11 received the submission successively of the Sammahs 
and the Sahtas, obtaining from the latter mformation of suitable 
camping places all the way up to Alor. The country immedia
tely west of the sandy tract which extends to the south of the 
Rohri hills is still known as Sahiti ; and we may reason�bly 
conclude that the Arab line of march was not far from the river, 
that is a little eastward of the line of the l,ohano· Dhoro. 

The theory of Major Raverty that the Mihran at this period 
(as before and for several centuries afterwards) flowed down the 
valley_ of the Nara, and 4ivided into two great branches flowing 
roughly south east and south west from a point approximating 
to Jillrao, has already been shown to be untenable, by the 
evidence which the contour survey lines disclose. 7S He himself 
draws attention to the fact that though .the Arab army :would 
have had to cross the Miliran-his right hand branch above 
mentioned-at au · early stage on their march from Bahmanabad 
towards Alor, the Chachnama says nothing of such a crossing ; 
and he falls back on the unlikely suggestion that they may have 
done so where the Karbhai Dhandh16 is mentioned, near their 
fint ·camp. In actual fact, it is clear that no such crossing would 
have been necessary, as both Bahmanabad · and Alor lay on the 
same side of the Mihran ; though it may well be that the Arabs, 
having crossed the main stream low down· the country, had also 
to cross an eastern branch of the river, which may have been the 
stream called the Dadha Wah, before they could reach 
Bahmanabad. · 

· The 'first description of Alor, � its relation to the Mihrm, 
is that of Al Masudi in a work writt�n about 944 A.D. ; he states 
that.at or near77 the place th� river 5eparated -into two branches, 
each of them retaining the ·name of Mihran till they fell into the 
sea near the town of Shakira "about ·two days' journey from the 
town of Ochal". It seems impossible to reconcile this accollllt 
with the physical geography of the oountry; for if we suppose his 
left hand branch to have been the Nara, and the right hand branch 
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to have taken in Lower SinJ the line of the Puran, which would 
have brought the two together at their outfall into the Rann of 
Cutch, the distance from Debal would have been far greater than 
two days' journey. Moreover in a later work Al Masudi him• 
self reduces that distance to two farsakhs.78 Apart from this, he 
tells us that Alar. lay on the western bank of the Mihran, which 
(if there is no error in the text) can only· be explaine4 by assuming 
him to have thought that spill water flowing past · the town on 
the east side was the main stream of the riv.er. The actual site of 
Alor has been described in a former chaptcr.79 The author of the 
Chachnama states that in the time of Rai Sahiras it was "a town 
adorned with various kinds of royal buildings·, villas, gardens, 
fountains, streams, meadows and trees, situated on the bank of a 
river called the Mchran."Bo 

Al Baladhuri states that Alor was situated 011 a hill and twice 
�entions it together with Baghrur. The Chachnama also states 
that the fort ofBaghrur was in the cow1try of Aror on the Mihran 
and stood 'jtlSt -opposite to" the fort of Aror. 8 1  

Baghrur is not mentioned by Al Istakhri, who however 
states that Alor (Al Rur) approached Multan in size, had two 

· walls, and was situated near the Miluan. s.i The Chachnama 
tells of Alor' s lofty ramparts and of its' idol temple , and. states 
diat Muhammad bin Qasim encamped within a mile of it; but on 
w'1ich side is not· stated, nor the direction of his approach. 

After · the capitulation of �lor, the Muslims proceeded to 
· the conquest of the two northern divisions of the Sind kingdom, 

in the Panjab. The description of this campaign throws some 
light . Oil the courses of the Panjah rivers at that time. The Arabs 
first took possession of Batiyah, 83 a fort situated on the south or 
left bank of the Beas,. which was then flowing in an independ�nt 
channel to wiite with the Chenab below Multan. It is to be 
noted that t:I,e Sutlej is not mentioned at all. It is possible that 
a considerable share of the water of the Sutlej,  when in flood, 
was at this time discharged into the Hakra and so flo�ed on to the 
eastward of Alor, and. for some distance at least down the Nara 
valley. But I am. indined to prefer the alternative solution, that 
the name Beas was applied to the combinc::d terminal stream of that 
river :md the SutlCj, ·.because it followed the cour� form�l� 

· occupic4 by the Beas alone, the greater of the two riven bemg 
. an interloper. It is however unsafe to build too m� �n the 
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apparent omissions in the descriptions by the earlier chroniclcn 
anCI geographers. 

Muhammad bin Qasim then crossed over to the right bank 
of the B�as and engaged the Sindhis wider the walls of Askan,dah. 84 

After some fighting the commander of the fort escaped by night 
and retreated to another fort called Sikka-i-Multan, which was 
on the southern Oeft) bank of the Ravi. · Here again we notice a 
considerable difference from the hydrography of modem times, 
when the Ravi flows into the Chenab nearly forty miles above 
Multan. The Ravi seems then to have united with the Chcnab 
or perhaps with the Beas, at almost this distance below the . city. 
The Sinclhis a_gain fought hard at Sikka-i-Multan, but were 
dislodged and fell back on Multan city to reach which they had to 
cross the Ravi. · 

Multan in turn fell and according to one accow1t the general 
sent out governors for forts situated on the river Jhelum and 
elsewhere in the province, 85 and himself marched with the main 
army up to the place Panj Nahiyat where Chach had fixed a 
boundary mark for his frontier with Kashmir. Another of his 
lieutenants was dispatched to the frontier of Kinna1tj, and from 
a .place called Udhapur sent a summons to the king Rai Har
chandar to submit to Islam. Raverty fixes this place on the 
Hakra within the modem Bikanir State at a spot which seems to 
correspond with Sohankot, not far from Sardargarh. 86 The 
text of the Chachnama makes no mention of a river here. As it , 
happened, orders for the recall of Muhammad bin Qasim reached 
him at Udhapur and he countermanded the attack upon Kinnauj 
which he had ordered on receipt of the Raja's defiance. 

We can glean a little more information as to the neigh
bou�ing countries froin scattered passages in the Chachnama. I 
have already alluded to the problem arising from Yuan Chwang' s 
observation that .Mou-lo-san-pu-lu, which may be identified 
with Multan, was (in 642 A.O.) a dependency of the Che-ka 
country, and not of Sind. He tells us moreover that the Che-ka 
country was 10,000 Li in extent and lay below the hills and 
between the Indus and the Beas. 87 The province called Takiah, 
mentioned in the Chachnama as lying between the territories of 
Chitor and Kashmir, is probably Che-ka, much reduced in size. 88 

The kingdom ofKinnauj,  or Kanuj, is mentioned more than once. 
and appears to have included ·a country called Ramal. Some of 
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the people of Dhalila arc said to have escaped towards Hindustan 
by way of R..amal, and Raverty believes this to be the tract 
inhabited by the Bhati tribe, i�e., Jaisahnir.89 These fugitives 
sought shdtcr in the territory of Shiro, of which Diu Rai, a 
cousin of Rai Dahar, was ruler. Then we arc told of the 
territory of Jasam, the !rince of which was 011 friendly terms 
with Dahar. Shiro an Jasam were both probably in northern 
Rajputana.90 

Jaisiah, or Jaiscnha, the son of Dahar, finding that he could 
hot avert the fall of Bahmanabad, took refuge with his funily in 
the territory of Cbitor "after crossing the sandy desert;" .91 It 
seems that he �  on· from Chitor territory to that of K.airaj, 
the "king" of which was called Drobar Rai. Where this king
dom or principality was situated is uncertain; its ruler does not 
appcai: to have beeD subordinate to Sind. Y ct we arc told that 
after the capture ofBahmanabad "the colllltry ruled by Drohar 
king of Kurij" was placed by the Arab geneial under r

_
he gover

norship of one of his officen.92 From Kairaj Jaisiah moved to 
Kashmir and remained the guest of its king for some yean.93 

The impression left by most of these statements about the 
countries bordering on Sind is that the original compiler of the 
chronicle knew very little about them and was liable to confuse 
one with another. Yet the picture of Sind which emerges from 
the Chacbnama, though incomplete and shadowy in its physical 
aspect, would seem to be essentially authentic. 

NOTES 
r. For the S�yu-ki I hav� relied m:aibly on Watten' work, "Ou YudH Chwang's Trdv</s in 
lnt/14'', (R . .A.S., 1904-5), but have also refcmcl to the translation by S. Beal (frubner, 1884). 

· 2. HUloitr M 14 Vit tk Hiount-Tlum1g, tr. Sranislas Julien, (P�ris, 1853) . 
J. TIN ltiMNTY of Yuan-Clu1111wg compiled by Vincent Smith, ap11d Watters, op. cit., 

Vol D, p. 332 (footnote, 337), General Haig reckons a day's journev a' 100 Li, on the 

pound that the distance between Mo-la-p'o and K'ioot'a appean in one manwcript of the 

Recorda u 300 Li and in another as 'thrtt days' journey'. (Haig, op. cit., p. 38 and note 

J-4 ; Wattm, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 24s·; Beal, op. cit., 11, p.26s (footnote) ; Julien, op. cit., p .. 2o6). 
Haig considers an average day'• journey to be sixteen miles, but we are given to under

atand that Yuan Cbwang liked short marches aud lam di1poerd ro calcubtc by th� smaller 
equivalent (one Il = 1-1/2 furlongs: so Li = nearly 10 mile•= a day's march) lincc on this 
basil cbe pilgrim"• figures for biajoumeys whether loq or d.ort. io Sind and l'he neighbour

ing C'OUDtries correspond well with the geography, as will be apparent from my 

Jnap (No. 7). 
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4- So according .to &he R.tt0rtls. The Lift makes him enter Lower Sind Crom Suralhtra 
Julien. p. 'JJY/. . 

. 

5· Aauming that pilgrim started from the then capital of the Gurjara Statt'; Bbilmal, bis 

route would pass through the sandy and rocky wastes of Jaisalmir, and to reach. the Indus 
. in Upper Siad would l:e on a bearing nearly, N. W., tht' di'tanc:c about 300. miln as the · 

,. ;>W fliel. 
6. R«Mls, tr. Beal, 11. J74. Cf. Julien, p. 210; Al Istakhri in Elliot, History "1 lrulia as told 

6y Its own Hlstori"1fs, Vol. ·J, p. 28; Albenmi, lruJia, tr. Sac11au, J. 16. 

7, C£ Haig, '""''s Dtlta COt111try, p . .JS. 
I. Haig, Inlus Dtlta Cft11ntry, p. 3 s and note. C£ Viaccut Switb, Early · History of lnflia, 
nd Edition, p. 328. 
9. According to "the Mujmalu-t-Tawarikh, the nrlicst C"apital city of Sbtd, or Upper 
Siad, was Askalandusa ;"but it docs not secw possible that thii is repmmtrd by the Chinese· 
syllables. . Rdnaud, Fragments, p. 18. Elliot, I, p. 109. If Pi-thau-p'o-pt.Ho waa in 
cbt alluvial plain it may have bem eroded by the IDdus · awl its name (l Vidlavapura) 
forgottea. At least two apitals of the Kalhora princes wt'rc deltroytd by the river, and 
only tbcn did Gbulam Shah .build Hydcnbld· on the safe and andellt site of Nerun ·Kot. . 

The llai of.Siad may have been compelled libwilc to tramfcr his capital front the plain to 
the lbnilarly i.afct and ancieat site of Alor. 

� this hypotbctis, "PHhao-p'�u-lo aaay hav� been so�htre between. roughly, 

Pmo Akil .._.d Kandhkot� oo the right bank of the ludus. This position would fir in well 
with the pilpim'• journeys &om .'Sin-tu'. 

. 

10. Haig, lltllu$ Dtltt1 Co,,,,try, pp. 16-7: Cunningham, Ancitnt <;,ogrophy of btJ"1, pp. 

Jm-3�· 
u. Cf. Aman, Wlto, XXV; Pliny, VJ, a3. 95. (re the Om.tai). 

13. Brihat S.mhita, tr. H. Kern, J.R.A.S., New St'ries, Vol. V, (1871), Chap. XVI� :u. 
C£ Julien, op. dt., p. JOI; Watttn, op. di., D, p. a57; Beal, op. tit., I, pp. J.fe, 279. The 

� ltill invests the island of Astola wich rerron for Med &sbnnten. Cf. T. H. Holdich, 

1111 Win Bonltrldl1d pp. 206-7. 

IJ. J'Ut Sllpro, chap. VM, note 36. 
14- O•nninglum, A. G. I., pp. a81-a. 
1 S· Haig, lrtJ111 Dtlt11 Corllllry, pp. JN9· 

16. CalJcd '0-lao.tdua (AvadaJ by Julien, p. 209. 
17. It llUllt be aclmictcd dw lbe bClliag of Mohftt.jo-daro from the Buddbilt settlnneul 
ol �. near -Badab, ii cast and not DDUh-asc. 

18. Julien, p. JOS). 
Tiie. main reuon for a.uming r..-..... to have been in the Gumil . valley is that 

ICCOldiaR to lhe Lift, the pilgrim, during lhe early stages of bis return journey eo China. 
aaade a deeour Imm l.aaJ.it'o (Lishman) and after 1 5  days' march duuouth iacbcd Fa-la-na. 
The Gmnal ii our 1 50  miles due IDUth Crom f4hman and the ooumry being Vcrf moun
tainom t:hi1 woUld be 1  Cair nte of travelling. (Julien, ttp. d1;, p. 26,S ; Watten, op. tit., 
Vol. n, pp. a6a-J). 
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But if Fa-la-na were on the Gumal it has to be recognimed that che distuM;c between ic 

and A-fan-tU from which according to _rhe R«• the piJgrim came (900 l� mutt � 
greatly undcrestiniattd, while t:he distance onwards to TsaHu-r'a (above 2000 I.i) a ova-

. estimated in almost the same proportion. On the. other hand, if Fa-la-na was �ted al 
I su.ggc5t, the two stages will be founti to a('('Grd well with thr actual distances along the 

routes through· the hills. 
r9. Tr. �· Poste1r.s, J. A. S. Bmgal, V<)l. XVI (18�5), p. 78. 

20. Cl1aclH1ama, ed. Kalichbee, p. 61;  
21.  ]haltJWtrn Ct1�tttttr, p. 221 .  
22. B .. � . •  b y  Haig, op. cit., l'· 34.  
23 .  Kalichbcg, p. 11.  Jn the" Tarikh-:i-Mnsumi and Tuhfat-t1l-Kinn1, which for this 
period seem to be baSC"d entirely on the Chachnama, the boundari� arc made rven more 
extensive to the north (n,nth-wcst) and south. 

Jt should be noted that the Mujmal-ut-Tawarikh also states th:>t in the fatcr period of 
Hi1ldu rule in Sind the country was divided into four sub-kin�dortis under a paramount 
1ul�r (FJliot, Vol, I, pp. 109-no). 
24. Julim, op. cit, ·PP· 96-7: Watten, "P· <it., U, p. 337: 
2s. Vincent Smith speak!! of Chch-ka as ' a  'lcingdom'. Earl>• H.Jst(lr)' CJ.f lndia, pp. p.7-R, 
et: Wattcn, I, p. 286; 11> 254-5. 
26. Kalichbeg, Chachndilta, J'l'· 59-60. Cf. Strabo, XV, I. 26. 
27. Kalichbeg, Chachna•na, pp. I 17-8. 
28. Mihr.1n of Sin1f, p. 2) 1, note 183. 
29. Kalichbeg, p. 94 ; Mihra11, p. in. notr 1_64. I cannot sec what ground Ravert:y hu 

for bis .remark that the ·operations against Siwi,ian "must have bttr. C3rriM nil in Decem�r 
7u or January 712 A.D."-six months or more' after thr transaction� at Ncnm ! July or 
August of 711 seems n1ore probable. 
30. Miltrah, p. 239, (end of note 1 87) . ·  
31 .  Milrra11, p .  :?31 ,  notC' 1 83 has "Sind S:1hgar" ; Kaliehbtg, p .  90 translatts "the- lake o( 
Sangrah". t .  
3 2 .  Kalichbeg, p .  1 17. 

33 .  The word used by Al Baladhuri it J,;. . inistranslatc'c;I. by "M. Rrinaud as 'baie' • 

. Thi� creek can hardly have bcm an 'outlet of the lnduf, at least of any importance: the 
mouth of the' river was two ranakhs to the east of it, according to the ·Muslim gcognphC'n 
of the immediately succeeding age . .  At �uudi in his Muruju-z-Zah:ab indeed gives the 
distance as .. two days' jouriley", but this seems to have been a slip, for e�herc in the same · 

work he says that the Mihran falls into the SC'3 .. about cd-Daibo�" and in his later 11Kitabu-t� 
Tmbih'� he SC'tS it at two fanakhs· disbncc, thm agrtting with lbn Khurdudba. (Hodivab, 
St11Ji�s in lnd�Musli"' History, p� IX). For Al Babdhuri sec Fltiot, Vol. I, p. I 16. lbn 

· · Khurdadba, Ibid. p. 1.s.  Al Masudi, Murrtj11· z-Zahab, trs.
. 
Aloys : Spttngcr "Meadows Of 

Cold" etc., (Orimbl Tr:indatioh Fund, 1841), pp. �J...- 386. 

Elliot's note at 1'· 37 of his History, that lbn Haukal s:ays Dcbal W:t$ to the cast of the . 
Mihran i111 incomict: he say! (Ibid., p. 40) that chr Mihran falls into the se:>.to the cast of Debal. 

For the approzimate· positio.n �f ch� place accordintr to. Haig and Raverty ice lm/111 
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Delta Cellntry, ·PP· 42-50; Miltrdff, p. JU (note 315). It is to be infer.Ted from Ravcrty's 
note .thar M supposed the older and later Dewal to have occupied the ume site; but there 
ii a gap-of nearly four centuries between thr lut mention of the former and the fint mmtion 
of the btter. Sec allO McMmdo in R.A.S., Vol. I, p. 19; Cunaingham, A.G.I., p. 299, 
34- See n1ap1 of th� .Ashkalrt-1-Bll.M and the Mdltllik-wa-MlllndHlc; Muru1u-zeZah4'b of 
Al Muudi. tn. Sprenger, p. 385 ; Tndii1 of Al Beruni, t.rs. Sachau, pp . .205, io6. 
H· Kalicbbeg� Clulchnmna, p. 100; Miltran, pp. 255-256. 
J6. Haig's venion of this 'mmc isjaham, (Tntl11s !Nita l::o11ntry, p. 61). ft i1 possibly the 

place mmlioncd by McMurdo, Himakot or Jhamkot, on or dose to the Makli hills. ].R�A.s .• 

Vol. J, p. 3 1J. 
J7· Kalkhbeg, CltttcltMllUI, p. 99. A1 Muhammad bin Qa,im in writing to Hajjaj from 

hi1 camp here nys that he is encamPftl on the bank of the Mihran, I infer that the river then 
passed dose to the S.E. end of the Ganjo Takar. Ravert}' idmtifit-s the pond or lake \\lith 
the Sonhari Dhandh. vitle note 39 infra.. 

. 

38. Kalichbeg. Hill"'Y of .Sind, Vol. n, p. 162;  McMurdo, An A«oun1 of rite Country of 
Slndh etc.,].R . .A.S., Vol. J, pp. 234.5. Sec also Cunningham, Andtnt _Geography of IJW, 

pp. 279-281.  
39. Milmm, pp. 226-7, � 173, 11rome 3' or .to miles south of the moder1_1 HaideMbad · 

and about the same disancc east ofThathah". Ibid .• pp. 218•9, note 173-ncar the south 
md of the Ganjo Takar. Ibid., pp. 234-s, no� 187 -(hills of Nirun) near the Sonhari 
Dhandh, wrst of Jlirrrak. 

· 

40. Al Jstakhri, in Elliot, I, ·p. 29. lbn Haubl, lbiJ., p. 39. Al Jdrisi, Ibid., p. 78. 
41. Mlhr""• p. 218. Raverty mads Nirun Mrc. Elliot ttnders the passage quite 
dift"rrmtly (I. p. 40). See alto Ravrrty's note 173 in Mihran, p. 227 • 

.p. Haig, in J.R.A.S., VXI New Series, (1884) 0.. the Sitn of Btdho'°'"""'* and 
Mansurdh in Sind etc., p. 285. 
43. Rncrty', reading. Vide nore 33 supro. 
44- Kalichbeg, ClulclrndlffO, p. 9 r.  
4S· C£ aho Cousem, Antiquitits of Slnd, pp. 124-·s. 
46. · Haig. lr1dus Delto Country, p. ss. 
47. I have adopted Haig's vcnion in preference to Ravcrty'a, "'and from, or on, the north 
side the Ju0i Sind did not in Cornier times ft.:>w'0--becaute shortly aftcrw.ards the text is dear 
that the Governor Bajra, leaving by the north gate, "crOISC<f thr river•· on his flight 
to Budhiyab. See also Hodivala, op. cit., p. 88. He is inclined to read "the dhandh of Aral" 
-J,I o�J • . 

. . 
41; It may be reeallecl that in modem times the Indus when in high Jlood discharges through 
the Anl into the Manchar 1.ake (.�"P'"· chap. 111, p. 28J. But whm t�c coune of the former 
wu far to the east Of'!mwan, the jtmcrion with ir of the "Aral would have been too far to the 

south Cor this. proccsa to have been pouible. 

49. But see Jbn Haul::ai (Elliot, J, p. 4t>). where the lak.tt west of the Jndus arc noti�d. 
so. Haig, Indus Dt�to Ctt&Uttry, pp. sS-9. Sec also Hodivala, pp; !'8�. . 
s 1 .  Cf. R averty, Mlhran, p. 240, note 189. 
,1. Haig (InlNJ Dtlto Coufltry, p. 59, note 8.1) think• th1t it was possibly Gandava, and gors 
on ro say that it was the chief town of the dinrict of Kikanan. 
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jJ.  It musl be granted that dirse distances would probably serve .abo for Zihri, the place 
which Raverty would identify with Qandabil. See below. 
S.f· Ravcrty, Notts on Afglumistan, pp. 566 and 558, footnote. But it don not appear, at. 

least from the Gaztttttr of ]lurlawari, (p . .2J I )  that there .ire- any indications of any ancient 
remains there. 
ss. E.g. Raverty, Notts on Afghanistan, p . .s6•· 
_,6. Kalichbeg, Chachnom11, p. 39. 
57. The province of Qandabil is said to have been subdued by the Arabs in the. year 85 

A.H. (704 A.O.) {Kalichbcg, Chitclurama, p. 6<)). B"ut their conquests in Northern Baluchistan 

do not appear to have lud any stability till after thc- conquest of Sind. 
Thus the Cluchnama tells us also (Kalichbcg, p. 1 56) that after the fall of Rawar, Jais�h 

or Jai Scnha, the son of Dahar, wrote to several of the provincial gov�ors of the lcirtgdom 
for help, and among thc-m his cousin Dhal son of Chandar, "in the country of Budhia 4nd 

Kikavan". Cf. Ravcrty, Milmm, p. 241, note 189. 
Whl?n Babmanabad capitulakd Muhammad bin Qasim sent one of his orficcrs, by name 

Malik, to be govrmor of Qandabil. Kalichbeg, Chachnarn4, p. 1 73. 

58. Kalichbcg, Clrocl,,,ama, p. 99. If,
' 

as is probable, this place Aghror was the same ai

Baghrur, which according to Al Baladhuri as well as the Ch«hnaina was in the immediate 

vicinity of Alor, this passage supports the:, view expre5SN above, (p. 1 4), that Sisamwu 
much furthe1 oorth than the Manchar lake. Cf. note in Hodivala, p. 90. 
59. Kalicbbeg, Chochnama, p 30. Haig, Tnrl:1s i:klta Country, p. 133 (Appendix). Tbcrc is 
also a persistent tradition connecting the neighbouring place namt'd Kotri, wbC're the- bed 
of the Lohano Dhoro is particularly well defined, with the semi-mythical ruler Dalurai. 
See J.S. H.S., Vol. vm. p. 49. 

60. Kalichbeg, Chachnama, pp. 4i.-43,  also S•· 
6 1 .  This statement alone puts out of court Cousens' theory that Rawar was in Uppcr

Sind. Antiquitits of SinJ, p. 23 . Cf. Hodivafa, p. 86. 

62. For th" place of Dahar's death, Elliot's rmdering "betwem the Mihan and the strcara 
called Wadhawah (or Dadhawah)'' (r. 172) is to be preferred to Kalichbeg'� "in the gulf 

of Dh.iwah, in the waters of the Mihran" (op. cit. , p. I SJJ . 
After the capture of Bahmanabad, Muhammad postC'd an officer at the fort of Rawa� 

particularly to control the traffic of boats on the river, which would appear to have been 

the Mihran : perhaps :i left-hand br.1nch of ir. 
63. Haig, Indus Delta Country, pp. 63-4, 
64. Kal ichbeg, Chachnama, p." 1 57 .  
65.  Kalichbeg, Chachnama, p. 158 .  The map in the Ashka/11-l-Bil.ad shows a plac..c v}� 
(rc-ad by Elliot as Ballari) on the eastern channel which branches off from the Mibtan above 
Mansurah . This may possibly represent the same name :is occurs in this passaf!e of the 

Chachnama (map in Elliot, I, opposite p. 32) Cf. Mihran, p. 415  and not� 144. 
(J6. For Mansurah, see Al Istakhri (Elliot, Vol. I, p. 27) ; lbn Haukal (Ibid., pp. J<t-S) ; Al 

J drisi (fbiJ., p. 78). 
67. The map accompanying the ·Askhalu-1-Bilad is reproduced opposite p. 32 in Elliot, 
Vol. I. That belonging to the Masalik-wa-Manulik appears as Plate XI at the end of 
Major Ravcrty's Milm11t of SinJ. For the former, see map No. 9 in this volume. 
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69. Al Baladhuri in Elliot, Vol. I, p. 122. Cf. Mi#wn, p. zoo, note !O,S. 
6f. Cousem, AntiMiits of SitU/, pp. 69·70· 

70. MwM, p • .i39; Haig, in).R..A.S., XVI New Series. (1184) On tht Sit11 of Br«lt1n.,.obotl 
nd MmrSNr"1t in Siitd etc., pp. 28 1-i94-

· 

71� Kalichbeg, Clc1dtnlllfto, p. 1 s8. Cf. map. Plate V, in Cousens, Anti.,uiiit.t of Sino, and 
text, pp. s9-6o. The channel which Haig conjemues ran from N. E. to S. W. (11iJc his sketch 
map inJ.R.A.S. XVI, art. XII� docs not exist. lt would have been at right angles to the 

general·fall of the country, here approximately N.W .. to S.E. 
72. Cousens, Aruiiuid1s of SU.4, p. 67. 
73- Elliot, Vol. I, p. 1o6. 

�1&1 �IJ �I •JJ-1- .Ai l  .:.if �IJJf J ��j tli Jl:i U-•� J J,r lJi \Si� 
(Rrinaud, Fr.,mtnts, p. 1 51. 

74. Cousem, Antiquities of Sin4, pp. 59-60. Kalichbeg, C'*""1111111, pp. 33-36. Haig, in 
].R.A.S., XVI p. 292, . suggests another ncighbourlaa site for Sawandi. This is evidently· 
that known as Daluni-waro-Bhiro, brie8y described in J.S.H.S., Vol. VW, p. 41. 
75. Supr11, Chap. 3, p. 34. 

. · 

76. Mihr11tt, p. 243, note 189;  Kalichbeg, Ch1dtn1m11, p. 173, reads "Dbandh Vibrbha". 
Sec also Hodi1111lo, p. �· 
77. Elliot, Vol. I, pp. 23-4. R.avcrty notes that o� manuscript of this work (Murtfi-uz
Zolacab) has "further on" imtead of "there·• (at Alo1': MihrdH, p. 110. The meama, of this 
pauage is ambiguous; viJt als� translation by A •. Sprenger, .lt p. ]86. 
78. See rote 33 ·above. Hodivala sugsests (ojJ. cit., p. ix) that Al Masudi must have 
borrowed the st.ttenaent in bis Kirabu-t-Tanbih &om Kburdadba (11ilt Elliot, Vol. I, p. 15). 
Al Masudi indeed praises this author in the introductio11 to the Muruj-uz-Zahab, but he 
also mentions his own tm•els in Sind and elsewhere. Sprenger, op. cit., pp. J-4, 8-26. 
79. Chap. 7, p. 10!1. Raverty's version of the pauagt" in Al-Masudi•s work is ia Milmm, 
pp. 2®-210. It should be noted rhat Al Jdrls! places 'Dor' .or 'Ror•, by which he 
evidently means Alor, on the left bank of the river, which he says ".ftows west of.that eity; 
it compares with Multan in size". Ravc.rty, MihrdH, p. 209. 
so. Kalichbeg, Ch11dt"ima, p. 1 1 . 
81 .  Al Baladhuri, in Elliot, Vol. T, pp. 1 22-3 ; Chachnama, TbirL, p. 164. HJI Jl.,.. ,J.f ll. 
llaig, Jn,uJ Dtlto Country, p. 6�, was inclined to identify Baghrur with Bakbar; Raverty 
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corresponded with the modern Rohri. 
Ii. Elliot, Vol. I, p. 18. 
83.  So in Kalichbcg, Chlldurdlrlll, p. 1 87. Elliot gtves "Yabib.1•' ('ct1ld• He teada tbe 

name in the · other manuscript he comulted as "-l1 (Basalt); Raverty renden this as 
�I (Al Silcah). Elliot, Vol. J, p. 20.z; Mihran, p. 244 and note 190. 

c 

84. Kalichbcg transliterates "Gholk.andha" (op. cit., p. 188). There are maiiy variant read

ings, vidt Appendix to Elliot., Vol. I, pp. 365-?. Raverty disawes very fully the tbeoria 
which connect Askandah with Aleiander the Great, the Oxydracae, and Ucbh. (Milttn, 

pp. 244.;,.si, note 192). Al Baladhuri's �I (Elliot, Vol. I, p. ua) may indicate either 
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this place or .-that j�st mentioned, fo.r which Kalich� prefers to �d "Babiyah" (sec 
precedipg note).. There is evidendy confusion between the two. 

. 

Asbndah we>uld scean to be the same pla« as .L.lW Askaland, mentioned in the 
Mujmal-ut-Tawarikh as the fint capital of Aocit'nt Sind (Elliot, Vol. I, p. 1o,4). 'Mtis is 

giYt'n later in the ume work as .Asblandwa "'- J.....U... - (Reinaud's Jlrapmits, p. 1 8).-
85. The Tarilrlt-i-Mt111Sumi mentions tht' conquest of Debalpur, which was on the bank 

of the (old) Beas. Kalic:hbeg, Clurcluurr14; p. �9l, footnote. Cf. Millr.rn, pp. 253-4. note 
194. 
86. Mil"'"'• p. 254, note 194. But Hodivala points out that there arc seven! variant iad
h1gs for the nam�. (op. dt., p. 100). 
87. Watters, Yuau Chwang, Vol. I, p. 186. 
88. Kalichbeg, Clraduwrra, p. 16o. 
89:' IIHd., pp. ss, 157; Miltton, p. J.4.1, note. 189. Rum.la

.
or Rum.al ii stalled by lbn Khur

dadba to be one of the countries of Sind (Blliot, Vol I, p. 14) and is re£emd to . by Al Jdrisi 
as in the interior on the borden of the daerts (ttc:koning from .  the CDUt about Broach}. 

Ibid.. p. 86. 
90. Kalichbeg, Cltaduuuna, pp. u:a, 157. 
91 .  Ibid., pp. 16o-i ; Miltrt111, p. J.C.�. note 119. 
92. Kalichbeg, Cluldt,,.,,... pp. 172, 18o. 
93, Kalichbeg, Clt"'1tn•1tUt; p. 18s. 
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SI N O  I N  M U SLI M T I MES 

THE extensi ve real m o f  the Brahman Rais of ·sind was 
div.ided into two provinces under the Abbaside Khalifare,  with 
capitals at Multan and Mansurah ; an arrangement corresponding.  
as Sir Mortimer Wheeler point s  out, with the organization of the 
prehistoric " Indus" state , with its cen tres at  Harappa and 
Mohen-jo-daro. ' 

Alor, no longer central but near the common frontier of 
these two provinces, graduaBy declined in importance, but 
continues to be mentioned down to the beginning of the th irteenth 
century A.0.2 

Al Berun i , who wrote about ninety years after Al Masudi . 
describes Alor as about fifteen farsakhs south west of a place called 
Bhatia and situated between the two branches of the Sind river. 3 
In another pasSlge in his "India" , however, Al Beruni gives quite 
a different picture . After describing the huge stream of the un ited 
rivers of the Panjab, he mentions that it became known as 
the Mihran , "after it has passed the city of Aror as a united stream", 
and says that further on it encloses in its course places like islands 
until it reaches Mansurah, situated among the branches ; and then 
Rows into the sea by two channels, one near the town of Loharani 
and the other more to the eastward in Cutch , at a place called 
Sindhu-sagarah," that is, the sea of Sind. 

Al Masudi had stated that both branches of the Mihran fell 
into the sea "at the town of Shakirah" , s and his immediate 
successors Al Istakhri and Ibn Hauqal. who l ike him had travelled 
in Sind, both represent the Mihran to have disembogued by a 
single mouth, to the east of Debal. Al Idrisi, compiling his 
compendium of geography from previous works, adopted the 
account of the two last named, disregarding Al Beruni ; 6 perhaps 
on the ground that it was safest to depend on the descriptions 
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by writers who had actually been in Sind, rather than on one later 
in time who had not. Before discussing the relative reliability of 
these authorities, I would .draw attention to the name.given by Al 
Baladhuri to the inlet of the sea on which a naval battle was 
fought ·between the Arab governor Junaid and Jai Senha, son of 
Rai Dahar, as mentioned in the last chapter .7 He calls it the 
'Butaihat-al-Sharqi', which General Haig renders "eastern inland 
sea" and Raverty "the estuary of ush-Sharki (or Shagira) ."8 Haig 
is of opinion that this inland sea occupied the western part of the 
existing Rann of Cutch ; Raverty assumes it to have extended 
much further to the north ward , to the Samaro dhandh, and also 
apparently to Badin.9 We should probably be safe in assuming 
that this estuary or lagoon was connected if not identical with the 
Sind Sagarah, or Shakar, into which Al Beruni tells us the eastern 
branch of the Mihran fell. It would thus have practically 
coincided with the modern Kori creek. The encounter doubt
less resulted, as Haig suggests, from an attempt by Jai Senha to 
subvert the Muslim occupation with the aid of troops brought 
across from Cutch.10 

· 

Returning to the question of the ·situation of Alor with regard 
to the Indus ; Al Idrisi in his Nuzhat-ul-Mushtak says dearly that 
the Mihran .flowed to the west of Alor, i.e., the town was then on 
its eastern side, as we should expect it to be ; and also that the point 
of separation of the two branches was below Alor at a place called 
Kalari, and that they again united about twelve miles below 
Mansurah. This writer, like Al Beruni, had� no personal 
knowledge of Sind; his method, reminiscent of Ptolemy's, was 
generally speaking to lift from writers of d1e tenth century state
ments which had been trQe of .their own times but might 
subsequently have become obsolete, and to combine the� with 
up-to-date items of knowledge. The result is often confusion, · 
sometimes absurdity.1 1  So far as the position of Alor is concerned� 
indeed, Al Idrisi seems to be correct ; 12 but when he states 
that one of the branches into which the Mihran · divided near 
Kal�ri ran to the north, he states an obvious physical 
impossibility. 1 J . 

In the works of the earl y Arab geographers, then, we find 
nothing to suggest that A)or was ruined by a change in the river's 
course which deprived it of its water supply. The fint reference 
to this catastrophe of which I am aware occurs in the Tarikh-i-

/ 
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Tahiri, which was completed in 1030 A.H. (1621 A.i:>.) 1• From 
die accot1nt ih this work it would appear that the change took 
place towards the end of-sumra rule in Sind, though the version 

· giv�n in the. Tuhfat-ul-Kiram, written I 50 years later points to 
a date early in the second century of the Hejira. 1 s . 

No allusion to a drastic alteration of course by the Indus 
in the first half of the fourteenth century A.D.,  which t�e Tarikb ... 
i-Tahiri . account postulates, .  is made · by contemporary authors ; 
the description of Bakhar by Ibn Batuta, when he pa.5sed through 
the place in 1333  A.D., gives no indication that the then conditions., 
which approximated to those of today, were recent.1 6  Never
theless, the tradition of the dese�on of A]or by the river which 
had long given it prosperity is so universally held in Sind that it 
cannot be dismissed as without fotmdation, merely on account of 
negative evidence that it did not take place i11 the eta to whiCh 
it is� now assigned. 

There can be no doubt that at some time a branch of the · 
Indus flowed in the well-marked channel which divides the Rohri 
range . of hil:ls immediately north of Alor, ai1d · about fuur miles 
south of the Rohri gap through which the whole stream now 
passes. 1.7 How the river came to desert the· Alor channel is the 
st1bject of a legend recounted very similarly in . the two works 
mentioned above. It is ·said.to have been dh�erted artificially by 
one Saif-ul-Mulk, ·a ·rich merchant, in defence of his property and 
of his beautiful handmaid, Badi-ul-Jamal. The tyrant ruler of 

· Alor, Dalurai, was levying an unconscionable tax on the 
merchant's · goods, and in addition required_;_as his custom was 
-possession of the handmaid. The merchant obtained three 
days' . grace which he employed · in getting a large number of 
skilled men, at vast expense, to build a bund or . embankment to 
tum the river away fron1 Alor at a point up ·stream. This they 

. succeeded in �oing ; the river took a new course "towards .Schwan 
and the Lakhi hills", and one morning the inhabitants of Alor 
found "nothing but mud and muddy water" in their formerly 
deep-flowing · channel. 1 s . 

Raverty devotes some space to arg.Qing that an operation 
· of this kind would be by no means impracticable, which may be 

true if only a mi�or branch had to be dealt with, and there 
· happened to be a valley-line oflow grotmd; dose by, into which a 

cut could � given. But we need· not asswne that Alor was 
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deprived of its water by anything · but the natural caprice· 
in the river. . . 

Raverty also argues forcibly that the change. of course must .' 
have removed the stream "much further to the' westward than, 
the gap in the limestone hills where Bakhar and Ruhri were after
waras founded."19 There would have been little difficulty, ·had 
the river receded only to. its present bed, in digging ·a servicea�le 
canal from it to Alor-such as in fact existed prior to the mau�u
ration of the Lloyd Barrage. irrigation. io 

. But looking to the other relevant circumstances, it se�ms 
very doubtfu� whether the decay of Alor was directly due 'to a 
ch�ge in the course of the Indus. Apart from the references to 
it as a place of importance by the Arab geogr�phen quoted abol'e, · 
we firtd it mentioned . .  quite independently in the Ailnals · of 

Jaisalmir and Mew�r during the twelfth century A.D. ; the latter 
stating that the place was held by a member of the ruling family 
of that state, as a vassal of Kabul, as late as 1201 A.o.u Again, 
we ha.ve the evidence ofthe·translator of the Chachnama, Ali Kufi, 
who in his preface declares· that in or just after 1216 A.D. he visited 
Bakhar and Alor, and that it was from the Kazi of the fatter, a 
li�eal descendant of the first Kazi i�stalled, there by Muhaminad 
bin Qasim himself, that he obtained the original manuscript in 
Arabic.22 The histories of the Delhi Sultanate begin to mention 
Bakhar at about this time, and it is probable that the older city 

· de.dined as the newer one rose in iniporta1ice . 23 . It may well be 
that the In�us had only recently established its course through .the 
Bakhar gap at this period. . . . 

It has been plausibly suggested that the Dalurai legend 
connected as it is in both the Sind histories with the tyranny and 
downfall o.f the Sumra rulers, really commemorates the drying 
up of the lower Hakra river, and the ruin not of Alor but of the 
Sumra capital Muhammad Tur.24· This may be inferred from. 
the accowit · in the T�rikh-i-Tahiri-it" being:. p:emised -�t the 
da,tes given by the . autlior are obviously incorrect. It is stated 
in this work that the. portion of Sind "now flourishing"-i.e., in 
1620 A.D.-was a "mere waste" in the Stt�ra epoch "owfug to 
the scarcity of water in tbe Sind or P�jah river, which is known 
by the above name below Bhakhar."23 The portion of Sind 
referred to is presumably westen.i · and southwestern Smd. · The 
river which Bowed below Alor was "the river of the P�jab, 
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· which is likewise called H�kra, Wahindah and Wahan indiscri

mjnately- for its name chan ges at every village through which 
it Bows. After fertilizing the land, the river pours its waters into 
the ocean."26 Thus there were two distinct and essentiallv 
independent rivers, which for the sake of perspicuity may b� 
called the Indus and the Hakra. The deficiency of water in the 
lower Indus may be interpreted as local rather than absolute- in 
other words, the bulk of its discharge ran elsewhere than by the 
course known to the author.27 On the other hand, there was 
abundance of water in south-eastern Sind . I would offer the 
following interpretation of these conditions : the main stream of 
the Indus above Alor ran to the north westward of Sukkur, 
probably about the line of the old- Sind Dhoro and Sind Wah , 
but also sent off a branch' to the left hand which ran through the 
Alor gap. 

Below this point the river may be assumed to have run 
somewhat. to the eastward of its present course , and in Lower 
Sind to have followed that now marked by the Puran--any 
branches to the right hand bein g comparatively insignificant. 

The Hakra may still have been receiving, through the channels 
which connect it with an old bed of the Sutlej ,  a share of the 
discharge of that river, though probably only in the inundation 
season when , we may presume, a considerable body of spill water 
from the Indus above Alor also regu1arly found its way down the 
Nara valley to join that from the Upper Hakra. This would 
account for the comparative prosperity of south-eastern Sind . 

What I conceive to have occurred was a movement in the 
low�r Sutlej , depriving the Hakra of its regular seasonal supply 
and adding to the volume of the Panjnad. This produced, or 
perhaps coincided with, a swing by the Indus itself which 
abandoned the course to the north of Sukkur and directed its 
full force against the hills near Bukkur. The gap here being 
deepened by scour, the whole stream soon· became concentrated 
in it, and the old branch to Al or ceased to flow, except perhaps 
in the ftood season. 

The river's course through lower Sind was · also modified : 
less water passed down the Puran, and with the loss of a regular 
seasonal supply in the Hakra, the south east comer of the province 
which bad been so flourishing suffered seve�y. The accom
plishment of the entire process may have taken many- seasons, 
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and with the complicating factor of the occasional discharges 
from the Indus into the Lower Hakra by way of the Nara, which 
persisted into modern times, the tradition of the previous courses 
of the river, and of what had actually occurred, became confused. 

The ascertained facts with regard to the bund of Alor which 
is so important in thr legend illustrate .t� confusion . The 

· text of the Tarikh-i-Tahiri actually reads that the bw1d was built 
"below Alor".2s As the context obviously required that it 
should have been built some distance upstream, EJliot amended 
the passage in his translation. Now there is, or recently was, a 
causeway across the channel leading into the Alor . gap from tl1c 
east ; and this was supposed by some to be the "bwid of Alor" 
though its function was virtually the opposite of that of the 
legendary bund and, according to McMurdo, it was erected 
on�y in the second half of the eighteenth century, hy Ghulam 
Shah Kalhoro. 29 

After the country was occupied by the British, Richard 
Burton and others became interested in the traditional verses 
which mention the bwid of Alor : the bund was to burst, with 
the result that the Hakra would Bow again.3° This .pointed to 
a bund across the Hakra itself, and when the proposal to give 
water to the Nara from the Indus was being investigated, the 
suggestion was made that the bw1d slt0uld first be removed, and 
the effect . observed. There was a bund across one of the spill 
channels from the Indus, which leads down towards the Nara 
valley, at Bihra, some five miles east of Alor : but its object, like 
that of the vast majority of.such works noticed by British officers 
at this period, was clearly to induce flood water to spread out 
over the adjoining lands and enable their cultivation. Engineers 
and surveyors established that its effect in impeding the flow of 
spill ·water into the Nara valley was negligible . whereupon 
Sindhis asserted tl1at the vital bund "two c0ss long and sixty gaz 
wide" was much further to the eastward. 3 1 · This seems to have 
been Jurely fictitious, though Major Raverty argues as if it 
existe in reality. Yet had there been such a bund, i� the 
position to which he assigns it, it could not have · served any 
purpose but to bank up flood water in another spill channel for 
cultivation .32 . 

It seems necessary to observe at this poin t that several 
authorities hold that until the thirteenth century A.D. the Nara-
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· Hakra was Bowing as a perennial river to the sea, and that this wa; 
due to the simple &ct that· it was the terminal cow"SC of the . Sutlej , 
which only beCamc a tributary of the Indus after this date. · Such 
a revolution· in the hydrography of the Panjab would have · be� 
more than sUfticitnt to cause the various changek which appear to . 
have taken place in . Sind. . . 

I have already made mention of the traces of old cham1c1s 
between the existing bed of the lower Sutlej (Ghara) and th� 
Hakra, in Bikanir an r1. Bahawalpur; and on the score of physical 
geography it would seem to be possible that the Sutlej once 
�ted in . the Hakra. But die question remains, at what 
period, if at an, .did these conditions obtain fU I ha\'C already 
set forth reasons for holding that the Sutlej was not an indc�delit 
river in the time- of Alexander : �d Ptolemy, five hundred yeais 
later, lays it down as joining the Beas in much the same manner 
as today. The argument of those who hold tl1e theory of its 
subsequent conneetioll with the . Hakra depends largely Oil 
negative evidence...-.the fact that the Sudej is hardly ever men
tioned by the early Muslim geoppbers f'and historians, while 
k.iitgs and conquerors who habinially record their paSsages over 
other rivers · do not seem to have crossed the Sutlej on routes by 
which tlus would seem to have been inevitable.3• 

Mos� of this "�vidence" in my yiew c� eq�y or better 
bear the mterpretat:J.on that· the SudCJ had umted with the Beas 
. at an early period, and so remained, thou.@ we may suppose 
same vicissitudes, and certainly the point of junction must have 
altered. But .it was only down to that point, where\rer it was, 
that the Sudej retained its own name. Below it, . the combined 
stream continUed to be called the Beas, as its channel more or less 
corresponded with that formerly possessed by the Beas exclusivdy. 
As further movements took place, the old independence· of the 
Beas was ,per�ps forgotten, and by the beginning of the sixteenth 
century the lUlited river was being called the Ghara. It � not, 
however, spoken of as the Sutlej until British ofticen, imprcaed 
with the greater. importance of that river, set the &shion about 
the end of the eighteenth century.H . · · · 

There · are other objections to the . Sutlej-Hakra theory, if it 
. may be so called; but I may here content mf$Clf with reiterating · 
. my hypothem that a less drastic alteration in the course of the 
Sudej-Ghara may well have stopped a · fonnerly regular 

'"1 
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overspill jnto the Hakra, �nd being accompanied by a slight but 
important movement on the part of the Indus above Sukkur, 
produced those changes in Sind which we have been considering. 

The year in which the Indus first made its way through the 
.:Qukkur gap was supposed by E.B. Eastwick to be revealed by the 
in�ription in the shrine of Khwaja Khizr, also known as Zindo 
Pir, on the small island opposite Rohri. The chronogram on the 
Abjaid system gives the date 341 of the Hejira, corresponding 
with 952 A.D. It seems likely that the s�one bearing this inscrip
tion was taken from an older building and incorporated in the 
fabric of the existing shrine. But Mr. Yazdani shows that the 
inscription itself could not have been produced till long after the 

. �late which it records, since the Nastaliq character and the custom 
of composing chronograms in Persian verse did not come into 
vogue until several centuries after that period. The purport of 
the verses is also ambiguous, and the idea that it refers ·to the 
date when the Indw adopted this course and formed the island , 
though attractive, must be dismissed as fanciful.36 

Eastwick also states that he deciphered inscriptions on two 
large stones by the side of the old river bed which penetrates 
the hills close to Alor, to the effect that they had been set up by 

. Mir.Masum to mark the ancient course of the stream. Subsequent 
investigations have failed ' to find this monument;  the inscribed 
block of stone examin,ed by Cousens and Yazdani · makes no 
mention of the river, hut cunveys a religiow exhortation by Mir 
Masum, dated 1 599 A.D.37 It is noteworthy that the Mir in his 
history of Sind makes no mention of any change of course by the 
river, or of the existence of Dalurai, though he was a native of 
and long resident in Bakhar, and was by no means averse from 
recording marvels ·of nature. J S  · 

. 

According. to the legend recorded in the Tarikh-e-Tahiri 
and the Tuhfat-ul-Kiram, the tyrant Dalurai transferred his 
capital from Alor to Bahmanu, or Brahmanabad, and by persis
tence. in his course of wickedness brought destruction on this 
place also. His association with it survives in the name of the 
modern village, Dalura, dose to the ruins. The story bears a 
strong resemblance to many others. Indeed, almost every old 
�ite in North West India has its local tradition of a wicked king, 
or a wicked people, on whom the vengeance of God fell; and the 
name of Dalurai is simila_rly associated with a site in Dera Ghazi 
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Khan district. As to Bahmanabad, we are told that the city was 
swallowed up by an earthquake, one tower being left standing 
to serve as a memorial.39 

Major Raverty accepts as a fact the destruction of Bahman
a&ad by an earthquake and assumes it to have taken place about 
1050 A.D.4° But at this period and for nearly two centuries 
afterwards the City of Mansurah, only six mil�s away, according 
to his view, was flourishing. Al Idrisi seems to have obtained·up
to-date information_about the place for his history, remarking that 
the buildings were constructed of bumt bricks, tiles and plaster.•1 
Al Kazwini, writing a century later ·states (as did so many of his 
predecessors) that a branch of the Mihran encircled it and adds 

· "It is very hot and has many fleas, but it is a place of considerable 
size and has good and sweet water." Even if we reject his 
testimony, on the ground that he copied extensively &om an 
author who wrote three centuries before his time, we find 
Minhaju.+-Siraj, in his Tabaqat-i-Nasiri, a work nearly contem- . 
porary with that of Al Kazwini, making mention of events 
occurring in 1226 A.D. in the territory of Mansurah "which is 
one of the cities of Siwistan". Ibn-Al-Wardi, writing about 
fifty years after that date, refers to the place in the past tense, 
linking it with othen of the same ·name which had gone to ruin. 42 

Raverty was perplexed by the reference in the Tabaqat-i
Nasiri, remarking "It can scarcely be supposed that the earth
quake, which is said to have so suddenly destroyed Bahmanabad 
and its inhabitants wouJd not have affected Mansuriyah likewise, 
to some degree at least, seeing that it was only about six miles 
distant from .it. If it was inhabited when the Khalji Turks 
appeared there (in 1226 A.D.) it must have been in a ruinous statei, 
and the inhabitants probably very few."43 As �ready explained, 

. Al Baladhuri's statement� on which Raverty relies, that Mansurah 
was foun.ded two farsakhs away from old Bahmanabad, cannot 
stand in view of the archaeological evidence adduced by Cousens, 
and the supporting inferences from Al Idrisi and others, that 
Mansurah was built on the site of, and from the materials of, 
the former Bahmanahad.44 

The cause of the abandonment of this city is uncertain. 
Tradition ascribes its destruction to an earthquake, provoked by 
the wickedness of Raja Dalurai. . Haig thinks that it was probably 
due to "a great change in th

_
e course. of the Indus : . . .  at some 
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time between the middle of the thirteenth and the early years of 
the fourteenth centllry." 4' Cousens remarks, "The great 
quantity of wells all over the site . . . .  show that the river indeed 
must have dried up, but there being plenty of water in the subsoil 
the sinking of wells obviated the necessity of abandoning the site 
�n that account . . . .  A desertion of the place for this cause would 
have been a gradual affair, in w�ch case we should hardly find 
the great cfUantity of copper coins left scattered about. the site." 4S 
He prefen to suppose th.it the city was sacked by an enemy. The 
archaeological evidence he assembles--the great quantities of 
human bone.s, the absence of precious metals, and the abundance 
of smalJ copper coin scattered about-is consistent with this 
theory, but by no means proves it. Excavation has not been 
sufficient to justify the inferences from the absence of particular 
objects. On the whole, the balance of probability seems to be 
that the prosperity of the .place was destroyed by the desertion 
of its river, that the inhabitants abandoned it by degrees, carry
ing away everything of value, and that in the hour of their weak
ness the remnant were attacked and slaughtered by enemies or 
focal bandits attracted by the prospect of loot.47 Cousens 
misses the point when arguing that the site need not have been 
abandoned since wells could be and were sunk effectually. A 
large commercial city such as Al Idrisi describes cannot exist on 
drinking water alone. Without irrigation f�om canals and 
watercourses there could not be sufficient agriculture in the vicinity 
to support the population, and trade would decline with the loss 
o( the convenient communications by water. 

While it is no doubt possible that three independent altera
tions of course by the Indus took place in as many centuries, or 
even within a shorter period, resulting respectively in the decline 
of Alor, the ruin of the Sumra lands in south eastern Sind, and the 
abandonment of Mansurah, I consider it more probable that aJI 
three events occurred within a few years of one another, and were 
due to a single change, or process of change, on the part of the \._) 
Indus, as already set forth.48 \> 

It may be more than a c:oincidence that we first hear of Bakhar " \ 
( vul. Bukkur ) and Rohri at about this same period-the first half 
of the thirteenth century A.D. . They may have existed prior to 
this rime as places of small importance, but had their position 
commanded the passage of the Indus as it has subsequently 
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continued to do, they would certainly have figured in the 

· campaigns of Sultan Muhammad-i-Sam Ghori.49 The Sultan, after 
securing Multan, invaded Gujerat by way of Uchchh in u77-8 
A.D., and five years later marched from Multan to Debal and · 
annexed the whole province. Neither Bakhar nor Mansurah is 
mentioned in the account of these operations 3:nd it must be 
inferred that neither could have been of strategic importance at 
that time. The first allusion to Bakhar, s0 at least in Muslim times, 
i_s in connection with the viceroyalty of Malik Nasir-ud-Din 
Kabacha, in the first quarter of the thirteenth century A.D., at 
which time it was a strong fortress ; and Raverty suggests that it 
may have been fortified by his predecessor , the first represen
tative of the Sultan above mentioned in his new conquest . s 1 

It is likely then that a branch at least of the Indus had begun 
to flow through the Bakhar gap at some time in the last  quarter 
of the twelfth century A.D., if not earlier. Raverty 's theory is 
that the main strearn continued for at least another cen tury and 
a half in its former bed, in all probability to the north of the 
present Sukkur. He also contends that down to the year i 228 
A.D., at least, Bakhar had not been encircled bv the branch first 
mentioned , but was a peninsula from the right batik, the· river 
running past its southern side. This view is based on �ccounts of 
the transacrions of this year at Bakhar, when the forces of 
Malik Nasir-ud-Din Kabacha were besieged in the fort by 
Nizam-ul-Mulk.s2 It is sta ted in the Jam'i-ul-Hakayat that 
Nasir-ud-Din was driven from the o.uter fortifications ( J l..A=-- ) 
into the inner citadel ( j.....li ) , from which we might infer 
that the former probably included the modern Sukkur. H In 
the description of this affair in the Taj-ul-Masir also , �here is 
nothing to suggest that Bak4ar was an island, though it is styled 
"the eye of the forts and the face of the kingdom of Hind . . . .  
which had not been taken by any K.husru. '·' 54 Similady we 
would not infer from the account in the Tabakat'."'i-Nasiri, a 
reliable work though meagre in details, that Bakhar wa� an island 
at that time. ss _ 

On the other h�nd, Juwaini in his 'Jahan Kusha' states clearly 
that Kabacha fled to "Akar and Bakhar, two forts on an island" , s6 
and this is confirmed by the account in the Jami-ul-Tawarikh of 
Rashid-ud-Din. Elliot in his note on the passage remarks that the 
Tarikh- i-Alfi says plainly" He" (Kabacha) "went towards the island , 
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ofBakhar".n The Jahau Kusha was written about the year 650 
A.H. (1252 A.D.), so the positive evidence that Bakhar was an 
idand at the time of KabaCha's downfall may 011 the whole be 
held to outweigh the negative evidence of the other histories, in 

, . which the fact is not m.:ntioned. · 

At least the process of insulating Bakhar was complete before 
1333 A.O., wh.en the Moorish traveller Ibn Batuta passed this way. 
He describes Bakhar as a handsome city through which ran a 
dW111el deriwg from the Sind .river. In the middle of this 
channel was a splendid hospice, where travellers were enter
tlined, built by a ]ate governor of the place.ss 

Raverty h�s invoked this and other passages in Ib11 Batuta' s 
travels in support of the dicory that at this period the main stream 
of the Jndus ·was still not flowing through the Bakh.ar gap. He 
states that the traveller on entering India came down the river 
and on 1st Muharram 734 H. (September 1333 A.O.) reached · 
the junction forming the Panj Ab, thence proceeding to Jatoi 
(sic) and oil to Si�tau ; and draws attention to the fact that no 
mention is made of Bakhar on the downward voyage. "How 
did he reach Siwistan without passing Bakhar as he seems to have 
done f I conceive that he went down by the channel flowiQg 
further west" . . . .  etc . .s9 Most of this is misleading, as will bC 
clear from a study of Ibu Batuta�I text. In the 6rst place he 
reached Sind by way of Kachhi� "Panj Ab", he says, is only 
another na111c for the river of Sind61-a11d he did not sail down 
the river but crossed it and reached Janaoi (which Raverty renders 
Jatoi) after two �.ys· match.6a Thence he marched to Schwan. 
He certainly sailed down the IJidus from Schwan to Labari at 
its mouth: and it may be that he proceeded up stream by boat 
to Bakhar and Ucbh, though he does not say so. The probability 
is that his entry into Sind and crossing of the Indus was at a pomt 
down streain. from Bakhar, about the region of Larbna=-the 
natural destination of a caravan from the Bolan taking die western 
route through Kachhi. 

From this time onwards Bakhar figures prominently in Sind 
history. . ID 1520 Shah Beg Arghmi �fortified ft, using for d1c 
purpose bricks &om the olCI buildings of Alor ; and took occasion 
to � out the s� who had Jong resided there, giving them 
room fur their hOuses at Rohri. 63 . ··' By this time there can � 
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no doubt that the entire stream of the Indu5 was flowing past 
Bakhar, much as it does today. . · 

We are faced with similar, if not more difficult,/roblems in 
the attempt to trace the process of development en change in 
Lower Sind, during the five centuries after Muhammad bin 
Qasim's conquest. 

We may first notice the ruins of Bhambor about twelve 
miles to the west of G_�io, on the right bank of the Gharo creek. 
The author of the Tuhfat-ul-Kiram states that this place was 
founded by one Bhambo Rai and was destroyed by an earthquake 
towards the end of the eighth century A.D. � Tahii, however, 
records that it was deserted on account of a failure of its river, 
and that the inhabitants peopled the pargana of Saha, apparently 
towards the beginning of the eleventh century. 

The earlier dating rests on the observation of Ali Sher Qani 
that the ruin occurred in the time of Sheikh Abu Turab who in 
the course of the campaigns of the Abbaside Caliphs to re-establish 
Islam in Sind is stated to have taken"the fortified town ofTharrah 
in the district of Sakorah" and som� other places. 64 Investiga
tion of these ruins, which cover a relatively sma11 area , tends to 
show that the place was occupied, if not built, by the Arabs 
themselves. Cousens says that it was probably "notl1ing more 
than an outpost guarding the creek, or a small port regulating the 
shipping admitted into the open waterway leading to Dewal and 
the interior" and is of opinion that it was abandoned and fell 
into ruin when the creek became disconnected from the Indus.65 
McMurdo draws attention to the bearing on the former condition 
of Bhambor of the story of Sasui and Punhu, according to which 
the infant Sasui was floated down from Bahmanu to Bhambor in 
a basket ;  while the fact that her rescuer was a washerman tends 
to show that the water in this creek was at that timf fresh.66 I 
may add that among the traditions still current at Gujo, the scene 
of Sheikh Ali Turab's exploits, is one that suggests that in )Us time 
it was possible for ships to come up from the sea as far as Tharro. 67 

McMurdo believed that. Bhambor did not exist until "the 
first Dibal" was deserted, 68 and· we may now attempt to trace the 
history of the latter city, or rather the successive cities which bore 
that name. Debal appears to have revived. after its sack by the 
Arabs at the outset of their conquest of Sind, and it is mentione_d 
as the most important place on or near the coast by all the 
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geographers who described the country, from Jbn Khurdadb� 
down to Al Idrisi. 

Al Berwii' s reference is of particular interest, in that he is the 
first to mention. also the name of a town-Lohatani-actually at 
the mouth of the western branch of the Miluan, which was later 
to supersede Debal as· the port of Sind. He gives the distance 
between the two as twelve farsakhs, but it is I think �rmissible to 
suppose that this is a slip for "two", which Ibn Khurdadba and 
Al Masudi state was the distan�e from Debal to the mouth of 
the river. 69 

Al Idrisi' s description of Debal suggests that here he was 
not-, as so often in his Nuzhat-ul-Mushtak, blindly copying 
from his predecessors, but using UP:"to-date information. "This 
is a populous place but its soil is not fertile, and it produces scarcely 
any trees except the date palm. The highlands · are arid and the 
plains sterile.. Houses are built of clay and wood. The place is 
inhabited only because it is a station for the yessels of Sind and 
other countries." 1° Debal continued to he a place of importance 
well into the thirteenth century A.D. It was sacked and a mosque 
built" on the ruins of an idol-temple by Sultan Jalal-ud-Din of 
Khiva; and in 1223 A.D. the same prince, iii ftight from Chingiz 
Khan, sought refuge there. · 

Haig suggests that this Debal may not have been the original 
Debal, "but some other town to which the famous name had been 
transferred". He_ appears to base this view on the alleged omis
sion of Al Beruni to mention Debal by name. But this is . a 
mistake: Al Beruni not only mentions the city of Dehal in 
relation to Loharani, but also speaks of the "territory of Debar' 
in his description of the coast. 11 . 

It seems more probable that Debal never recovered from its 
severe treatment by Jalal-ud-Din; while Loharani may have 
been benefited by the great change in the hydrography of the 
Indus which l assume to have occurred shortly before 1250 A.O. 
for reasons which will shortly be stated. 

When Ibn Batutah visited lower Sind, towards the end of · 
1333  A.D., the port of Sind and the scat of the local government 
was Lahari, whiCh he describes as "a beautifuldlace Qn the shores 
of the ocean, and near which the river of Sin falls into the sea. 
Thus two seas meet near it : it �ssesses a great port, where people 
of Yemen, Fars, etc., put in. '7a There can hardly be a dQubt 
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.
that this is

. 
the same place as the Loharani of Al Beruni. Duriiig 

his stay . there the traveller went with his host to see · some ruins 
in a pla�n seven miles from Lahari, called .  Tama. Here was a 
vast quantity of stones, some like parts of Dien and anima1s, othen 
like grain , with traces of walls of houses, and the rem�ins of a 
building of cut stone in which .was a statue oh a platform. One 
of the walls bore an inscription in Indian characters. The 
governor told his guest that historians asserted that there was a . 
large town there, the· inhabitants of which committed many 
crimes, and were therefore turned jnto stone : the inscription, he 
was assured, gave the date of this event, · about a thousand years 
beforc.n · · 

Mr. G.E.L. Carter has described the remains of a mosque, 
known as the Thamhawaro Masjid, a few miles north of 'the ruins 
of Lahori Bundar. The mosqqe was obviously constructed from 
the materials of a Hindu temple, which Cousens considered 
probably belonged to abOut the twelfth century.74 It is tempting 
to . recognize ii1 this the Jami Masjid which Jalal-du-Din . cons
tructed on the . ruins of an idol-teluple at Debal, and ako Ibn 
Batuta' s "Tama,, ;  and in fact this identification would agr� with 
General Cunningham's opinion of the position · of · Debal. n 
But the Lahori Bundar near this site is the place . referred to by 
Nicholas Withington, Walter Paynton and others, in the seven
teenth century A.D., in latitude 24° 38 ', longitude 67° 22' : and I 
cannot believe that the delta of the Indus extended so far 
westward in Ihn Batut:a' s time. let alone in the epoch of 
Muhamm2d bin Qasim. 

The author ofthe Tuhfat.:.ul-Kiram mentions the desttUction 
of Bhanbhora "and some other towns" by· an earthquake rn the 

, time of Sheikh Ali Turab, in the Khalifate· of Hanm-al-Rashid.76 
We are Jeft with the impression that a severe earthquake did in 
fact occur ·at · an early period of Muslim rule in Sind, causing 
great ,dam�ge ; and that the legends of the end of Bhambor and 
Bahmanabad, which are not recorded in written histories till 
many centuries later, represent a confused tradition of it. 
. The three centuries which separate Al Beruni from Ibn 
Batuta almost coincide with the period of Sumra supremacy in 
Lower Sirul; and since the decline of their power is closely 
co.nnected by the. local historians with the drastic change in the 
course of the Indm;, . we may first notice what is said . about the 
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river by the authority first named. Bearing in mind the fact that 
Al Berwtl did no� himself visit Sind, it must also be recognized that 
be was a man of .critical · and scientific be1�t, and of outstanding 
industry and integrity, most unlikely to adopt mechanically the 
statements of · ltls predecessors without checking them by such 
means as were at his disposal, during his residence at Multan. 

He considers the coast of India to begin with Tiz; the capital 
of Makran, between which and the territory of Debal was the 
gulf of Turan (Son Miani bay). He carefully distinguishes a 
gulf from an estuary,77 and proceeds, "After the above-men
tioned gulf follows the small mouth, 78 then the large, and 
thereafter one comes to the Bawarij, the pirates of Kaj (Cutch) 
and Somnath." It is clear from this that the west or right-hand 
branch of the Indus was the smaller aiid the eastem the greater of 
the two. When he comes 'to describe the course of the river, Al 
Beruni tells us that it divided into two arms near Maiisurah "and 
flows into the ocean at two places, near the city Loharani and 
more cas�d in die province ofKacch at a place called Sindhµ
Sagara, i.e., the Sind sea."79 We infer from this account that at 
the beginning of the el��enth century A.D .. the main branch of 
the Indus delta flowed m the old channel known as the Puran, 
through the territory with which the Sumras are particularly 
�sociated . . 

. 

Ibn Batuta proceeded by boat from Schwan to Lahari, at the 
mouth of the Indus, in 13 3 3-4 A.D. ; and accomplished the voyage 
in five days. The fact that he does not mention any branch 
stream leaving the channel he followed cannot, of course, be 
taken as evidence that none existed ; but it is at least probable that 
at this time the main volume of the Indus was discharged by the 
mouth near Lahari, for the traveller remarks of it, "thus two seas 
meet there". 8o The "sea -of Sind" was in Al Beruni' s time the 
mouth of the eastern branch, then the larger of the two. This 
reversal of previous conditions I take to have resulted from the 
(presumed) great alteration in the course of the Indus higher up, 
towards the middle of the thir�th century A.D. ; and to it may 
be ascribed the deterioration of the Sumra's homelands in the 
south eastern half of Lower Sind, which was the prelude to their 
downfall. This may also explain why these princes moved their capit�.. It was �t .first near Tharri in the present pero Mohbat 
(Matlt) Taluka, situated on the channel called by Hatg the Western 
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Puran , which united with _the better-known Eastern Puran and the 
Hakra before falling into the Rann of Cutch. The site lies 011 the 
right bank of· the old river bed and extends over about ten acres. 

Either this channel or more probably the Puran proper is 
practically certain to mark the course of the eastern branch of 
the Indus mentioned by Al Beruni. 

The Sumras subsequently transferred their headquarters to 
Muhammad Tur, on the left bank of a branch of the Indus known 
as the GWlgro which connects with the Sir creek. The date and 
the cause of this move are wtknown but it is likely to have been 
in consequence of the drying up of the Western Puran ; and may 
well have been the result of that change in the course of the Indus 
in Upper or Middle Sind which I have suggested was the cause of 
the ruin of Mansurah, in the first half of the thirteenth century 
A.D. Muhammad Tur had become a flourishing place before the 
end of that same century when it was destroyed by Nasrat Khan, 
a general of Sultan Ala-ud-Din Khilji. The remains of another 
place supposed to have been important in the .times of the Sumras 
are to be seen at Thal Bangar, or Bhungar, on the bank of the 
(eastern) Puran, between Pangrio and Naokot. 8i 

. Sumra rule does not appear to have been extended beyond 
the eastern delta country. 82 Their successors, the Sammas, a 
much n1orc numerous and widely disp�rsed tribe, established 
their capital in .the western delta in a position chosen probably for 
its capability for defence. At this time-about 1340 A.D.-the 
western branch of the Indus seems to have run in two widely 
separated channels,. that to the right hand passing to the north of 

· the Makli hills on the line of the modem Kalri canal, and the 
left ·hand arm following approximately the line of the Baghar, 
the two reuniting above Lahari. The "island" thus enclosed had 
an area of some hlmdred square miles and included the whole of 
the range of hills. 83 Here the fortress of Tughlakabad, the short-
1ived Samui, and Thatha "7ere built in · quick succession. 84 

The Kalri branch continued to be an important part of the 
Indus system for about two centuries and in 1 s 19 seems to have 
been discharging the main volume of the river.8.s Later the 
Baghar became the most important branch and remained so for 
more than two centuries. 

From the time of Muhammad bin Qasim onwards, Sehwan, 
also known as Sewistan, figures constantly in the history of Sind. 
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· · It was a strong fortress which commanded the route from Upper 

to Lower Sind by which rulers of the countries to the northward 
advanced in their invasions.  Even when the Indus flowed at a 
considerable distance eastward from the place, the possession of i t  
was e_ssential to success. At the time when the Emperor Akbar 
sent the Khan Khanan to conquer Lower Sind the river above 
Sehwan seems to have been running to the west ot' its modern 
course, leaving Pat and Talti on the left bank; it passed close to 
Sehwan, and from Lakhi . bent with a corresponding inclination 
eastward, to Nasarpur.86 Along this reach a number of 
engagements between the Imperial forces and Mirza Jani Beg were 
fought in boats. 

Raverty, in the course of discussion �f the extent of the 
Delta of the Indus in the time of Akbar Badshah . which he 
believes was not south of a line drawn from near Karachi to 
about 20 miles above Lakhh Pat, alludes to a story that the Khan 
Khanan, wishing to have a sight of the sea, obtamed this from 
Moghalbhin, which is now nearly fifty miles from the coast. 
Raverty would derive the name of the p�ace from the incident, 
changing "bhin" to "bin", the aorist tense of the Persian verb 
Didan, to see. locally, the names of Mughal and Bhin are 
associated with two shrines. Raverty does not state the authority 
for his anecdote. In the Tarikh-i-Masumi, which is first hand, the 
Khan Kha.nan is stated to have visited the sea port of Lahri Bund�r 
on this occasion. 87 

The head of the main delta in the seventeenth century A.D. 
was probably about twenty miles south east of the present Hyder
abad, then still kno-wn as Nerunkot and a fortified place of some 
importance. The left hand branch called the Ren followed the 

,line of the existing Guni canal down to Badin and the western 
end of the Rann of Cutch. It is doubtful, as Haig points out, 
whether the Ren was a perennial river ; the main outfall of the 
Indus was by the right hand branch which ran a little south of west 
to insulate Tatta, as already mentioned. 88 

It is clear that the river Sutlej had ceased to feed the Hakra, 
except possibly by occasional overspill, at the begirining of the 
sixteenth century A.D. The united stream of the Sutlej and the 
Beas, already known as the Ghara, was adopted as a boundary 
between Mirza Sh;ili Hussein Arghun the ruler of Sind, and 
Sultan Hussein Langah of Multan, in the year 1 524-5.  In the 
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same year Shah Hussein advanced against the fortress of Dirawar, 
which lies some 45 miles south south w�t from Bahawalpur in 
that part of the Hakra valley which Stein believes to have been an 
old bed of the Sutlej in prehistoric times. 1 In that year, 1 �25, it 
was utter desert "so that even the birds of the air were afririd to 
glance at .it" . The Mirza took with his force supplies for a month 
and sunk a hundred wells before beginning the siege. 89 Thus 
from a period which . may have beglm long before the date 
mentioned, the upper Hakra from Suratgarh down to a point 
below Dirawar has remained dry, and its channels through Sind, 
the Wahinda, Raini and Nara, received only an occasional supply 
from the overspill of the Indus and Panjnad by way of the 
Ghauspur depression, and from "dhoras" below that point. 

The Tafikh-i-Tahiri, written about 1621 A.D.,,, has the 
significant rem.ark "That part of Sind which is now flourishing 
was a mere waste at the period of the rule of the Sumrahs, owing 
to the decrease of the Ab-i-Sind . . . .  no water flowed towards 
those then waste parts.,, Which part of Sind is here referred to 
is not clear, but it may well have been the north�w:est, the Sarkar 
of Bakhar. It . is probable that the converse of '·the statement 
would have been equally true--that the south eastern portion of 
Sind which had been flourishing in the time o.f the Sumrahs, 
owing to the great volume of water passing down the Puran, 
then the eastern branch of the Indus, and the Hakra, had become 
· 'a mere waste" in 1621 by the failure long before of these 
wa�rways�0 . 

The lower Hakra, that is from about the position ·of Vinjrot 
down to the Rann of Cutch, was however chosen by Nadir Shah 
for the. boundary -of the · southetn portion of the territory ceded 
to him by Muhammad Shah.the Mughal Emperor in 1739. It is 
called in the text of the treaty the Nala Sankra and it is evident 
that it was specified in order to annex to Iran the ·whole of the 
Province of Sind as then constituted. Had the Indus been 
adopted as the frontier throughout its lengtl1 Sind would have 
been cut in two and its ruler, or viceroy, Mian Nur Muhammad 
Kalhora, would have been subject to two crowns. It is wtthink
abk.; that Nadir Shah would have agreed to any arrangement 
by, ,;,jvhich the allegiance of Sin.cl would have been divided; 
an�t'-, 9eneral Haig's identification of the Nala Sankra with 
the Sangra canal, or the Ren, cannot be accepted. It was 
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probaMy Nadir Shah's intention to make good his claim to what 
had been the twentieth satrapy of the ancicn t m�narchy of 
Peni�, which had included Sind, as much the greater part of the 
province · lay west of the then course of the Indus.91 

. Raverty shows that there is reason to suppose t}\at there was 
at )east an intermittent flow in the Hakra through Sind in the 18th 
cent\lry A.D�· . There is in fact clear evidence that up to about 
1742 it could be used, perhaps. only in a particul�r1y fayoupable 
season, to transport stone from the Rohri hills to a point south-
ward of Urnarkot.92 · 

· 

It is strange that Major Raverty, who has produced such 
an elaborate reconstruction of the C()urses · of . the great rivers of 
North West India at various ·periods during . the last · thousand 
yean, with the circumstances of a number. of their changes, 
should have omitted all mmtion9J of the most remarkable and 
extensive movemmt of the Indus bed in Sind of which there is 
historical record. This occtitted about the year 175�-9 and the 
point at which the river forsook.· its former chaund is about latitude 
25° 40' and longitude 68° 3 1 ',  not far below Old Hala. Here it 
made and still makes an abrupt bend to the west, the abandoned 

. channel rwming on a little east ·of south. The old bed is easily 
traceable by large masses of sand, almost obliterating the depres
sion, past -Nasarpur and about fifteen miles east of Hyderabad, .  
as far down · as · Sheikh Bhirkio. Below this point it is not so 
clearly defined. In all, about 100 miles of the former course was 
abandoned; and the branches from it towards thC' cast, such as 
the Ren, were disrupted. _ 

This e�aordinary tra11sforrnation was not apparently 
completed in a single season; the tradition at Nasarpur, recorded 
.by Haig, was that several . years elapsed between the first with
drawal of part of the stream and its total diversion.94 ·We learn 
from the Tuhfat-ul-Kiram that in 1755 A.D. Mian Muhammad 
Muradyab Khan, on succeeding to the principality of Sind, had 
fou.nded a new town near Nasarpur which he named Muradabad : 
and that less than two yean later ''that accursed town was · 
surro\lnded (ot overwhelmed} by the floods of the river."S>s It is 
very likely that the great change began owing to an exceptionally 
heavy inwidation during that �n. Muh?ammad Muradyab s 
brother and. Ultimate successor · then built a new "city" named 
Allahabad, not far from his father's capital. But this place never 
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became of any importance; civil wars supervened and it was only 
after several more experiments that Ghulam Shah, having firmly 
established himself as ruler of all Sind, made his final move to the 
old. site of Nerunkot. Here the city of Hyderabad was founded 
in 1768.96 By that time, we may suppdse, the prince could feel 
confident that the river had settled down permanently in its 
new course, running west of the Ganjo Takar while a branch 

. thrown off from not far upstream passed close by its eastern side. 
This, the Fuleli, ran on to join and adopt the bed of the Ren, and 
it may be that the southern part of the modern Hyderabad 
district did not suffer greatly from the change, though one must 
presume that the Ren received less water than formerly. 

What happened further to the east is uncertain. We know 
that up to the year 1762 there was abundant and regular rice culti
vation in the western comer of the Rann of Cutch, about Sindri 
below the outfall of the Hakra and of the Western and Eastem 
branches of th� Puran. It is not clear which of these channe1s . 

contributed the water. Mian Ghulam Shah· after his first invasion 
of Cutch in 1763 erected embankments across the lower part of 
this combined channel within his own territory, with the object, 
it is said, of depriving his enemies of their rich cultivation,. which 
produced a revenue according to Burnes of seven to eight lakhs of 
Cories. Ghulam Shah's successors and the early Talpur chiefs 
built similar bunds. It seems at least probable that the rulers of 
Sind had another motive for these proceedings ; that the inunda
tion through -the Puran had dwindled ever sinc.e the great move
ment of the Indus westward and that in holding up the water by 
embankments they were concerned as much to benefit their own 
people and revenue as to injure tb.ose·of their rivals.n 

·whatever the effect of the change of course may have been 
on the extreme south east and south of Sind, we may be sure that 
the colllltry immediately east of� city of Hyderabad must have 
been laid waste and probably did not recover its former pros�rity 
for nearly a century. Not that the rulers were idle; the Saifaraz 
Wah is named after Ghulam Shah's son, who had it dug to 
regenerate the stricken tract, and the nobles · and zemindars 
doubtless excavated many minor canals. , 

The Kalhoras had a great tradition as promoters of irrigation; 
Mian Nur Muhammad, the grandfather of Mian Sarfuaz Khan, 
was responsible for some of the finest of the canals in � pper Sind 
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on both banks of the river. Only a very few of the entirely · 
artificial canals of Sind arc ascribed to earlier rulers, the. best 
known being the Begari.98 The later Sammas are credited with 
much improvement of the COWltry rolUld Tatta, . but ·we have no 
information of specific works constructed by them. They, their 
predecessors from rem0te times, and the 'Moghal viceroys, 
probably did little more than adapt natural branches of the Indus 
from which the local landlords made simple cuts to irrigate their 
own holdings. · · 

One result of the great change of course by the Indus in the 
middle of the eighteenth century was the final extinction .�f the 
Kalri branch north of Tatta ; �d soon after the year 1817  the 
Baghar, which had continued to .be the niain· outfall of ihe river, 
silted up, the stream taking a rnore ·sotitherly. ·direction, cutting 
straight across a number of the small branches thrown off from 
the left side of the Baghar.9!i . . · .: . 

It is not clear wh�ther this remarkable alteration · in the 
hydrography of the western Delta was in any way due to the 
violent earthquake which ID. �.� I.9. devastated Cutch and· caused . 
considerable changes in the' Ranit ·and its neighbourhood. The 
Kori creek, formerly the outlet of the Puran and the Hakra, 
had long . ceased to rec�ive any regular water from these 
sources; but it was greatly widened · and deepened by the 
earthquake and the western portion of the Rann of Cutch 
has in consequence become more liable to overflow from the sea 
than formerly. 100 . 

Since the .year 1 819 there have been no revolutionary changes 
of course by the Indus, but perpetual local adjustments of its 
regimen involying at times a swing of four or five miles laterally 
for short reaches. 10l The great changes on the face of Sind 
during this period, and particularly in its latter half, have been 
produced by hwnan endeavour. The Talpur rulers carried on the 
work of the Kalhoras and left a valuable legacy of canals to the 
British Government. For nearl) ninety years after the battle of 
Miani �he greater part of Sind was still being irrigated by canals 
constn.icted under these two dynasties and merely improved or 
extended by their successors. The extensive tracts of waste land 
which had not been reached by these, particularly in Eastern Sind, 
were meanwhile developed by new scientifically . designed can�ls . 
of large dimensions. 
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The first step in this direction was to give a perennial supply 
of water to som� two hundred miles of the old Hakra channel, 
locally kiiown as the Eastern Nara, by constructing a permanent 
feeder to it from the Indus just above Rohri. From the .Nara thus 
transformed the great Mithrao and Jamrao canals were led through 
barren lands which permitted throughout the adoption of the 
most advantageous ·alignment. This canal system cowd there
fore be linked directly to the Lloyd Barrage with only minor 
modifications -when that great scheme was inaugurated in 1932. 
By this date, the double line of protective embankments· on either 
side of the h1dus had been completed from the northern. frontier 
down to · the head of the Delta, confining the river's overspill in 
the inundation season to a relatively narrow corridor. The . 
process of harnessing the lower Indus is to be completed by the 
construttion of two ·further barrages, designed to give controlled 
irrigation to the areas north and south of the main central zone 
controlled by the Suk.knr Barrage. . 

· Together with steady development of irrigation during the 
·British period, starting ·with mere modification and extension 
of the existing canals and passing on to the huge comprehensive 
schemes which superseded most of them, went the improvement · 
of communications ; a network of roads followed by railways. 

Looking back through the ages it is abundantly clear how 
constantly Sind' s history has been determined by its geography. 
The great eastward barrier of sandy desert has always tended to 
separate its destiny from that of India ·as a whole.  With Cutch, 
indeed, Sind's relations have been close at various times, but Cutch 
itself has for the most part remained in comp�rative isolation from 
the countries to the east. Sind' s political connections have 
therefore been mainly with the north and west ; and as communi
cations even with these countries have been far from easy up till 
modem times, the country has remained for long periods in c 
almost complete political detachment, ruled by indigenous 
dynasties. . 

There have:" also been . timc;s when, in spite of the essential 
homogeneity of the country, Upper and Lower Sind have been 
subject to different and rival sovereigns. The Sumras maintained 
an almost continuous independence in the Delta region for not far 
short of three centuries, during which Upper Sind was held 
s�ccessively by representatives of the powerful Ghazni and Ghori 
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Sultans, the Slave kings of Delhi, and the Khilji dynasty. The 
Sumra principality was raided froni time to time, but not 
subdued; and the explanation of its survival is to be sought mainly 
in the difficulties of campaigning in such a country. This �as the 
experience also of the Tughlak Sult�ns, Muhammad and Feroz 
Shah, in their attempts to subdue the San1mas. The existence in 
Kalhora �mes of virtually independent Hindu Ranas in the 
Western Delta and of "Thanas'� belonging to the Rao of Cutch 
at .Baliari and Badin ;102 and again the prolongation of the rule 
of the Sodha Rajputs over Umarkot after the accession of the 
Talpurs, are also to be ascribed in large measure to the inaccessi
bili.ty of these regions. 

The idiosyncrasy of culture and manners, so characteristic 
of Sind, springs from its isolation, and has modified the 
individuality of the many races that have successively made their 
way into the couhtry and settled there. 

The manner o:� life of the people as a whole has been dictated 
by the peculiar climate and by the capricious bounty of the Indus. 
But for the river, Sind could never have advanced beyond the 
precarious pastoral economy of its immediate neighbours. And 
until relatively modern times grazing continued to be the predo
minant occupation of the people even in the Indus valley. It was 
a sure means of livelihood, while agriculture was always liable to 
disaster from the vagaries of the river. Even after all that has been 
done to give assured irrigation to every par�· of the plains that the 
Indus can reach, the dwellings of the peasantry are for the most 
pa_rt of that temporary type appropriate to a semi-nomadic people. 
The habits which were followed of necessity for long ages are too 
deeply ingrained· to be discarded suddenly. There is no tradition 
of settled village life such as obtains over the greater part of India ; 
the social organization in the districts has remained on the whole 
patriarchal and tribal. 

The vast extension of agriculture by irrigation from a closely 
controlled Indus has inevitably reduced the scope for the pursuit 
of inland fishing and wild fowling, which have been peculiarly 
characteristic of Sind from the eadiest times. Just as the pastoral 
tribes have become converted into cultivators, so it is with the 
Mohanas. The demand for agricultural labourers in fact grew 
much more rapidly than the regress of facilities for· fishing. The 
age-old boat traffic on the Indus survived the competition of 
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railways, being still a convenient mode of transport for certain 
commodities ; but it was drastically dislocated by the operation of 
the Lloyd Barrage at Sukktu. Above that place it has retained 
a measure of vita1ity, but down stream can only be pursued with 
advantage in the inundation season . the supcrscssion of the. 
old inundation canals has excluded boats from many parts of 
Sind through which they plied as late as 1 930. The constructipn 
of further barrages will probably c_xtinguish this use of the river 
for transport, the exploitation of which was a principal object of 
the British in seeking to gain control over the country. 

The degree of trade carried by the river through Sind, and 
into and out of it by sea , has varied. much in importance from 
one epoch to another. 103 If the main factor m '  limiti11g or 
stimulating such traffic has been the political condition of the 
province and of the neighbou ring regions, it has also depended 
much on the relative accessibility of the mouths of the Indus, · 
and the stability of the successive sea ports on them and in their 
neighbourhood . Darbarikon , the earlier Debal which was 
known to the Chinese navigators as well as to the Arabs, 104 
Lahari Bwidcr, and the later "Diul Sind", have · all had their day 
of importance, and in turn succumbed to the alluvial action of 
the Indus. , 

Karachi, immune from this influence and since the last 
century scientifically improved and secured from deterioration, 
may aspire to a longer existence than any of its predecessors as 
the port of Sind. No reference to this place is to be fow1d in 
history for many centuries after the Classical period, when 
(according to my view) it was well known as the "Woman's 
Harbour". It makes its appearance under its modem name in 
1 742, when we are told that an officer sent by Nadir Shah to 
bring ships built to his order at Surat, sailed them to Karachi . 
port. 1°5 . According to Seth Naomal's account, the present town 
was founded about i 729, before which time there had been a 
mere fishing village there. 106 But the same authority describes · 
the remains of a town "built by King Dalurai" on the stony hillock 
now known as Bath Island, by the side of the Chinna Creek, and 
states that it was flourishing "and commanded a good harbour and 
ample trade" some three centuries before the foundation of 
Karachi mentioned above. 107 · Over a long period the set of the 
channels �1 the large area comprising the existing Karachi harbour 
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wo.uld be liable to drastic alteration from time to time by 
natural causes ; enough to bring a prosperous commercial town 
to ruins, but always affording suitable sites for a headquarters 
of fiShermcn. 

The question arises how the evidence, such as it is, for the 
existence of a relatively flourishing port near Karachi in the time 
of the Sammas, is to be reconciled with the complete absence of 
any mention of such a place in the chronicles of Sind. It may be 
pr:�mised that Waghudar, near the _mouth of the Gharo-Khudro 
creek some fifteen miles east ofKarachi presents the same problem . 
The remains of the place are still to be seen and the tradition as 
recorded by Seth Naoma! is that it was "·a famous town" at a 
somewhat later period than the other, its harbour on the creek 
being used by country boats bringing grain from the Panjab and 
Upper Sind at the time that the Baghar was the main outlet of 
the Indus. He says that the surrounding country was under 
the �way of the Rajputs of Jodhpur.10B In my view this 
curious statement may be taken to mean "under the sway of 
the tribes of Rajput origin who ruled in Las Bela." Prior to 
the establishment of the Jamot dynasty early in the eighteenth 
century four such tribes are said to have ruled that country 
successively. Apart from traditions that one or two of their 
chiefs made expeditions against the neighbouring countries their 
history is a complete blank ; but for the same period there is 
nothing in the chronicles. of Sind to suggest that its rulers, from 
the Sumras down to the last viceroys of the Moghuls, ever held 
possession of the country west of the Indus Delta. In fact the 
western Delta itself was subject to semi-independent Hindu 
princes until after the middle of the eighteenth century, at which 
time Karachi and its viciiiity belonged to Kelat. 1 09 _ 

The main line of communication between the antecedent 
"Karachi" of the middle ages and the valley of the Indus seems 
to have been by the track through the hills to the vicinity ofThano 
Ahmed Khan, and thence onward to Sehwan-a trade route from 
prehistoric times. Along it at intervals occur the structures called, 
for want of a more precise term , "stone enclosures", which are 
generally believed to be ancient c.aravanserais and may date from. 
before the Arab invasion. Only from close archaeological inves
tigation can we hope for more light to · be thrown on this very 
obscure sµbject. 1 10 
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In conclusion, the attempt to review the historical geography 
of Sind cannot but leave a consciousness . of the grave deficiencies 
in our knowledge of the real state of the cow1try in· any period 
before modem times. The written authorities on which the 
p�cipal dependence must be placed are in the main concerned 
with political events and it is only 'from casnal and often 
ambiguous· statements in these chronicles that an occasional ray 
illumines the dim background to the drama of court and camp. 
The works of the Muslim geographers of the Middl'? Ages supply 
us plentifully with place names ; but being written in the Arabic 
and Persian scripts many of these have been at the mercy of careless 
copyists, who by omitting the diacritical points, or inserting them 
according to their fancy, have hidden the originals under a pile of 
variant readings. The value of the itineraries in these works is 
again impaired by contradictions and uncertainties. 1 1 1  

The . book of Sind' s past which is presented by the face of 
the countryside itself becomes with every passing year more 
4ifficult to read. The perpetual �ggradation of the land under 
widely diffused irrigation is obliterating the traces of old water
ways which a century ago could be' traced with comparative 
ease. The ransacking of ancient sites by the local peasantry for 
useful bricks and fertilising earth increases as cultivation is 
extended into every corner round about them. Unless the 
hurrying· tempo of material development is speedily matched by 
intensification of research into the fading traces of ancient Sind, , 
the obscurity which covers so much of her past will never be 
dispelled. 

· 

NOTES 

1.  Wheeler, Tiu Ind11s Civili.rdlion, p. 4, 

2. This is depending on the references to the place in the Rajput annals. and by Ali Kufi, 
over half a century after it is mentioned by Al Idrisi. .Sec page 175. 
3 · .t.:-Jr ·�L.. r..: ·� 4-:J•J Y:.  � JJJ' "-'' ":',1'.JIJ "r'�I lJtl f..ti Un., 
(Reinaud, Fr11gnrt11ts, p. 88). Ravcrty's rendering of thb passage is quite difl'erent. He makes 
Bhati, not Alor, lie between two branches of the river, which he calls the Sind Rud, distin
guishing it from the Nahr-i-Mihran. (MihrM, p. 221, note 163). The distinction is quite 

illusory as far as Al Beruni is concerned. 
4. ,r� .ll., or .,.n ... � Mllmm, p. 221 ;  and note 162. Sachau, op. cit., p. J6o. 
According to the text used · by Raverty it w0uld appear that Alor was situated to the cast 
of the river. Cf. Miliran, p. 418, note s61. 
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j. ;,r l.: (Sprenger, p. Jl6). 
6. The references in Elliot. Vol. I are as follows :-

AI lstakhri, p. 30; lbn Haukal, p . .to: Al ldrili, p. 78. Xe also the map &om the Alhblu
-1-Bilad at p. 3.2, and that from the Masalik-wa-Mamalik �rodu�d by Ravncy, in MiltrM, 

. p. sol. For the former, see map No. 9 in this volume. 
7. Suprd, Chap. 9, p. 1$4-

1 . .)�1� , Elliot, Vol. I, p. 12$; Reinaud, Frog111t11t1, p. J06.; Haig, hltlus' Dfh 
Country, p. 65 ; Milman, pp . .iss-6. Hodivala remarks that the phrase means nothing more 
than the "Eastern swamp, lake, pool of water, or lagoon" (St114ks, tit., p. 77). 

9. Mi#mm, p. 46S, note SJ4· Cf. ™'·· p. 477• note HJ· Ravttty's Samaro Dhandh theory 
must be rejected, if only became tbtre are ruins dating almost certainly from the Buddhisc 

period near Naokot, which from the relativ• leveb would h"ve bttn beneath the ia of his 

great estuary ; 11iM J.H.S.H., Vol. VUI, p. 61. .Raveny's Attempt ro lint the Ush Sharki 
water wich "the Kohn'i mouth" clepcadt oa his doubtful rndi111 in Al .Beruni's text of 

J1.,-,t" for the gmmlly accepted &}l,JA,I (Mlhr•, p. :u3, and note 168). 

10. It is to be notrd that A1h-lharki ii menrioaN 11 a kingdom by Al Baladhuri : the Amir 
Mwa appointed uncla the Khalifate to the durp of the frontier (between Sincl and Hind) 
.. killed Bala, kins of Ash-aharki". (Elliot, Vol. I. p. ial). Thia apparmtly took place ntariy 
a cmcury after Ju Scnha's deteat·by Junaid. · 

I I. Hodivala, p Sf· Cf. 1'14., pp. 61, 66-s. 
u. ldrisi here confirm•. Al Dmmi, a«ording to Raverty's text of that author. fli# S11pr•, 

note 4. 
13. Elliot, Vol. I, p. 71 ; Mi,,,,,,., p. 229. R.iverty who was so quick to note the most 
trifling euora on matters aff'ectin1 his favourite thfories, actually tndorltS this nonlf'nse: 
vitlt 161'., p. 474· 

Haig points out that if we emdy revcne the cardinal points given by Al ldriti in this 
passage it bccomts intelligible. (lfft611 Dtlt• C""""Y· p. 69). Cf. R. D. Oldham, 0• 
Proboblt Clton�s in tlw eto,r.,1t1 of d11 P•j•ll •n' ill Riwrs, ].A.S. lhn1•I. Vol. XV. 

Part n (1886), pp. J.27 and J.21-9. 
14. Elliot, Vol. I, p. 256-I ; MllwM, p. 4841 seq., note s64. 
1 s. Tn. T. Postam, in ).A.S. Btnt•I, Vol. XIV, p. 167; Kalichbtg, Hiuory of Sinl, 

Vol. If, p. S· 

16. Voyd,ftl l'llln &tolfNh, tn. C. Defr�try and B. R. Sanguinetri, (Paris, 1185), 

Vol. Ill, p. 1 1.s. 

17. BlanCord, Ctoir,,plty of Wt1ttr11 Sl11I, M.G.S.I., Vol. XVII, p. 10.s. C(. Hait, lffl111 

Dtlld CHlllry, Appendix, p. IJI.  
11: Elliot, Vol. J. pp. 2s6-I. 

19. MiltrM, p. 410; alto p. 417. 

20. Prior to the con1uuc1ion of the Lloyd Barrage and anab-1 an old inundation canal 
raking off Crom the Indus above Rohri Bowed through the Alor gap, reproducing on a 
small scale the old natural branch. (Aror Wah, meouonN in C11�tltttr of Sin4. 1907, pp. 
a16-7). This cttm1 to have. bun referred to by McMurdo, as &he 0nulla" known as the 
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"'small Attok". (Disstrla1io11 011 th

.
t River J11d11s, J.R.A.S., Vol. I, (1 834), Art. 111, p. 4J 

and footnote) . 

The new supply channel of the Eastern Nara from the Barrage was excavated through 
the Alar gap so as to ftow in the rtvtrst direction, i.t., from W. to E.-the alignment proposed 
by Capt. Baker for the Nara supply ' channel in 1 844. 

21. James Tod, Ann11ls nnd Antiquities of Raj11srhan, Vol : I, p. 26o. 
22. Kalichbeg, Chachnama, p. 7. 1 
23.  .Bak.bar h�s a much higher antiquity according to Rajput tradition recorded by Tod, : 

op. cit., I, 91.  The author of Notts 011 the Lost Ril'tr of rhe llldian Desert was disposed 
to indt"ntify it with the Baghrur of the Chadu1ama (Cakutt:i Review, Vol. LIX, (1 874), 

p. 22). 
24. Notes 011 t/1e Lost Rivtr of tl1e l11dia11 Desert, Calcutta Review, Vol. LIX, {1 874), p. 21 .  

25. Elliot. Vol. J ,  p.  256. 
. 

•; .. l.i IJ'" 1u �� ,,�� J JJJ I jl c:n!l� .S- ��;� ..;·� .1.:. .. �j � ...,.r � .. t JI 
26. Elliot, loc. cit. ; Miliran, p. 485, note 564, Elliot reads 'Dahan' but this is clue to the 

constant difficulty of distinguishing the letter ..) from J in: Persian Mss. 
The exact significance of the phrase "below Alor" is a matter of doubt. 

27. Thus as late as 1830-32, "To the north and also north-west of Shikarpoor there is a 
luge tract of country which at one season is entirely .under �ater . . . .  from a great body of 

water which during the freshes fom�s itself through a deserted channel or branch of the 
Indus which formerly flowed· south west from the main river 100 miles north of Bukkur." 
(Capt. W. Pottinger, Mtmoir 011 Si11de : Bombay Govt, file, Secret and Political Depart
ment, No. 571 (1832) under 'Summary or General Remarks on Sinde'). 

A little further on he states that this inundation extended as far to the west as "Ghoolam 

Ali Burdee" (near the modem Jafarabad) and was there sixteen miles wide. 

S�ch withdrawals naturally reduced the volume lower down the stream. 

28. JJJ I  �j .n }  Elliot, Vol. I, p. 257. 

29. A. Burnes, Travtls into Bokhara, (1 834), Vol . Ill,  p. 77. Capt. J. H. Kirby, quoted in 
]011mal of the Bombay Bra11cli of the R.A.S., Vol. V, ( 1 8 57)1 p. 473 . Cf. Capt. W. Baker, in 
S.R..B.G., New Series, XLV, (1 857), p. 2 (par. s of this report dated 14th October, 1 844) ; 

J. McMurdo, in j.R.A .S. , Vol. I ( 1834) ,  p. 43, footnote. 

30. R. F. Burton, Si11dli and tlze Races tlzat I11l1abit 1/ie Valley of 1/1e ltld11s (1 85 1) ,  p. RS.  
JJJ I l�: �.l.:.� J.1S.l• JJ.�• J 

3 1 . S.R.B.G., New Series, XLV, Rtport on du Upptr Portio11 of tilt Eastern Narra etc., 
pp. 6-g, 12-14, 221 26. The bund at Bihra had beC'u mentioned by Capt. W. Pottinger and 

Lieut. E. del Hoste in their Memoirs on Sinde written in 1 832. 

3 2. Mihra11, pp. 482-3 and note 563 , also Plates IX :md X. A5 to the bund alleged to 
exist about 26 miles east of Alor, I have myself ridden over much of this country from 

camps in the neighbourhood . of its supposed situation-Mubankpur and Khuhi 
Khengi-without ever hearing of any bund "two COIS long and Wtty gaz wide." 
.3.3 . Sir Aurel Stein came to the conclusion that the Sutlej ceased to give a (perennial or 
regular seasonal?) supply to the Hakra in "late prehistoric times": vlde pp. 179-1 82 in his 
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"A Survey of Ancient Sites along the 'Lost' Sarasvati River" (Geographic4'1 Jt111nu1I, Vol 
XCIX, No. 4, 1942). 
34. The evidence is concisely sc_t forth by the author (C.F. Oldham) of the N"tts 011 tht 

Lost Rivn of tht India11 Dtstrt, Calcutta Review, Vol. LIX (1874). His conclwions and 

much of the · evidence brought forward was combated by a writer signing himself 

•Nearchus' in the same periodical, Vol. LX (1875). 
The theory of the first writer was supported with arguments on the geological side by 

R.D. Oldharn inj.A.S. Bengal, Vol. LV, Part ll, (1887) ; and developed to a ditferent 
conclusion by Major H. G. Raverty in Tht Mihrmi ef Sind etc., in the same Journal, 
Vol., LXI (1892). 
3 5. ].A.S. Btngal, LV, pp. 336-8. Cf. Mihran, pp. 396-7. 408-9. 
36. E.B. Eastwick, Dry Ltavts from You1ig Egypt (1849), pp. 38-40. Cf. Haig, Iml11s Dtlt1 
Country, pp. 133-4; Mihran, pp. 491-2 and note 169 ; Cousens, .A.nlifuitiu of Sind, pp. 145-7. 

37. Dry Leaves from YoHng Egypt, p. 44. Cf. Cousens, op. cit., pp. 78-s>. 
3 8 .  E.g. , his cruapters giving aerounts of the 'wondm' of Sibi and of Candahar. 
Tarlkh�i�Sind, Trs. Malet, pp. · 87-92. 
39. E�t. Vol. I, pp. 258-26o. 
40. Mihran, pp. 199, 205, note 105. Mansurah had been takc-n by Mahmud of Gha2ni 
after his return from So�math, in 1026-7 A.O. (Ibid., pp. 2j8-9, note 204). 
41.  Elliot, Vol. I, p. 78. 

, 
42. Mi/mm. p. 205. 

43. Mihron, pp. 199-200, note 102. 
44. Vide Supra, Chap. 9, p. 16o. Al-Baladhuri did not visit �ind. 
45. Haig, lndw Dtlta Country, p. 72. 
46. Cousens, Aatifuitits of Simi, pp. 70-71. 
47. I have suggested the same sequence of causes for the end of Mohen-jo-daro, Supra 
Chap. 4, pp. 81,  84. . . 
48. Cf. Haig, "On the Sites of Bnhmanabad and Man1unh.. etc., ].R.A.S. XVI, New 

Series (1884), p. 287, See also S11prJ, pp. 176-7. 
49. Also known as Muiz-ud-Din and Shihab-ud-Din. Kalichbeg, History of Sin,, Vol. 11. 

p. 9; Mihran, pp. .f89-9o. 
. 

50. In referring to Bakhar and Tatta in connection with Sultan Mahmud's proceedings in 
Sind, Mir Masum in his history means the districts in which they later became the principal 
pfaces. In contemporary chronicles they are not mentioned. (Tarilrl1-i-Mas11mi, tn. 
Malet, p. 23) . Cf. Mihran, p. 492. 
SI .  Mihran, p. 489. 
52. Mihran, pp. 489-90. 
53 . Elliot, Vol. II, pp . .201-2. Alternatively we could assume that Bakhar island was at 
that time connected with the 5maller islets of Zinda Pir and Sadh Belo, that the 'hisar' was 
Akar and the 'qil'a' Bakhar, both on a larger island than now eJCists. This may well have 
been so if at the rime the whole volume of the' Indus was not yet discharge-d through the 

Bakhar gap. 
54. Ibid., p. 242. 

55.  Ibid., p . . 304. 
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56. ™'·· p. 396 . .  
57. Ibid., p. 554. There are several. variant readings; the words in that relied on by Sir 

Henry Eillot are, � J •r. � J.l � f l  .all JJiJ� J.l'n, � JJi 
58. Voyagl's d'lbn Batoutah, Vol. III, p. 1 15. The word � is there translated 
'canal', which is one of its meanings; but Raverty's rendering 'an arm of the river' is to 
be preferred. It seems unlikely that a hospice would have been built in the middle of an 
artificial canal. The channel may be supp<lsed to have insulated Zindo Pir or Sadh Belo, 
if not the Bakhar that we know. 'The building must have been· on one of the three. Cf. 
Mihrat1, p. 494, note 572. Sadh Belo was a separate island before 1550 A.D.-a small hill, 

'which stands in the midst of the water, to the westward of Bukkur' Tarilth-i-Mas11mi, 
trs. Malet, Bombay Govt. Records No. XIII, New Series, (18s.s), p. 121.  

59.  Mihran, p. 499, note S15· The 'Jatoi' gratuitously adopted by Raverty is  presumably 
intended to mean the plaec near the Panjnad mentioned in the Ain-i-Akbari. Ibid., p. 5o6, 

note 589 ; vide also Ravercy, Notes on Afghanistan; p. 559. 

6o. Voyagts d'lbn Batoutah, Vol. III, p. 90. After leaving the "last inhabited place on the 
boWldary of the country of the ,Turks" the traveller pr9cecds. "We then entered the great 
desert which extends for fifteen days' journey. 

i,:a. u-e. •.w.- J J � ,.,,sJ f �r.J I l�.l 
in this desert the poisonous wind (Simoon) bJows . . .. .  " etc. This c:an obviously be no
where but Kachhi ; the grounds on which Haig argues that the traveller ent�red India via 
Peshawar and that he here alludes to the country along the base of the Suleiman range, 
cannot stand, (lbn Batuta in Sind, ].R.A.S. XIX, New Series, (1887), · p. 401). 

6 1 ,  Voyages d'Jbn Batoutah, Vol. lll, p. 90, also p. xoo. ":"j �=· J J,-.JI .1.:-l l �  
62. Ibid., p .  101.  It does 'not seem possible to identify Janani, Cf. Haig, (lb11 Batuta in Sind, 
p. 401). ' 

63 . TarlthaH-Nama apud Elliot, Vol. I, p. 3 1 1 ;  Raverty, Milsran, pp. -495-6. 

64. He remarks, with regard to the Sheikh's tomb at Tharro· near Gujo, "The dome over 
the remains of this great Sheikh bears the date! 171 A.H. (787 A.D.) denoting the year in 
which it was built." (Kalkhbeg, H/Jtory of Sittd, Vol. II, p. 5). The extant inscription on 

I 
the tomb, however, shows clearly that it was built in the reign of Sultan Feroz Shah Taghlak, 
and bears a date which is either 772 or 782 A.H. It was thw abo1•t -400 yC"an old when Ali 
Sher Qani saw it, and we can only suppc»c that when he wrote his history, he put down the 
date of the death of Abu Tuub (N,M. Billimoria: inscription on the tomb of Abu Turab 
in Sind. J.S.H.S,, Vol. V, No. 3, pp. 133-6). I read the date as 772, corresponding with 
1370-1 A.O. 

. 

65. Cousens, A!1tiq11ities "f Sind, p. 80. Cf., Elliot, Vol . I, p. 368 ; Cunningham, .Ancie11t 
Geography of l11dia., pp. 294-5 ; Mujumdar, p. 19. Dr. Nabi Bakhsh Khan Baloch is of opinion 
that Bh;unbo_r is on the site of Debai. (Sindhi translation of Cha�hnama, by Makhdum Amir 
Ahmed, Ed., Dr. Nabi Bakhsh, pp. 392-395). But this view would seem to have been 
conclusively refuted by the investigation, conducted by Dr. Leslie Alcock ; vide Annual 
Biblioaraphy of Indian Archaeology, Vol. XVI, (for 19-48-1953), pp: LI, Lii. 
66. McMurdo, Dissertation 011 1he River Indus, pp. 25-6. Burton, Sindh and the Races 

. tluil Inl1aflit the Valley of tl1t Indus, pp. 92-3 . 
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67. ).S.H.S. Vol. VI, No. 2, p. no. 
68. McMurdo, op. cit., p. 25, footnote. 

69. That is to say, a copyist may have mechanically added .,:..: to cJtl�I (See text in 

Reinaud, Fragments, p. 91). 

70. Elliot, Vol. I, p. 77. Cousens suggests (Antiquitks of SjnJ, p. 125) that Al ldrisi is in fact 
describing. the new 'port of Dewal' (?Al Beruni's Loharani)" and not the Dewal of lbn 
Khurdadba. The diJcrepancies between Al ldrisi's account and that of lbn Haukal. (Elliot, 
Vol. I, p. 37), on which Cousens bases this thec;>ry, do not seem to'llle serious. When Al 
ldrisi writes "going towards the west there are six miles between the mouth of the great 
Mihran and Debal'' he evidently means that the city was west of the river: and the distance 
is practically the two farsakhs of the earlier geographen. This itself sccms tQ make Cousens' 
theory untenable. 

71 .  Haig, Indus Delta Country, p.48, note 68. Cf. Al Bcruni's text in Reinaud, Fragments, 

p. 91 ,  translated at p. 1 1 8. 

,,.i J,.: .. 11 _, '":'';,�JI c:ntl• JI  l.o.:l.l• i)l_fo.. � � U" .U.-1.. J.e.l� J [, .. �JI )  
. l ;.  .. } �·1 JI � �q �ti 

The distance between Tiz and Deba� as given here (forty farsakhs) is much under estima
ted. It must actually have been about 500 miles. Cf. Hodivala, p. J4, with reference to the 
mistake in Al lst�khri's text regarding this stage; (Elliot, I. JO). Al Beruni is evidently copy
ing here. 

72. Voyages d'Ibn Batoutah, Vol. III, p. u2. 

73 . Ibid. , pp. 1 13�4. 

74. Indian Antiqua�y. 1932, p. 86. Cousens reproduces Carter's photographs of the 
Thambawaro Masjid in Antiquities ef Sinti, pp. 126-7. 

75. Cunningham , Ancient Geography of India, p. 299. 

76. Kalichbeg, History of Sind, Vol. 11. p. 5 . 

77. Reinaud, Fragments, p. 91 and tra�lation, p. 1 19. Gh�b � = gulf, Khour JP. = 

estuary (erroneously translated 'baie' by Reinaud). 

78. Al Beruni actually uses the Sindhi word 'Muuh' '--t4 .. for mouth (modern spelling 

�) 
79. Vide note 4 Supra, Ravcrty, (Mil1ra11, p. 220) disparages Al Beruni's authority "especially 
in reference to the river reaching the sea by two channels which in those early days it did 
not do". All that Raverty says in reference to the later venion of Al Beruni's book by 

. Rashid-ud-Din is irrdevant, since the statement r�garding the river occun in Al Beruni's 
original Arabic text. He bases his theory on the fact that Al Idrisi states that the branches 
which encircled Mansurah re-unite, "forming thence forward only one river" . . (Elliot, 
Vol. I p. 78 ; Mihran, pp. 228-9 and note 1 74). But Al Idrisi is here probably trying to 
combine what is stated by Al Masudi and in the Masalik wa Mamalik, with.out reference to 
contemporary conditions. His own authority is gravely impaired by the geographically 
impossible course he assigns to the river in Middle Sind. Al Benmi had at least resided in 
Multan, and we may be certain that he spared · no pains to obtain correct and up-to-date 
information. 
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80. Voy.ges d'lbn Batoutah, Vol. JU, pp. IOSH l2. 
81. ].S.H.S., Vol. vm, p. 61. 

82. If we hold that Ibn Datuta's Es Samira refers exclusively to the Sumra tribe, it is obvious 
that their authority extended into Upper Sind. (Voyages d'lb11 Batoutah, pp. 101-2, 105-7): 

Haig J1owever argues that the traveller really means the Sammas, (lbn Batuta in Simih, in 
J.R.A.S., XIX, New Series, Art. XIII, pp. -401 ,  405-7). 'In the footnote No. 1 3 4  at p. i.09 
of his 'Indus Dtlta Country', regarding Unarpur, it would seem that he has himself written 
'Sumra' when he meant 'Samnta'. 
83. Haig, IHllus Dtlttt Counlry, p. 86 and note 105. KaJichbeg, (History of Sintl, Vol. II, 

pp. 64-5) confuses the matter. 
84. Taghlakabad was built on the ruins of a much older fort, KaJakot. Mihran, pp. 3 27-8, 

note 3 16. See also McMurdo, ].R.A.S., Vol. I, p. 3 1 .  

85. Haig, IHdus Delta Co1111try, p .  85 ; Mi/min, p. 500, note 577. Mir Masum calls i t  the 
Khan Wah. 
86. Haig, Indus Delta Country, p. 91, note u o ;  p. 103 and note 1 24. Cf. Mihran, p . . 3 I 5, 

note 3 14. 

87. Milm111, p. 469, note 537;  cf. Kalichbeg, History of SiH1J, Vol. II, p. 1 1 3 ;  Akbar Nania, 

Vol. III, Chap CXVll, p. 973 ; Tarikh-i-Masumi, trs. Malet, Bomb:iy Govt. Records No. 

XIII, New Series, p. I 56. 
· 88. Haig, I11dus Delta Country, pp. 92-3 ; Kalichbeg, Histor}' of SinJ, Vol. II, pp. IOI, I I J .  

8 9 .  Ka1ichbeg, History ef Sind, Vol . II, pp. 77-8 ; Mihran, p. 1 84, note 7 4 .  Cf. Stein, in 

Geographical ]011mal, Vol . XCIX, No. 4, p. 1 8 1 .  

90. Cf. Mih'""• p. 502, note 578. 

91 . Mihr"n, p .  466, note 535.  Cf. Haig, Ind11s Dr/ta Country, pp. u 5-6, and p. 103,  note 125. 

9.2. Mihran, p. 46 1 ; ].S.H. S., VoJ. VIII, pp. 58-9. Cf. Fife's Report, in S.R.B.G., XLV, 

New Series, at p. 40. 

93. In his text. In a footnote he remarks, "Haigh (sic.) says ' the cha�ge occurred only in 

the middle of last century' -and he is perfectly right-and was coincident with the decay 
of Nasurpur." Mihran, p. 225, note 1 73 .  

94. Haig, Indus Delta Country, pp. 1 1 8-9. I t  seems possible that some effect may have 

been produced, or at least the change may have been con.firmed, by a huge flood from the 
Sutlcj said to have occurred in 1762, "when the river (Sutlej) was dammed up for some 
weeks by a land slip in the hills and, as mentioned by Major G�neral Cunningham, its waters 
rose to a height �f -400 feet before the barrier gave way." (Notes on the Lost River of the 
Indian Dese�t, Calcutta Review, No. CXVJI, Vol. 59, Art. I, p. 8). It was in 1 762 

apparently, that the Puran failed to supply water as usual for rice cultivation. See bdow. 
95. Kalichbcg, History of Si11d, Vol. II, pp. 1 54-5. 

96. Ibid., p. 162. 
97. A. Burnes, A Mtmt1ir of a Map of the EasterH Branch ef the Indus, Bombay Govt. File, 

No. 763, paras 3, 6." 

98. Early Canal Administration in Sind,J.S.H.S., Vol. III, Part :r, pp. 17-8 . 

. 99. S.R.B.G., New Series, Vol. II, pp. -49I-2, 534-5. Vidt also maps facing p. 534 in that 
volume, by Lieut. T. G, Carless, reproduced as maps 1 3 A, 13B in this volume. 
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JOO. A MtHtoir and Supplet11C't1lary Memoir of Map of the Easter" Brt1Hch of the InJus, by Lieu t. 
Alexander Burnes, (1 827-8), B ombay Govt. File No. 763 , para 1 3 .  
101 . E.g. , i n  1906 near Sarh:id Station. Gazettetr of Sind, 1907, p; J48. 
102. A. Burnes, Memoir of a M11p ef the Eastern Branch of the Indus, para J .  
103 . The author of the Kb ult1sat-11t-Tawarikli writes, a t  the end of the I 7th CC'ntury A.D., 
"Many merchants from Multan and Dhakar bring their goods and chattels by water on 

boats to Thatha . . . . it is seldom that people go there by the land route, without utt.dergoing 

the suff'c-rings of scarcity and privation and t<:>ils of the road." Cf. Araish-i-Mah.fil, trs. H. 
Court (Calcutta, 1882), pp. 1 17-8. 
104. Haig, InJus D•lta Country, p. 49, note 69. 
195, Tuhfat-ul-Kiram, in Kalichbeg, History_ ef Sind, Vol. J I, p. 149. 
1o6 . .  Memoin of Seth Naomal Hotchand, ed. Sir Evan James, (Exeter r 9 1 5), p. 37. 
107. Ibid. , (Appendix XIl), p. 209. 
108. Ibid., (Appendix XII), p. 209. The site is described inj.S.H.S.,  Vol. VI, pp. 1o6-8. 
109. The KaJhoras apparently hdd possession of Karachi for a few years in the first half of 
the 1 8th century A.O. (Naoma), Memoirs, p. 3 8):/ 

uo. These structures are noticed by Masson (Travels in Balochistan, etc., Vol. IJ, pp. 1 50, 
1 52, 156) ;  in reports by Capt. Pr�dy 'andJ. McLeod communicated by Bartle Frere (J"uma/ 
"1 tht Bombay Brat1ch t1f the Royal Asiatic Society, Vol. V, ( 1857), pp. ]49-362). S�e also 
Cousens, Antiquities of Sind, p. 44; Majumdar, pp. 1.p-3 ; J.S.H.S., Vol. VI, pp. 104-6. 
I I I .  Mi/mm, pp. 1 85, 2 1 2, 2 1 5, 216, etc. Cf. WhitehcaJ, River Courses ef the Panjab and 
SinJ, p. 166; HodivaJa, pp. 29-J2, JS-9. 
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TH E RACES A N D PEOPLES OF · S I N O  

SINCE the discovery of the Indus civilization, any ethnological 
survey of the exi�ting inhabitants of . Sind may well begiri by 
·dispos�g of the question whether it is possible to trace among 
th�m the descendant4i of the people of Mohen-jo-daro. 

The existence of Dravidian elements in the Brahui language 
marks out its speakers as having derived origin.ally from Pre
Aryan races, though there has been a large subsequent admixture 
of Turanian and other strains. Sir Aurel Stein remarks of the 
Brahui homeland in the Jhalawan and Sarawan hills, "that barren 
region affording. neither attraction nor room for settlement to any 
invader is just the ground where the nomadic fringe, poor semi
barbarous relatives, as it were, of that ancient settled race, would 
be·· likely to . be left undisturbed. · It could · thus escape· the fate of 
Aryanisation which their congeners in more favoured lands has 
undergone."1 Aryan penetration into the lower Indus valley 
took place later than their main movement across the Panjab into 
the vatley of the Ganges and there is no reasori for supposing 

· that they exterminated the "Dasyas" they found in Sind. The 
archaeological evidence tends to show that the '�Indus" people 
in Sind at least had been brought under subjection by "barbarians" 
moving eastward through Baluchistan before the Aryans appeared 
on the scene. 

These and succeeding immigrations of tribes originating in 
Central Asia must have produced such dilution of the "Indus" 
blood that it would be idle to look for a Mohen-jo-daro racial 
type among the tribes of modem Sind. In fact we know from the 
skeletal remains found- at Mohen-jo-daro that the inhabitants of 
that city were themselves of several racial types. Still, �ere is . a 
certain_ a prior; probability that the Mohanas of the Manchar lake 
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may be aboriginal in a degree that no other Sind tribe could claima 
-were such claims made ; that they descend directly, with com
paratively little admixture of other blood, from the la.ke dwellers 
of "Indus" times. With them may be associated th·e Machhis 
and possibly the Chuttas and some of the obscurer tribes of tht 
western hills, such as the Bikaks ;md Gahenchas, which have some 
peculiar characteristics and customs and are said· .by their 
neighbours- to have been "originally Mirbahars" : but inferenC('S 
from such slender data are of course highly speculative. 

Piiny in his Natural History gives a list of about thirty 
tribes of North West India or the Indus basin , J  and there are 
regional lists in four of the Sanskrit Puranas, some of which may. 
be late recensions dating from about Pliny's own era. 4 In  
addition we have a most copious catalogue of tribal nam('s, 
repetitive and without arrangement,  in  the Mahabharat01 . and · 

in the same worka list of Kshatriya clans, the majority, probably, 
of which belonged to North West lndia . s  FinalJy Varaha m ihira 
in his Brihat Samhita enumerates the tribes J i ving in each of the 
nine divisions of Bharatav;irsh� as laid down in the Vayu Purana. 
The Brihat Samhita dates from about the middle: of· the sixth 
century A.O.,  and it is curious that here we are able to recognize 
two or three of Pliny's names, wh ile onl y one can be certain ly 
identified in the older works .6 For it  is generally supposed that 
Pl iny derived his list from the lost work of Megasthenes, who 
wrote about the end of the fourth cen tury B.C. , _  and we should 
thus expect to find the names of the Malli and Sogdi and other 
nations which were prominent in the time of Alexander. But 
we onl y  find a �asual mention of the Oxydracae--that it was in 
their country that Alexander' reached the l imit of his advance. 7 
The Malli ,  whom he places somewhere between the lower Ganges 
and Orissa , are obviously not the MaAAot of Strabo and Arrian , 

. that is the Ma lavas of the Sanskrit works ,  but probably correspond 
with the Mal las , mentioned in the Mahabhar:ita as a tribe in the 
region of Bengal . s 

It is th us ·more profitable to concentr�te atten tion on the 
Sanskrit works, which incl ude the names of tribes mentioned 
by other Western Classical a uthors . The orien tation of the 
various divisions of India is different as between the Puranas and 
the Brihat Samhita .  The eight outer regions in the latter work 
are reckoned by their bearings from the central division of 
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Bharat;ivarsha, so that Sind falls'in its south western division, which 
would correspond with the western region of the Vishnu Purana. 
But this fact does not suffice to reconcile all discrepancies : the 
Pahlavas, Yavanas and Abhiras, who ·belong to the south west 
in the Brihat Samhita and the west in the Vishnu Purana, appear 
in the No.rth Region in the Vayu Purana.9 These indeed were 
tribes which are known to have advanced into India from the 
North West, so their different location may mark stages of their 
movement. On the other hand it is surprising to find that the 
latest of these . works, the Brihat Samh.ita, locates the Malli 
(Malavas) in its northern division, as there is other evidence that 
long . before the .sixth century A.D. these people had moved 
southward from the country they formerly occupied in the 
southern Pa1tjab� 1 0 

. 

· 

In the Kshatriya list of the Mahabharata the · Malavas and 
Kshudrakas appear as associated or combined tribes, which 
suggests that the alliance between them, i.e., the Malli and 
Oxydracae, in opposition to Alexander, was lasting. In the 

longer catalogue in the Mahabharata the Sudras-the same 
. people as the Kshudrakas-are placed next to the Abhiras, whose 
position in the second century A.D. is indicated by Ptolemy in the 
name he gives to the country immediately above Pafalene on the 
Indus. It also seems probable that the Sudras correspond to the 
Sogdi of Arrian, whose name is rendered · Sodrai by Diodorus 
Siculus. 1 1  Alternatively it is conceivable that the Sogdi were 
the Soviras, who in all the Sanskrit sources appear as one of the 
leading tribes of the Indus region. They are often listed jointly 
with the Sindhus, as Sindhu-Soviras, and in the Mahabharata are 
associated also with the Sivas-probably the Sibai .  of · Strabo-
and the Trigartas and Madrakas. 12 According to this work, 
the Sindhu-Soviras played an important · part in the war of 
Kurukshetra. . 

It has to be recognized that th� Sanskrit like most of the 
W estem cla�sics, by copying from earlier works and sometimes 
adding contemporary material, t�nd to · produce a composite 
picture, part of which is out of focus as a representation of aI).y 
exact period. Much of the age to which they relate was marked 
by great changes in the composition of the population in North 
West India. This was particularly fluid in the two centuries 
b�fore and the two after the beginning of the Christian era. 
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Under the impact of invaders from north and west some of the 
older clans were displaced and othen submerged. The conquerors 
were for the most part assimilated into the Hindu system as 
Kshatriyas, though held to be degraded as compared with the 
�cligenous Ksha�yas in consequence of "neglecting" rcligi?us 
ntes. 1 J In practtee they naturally became �he accepted ruling 
classes of the lands where they settled. The Soviras · were thus 
subjected successively by the Sakas, the Pahlavas, the · Kushans, 
and again by the Hinduiscd Sakas, the Ksatrapas of Western 
India. I JA 

On the other hand the Malavas seem to have preferred to 
migrate rather than submit, and at some time early in the Christian 
era we have evidence that they had settled near Jaipur in Rajpu� 
tana.1-4 Later their name appears with that of the Abhiras 
among the tribes on the western frontier of the Gupta Empire
in much the same region-who while retaining their independence 
had done homage to Samudragupta. 1 5  

For the more rrmanent, though humbler, elements in the 
population of Sin , we may more profitably follow another 
Sanskrit work, which appears to have antedated the Mahabharata. 
It is bown to us 0111.y in extract, in a Persian translation, itself 
translated. from an earlier version in Arabic, and was reproduced 
apparently verbatim by the author of the Mujmal-ut-Tawarikh, 
a sketch of universal history, for the purpose of relating the early 
history of Sind and North West India. 16 

According to this lost Sanskrit · work, the "original" inhabi
tants of Sind were the Jats and the Mcds, the former accustomed to 
the use of boats and the latter a pastoral people. It seems probable 
that the translator or copyist by a slip has reversed the two names, 
for the modem MedS of Las Bela and Makran are a seafaring 
racc11 and the Jats of Sind are camel men. Be this as i� may, we 
here have the two immemorial occupations of the inhabitants of 
the Ind� valley, fishing and grazing, which must predispose us in 
favour of the authority of this work. It is likely enough that 
these two classes disputed possession of Sind, as here related, 
before Brahmans.  were known in the land, and that the advent of 
the latter brought civilization and prosperity. 18 The early Arab 
writers 011 Sind show that Jats and Meds were important tribes 
in their time. Thus Ibn Khurdadba mentions Zutts Oats} as 
guarding the route between Kirman and Mansura, and observes 
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that the Meds, located apparently about the Rann of Cutch, are 
robbers.19 

Al-Baladhuri states that the Khalifa' s lieutenant in Sind, 
Imran, at some time after 836 A.D. made war on the Meds, and 
also coerced the Jats, afterwards employing the chiefs of the latter 
in a further attack on the Meds.20 According to Idrisi the Meds 
dwelt about the Rann of Cutch, but extended their incursions 
as far as .Alor, and occasionally to the frontiers of Makran.21 Of ·. 
the Jats, Ibn Haukal states, "Between Mansura and Makran the 
waters fron1 the Mihran form lakes, afld the inhabitants of the 
country are the h1dian races called Zutt. Those who are 1iear 
the river dwell in houses formed of reeds, like the Berbers, and 
eat · fish and aquatic birds . . . .  Another clan of them, who live 
remote · from the banks, are like the Kurds, and feed on milk, 
cheese and bread made from millet."22 

These Arab authors wrote in the 10th century A.D., which is 
a far cry frqm the era preceding the wars of the Pandavas, with 
which the Mujmal-ut-Tawarikh begins. But we have another 
authority for the first half of the seventh century A.D. in Yuan 
Chwang, who shows that the inhabitants of Sind were much the 
same in his time. He writes, "Among the low marshes near the 
Sin-tu (Indus) for about 1000 Li were settled some myriads of 
families of ferocious disposition, who made the taking of life their 
occupation and supported themselves by rearing cattle ; they 
had no social distinctions and no government."23 That these 
were Jats is shown to be probable from the reference to the latter 
in the Chachnama. Muhammad bin Qasim is said to have 
inquired abeut "the Jats of the Luhanah tribe" and to have been 
told "Among them there is no distinction of high and low; they 
are all of the wild nature of brutes. They have always been 
refractory .and disobedient to the rulers, and are in the habit 
of committing highway robberies."24 The Muslim general 
therefore subjected them to the same harsh and humiliating rules 
as Rai Chach had done ; and the Amir Imran, over a century later, 
is said to have branded them in the hand and ordered that "every 
man of them should bring a dog with him when he came· to wait 
upon him."�s The practice of prohibiting a subject race from 
wearing silk clothes or using saddles, and the like, was charac
teristic of the Rajputs well into modem times.�6 
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It was reported to Muhammad bin Qasim that Rai Chach 
had placed the Sammah and Lakha tribes under the same rest.Tic
tions as the Luhana Jats, but the Sammahs were trtiated with 
consideration by the Arab general, as also the Sahitas.27 It is 
noteworthy that the latter are represented in the chronicle as 
Jiving in the same part of the country as now bears their name. 
We are told that the Jats also inhabited the country as. far west 
as Qandabil ;28 and twelve hundred years later the Jat and 
"Sammat" tribes still constitute the bulk of the agricultural 
population of Kachhi. 

It will be recalled that between the Maurya Era and the 
invasion of Muhammad bin Qasim the ethnological composition 
of the population must have been largely transformed by the 
successive influxes of hordes of "barbarians" from the north and 
west-the Sakas, the Yueh�chi, and the Huns. From these stocks, 
mingled in varying degrees with i11digenous blood, the Jats and a 
large number of the Rajput clans descend; and the great majority 
of the modem,Sindhis in tum derive from thesc ·sources. 

With the Muslim conquest began the settlement of Arabs 
in Sind, which though in point of numbers insignificant had a 
most important influence on the social and religious history of the 
country.. Syeds representative of a large number of the branches 
descending from the Prophet's family had established themselves 
in most of the proyinces of Persia, Afghanistan and Central Asia, 
and thence migrated to Sind at various times during a period of 
perhaps ten centuries. To them is due the conversion to Islam 
of the great majority of the Hindu population, a process which 
seems to have been most npid during the fourteenth� and the 
eighteenth centuries A.D. 

A number of other tribes in Sind assert their Arab origin and 
in the majority of instances where Quresh blood is claimed, 
this is probably with as little truth as the tracing by some families 
in Britain of a descent from the Norman conqueror's compa-
1tlons, or even remoter noble origins, by means of pedigrees 
doctored or manufactured ill later times. To/articularise bogus 
Arab derivations among Sind. tribes woul be .inviqious, if 
not unjust. 

Another most imP?rtant element. � Sind' s popul�tion of 
today, who also lay claim to Arab ongm, the Baluchis, were 
making their presence felt before the end of the fifteenth century 
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A.D.3° They were a pastoral and semi-nomadic people, much 
addicted to violence, and their slow progress eastward from 
Syria, where the nucleus of the race is said to have originated, was 
occasionally accelerated by punitive measures taken against them 
by the rulers of the · countries where they sojourned. They had 
been settled for a considerable time in Seistan before a last migra
tion into the Indus valley began, due probably in the main to 
economic . pressure as they and their flocks and herds continued 
to increase. · 

A number of their tribes established themselves in Kachhi. 
and thence spread along the hills northwards to the Dera Jat and 
southwards to Sehwan · and beyond. Their value as fighting men 
was quickly recognized and we are told that they were mustered 
by the Sindhi gove�or of Sibi to fight Shahbeg· Arghw1 ; ·again, 
this prince . having gained possession of Upper Sind a few years 
later, found them so troublesome thaf he �ttempted to rid · the 
cowitry of them by a wide-spread simultaneous massacre. This 
was about the year 1521 ; in 1 523 Shahbeg's son, Mirza Shah 
Hussein, made a successful pwiitive expedition against the Rinds 
and other Baluchis at Sibi. 3 1  According to Raverty, the Langah 
Jat rulers of Multan during the first quarter of the sixteenth 
century A.D. encouraged Baluch tribes to settle in the Dera Jat 
by grants of jagirs in retum for which they were to render 
military service.32 In Sind they seem to have encroached 
gradually, retaining their pastoral way of life, and wandering 
through the country in search of grazing ; in a few instances the 
tract where a tribe settled down became known by its name, as 
Chandko and Burdika. The Kalhoras were the first rulers of 
Sind to. encourage the immigration of Baluch tribes, on account 
of their usefulness as soldiers ; they could exert their authority as 
spiritual guides to induce the Talpurs and Marris to come 
and serve them. Nevertheless the Baluchis, by reason of their 
tribal organization and addiction to . blood feuds and violence 
generally, continued a turbulent element in the population of 
Sind, even under sovereigns of their own race; 

With the establishment of the Talpur dynasty a large in11ux 
of Baluchis naturally followed, mainly from the Pan jab, and their 
tribal chiefs became the military aristocracy of the country. 
The position of the Baluch jagirdars was supported, though modi
fied, by the British Government, and the predon�ce of the 
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Baluch zemindars in the social structure of  the country districts 
is still widely · recognized by the peasantry. : 
· During the period in which the Baluchis were establishing 

. themselves · in Sind political revolutions b�ought · in some other 
foreign races but, in re1atively �mall numbers. Thus there. ate 
Moghals descending from the officers and soldiers associated with 
the Arghun and Tarkhan dynasties, and from those connected 
with the Imperial suhhadars of Bakhar and · Tatta. More 
important are the Pathans of Garhi Yasin and Shikarpur, who 
settled when that fart of Up�r Sind was under the rule of the 
Durani dynasty o Afghanistan. 

· 

There · are similarly a number of tribes and communities 
which have migrated into Sind from neighbouring regions of 
the north and east in re1atively modem . times for a variety of 
r�asons-quarrcls with their own . people, inadequacy of their 
ancestral lands, or as refugees from their tyrannical rulers. The 
most numerous are Jat tribes · from the Panjab, · such as Sials, 
Joy�s and Khuhawars, to whom the generic term "Sirai" is 
applied. Most of these came into Sind when the Kalhoras, 
with whom they were associated as disciples and supporters, 
were reconciled with the Moghal emperors and granted the 
government of Bakhar. . · . 

Sirai, which at first meant simply "a man from the north", 
came from its association with the Kalhora dynasty. to ·be used 
as an honorific ti�e. "I:he majority of these tribes speak Lahnda 
or Western Panjabi among themselves-a dialect known in 
Sind as Sir�. It is also the language of the camel-driving and 
camel-raising Jats� and of a number of the Baluch tribes or 
sections of tribes which came into Sind after prolonged residence 
in the Panjab. . 

Whatever may have been the original distinction between 
the Rajput Samma and Jat, from which races the majority of 
Sindhis descend, it is now unreal except in a very few instances. 
Even tribes which bear well ·known Rajput names are often 
classed as Jat· in the Panjab, and as SammatH in Sind. In the 
South West Pan jab the name· Jat includes · a ·  niost miscellaneous 
congeria of tribes of all sorts. �ts significance tends to he occupa
tional, to �ote a �y of cultivaton. or ag

.
riculturists; or social, 

to denote tnba ·which have · a certam. soaal status as yeomen, 
rather than having a racial bearing. It is not in general applied to 
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tribes known to have recently immigrat�d from elsew�ere, yet 
in some areas undoubted . Baluchis, living separated from their 
tumnns, are locally classed as Jat. This term has in the Pa11jab 
acquired during recent centuries considerable prestige and the 
typical Jat tribe is usually made up of yeomen of substance and 
respectability. The name is in fact in much higher estimation 
than Rajput, which counts for little among a predominantly 
.Muslim population, for whom it is associated with anti-Muslim 
traditions. Similarly the name Baluch, among the Jats at least in 
the central Panjab far away from the Baluch tribal territory, tends 
to indicate a professional camel driver or camel breedC(, which 
in Sind would be just the contrary. Thus there is a tendency 
for all.-tribes in the Western Panjab, east of the Indus, to claim 
the title of Jat, in much the same way as numbers of Jat or _ 
Sammat tribes in Sind seek to be classed as Baluchis. 

In Sind, · the incoming Baluchis referred to the country people 
as Jats indiscriminately. · When they came down in increasing 
force during Kalhora and Talpur times they must have been 
accompanied by large numbers of camel men and .servants, or 
slaves, some of them captured in tribal wars ;  these too were 
termed, collectively and contemptuously,. Jats. As the Baluch 
tribes tended to become the military aristocracy of the country, 
the name Jat in Sind became practically an occupational term, 

. meaning a camel man, instead of a racial name. The late Mr. 
Covemton points out that in the Pa11jab the word for the race or 
class is �4- or �·, while the word for a camel man in the 
Lahnda dialect is �' as in Sind. The word with the cerebral 
� , ( �.,.) used until recently · by Hin:dus in Sind to mean a 
(Muslim) peasant or yokel, is probably connected . with the racial 
term used in the Panjab, but has taken on a contemptuous sense. 
The probable explanation of the degradation of the name Jat in 
Sind is that the Baluch, having originally no cerebral � or � 
in his language, habitually pronounced the name with the soft 
.:.. (��), which word as already mentioned means camel man, 
when referring to the indigenous peasantry of the country. 

The term Rajput originally indicated a man of superior social 
status and gentle birth, rather than a member of a particUlar race, 
and some of the Rajput tribes are probably of Jat origin. It is 
noteworthy that in the Chaclmama the military nobility of Rai 
Dahar are referred to as Thakurs; these we may assume to have 
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been Rajputs in the original sense of  the word. Their tribes are 
not named. It is curious that the only numerous Rajput tribe 
living in Sind in modem times, the Sodhas, are usually referred 
to as Thakurs as if this were their tribal name. They were 
prominent in the history of lower Sind between the I 3th and 
1 5th centuries A.D. aud supplied a considerable part of the armies 
of the Sumra and Samma rulers . . They acted usually in concert 
with the Jharejas, who . while often classed as Rajputs-as is 
reasonable, considering that they provided Cutch with its ruling 
dynasty-reckon themselves as a branch of the Sammas of Sind. 
The Jharejas, like many of the Sammat tribes, are Muslims in 
some. parts of Sind and Hindu in others. The Sodhas have 
remained staunchly Hindu, though Tod mentions a tradition that 
the Sumras, who later embraced Islam, derived from them. The 
Khokhars, who are considered to be a branch of the Rathor class 
ofRajputs, are in Sind mainly Muslims, and arc classed as "Sirai", 
as they came froip the Panjab in relatively recent rimes. 

It is a vexed question whether the Luhanas who now consti
tute the great majority.of the Sind Hindu "banias" are the remain
ing non-Muslim representatives of the Luhana Jats "of the 

· Chachnama. It is often · said that in the course of a few centuries 
virtually the whole ·of the original Hindu or Buddhist population 
who stayed in Sind west of the Thar desert was converted to Islam 
and that the remainder emigrated. It is a fact that Hindu Luhanas 
are to be found in Cutch and Kathiawar, as well as in Sind ; bitt 
not in the Panjab, -\\rhich also fell early into the orbit of Islam. 
There is also a tradition among some of the modem Luhanas that 
they came to Sind from the Panjab long after the Arab conquest. 
But apart from the restrictive measures imposed on the Luhana 
Jats by Muhammad bin Qasim, which were no more severe than 
they had endured w1der the Brahmin Rais, the attitude of the 
Arabs to the non-Muslim peoples of Sind appear�. to have been 
mild-there was no religious persecution. That the Luhanas are 
not . mentioned as a tribe or community in Sind after the time of 
Mahmud of Gh.azni proves nothing; at !east we have record of an 
individual Rana of the tribe, Sanir son of Dhamaj,  of the tribe· of 
"Koreja Sanuna Luhana" who was one of seven feudatory 
chieG ruling the country at the time when the Governor · 
was Malik Nasir-ud�Din Kabacha, early in the thirteenth 
century A.D.34 

· 
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The Sahtas living in Sind, some being Muslims ·. and Qthers 
Hindus, must be presumed to be equally the descendants of the 
.Sahtas of the CbaChnama� ·And as Covemton points out, such 
differences between the modem physical or meni21 characteristics 
of the Luhanas and those ·of the Muslim Sammat tribes are not 
greater · than can be . accc>unted for · by the fact that for many 
hundred years the Luhanas have · been townsmen and traders . and 
the Samnw have been peasants. That the former have been 
treated as an· inferior race. by Muslim rulen for so 8rcat a· span of 
rime continuously was obviously sufficient to ·modity their original 
racial character. 

If the . Luhanas migrated from Sind in . the early days . of 
Muslim rule and subsequently returned, their absence was not 
long enouah to leave any trace· on their customs or language; 
and their place of exile can certainly not have hem the Panjab, 
as so01c would surely have settled down there, and Luhanas 
are not found in the Panjab. · The Panjab community correspond
ing with the Luhanas are the Aroras, . who almost certainly take 
their name &om Aror (Alor) in Sind and emigrated northwards 
probably after the decline of that place in the time of the Khalifate. 

Many Aroras are wonhippcn of Uderolal, the deity of the 
Indus, which is largely a Luhina cult; .  and the two communities 
have in common a large number of names for their ccNuklu", the 
Aroras adopting for the purpose the Sindhi genitivc-ja rather 
than the Panjabi-da. All this tends to the conclusion that both 
the Arorai and Luhanas belonged originally to Sind: that the 
Aroras migrated to the Panjab, there adopting their p r�nt 
distinguishing name : and that the majority of the prC'SCnt Luhanas 
arc descended from people �ring that name continuously, who 
never left Sind; tho� belonging to Cutch and Kathiawar having 
been settled there before the coming of the ·Arabs. 

, The pattern of the popUlation of Sind proper, that is the 
Indus plain, has been changing with ever increasing rapidity 
along with the extension and improvement . of irrigation. Two 
centuries ago its composition and distribution were relatively 
simple; now they have become kaleidoscopic. The nomadic 
way of life is becoming rare, but the settled inhabitants now 
present such variety, in origin and in the period of their residence, 
as would require the researches of a strong team of social historians 
to unravel and assess, and volumes to record. 
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In the Kachho and the hills, in  the Desert, and to some extent 

in the Delta, there is relative stability because these tracts offer 
little attraction to newcomers, . and the established inhabitants 
would not be easy neighbours. · Thus from the existing . north. 
west frontier as far south as Sehwan the hil1s and the Kachho are 
peopled by Baluch tribes and by tribes who have long lived in 
association with them includingthose which may be believed 
to derive from very ancient local stock, the Chuttas at1d 
Gahenchas. · 

In the large block of hill country bet.ween Sch,,,.an, Kotri, 
and Karachi the principal inhabitants are the Numrias or Burfats, 
()f predominantly Rajpttt stock, as apparently · arc the Jokhias 
who occupy the . skirts of the hills to the south of them, towards . 
Malir and Tatta. Both these tribes were at otie time associated 
more closely with Las Bela than with Sind, the N umrias having 
for a short period in the seventeenth century supplied the ruling 
dynasty of that country. · The Raj put derivation of these tribes is . 
demonstrated by the style of the carved stone tombs which are 
such a feature of the country in which they have been pre
dominant, from Jherrak as far north as Hinidan· on the right 
bank of the Hab river. 

There are also Baluchis settled in these hills ; Gabols on the 
west, from the south pf Schwan Taluka nearly down to Karachi, 
and Khosas in the eastern tract towards Kotri. South of the hill 
country . the Karma ti Baluch tribe is prornin�nt in the neigh
bourhood of Mirpur Sakro ; these are supposed to hav

.
e entered the 

country direct from Makran ·before the beginning of the sixteenth 
century A.D., and derive their name from the Kalmat Hor, or 
creek,.- in that country. 

We fi'ld Khosa Baluchis again in the vicinity ofNagar Parkar, 
beyond the Thar; and it was the raids of these people on Cutch, 
after that country had come under British protection, which gave 
rise to the diplomatic exchanges between the Bombay Govern
ment anrl the Talpurs, which ended in the treaty of 1820. These 
Khosas, like those of the southem hills, almost certainly c;:ame 
in from Makran at a relatively early period.JS 

The bulk of the people of the southern half of the Thar desert 
within Sind are Sodha Rajputs, .;whq . .have already been noticed. 
Much intermingled with them arc a variety of tribes of Rajput 
and Sammat origin who have been converted to Islam in rcla-
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tivcly recen� 'time-Rajars, Palis, Nuhrias and many more. The 
Kholis and Bhils of Sind east of the Indus are modern immigrants. 

In the . desert tracts of north eastern Sind and the adjoining 
plair..s the Mahars are the most prominent tribe and may be 
assumed to have been .established in the area from an .early period. 
There are still Mahar Rajputs professing Hinduism in the desert, 
but the great majority are Muslims of considerable standing. 
The Dahar tribe, in the extreme north east of the existing Province 
of Sind may have come in somewhat later from Rajputana ; they 
had achieved together with the Mahars a position of great £Ower 
by the first h�f of the sixteenth,)century A.D.,  · and have given 
their name to part of their country. Close by is the tract known 
as Machhk.o, which takes its name from the Machhi tribe.36  
These people are now nwnerous all over Sind, and i11 parts of the 
Panjab and Gujerat. Their origin is obscure ; they are generally 
held in low estimation by . others and the claim to ·Raj put blood 
by those who call themselves Solangi Machhi is very doubtful. 
There seems some ground for holding that their stock is largely 
pre-Aryan. The name Machhi is occupational ; they must 
have been fishermen but are no longer so as a rule. They arc 
more often engaged in wood cutting and making grass mats, and 
are quite distinct from the Mohanas. 

· 

On the opposite bank of the Indus from Machhko we enter 
the tract where Baluch..is are the predominant race, settled in the 
ph_tlns stret�hing northwards through Dera.Ghazi Khan.,· westwards 
past Jacobabad and under the hills to the cast and west of Kach hi. 
Interspersed among · these are the remnants of the J at and Samma 

. tribes who preceded the. Baluchis as the principal landowners of 
these countries. ·  

Such, in most. imperfect summary, is the compo'sition of 
Sind' s population in those �reas which have been least subject 
to alteration in recent times. In the hills and the desert, which 
are not susceptible of much development, the existing pattern is 
likely to continue indefinitely. Elsewhere a new process of 
change is at · work. . 

With the accession of Si11d to Pakistan, large numbers of the 
wealthier and more advanced Hindus emigrated to Gujerat 
and Bombay, and the modem "colonies" of Sikh zemindars and 
cultivators returned to their homeland in the Eastern Panjab. In 

. 
exchange an immigrant ride composed of Muslims of every race 
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and belonging hitherto to virtually every Province and State in 
India ha� continued ever since partition to flow into Sind. Their 
absorption into the country's economy is a painful and most 
difficult problem for the Government and will inevitably produ·ce 
a profound effect on the social structure of the population. New 
schemes for modern irrigation in the r�mammg backward areas 
of the plains should provide many of the newcomers with a stake · 
in their new country ; intensification of agriculture in the already ' 
developed tracts will doubtless achieve more and the development 
of industry more again. Those who find their place upon the 
land, there to rub shoulders with Sammas and Jats, Serais and 
Baluchis, wil1 surely in the course of time fall under the age-old 
spell of Sind. which has made so many strangers, drawq to 
her from such dive.rse causest feel themselves her true children . 
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Sec also, M. Vivien de St. Martin, Ettult "" 11 Gtoiroplait Grttqut (Pari1, 1858), �· . 
1 S2·J ; Tod, Annals, tit. Vol. 11, pp. 301 , J n ;  Mc Murdo, in j.R.A.S., Vol. I, p. JJ, (or 
identification of the · Sogdi with the Sodha R.ajpurs: 

· 

. 1·2. Mahabltaratd, Nana Parva CCLXII-CCLXV. Roy, · op. cit., Vol: II, pp. S59':.S71. 
Srrabo, foe. cit. 

1 3 .  Manu, X. 43, 44. TM Sakas, Pahlavas and Yavanas arc in this category. 
13-a. The cvidt"nce for the vi.cw that Sind WU for a timto subject to Bactrian Greek rulc:n 
docs not sec in to justify their inclusion in this list. 

14. Cunningham, Arclr«lo�ical S11r11ty Rtports, Vol. VI, 1 87 1 ;.3, p. 72 scq. Cf. Tod, A,,,,.ls 
ond An1i9uitits cf Rajastharr, · VoJ. 11, p. 2�7, 301 .  
1 5. A llahabad Pillar inscriptit'ln. ).R .A .S. ,  1 897, p .  856; Ibid. , 1 898, p .  386. The Abhim 
are gtntrally thought to be repr�scntt'd by the Ahirs of 1hc Panjab, etc., (B.C, law, Tri6n., · 
In At1dn11 l11Jia, Poona, 1 9.u ,  p. 78). I sugp;t$t that the Abirs of Cutch have at least an 

equal claim. (McMurdo, in j.R.A.S., Vol. I, i>P· .a48-9). See.also C.H.I., p. 596. 
16'. M. Rtinaud, Fragmtnts, p. is seq. Elliot, Vol. I, pp. 1�1os Cf. Hodivab, pp. 74·S· · 

Hoclivala i.s certainly wrong in assuming the 'ouaatry of the jars and Mcds of this era to have 
bttn the "hilly tract Mar the Salt Range". 
17. B11/11clri11an Dis1ric1 Caztttttr, Series 1907, Vol. VIH, Las Bela, pp. S7-9· 
11. It is noteworthy that according to the Baudh�yam Dharmasuua the Sauvira couatry 

was considt"red impurt1 and outside the limits of Aryandom proper: Aryans who wcm 
rhne h.id to perform s.acrificcs u( purificadon on lbeir return. Yl• B. C. Law, Trl6'1 in 

Afftitnt India, p. J44 ;  and cf. Moh.tbhttrttlll, Karna Parva XL .• I. 40 (Roy, Vol. VI, p. 101). 
19. Elliot, Vol. I. Pr· q, 1 s. lbn Kburdadba died lo JOO A.'H., corresponding with. 
u A.O. 
ao. Ibid., p. us. 
21. lbil . •  p. 79. 
u. lbil. , p. 40. We here rt"cognirc the Mirbahars of bke Manc:har and Che anwl
rearing Jan. 
2J. Watters, Yuan Chwang, Vol. II, p. as.a. 
a4. Kalichbeg, Cl111rhnama, p. 170. 
25. Al Baladhuri, Elliot, Vol. -1, p. ul . 
.a6. Hodivala, p. Bs.  
a7. Kalichbtg, Clradma,,.., pp. 11 .. -s. 
al. lhi4., p. 1 73. 
J9. Haig, In4us Dtlta Cotmtry, p. 79. 
30. Accordini to the T.iriltlt-i-Masumi, a certain number of Baluchis had penetrated into 
Sind as early �• 1 3 26, when Khum1 Khan on being appointed Governor of Sind on bemlf 

o( Muhammad Shah Tughlaq rcbc:lltd against hiJ sonrtign and 1achencl an army of 
Baluchis at Bakhar. 
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At- 10mc- time in the same ttntury, according to this- authority, the later Sumra princes 

were opposed b)· Baluchis acting in aJliancc with Rajput Sodhas and Jharejas-a strange 

coalition. 
. (Ttll'ilrlt,-i-Mlllf#fti, tn. Malet, Bombay Govt. Record1, No. XIII. N� · Smet. J8H, 

PP· Ja, ,.a.) 
JI. Kalichbeg, Histt•ry· <t/ Sind, Val. JI, pp. 61_, �· 
32. Milrron, note" 3 59, at pp. JS�· 
33. Sanunat is the Arabic plural of Samrua and is Ult'd ta rover all the:Sindhi a�rirultural 
tribn deriving from tho1e of the old Hindu kingdom. 
3'4- The list is given in the Tuhfat-ul-Kiram. I follow Rumy (Mihrdl1, p. 326) ui putting 
the tribal name 'Lohano'·:after 'Samn�·. It dOC'S not appear in the translations by KalichbC'g 
(Hlsl<try of Sina, Vol . D, p. al), 'Qr Postan1LJ.A.S. Bmgal, Vol. XIV, p. 162). 
35. The Khosas were distrusted by the Talpun and excluded from military service, because 
they had been predominant in this npacity under the Kalhoras: the Namurdis (Numrias) 
were out of favour for ainiilar ttatons. J. McMurdo, An Account of tht C<t1n1try of Sindh 
ctc., J.R..A.S., Vol: I, Art XX, p. 254-
36. _Mir MalUDl te)Ja tis that in the year 1521 A.O. the Dahan and Machhis of Ubauro were 
constantly fighting the Mahan of Mathclo, and imtigatcd the Joni Baluchis to join them. 
Tllrilth-i-Masu111i, trs. Malet. pp. 96-7· 



1 2  
THE SI N DH I  LANG UAG E1 

THB · Sindhi language, . according to the accepted scientific 
classification, belongs together with Landha m· W estcm Panjabi 
to the North West group of the outer circle of Indo-Aryan 
vemaculan. The two �ongues show a strong connection with 
the Dardic languages �er to the north, especially with · 

Kashmiri. Like other modem Indian languages of the Aryan . 
family, Sindhi . dcriv� from a Prakrit, that is an early pop.ular 
dialect of Sanskrit; but it is distinguished if not tmiquc in its 
retention of a number of characteristic features of this Prakrit 
which in other existing Indo--Aryan languages are �cgularly 
modified. This conservatism is largely due to the isolated .position 
of Sind, separated by the great desert from the other tracts where 
cognate tongues are spoken. 

According. to the Prakrit grammarian Markandeya, the 
Apabhramsa Prakrit spoken in Sind was called Vrachada. He 
remarks that the consonants "t" and "d" at the beginning of 
words common to most Prahits become in the Vrachada Prakrit 
cerebrals instead of dentals; and he notices a tendency for sibilants 
to be pronoWlced "sh". These features are constantly reproduced 
in modem Sindhi, in contrast to the practice .. in most related 
languages. . 

Hindu grammaria11s also recorded a Paisachi or Dardic dialect 
spoken in the Vrachada country. One of the peculiarities of the 
Dardic tongues is that the letter "t"· when it comes · between 
vowels is rc�ed and not elided as in all Indo-Aryan languages. 
This characteristic too has survived In modem S\ndhi. Looking . 
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still further backward, we fmd in the· dialed form of Pali in 
which the Emperor Asoka's rock inscriptions in Gandhara were 
written many phonetic peculiarities which are still ohservabl� in 
the Dardic languages, and in Lahnda and Sindhi. . . 

Before examining further the peculiarities of Sindhi we 'may 
consider the are:f' over which it is spoken as the predominant 
local language. This includes the whole of the modem province 
of Sind with Khairpur, the peninsula of Cutch, the southern 
portion of Las Bela in Baluchistan, the Baluchist� province of 
Kachhi which adjoins north west Sind, and the extreme southern. 
portion of Bahawalpur. . 

Standard Sindhi, the literary language, · is that spoken in 
Vicholo, the central area. of the modem province. In addition 
there arc five regional dialects or forms of Sindhi : Siraiki, spoken 
in. ·Upper Sind and Kachhi: Thareli or Dhatki, in the eastern 
desert areas : Lari in the Delta of the Indus and the coastal areas : 
Kachchhi, in the peninsula of Cutch: and Lasi, near Karachi and 
in the south of Las Bela. · • · 

If to the areas in which Sindhi is the predominant language, 
whether standard or dialect, we add the tracts in which the 
essentially similar Lahnda tongue is spoken, we find that the 
combined region corresponds remarkably closely with the 
boundaries of the old Buddhist kingdom of Sind as recorded in 
the Chachnama. TI1e . Prakrits from which Sindhi and Lahnda 
were developed had probably become well established before the 
�owitry was annexed by D�us Hystaspes, and the subsequent 
influxes of Greeks, Sacas, Parthians and Huns may have had 
little influence on the language except possibly in contributing to 
its vocabulary. 

The most characteristic features of Sindhi all connect it 
with the Dardic tongues of the north west. The more . important 
of these are as follows : affection for double consonants : ext.en
sive use of prenominal suffixes : the . ending of every word with a 
vowel : and the large number of irregular past participles �f verbs. 

There are four double consonants peculiar to Sindhi, .,.,, � ,  
a:, '-f, which Sir George Grierson renders as bb, dd, jj and gg. 
These oceur in the Prakrit; in most derived vernaculars one of 
the two is dropped and the preceding ·Vowel lengthened in com
pensation. In Sindhi as in Kashmiri when one of them· is 
omitted the preceding vowel remains unchanged : but generally 
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speaking, the Prakrit double. consonant is .retained. in the corres
ponding Sindhi word ; and, still more significant, Sindhi frequently 
introduces a double consonant in place of a single one in the 
Prakrit originaL 

· 

Prenoininal suffixes are extensi�ely used in the Dardic 
tongues, .  for instance Kaslimiri, and are also a feature of the 
Lahnda language ; but it is in Sindhi that their · most elaborate 
application is found. In Kashmiri they are attached only to 
nowis, ·and . in Lahnda to verbs and nouns ; Sin<;lhi in · addition 
joins them to postpo�itions. Two such suffixes may be attached to 
verbs together, so that the sentence, "I hit him'' can be. rendered 
. . 1 d Phr h " hi " "hi r th " " 111 a smg e wor . ases s�c as to m , s 1a er , my 
head" arc almost invariably expressed in this manner. The 
resulting conciseness of idiom makes Sindhi an admirable vehicle 
for.conversation and this is perhaps its most captivating feature to 
persons who become well acquainted with it after equal experience 
of other Indian languages. · 

The most important peculiarity which Sindhi shares onlr. 
with Kashmiri, that every word in the Language ends in a vowe , 
is widely wirecognized. In fact, these terminal vowels are so 
lightly prono unced as to be almost imperceptible to Europecan 

. ears, except perhaps when the words are being sung and not 
· spoken. The pronunciation of the mute "e" in French feminine 

· endings is broadly speaking parallel ; while a somewhat similar 
feature in · Sindhi itself is the occasional arbitrary insertion of a 
short vowel, either "i", or after the letter "h" an "e", between 
consonants. Th.iS · is generally more audible than the terminal 
vowel of words which seem to end in consonants. Thus Asman, 
sky, is often pronounced as As-i-man, and Mehmani, hospitality, 
as Meh-c-mani . , . _  

The noun in Sindhi possesses in addition to the 11:ominative 
and oblique cases which are common to all Indo-Aryan verna
culars an organic ablative, an organic locative and a vocative case. 
As to adjectives, one minor peculiarity in -Sindhi is that when 
governing a plural noun in an inflected case, the adjective is put 
into the oblique pltual, instead of the oblique singular as in Hindi. 

The conjugation �f Sindhi verbs in general corresponds 
closely with the system in J::Iindi and other languages. The Past 
Conditional • tense is · wanting in Sindhi and is roughly supplied 
by mea�s of the Imperfect, Past or Pluperfect indicative. On th� 
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other hand, Si11dhi has a Habitual . Past tense peculiar to itself, 
formed by adding ,} , the oblique form of _,: , . a declinable 
particle w�ich may bC classed as . a renmant of an auxiliary . verb 
meaning "to be", to the Past tense of the main verb. - The latter 
alone is conjugated , ": remaining wichanged. When u.cd to 
form the Present Indicative tense, by addition to what is known 
as the "old present" tense of another verb, this auX:iliary _,r 
agrees in gender and number with the subject : it thus possesses 
something of an adjectival character. The "old present" tense of 
Sindhi verbs is a\subjunctive, as in most Indo-Aryan languages; 
but it has sometimes the force of a Present or, as in K.ashmiri, a 

· Future indicative. 
_ In addition to the Fuliar . ,� Sfudhi · possesses two other 
verbs meaning "to be' ; one, �l:• i -I am, like it possesses 
only a present tense, but unlike it can be used separately : the other, 
6� , is cmtjugated throughout. 

Sindhi is distinctive also in its formation of tenses from the 
participles of verbs. Thus the present participle is used to form 
the Future Indicative and not as in Hindi the Past Conditional
a tense which as already mentioned is wanting in Sindhi. Most . 

, of the connected languages produce their future tense by means 
of a periphrasis based on the old Sanscrit future passive participle. 
Again, the tenses derived from the past participle, which has � 
passive meaning, can be used in Sindhi in this passive 5ense and 
conjugated exactly like intransitive verbs, a use not found in Hindi ; 
though as in Hindi, when used in an active sense, the subject is 
put in the case of the agent. 

'The Perfect, Pluperfect and Future Perfect tenses arc regularly 
formed as in Hindi. 

· 

The Past Participle in Sindhi has two terminations ; that 
having the rense of a verb in -o, and the other with a purely 

. adjectival sense in -al. Both are declined. Sindhi is in this . 
respect distinguished from Gujerati, Marathi and the eastern 
group of the outer · C\ircle of In.do-Aryan languages, which have 
the 1- termination of the Past Participle without any alternative. 
The formation of the Past Participle in Sindhi verbs is very often 
irregular; in this respect again the language 1·esembles Kashmiri 
and Labuda. Such instances in Sindhi number 128 ; far more 
than in any Iitdo-Aryan vernacular belonging · to the �ions 
east and south : for example, Hindi has only seven such. It may 
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be that the repeated influxes of new races . into the Indus valley 
contributed somewhat to this peculiarity. There is also a 
characteristic tendency m the language to form the past participle 
with a "t" after the penultimate vowel. 

A relatively large number of Sindhi verbs possess a causal 
form. This is. nonrially obtained by adding -ai to the root, the 
resulting verb being conjugated regularly. But many causals 
are forn1ed in other ways, for instance by modification of the root 
itsel£ A special feature ·of Sindhi is the double causal, allowing 
the concise expression of fine shades of meaning.· 

Characteristic also is the extensive use of the Passive voice, 
particularly that of intransitive verbs, used impersonally in the 
third person singular, e.g., "It was being gone by me" instead of 
"I' was goinf. The regular formation of the passive is by the 
addition of '-ij", with a short "in, to the root. This corresponds 
doselX with the practice in Shina, a Dardic language, which 
adds '-ij" with a long "i" in order to form its passive. 

Compound verbs-intensives, potentials, completivcs-are 
in common use in Sindhi as in most vther Indo-Aryan languages, 
the auxiliary being frequently the same as in Hindi. 

The characteristic features of Sindhi mentioned above are 
found, generally speaking, in the dialects as well as in the standard 
literary lang•Jage of Vicholo. The peculiarities ·of the dialects 
may now be· bridly reviewed. These, as mentioned earlier on, 

. are Siraild, Thareli .. or Dhatki, Kachchhi, Lari and lasi. 
The term Siraiki is commonly used in Sind to designate the 

Lahnda dialect spoken by Jats and certain Baluch and other 
tribes who came into the country from the Panjab. It is used 
by these people wherever they may be living in Sind. Its 
secondary meaning is the type of Sindhi spoken in Siro, that is 
Sind north of the latitude, roughly speaking, of Dadu and Kot 
Lalu. This latter hardly deserves to rank as a dialect ; it is 
generally esteemed the equal of Vicholi or standard Sindhi, and 
differs from it only in pronw1ciation and in the exclusion of 
certain alternative words. Consonants are vigorously pro
now1ced and there is a characteristic tendency to insert in speech, 
though not in writing, J after the cerebrals \!.!, �' ii .  

Thareli or Dhatki, and Kachchhi, are forms of Sindhi having 
a strong admixture of Rajasthani · and Guje1"3ti respectivdy. 
They are mongrel tongues rather than true dialects, sl:iading off 
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into one or other of the two components according to localities 
and the racial origins of the people speaking them. 

Lari on the other hand is a true dialect. It is regarded by the 
speakers of standard Sindhi as uncouth-'�What men speak in 
the Lar is the speech of oxen in Siro,, -and in fact it appears to be 
the most primitive type of Sindhi. It tends to soften the· harsher 
sow1ds ; to substitute the dental J for the cerebral J and to dis-

. aspirate consonants which are aspirated in the neighbouring 
languages. These are features of the Dardic tongues, which 
virtually exclude aspirated consonants. Lari has also a very large 
number of words peculiar to itself, including many of the com
monest terms. 

Lasi again is a real dialect. It resembles standard Sindhi 
rather than Lari, but is distinguished by having special forms of 
personal oronouns1 some special post-positions and many peculiar 
words of its own, some of which may derive from older sources 
than the Prakrit. 

Sindhi must have been a well established, flexible and copious 
language at the time of the Arab conquest, but it was much 
enriched by that event and by the embodiment of the country 
in the Islamic world. This association antedated . the conque5t 
of Upper India by the Ghaznav:i and Ghori sultans by some � 

. centuries and has left its traces in the peculiar use ofArabic words. 
In other Indian languages learned words connected with the reli
gion, science and philosophy of Islam are commonly borrowed 
from the Arabic, but Sindhi has a.lso assimilated a number of the 
commonest words ; a hill, a thing, a tent, an onion, a saucer,. are 
ill known by their Arabic names. These we may be sure . were 
taken directly from the Arabs, whereas the Arabic element in 
other Indian languages came in with the Persian, and as a part of 
that language. Persian words are indeed used most extensiv�ly 
in 'Sindhi, but as elsewhere in India it is the vocabulary and not 
the syntax which is affected. The formation in Sindhi, already 
tnentioned, of the present indic.ative tense by · the addition of 
particles to the aorist, �urs also in Persian; but the very fact that 
these .Parti.d�s are inflected in Sindhi and not in Persian shows 
that Sindlii derived this u.�ge direct from a remote common 
origin, and preserves it in its older form. We do not 6nd the 
Persian order of words in the formation of Sindhi sentences, as , 
ocasionally occurs in Urdu: Persian w�rch "naturalised" in Sindhi J 
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are not!. ronowiced as in Persia, nor are. the Arabic worJs in use . inflecte according to their own rules, but bave been obliged 
to conform to the indigenous �tical system. . 

From this brief survey it will be evident that the Sindhi 
language as we now p0ssess it reflects a number of features of 
tbe cow1try's history, and also the influence of its geographical 
position and circumstances. Viewed through its literature, die 
peculiar genius of the language will on the whole be fowid more 
icadily in poetry � iii prose; but it would not. be appropriate 
to enlarge on this subject in the present work. 

NOTES 

1. Thia chapter ii INICd almust eatUely on Sir G.R. Grienoa9 .Tlrt Lingrri.sric S1m1ty · •f 
lm&r, v�. vw. Part I, and on Richard F . .  BurtODg Si""" "''' dtt RMtS ''"'' inl1ahit tlrt 

V'•llq of tht I""" (W. H. Allen, 11511). 



APPENDIX I 
� THE .LOST RIVER OF THE INDIAN DESERT 

THE problem of the Lost River (Hakra) is best considered· 
separately for the upper and lower counes of the channel : that 
is, from the small riven of the Siwaliks down to Dirawar, and 
again from the Ghauspur depression down .to the Rann of Cutch. · 

It will be convenient and prevent conCusion, while the various 
theories are being discussed, to refer to the upper portion as the 
'Hakra' and the lower as the 1Nara', though dlis terminology .is 
not accurate. . 

· ' · 

The antecedents of the 'Nara' were first investi�ted ntany 
years before the 'Hakra' aroused any comparable interest. 
Captain Jam� McMurdo, a scientific officer of the Bombay Army 
obtained information about ·this channel which led him to suppoee 
that it was an ancient course of the Indus, on which th� former 
prosperity of eastern Sind as described in such chronicles as the 
Tarikh-i-Tahiri and the Tuhfat-ul-Kiram had depended. 

It is unfortunate that McMurdo refers to· the 'Nara' as the 
'Purana Deria', as the latter name properly belongs to a different 
channel, still traceable from near Mirpur Khas to the Rann of 
Cutch; but the mistake was natural, because the 'Nara' unites with 
the l?uran (or the Puran with the 'Nara') some fifty miles before 
entering the Rann of Cutch. It will simplify matters to substitute 
1Nara' for 'Puran' in considering McMurdo's observations. 

He came to the conclusion that the Nara channel separated 
from � existing bed of the Indus above Bakhar; his informants 
stated that this wa5 at a place called Syed Ganj Bakhsh, al>out 
forty miles upstream. The Nara thence. Sowed 'perhaps twenty 
miles' eas� of Bakhar and past Alor, and so south.Ward. At 
a point about 20 miles east &om Bahwanwa (Babmanabad: to 

229 
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McMurdo belongs the credit of first indicating the true position of 
this place) the Nara, according to his information, threw out to 
the westward a branch formerly known as the "Lohanna Deria' ; 
this flowed towards "the modem Khodabad or perhaps between 
that place and Halakhandi, where joining the present channel it 
crossed that course, and fell into the sea at Dibal after passing the 
ancient Bhambor." •  

The eastern branch o f  the Nara "still retaining the name�i 
(Puran) "travelled south and fertilizing the now sterile districts 
bordering on the great desert, passing through the Jone and 
Badban Pargannah, fell into the present river" (i .e., the Puran 
properly so called) "near Allahbaudar, where, spreading itself 
over the flat country it found its way into the sea through the 
Lakhpat river." 

McMurdo thus having information that the 'N:ira' separated 
into two lengthy terminal branches 11aturally proceeded to the 
assumption that these represented the ancient Delta of the Indus 
as it was in the time · of Alexander the Great, Bahmanabad being 
on or dose to the site of Pattala. 

This theory, appearing in McMurdo's "Dissertation on the 
River Indus" in 1 834,2 revolutionised previous co�ceptions of the 
geography of Sind in Alexander's time ; and though there have 
been differences of opinion among subsequent writers as to the 
position of Pattala, the view that the Indus then ran down the 
Nara valley at least as far as Jam.rao Head has held the field 
virtually unchallenged down to the present timc.3 I have given 
in the text of this work my reasons for holding this accepted view 
to be incorrect. 

Alexander Burnes was the next investigator of the Indus ; 
with regard to the 'Nara' his contribution unfortunately served 
to obscure rather than elucidate the subject. His informants in 
Cutch had ascribed the great flood which came down the 'Nara' 
in 1 826 to "the bursting of the Arore bund" , and sirrtilarly the 
want of water in the ensuing season to the fact that the bWld had 
been r:ebuilt.• Burnes after visiting Upper Sind in 1 83 1 , and 
similarly Captain W. Pottinger and Lieutenant del Hoste, who 
were there in the following year, were confirmed by what they 
heard in the idea that all that was required to restore the 'Nara' to 
the condition of an active branch of the Indus was to remove 
certain bwids in the neighbourhood of Rohri and Alor. 
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Pottinger and del Hoste were also of opinion that the 'Nara' 
had formerly been the 'main river' -that is, the terminal stream Of 
the Indus itsel£s 

None of these officers had the opportunity of examining the 
Nara channel. Its upper course was first surveyed in 1844 by 
Captain W. Baker of the Bengal Eng�eers, with · a  view to 
ascertaining what was needed to give it a regular supply. · Baker 
found that there was no bwid in a position to prevent spill water 
en�ering the 'Na.ta'. He reported also that its existing source of 
supply was from a depression parallel to the Indus on its left bank, 
and that there was a similar depression parallel to the Sutlej from 
Rupar to near Bahawalpur. This was supposed to extend to 
Subzalkot and thence to "the head of the Eastern Narra, about 
n miles East of Roree.u Baker also speaks of the 'Nara' inci
dentally as "one of the ancient channels of the Indus."6 

The whole course of the 'Nara' was surveyed in 185 1 by 
Lieutenant J. G. Fife. He found that it was fed by two Hoods 
''one which comes from riear Subzulcote� the other from the low 
ground . . . .  a few miles above Rorce."7 He noted that these 
floods only cut themselves channels after they had flowed for some 
distance oyer the plain, and particularly where the water was held 
up by obstructions, ca�g a violent rush when they gave way. 
He noticed also that the flood water concentrated in these channels 
on its way to the Nara was quite clear, the silt having been 
thrown down directly the water left the Indus. s Fife as a 
practical engineer confin<!d his investigations to what bore upon 
the problem in hand and did not enter into the.ories as to the origin 
of the Nara. He seems to have regarded it in no other light than 
as a regular spill channel from the Indus. 

The 'Nara'· was made a virtually perennial stream in 1 859 
by a supply channel from the Indus above Rolui designed and 
executed by Fife;  meanwhile, as the great Triangulation Survey 
was extended over the Panjab the courses of old river dwmels in 
that region became better known. During the minority of the 
ruler of Bahawalpur, when Colonel Mi11chin administered that 
State, it was found that irrigation could be extended by giving 
cuts from the .  Sutlej to two of the 'branch channels' of the Hakra, 
known as the Triwanna and the Wahind; thus Fife's restoration 
of the 'Nara' could · be repeated, on a minor. scale, for part 
of the 'Hakra' .P 
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It was in the light of this information that an anonymous 
writer-actually Dr. C.F. Oldham-:-wrote his "Notes on the 
Lost River · of the Jpdian Desert", which appeared in the Cakutta 
Review for July . 1874 (No. CXVII) . This writer's theses, in 
support of which he �mrrshalled a selection of statements (and 
silences) by early historians and geographers of North West 
India, and a number of inferences from local nomenclature, was 
that the 'Hakra' and the 'Nara� were the former bed of a singl� 
river, namely the Sutlej ;  and though flood water from the Indlls 
also found its way into the channel along the middle part of.i�s 
course, it had never been a. bed of that river. 

, This view was combated by a writer . s�gning himself 'Near
chus' in an article appearing in the Calcutta Review for 1875 
(No. CXX). fie made a greater use of the new survey inforiua
tion than his p�edecessor, and by a different selection and inter
pretation of hiS;torical material �nd the toponymy was able to 
present the subject in an · almost entirely different light. His' · 
theory was that the channel of the 'Hakra' had been ·formed by 
the J wuna in a remote period, when that river had inclined to the 
west, instead of the east, after emerging from the hills; that the 
'Hakra' joined the Indus (then flowing east of its ·modern course) 
above Bakhar: and that the terminal stream of the Ind us ran down 
the 'Nara' to the sea until the deventh century A.D. He conceded · 

that the. 'Hakra' was fed also by overspills from the Sutlej : but 
maintairied that the latter itself had never actually fl.owed in it, 
interpreting the 'obliteration' of the upper portion of such feeder
channels .of the 'Hakra' as the Naiwals, as proof that they 
could only have been spill channels from the Sutlej during 

· the inundation season. 
R.D. Oldham, in his article "On probable changes in the 

Geography of the Panjab and its Rivers" in J. A. S. Bengal, 
Vol. LV, Part II (1887), supporteG tl1e theory of the origi11al 
Calcutta reviewer, viz., that .the Sutlej itself formerly flowed into 
the 'Hakra' and so into the 'Nara', and that the Indus never 
ftowed into the latter,. though frequently feeding it with over- . 
spill. He adinitted that in a very remote age-before the Vedic 
period-the Jumna also might have fed the 'Hakra' by way of 
the Chitang, but regarded the Sutlej as its main source of supply 
in early historical times. R.D. · Oldham was a geologist and 
produced some tcclmical explanations of the behaviour of the 
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Indus in the_ critical region just above the Bakhar gorge. and in 
refutation of the arguments of 'Nearchus', that the physical 
appearance of the dry channels between the Sudej and the 'Hakra' 
proved that they could · not have been occupied by the Sutlej 
itself. He also reiterated a number of the historical arguments of 
the original Reviewer. -

The views. of Major H.G" Raverty, in "The Mihran of Sind 
and its Tributaries" U.A.S. Bengal, 1892� Part I) resemble m the 
main those of 'Nearchus' -to whom however he makes no 
reference-in that he was convinced that the 'Nara' was the 
terminal stream of the · Indus in historical · times,. 10 He holds how
ever that after the Indus had altered its course to the westward the 
Sutlej continued to run down the 'Hakra -Nara', prolonging the 
active existence of the last named beyon.d, the periOd supposed by 
other writers. 

Raverty disregards the possibility that the J umna could ever 
have contributed to the 'Hakra' system. His arguments rest 
mainly (as did those of the original writer in the Calcutta Review) 
011 the interpretation of incidental . statements by historians and 
geographers, - of which he adduces a vast number. 

R.B. Whitehead, writing in the Indian Antiquary, Vol. 61, (1932), n discussed the theories of his predecesM>n in the light �f 
recent canal survey-levelling in the Panjab, from which it appears 
certain that the river J umna at one time took a course to 
the westward, which is now represented by the beds of the 
Chitang and the 'Halcra'. He !Cems to have accepted the view 
that the 'Hakra' and 'Nara' then formed a single independent 
river as far as the Ranit of Cutch, while r�ognizing that in 
comparatively recent times the 'Nara' was separately . fed by 
spill· water from the Indus from above Alor. But he would 
not allow that water from the Sutlej had contributed to the� 

. forming of the 'Hakra'. · 

Sir Aurel Stein in the course of an archaeological expedition 
in 1940-41, made a careful examination of the ·Hakra channel. 
His party included 1a member of the Survey of India. so the 
topographical observations in Stein's paper, "A Survey of Ancient 
Sites along the 'Lost' Sarasvati River" (Geographical Journal, 
XCIX, No. 4, 1942), may be allowed considerable weight. At 
two points on � right bank of the Hakra he noticed the appea
rance of river beds joining it : that near W alar he was :;atisfied 
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was an "ancient winding bed of the Sutlej", and the lower 
one, near Kudwala, probably another such abandoned course. 
The general alignment of these channels has been followed in 
either case by modern canals from the Sutlej Barrage. From the 
disposition of the prehistoric and later sites in the Hakra tractt 
Stein assumed that the Sutlej had forsaken the Hakra bed in later 
prehistoric times. He drew attention also to a feature of the 
country about Dirawar-branching river beds, "almost deltaic" ; 
a "network of terminal channels" indicating a considerable flow 
of water� 

It seems to me that every one of these writers has contributed 
in a greater or less degree towards the elucidation of.this problem; 
�d it is now possible to pick out. from among them the most 
important elements of the probable truth. 

It may be accepted that the Hakra owes its existence mainly 
to the Jumna having at some remote period taken a westward 
instead of an eastward course ; but the Sutlej may have been a 
contributor from as early a time, and certainly continued to 
feed it by overspills long after · the Jumna had taken its present 
direction. If the Hakra and Nara formed a continuous 
independent river, rwming to the sea, it was so . probably only 
as long as the Jumna discharged into it. It seems doubtful 
whether the whole volume of the Sutlej ever took this course. 
Such indications as remained when the question was first investi- . 
gated rather suggest that only a portion of this river Bowed into 
the Hakra. The various channels between the Sutlej and the 
Hakra were probably carrying only overspill in the immdation 
season, but doing so with fair regularity. The "deltaic regionu 
about Dirawar records, in my view, the period when the Hakra 
had ceased to carry a perennial stream, and was receiving only 
such spill water. 

The fact that the Nara is now a low valley-line and that 
when· (trst observed it bore none of the signs of an alluvial 
river, docs not prove that the terminal stream of the Indus 
never took · this course; but only .that it has not done so for a 
very long period of time-at least so long as it m�y have taken 
to build up the higher plain to the westward. If it ever took 
the line of the Nara it would not have abandoned it except for 
a lower line. · 
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For the practical purposes of historical geography, then, 
as distinct from g�ology, we feel bound to look upon the Nara 
rather as a regular spill-channel of the Indus , receiving its supply 
from several points, the highest probably opposite the juncti0n of 
the Panjab rivers with the Indus. 

Thus as far as the historical period is concerned, it would seem 
that the Hakra and the Nara depended on different sources for 
their supply. The gap between Dirawar, where the influence of 
the Sutlej spill into the Hakra seems to end, and Ghauspur� where 
the depression leading down to the Nara begins, is certainly 
supposed to be traversed by a continuation of the Hakra. It is 
now so overspread with drift S<Jnd that the channel cannot, I 
believe, be actually traced throughout. This part of the "Lost 
river" would seem then to belong to the relatively remote period 
when the J umna discharged to the westward as already mentioned, 
and the HLost rivcr"-aided probably by a branch of the Sudej� 
reached the sea. 

Independent evidence of this former continuity exists in the 
reappearance of the name 'Hakra' � by which the lowest reach of 
the "Lost river" in south eastern Sind� is known to this day. 
Yet the country people along its banks regard this, as their brethren 
in Middle and Upper Sind regard the Nara and its feeders the 
Ra.ini and W ahlnd.a, as nothing more than a flood channel from 
the Indus. 

NOTES 

I. In actual fact, the channel 1till to be seen dose to Bahmawbad, and at other _point! 

(often under other names) above and below that place, does not derive from the Nara but 
comes down with a general course slightly westward of the wcstcm edge of the Regi�tan, 

f;Ottesponding broadly with the modern Mir \Vah and Nasrat canal. 

2. ]. R. A. S. , Vol. I (1834), pp. 20-«. 

3. · Sec e.g. Cu�ngha m ,  Ancie11t Gtotrapny <if Ini/11, pp. 25 1-2 :ind map; McCria.d!e, 
A11ciem J,,c/ia (Aman) ; Tarn, Almmdrr t� Grf'44 Vol. t, pp. 103-,f.; C. C. Davies, 

An Historical Atlas of the Indian Peninsula, Map No. 4. I 4. A Mtmolr of a Map (1! the Eastern Bra11cl1 t1f tht Indus, by Lieut. Alexander · Burnes 

(Government Lithograph Pres.,, Bombay, 1 8a8), para 1 2 ;  Supplemenury Memoir, lbifi., 
paras s, 6, n .  
5 .  Capt. W .  Pottinger, Memoir on Sind�. t8J2, para, Tiit Narra/1 or Nallah ; Lieut. dcl 
Hoste, Memoir on Sitldc, 1 832, para, The Pooran. 
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6. SR.B�G .. , XLV, New Seric1, (18s7), pp. 1-5. 

7. I6id., p. :MS. 
I. Ibitl., p. 44-
9. R. B. Buckley, lrrigdlio" Works ef I114ia. 1 8&o. pp. IS S-6. 

10. RavCny Ultl the term "Milmm' for the terminal streani ,r:.f the Indus, and regards the · 

Indus above the conftuence of the Panjab riven as a mere "trlbutaryt o£ the Mibnn. 

· u. Tlrt Rlwr C�rsa of 1l1t · Pmlje t.tnd Sind. (lfldidn Anliq"'"1• 193.a). 
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T H E  VAL U E  OF THE WORKS OF T H E  M E PI AEVAL A RAB1 . 
GEOGRA PH ERS WITH REGARD TO 'SI N O  · 

Considering that the Arabs and their Muslim successors were 
in possession of Sind and Baluchistan and in continuous contact 
with the adjoining countries from the early part of the eighth· 
tentury A.D., it must be recognized that their g�ographical 
conceptions of this region, as they appear in works written several 
centuries later, are remarkable for vagueness and inaccuracy. .The 
fact is that the Muslim writers were not at pains to find a scientific 
basis for their geography, and there is little sign of progress among 
them over a period of three or four centuries, during which the 
general stock of knowledge available must ha"e increased and 
early errors should have been corrected. 

· The inadequacy of the · Arab geographers is displayed in their 
cartography : the maps of Sind accompanying the works of Al 
Istakhri and Ibn Hauqal are destitute of Scale and make no attempt 
to reproduce even approximately the bearings of the coastline 
or other natural features. The bye-river encircling Mansura is 
crudely indicated, but one map fixes the city fa�"Jf on the left bank 
of the main river, and the other on the right bank of the branch. 

rtineraries 'Vere. the staple material of thC5e as of all early 
writen on geography, but the Arabs do not 5CCm to have 
appreciated the importance of obtaining even approxin1ate bear� .  
ings from point to point, or of working to an easily recognizable : 

. standard of distance. . 
Professor Hodivala fa.illy remarks in this regard� uthese • 

much-heralded itineraries have not fulfilled the hopes entertained 
.at their first publication, of shedding welcome light on the 
historical geography of S�d an.d Balu�hista�. T�eX have served , 
rather to obscure the . subject than to tllununate it. z· 

It was not the fault of the geographers that the measllre of 
distance they usedJ the farsakh, was ·differently reckoned in 
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different districts ; and we may be grateful at least that Ibn 
Khurdadbih, Al Masudi and Al Beruni all inform us what their 
own ordinary standard was. But when we apply these standards 
the result is usually to produce serious contr�dictions. For 
instance, Al Masudi gives the distance between Multan and 
Mansura as "75 farsakhs each of eight miles'�.  This wouid . 
approximate to about 600 English miles.3 Al Berwu 'makes it 
fifty farsakhs, and as his standard was 16000 cubits, or somewhat 
over 4! miles to a farsakh, the result is only about 225 miles. 
The real distance is about 360 English miles. Al Istakhri says that 
the same two places are 12 days' journey apart, which again 
2ppears to be an underestimate. 

A "day's journey" is, naturally, the other measure of distance 
habitually used by these writers ; but it is obviously subject to great 
variations, according to the method of travel , the convenience 
of halting places, the ttyle of country �raversed, and the like. 
Though the relatively late writer Al Idrisi tells us that he reckons 
an ordinary stage at thirty miles and a long day's journey at 
forty nule.s, these . standards cannot be Wliform, and generally 
produce errors if applied to itineraries which include two identi
fiable plac.es. 4 

Faced by such discrepancies with regard to distances between 
known places, we cannot expect the itineraries to enable us to 
locate the w1known place names. Most of these themselves have 
to be guessed, since many of the manuscripts and maps omit 
the diacritical points� permitting half a dozen or more variant 
readings. We cannot but suspect, too, that the copyists have 
frequently failed to reproduce their original letters, which are so 
easy to mistake. The Arabic and Persian scripts are probably 
more vulnerable than any others in dm respect. 

If there is one physical feature of North West India which 
any geographer with opportunities for �btaining locil informa
tion might be expected to record with care, it is the relationship 
of the five rive,rs of the Panjab inter se and with the Indus. 
Ptolemy's accurate delineation of these is remarkable : he had ll� 
the descriptions of the country by Aristobulus and Megasthenes 
to good effect, and had almost certainly obtained up to �te 
information to test and supplement them. I may record by way 
of contrast what is said of the tributaries of the Indus by the Arab 
geographers , in their chronolog�cal order of writing. Al Masudi 
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mentions the Raid (Ravi) , Hatil ( �Biah) , Kabul, and Kashmir 
(Jhelwn) , but not the Chenab or the Sutlej .  Al Istaklui gives 
only one of the rivers, naming it the Sind Rud. Ibn Hauqal 
knows of two, which he calls the Sind Rud or Sandaruz and the 
Jand Rud or Jandaruz. These names, as Hodivala shows, 
probably represent the Sutlej · and the united Chenab which is 
now. known as the Tri:nab. s  

I t  h as  to be borne in mind that these three writers had all 
travelled in the Indus valley. Al Berwli .enumerates all five 
rivers under their proper names, which he draws from Sanskrit 
sources, and though in his tabulation he transposes the Ravi and 
Beas, with the notes that the former flows· east of Multan and the 
latter west of it, he partially corrects this in his description� 
stating that the Beas flows east of Mu.itan.6 Raverty lays an 
undue stress on the slip, su�h as it is, obviously to discredit Al 
Beruni' s :iuthority ; for unless his dear statement that the Sutlej 
joins the Indus by way of the Pa1ajnad is rejected, the great 
Mihran-Hakra theory falls to the ground.7 But in fact greater 
reliance should be placed upon Al Beruni, s statements in this 
mattet than on those of other writers-not only because he 
resided for a time at Multan, but in view of the clear evidence 
of research throughout his work, and of his scientific and critical 
approach to his subject as a whole. 

Al Idrisi, with all that lus predecessors had written available 
to him, shows himself notably lacking in these qualities ; his 
industry, however creditable, is discounted by the absence of the 
selective faculty �a Thus he ignores Al Beruni, and is content . to 
mention that there were two tributaries of the Indus-apparently 
relying on Ihn Hauqal, though without even reproducing the 
name.� mentioned by him.9 And Muslim writers of sµcceeding 
centuries continue to show strange ignorance or carelessness in 
this · matter. 

The habit of uncritical copying of the statements of former 
writers is in fact so comm.on that apparent confirmation of 
statements is often valuefoss. For instance, Yakut in his great 
geographical dictionary written in the firs� half of the thirteenth 
century A.D. gives us numerous interesting details of. Mansura in 
Sind : 10 but we have only to compare what was st:flted of the 
place by Al Masudi and other writers of the tenth century to see 
that Yakut's facts are directly borrowed from them. All that we 
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hear of Mansura in ·contemporary chronicles indicates that it had 
· lost its old importance ·by the beginning of the thirteenth century : 
certainly it did not then possess a king of Qureishi origin, whose 
forbears had long exercised authority there. This . is as if 
Baedeker's guide to Europe for 196 1 were to state that France is 
under the rule of a king of the Bourbon family. . 

I have not thought it necessary to make reference in the 
text of this volume to the town called by the Arab geographers 
Manhatara or Manhabari, as it seems to have been of no impor
tance in Sind history. But what they say about this one place 
(if it was only one) serves to illustrate most of the faults already 
rncntioned. 

In the first place its name is far from certain : in addition 
to the alternatives _already given, it may have been Manjabari. 
Its position on the map belonging to the Ashkalu-1-Bilad is dear 
enough, and accords with what is stated by Al Istakhri and �n one 
passage by Ibn Hauqal : on the west of the Mihran, nearly opposite 
Mansura. 1 1  But Ibn Hauqal in another passage states that it lay 
on the route to Qannazbur in Makran, and �wo stages from 
Debal, 12 which would remove it to somewhat the position 
occupied on the same map by Kambali, and several days' joum�y 
from the river. Al !drisi locates the place three days from 
Sharusan (Schwan) , six from Firabuz (Qannazhur) a�d two from 
Debal Oil the. way to Firabuz. IJ ' . 

Haig and Holdich conclude that there were two places of 
the same name ; thus Al Istakhri may be supposed to have referre-d 
to one, Ibn Hauqal to both (without distinguishing them) while 
Al Idrisi mixed up the two : the latter's "three days from Schwan" 
connecting with Al Istakhri' s Manjabari, and the rest of his remarks

. with the second Manjabari of Ibn Hauqal, i.e. ,  that which was on 
the road from Dcbal to Makran. 

Professor Hodivala thinks .that the place was one, and that 
the second of Ibn Hauqal's directions is correct : viz. ,  two 
days from Dehal on the road to Qannazbur. The in4ications 
from Mansura and Nirw1 he ascribes to copyists' errors-the 
author being presumed in each instance to have · written . 

"Q b " annaz ur · .  
Hodivala suggests that Manhabari . may be identical with 

Bhambora, which is not otherwise mentioned by these writers 
, and, according to Richard Burton, was also known as Manhara. 14 
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This is a reasonable suggestion for one set of directions, · but it 
does not seem to me that the other set will fit in, even if arbitrarily 
altered as Hodivala proposes. · · · 

It is something of a curiosity to see in j uxtaposition the various 
locations st1ggested for Marihahari. by modem commentators :
McMttrdo :- in Rupah Pargana (the south of Shahdadpur taluka. 

This agrees with Haig' s · placing of one of his 
presumed two Manhabaris) . 

Cunningham:- Tatta. 
Rnverty:- possibly, near ·Badin ; (he considers but rejects 

Manjhand) . · 

Hodivala:- Bhambora. 
!faig:- not far from Karachi; (for the other of his two). 

Thus between them they 'box the . compass' round an area 
approaching two thousand square miles. 15 We may condemn 
Cunningham and Raverty for su�cumbing in this instance to the 
inft uence of their own special theories : but such aberrations. 
became possible only because of the negligence of the original 
authorities. 

NOTES . 

· I. By "Arab" I mean the Muslim author� who wrote their work,s .in. Arabic. 

2. Studits i11 lt1tfo-M11slim History, p. 30. . 
3. Hodivala remarks that. j\.1asudi sc-ems to have equated his Sindhi Farsakh with the 
"double . Yojana" (see Appendix B, in Cunningham's Ancient Geography of India, .pp. 
571-6). He also uses an ordinary farsakh of about half the length of the Sindhi variety, 
and if that were applied here the result would be near�r the truth (Hodivala, p, 28). 
4. Hodivala, pp. 30-32. 
:i· Mamj-uz-Zahab, trs. A. Sprenger, pp. 3 8 1-2. Elliot, I, pp. J.2-3, 30, 40 ; Hodivala, 
� 3�� -
6. Tarilth-ul-Hind, ed. E: Sachau, Vol. I, pp. 258-26o. 
7. Mi/Iran, pp. 219-220. 
8. Hodivala, pp. 59-6<>. 
9. Elliot, I, p. 83 ; Hodivala, pp. 64-.s. 

10. Trs. Barbier de M�ynard. Paris, 1861, pp. 546-7. 
I I .  Elliot, I, p. 37. 
u. Ibid., p. 40. . 
13. Elliot, I, pp. 79':"80. Firabuz, or Qannazbur; was probably Panjgur. Hodivlta, p. 63. 
14. Hodhcala, pp. 36-8. 

15. McMurdo, An Accou11t of the C°"""f of SinJh, ttc., ]. R. A. S., Vol. I, p. 2.3J i Haig, 
Indus Dtlta � Country, p. 68. Cunningham, Atllitrit Gt11graphy of lndid, p . .i89; Raverty1 

Mihran, pp. 2.27-9 and notes. Hodivala, lcit. cit., Haig, Indus Dtlta Country, pp. 67-8. 
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Aban Shah (hill) , 47, n 3 .  
Aberia (Abhira) , 1 3 5 , 1 4 1 , 142 .  
Abu,  mount ,  2. 
Aegean Sea , I I  3 .  

A-fan-t' u ,  1 49 , l 5 0. 

Afghanistan , 2 1 l .  
Africa ( N  .) , 79. 
Agor creek , 1 3 5 , 1 3 6.  

Agror , 1 5 8 .  

Ahmed Band , 5 3 , 63 . 

Akar ( � =Bakhar) 1 82 .  

A 

"Alexander' s Harbour" , u 7, n9,  120, 1 2 , .  
Ali Murad, 5 6, 86. 
Allahabad (in Sind) , I 9 I .  
Allahbandar, 230. 
alluvial riyers, action of, (�c also Indus) , 17-19, 20-22. 
Amilano,· 86.  

Amri , 5 7, 5 8 ,  67, 8 5 .  

Amru (m.) 4 I .  
Angai Nai , 42, 49, 65 . 
Apocopi (m.) (see Aravalli) , 2, 140. 
Arabia (S .) , l 3 3 .  
Arabian Sea , 2 3 , 79, 1 3 3 ·  

Arabis (r .) ( =Hab) , 1 23 ,  124, 127, 1 3 8 , 1 39 .  
Arakhotos Krenc, 1 3 8 .  
Aral (r.) , 2 8 ,  8 2 ,  1 39, 1 4 1 ,  1 56. 
Aravalli (range) , 2, 140. 
Arabis (town) , 1 39· 
Arbita (ms.) , 109,  l 39, 1 41 , 1 42 .  
Areia ,  1 3 8 .  
Ari Pir, 66. 
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Armail ( =Armabel) , 1 5 7· 
Aror ( =Alor) , 46, 100� 108, 143 , 1 47, 162, 163 ,  172, 173 , 17-4, 1 75 

1 76, 177, 179, 1 8 1 ,  1 83 , 2 10, 216,  229, 230, 23 3 . \ 
Asia ,  Central , 2o6, 21 1 .  
Askandah ( =Askalandusa) , 164. 
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Assuan (Egypt) , 22. 
A-tien-p'o-chih-lo, 1 48 ,  1 49. 

Badah, 1 43 , l 5 0 . 
Badban, 230. 
Badin, 1 73 ,  1 89, 24 1 . 
Badro (range) , 42 . 
Baghar, 27, 1 5 3 , 1 88 ,  1.93 , r97. 
Baghrur, 1 5 8 ,  1 6 3 . 
Bagodero, 26. 

B 

Bahawalpur (State) , 26, 1 90, 223 , 23 I . 
Bahlur, 64. 
Bahmanabad ( =Bahmanwa, Bhambra-jo-Thul) , 1 43 ,  1 5 3 :  1 5 5 ,  1 59,  

160, 1 6 1 ,  1 62,  1 79, 1 80, 1 86, 229,  230.  
Bahrur, 1 5 8 , 1 59 ·  
Bakhar ( =Bukkur) Island, 19, 3 4, 46, 1 3 7 ,  1 5 8 ,  1 75 ,  1 76, 1 8 1 ,  1 82 ,  

1'8 3, , 1 84, 229, 23 2 . 
Gap, 3 3 . 80, 1 76; 1 79, 1 82 ,  23 3 . 
' Sarkar' of Moghal Empire, i90. 

Ba l uchistan, 2, 3 , 5 2, 5 3 ,  56 ,.78 ,  79 , 83 , 84, 8 5 ,  I I4 , 2061 2 3 7. 
coast of, l 14.  

Bandhani (Nai) , 42, 59.  
Bandc-ji-Qabar (m.) , 40. 
Bano, 1 43 · . 
Baran Nai , 43 , 44, 5 6, 66. 
Barbarikon, 1 3 4, 1 3 6 , 142 , 196. 
Barkhan , 1 5 0. 
Barmer, 6, 1 1 .  
Baror Pass , 65 . 
Barygaza, 1 3 5 .  
Basmeid, 143 . 
Bath Island (Karachi) , 196. 
Batiyah, 163 . 
Bawarij , 1 87. . 

Beas (r.) ( � Bfah; �yphasis) ,  I05 , I06,  1 3 3 , 1 3 7, 163 , 1 64, - 1 78 , 1 89 , 
23 9. 

Begari canal, 193 . 
Bela (of Las), 63 . 
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.Beli Thap, 66. 

Bengal , 207. 
Bet, 1 5 3 ,  1 54� 1 5 8. 
Bhambor, 1 84, 1 86, 23 0, 240. 
Bhambra-jo-Thul (see Bahmanabad) . 
Bharatavarsha, 208 . 

Bhatia, 1 72. 
Bhatinda, 3 I .  
Bhatlor, i 5 7. 
Bhatnir, 3 I .  

Bhawar, 3 0. 
Bhit (range) , 42. 
Bibakta, I I 7, I I 8 .  

Bihra , 1 77· 
Bikanir, 7,  l I, 1 64. 

Binagara , 1 42,· 143 · . 
Birar (pc;ninsula) , 125 , 126. 
Bolan Pass , 2,  1 08 ,  1 8 3 . 
Bolan (r.) , 1 3 7, 1 3 8 . 

Bombay, � 1 8 .  
Bonis, 143 . 

Bubak, 82. 
Budh-jo-Takar, 47. 

Budh Nohbahar,  162.  
Budhan , 1 56. 

�Jlµdhiah (Nudhiah) (province) , 156, 1 57, 1 5 8. 
Bugti Hills (see Marri-Bugti cowitry) , 1 3 7. 
B ukkur (sec Bakhar). 
Burdeka, 212. 
Butaihat-al-Sharqi , 1 73 .  

Cairo, 3 ,  22. 

Caucasus (m.) , 50. 
Ceylon, 1 3 3 ,  1 3 7. 

Chandko, 212. , 

c 

Chanhudaro, 62, 80, 8 1 ,  83 , 89. 
Cheh-ka (l'rovincc) , 1 52, 164. 
Chenab (r.) , (Acesines) , 29, 103 ,  105,  1o6, 107, 163 ,  1_64, 239. 

' Chitma Creek (Karachi) , 196. · 

. 
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Chitang (r.) , 3 0, 3 1 ,  91 ,  23 2, 23 3 .  
Chitor, 164, 165 .  
Chotan , 1 1 .  
Chryson (m. of  Indus) , 140. 
Chuma, (I.) , 1 23 . 
Clifton (Karachi) , u7, 120. 
Cutch (Kachchh) , 5, JO, I I ,  1 3 , 1 3 5 ,  148, 1 54, 1 59, 1 72,  1 87, 192,  

193 , 194, 2 1 5 ,  216, 217, 223 , 23 0. 
, Rann of, 2, 10, 1 1., 3 2,  46, 89, 1 1 1 ,  1 3 5 , 140, 1 63 , 1 73 ,  
1 88 ,  1 89, 190, 192, 193 , 210, 229, 2 3 3 . 
, Gulf of, 1 3 5 ,  141 .  

Daddar Nai, 4 r .  
Dadha Wah, 1 5 8 ,  162. 
Dadu, 226. 
Dahar Wah, 3 4. 
Dalur, 1 59, 160, 1 79. 

D 

Damb Buthi, 59, 60; 6 1 ,  67, 86. 
Daphro (range) , 43 . 
Darang Pass, 42. 
Darwat Pass, 44. 

· Daryaro, 39,  40. 

Dasht (r.) , 1 3 9. 
Debal ,  148,  1 5 3 ,  1 5 5 ,  162, 1 72,  1 84,  1 85 , 1 86, 196, 230, 240. 
Deccati, 5 5 ,  1 3 7. 
Depar Ghanghro, 1 59, 160, 161 . 
Dera Ghazi Khan, 1 79,  1 80, 2 1 8 .  
Derajat, 1 47. 
Dcrawal (Dirawar) , 3 1 ,  190, 229, 234, 23 5 . 
Dero Mohbat (Madi) , 1 87. 
Desvi, 86. 
Dhal, 67. 
Dhalila, 1 5 8, 1 59, 161 ,  165. 
Dhamrao, 143 . 
Dihayat (Dehat) , 1 5 8 .  
Diji-ji-Takri, 80. 
Diul Sind, 1 S 3 ,  196. 
Divana, 66. 



Dost Ali, .26. 
Drangiana (province) , 1 3 8 . 
'Drarens' , 8 . 
Drib Dethri, 10, 87, 88 .  
Dumbar (range), 43 . 
Durreji, 66. 

lndtx I 

E 
Egypt, 3 ,  5 ,  24, IOI ,  103 9 1 12, 1 3 3 .  

'Y owig Egypt' , 3 .  
Biros, u 7, u 8, 123 . 
Etesian winds, 103 . 

Fa-la-na, I 50. 
Fars (Persia) , 1 85 .  
Firabuz (Qannazbur) , .240. 
Frontier District, 26. 
Fuleli-, 192. 

Gadani , 125 . 
Gagu, 1 25 . 

F 

Gaj Nai, 3 8 , 4 1 ,  42, 43 , 45 , 58, 78. 
Gandhara, IOI, 223 . 
Ganges (r.) , and basin of, 1 7, 70, 7oi-, 105 ,  1 3,._, 206, 207. 
Ganjo Takar, I I ,  1 12, 192. 
Garhi Yasin, .21 3 .  
Garre Pass, 42. 

· .Gaz (hill), 43 ,  6.6. 
Gcdrosia ( =Makran) , 5 1 .  
Ghag�ar (r.) , 29, 91 .  
Ghar (branch oflndus) , 27, 72, 109, 1 j7, 1 39. 
Ghara (lower Suilej) , 178,  189. 
Gharo Bhiro, 89, 90. 
Gharo creek, 23 , 46, 1 84, 197. 
Ghauspur, 26, 3 0, 3 1 , 140, 190, .2.29, 23 5 .  
Ghazi Shah, 45,  85 .  
Ghazni, 1 50. 
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Ghizri creek, 45 ,  1 20. 
Ghizri (hill}, I I7, 1 20. 
Gorag (m.) , 42. · 
Gozbani, 3 8 , 54. 
Gttjerat, 1 3 ,  2 1 8 .  · 

Gttjo (see also Tharro Gujo) ,  1 ·1 8 , 1 20, 1 2·7, 1 84. 
Gumal (r.) , 1 3 8 , 150. 
Guni (branch of Indus) , I 89. 
Gurjara, 1 47. 
Guru (m.) , 42. 

H 
Hab (r.) ( = Arabis) , 2, 44, 45 ,  63 , 65 ,  1 23 , 124, 125 ,  126, i 27, 2 1 7. 
Hakra, 29, 30, 3 1 , 32 , 34, 88 , 89, 90, 9 1 , 105 , 1-06, no, 140, 1 63 , 1 64, 

175 , ' 176, 1 77, 1 78 , 1 79. 1 89, 190, 19 1 , 192, 193 , 194, 
229, 23 1 ,  232 , 23 3 , 234, 23 5 .  

Hala ,  34. 
Halakhandi, 23 0. 
Old Hala , 1 9 1 .  · 

Halej i (dhandh) , 45 .  
Harappa, 57 ,  70, 7 1 ,  74 , 77, 78 , 1 72. 
Harbab Pass, 40. 
Hariari, 29. 
Hari Rud, 1 3  8. 

Haro (range) , 1 26. 
Hashim (m.) , 41 . 
Helmand (r.) , 1 3 8 . 
Himalaya , 1 8 , 74. 
Hind, Hindu, 101 , 1 52. 
Hindustan , 100, 1 59. 
H ingol (r .) ; 1 26, 1 27, 1 3 5 . 
Hinidan, 217. 
Hor Batt, I 26. 
Hyderabad (Sind) , 3 , 1 2, 44, 47, 1 12 , 149, 1 5 5 ,  1 89, 191 , 192. 

Ibrahim Hydari, 1 19, 120, 121 . 
India , in modem sense, 50, 1 3 3 .  

I 

in sense used by ancient Persians and Greeks , IOI ' 102·, I 52; 



Indt:x I 

Indian Ocean ,  (=Erythra�an Sea) , 1 34. 

INDUS river 
other names of, in use at various periods :-...;.;. 

Jihun , 152. . · · 

Mihran (Mehra) , 3 3 ,  100, 1 52, I Sai-, l,56, 1 57; 1 58, 1 59, 1 6 1 ,  1 62, 
163 , 172, 1 73 ,  1 80, 1 85 .  

Mitho Darya, 16, 62. 
Panj-ab, 1 83 .  . . 
Sindhu, Sind, 1 .  1 83 ,  185 .  

' Sea of Sind' , 1 87. 
A�i-Sind, 1 37, 190. 

Sinthos,. 1, 1 34. 
Sin-tu, · 147. 
gave Sind its name� I . . 
the maker of (alluvial) Sind� I �  179 18 ,  w, :i4? 2s�, io3 . 
Barrages :- . · , ,  . 

Sukkur (Lloyd) Barrage ;md ca:rnahr 1 5 ,  25 �  2!:\ 7"-� ns� · 194� 
196. 

Other barrages� 194. 
Basin of, 70. 
Behaviour, ·idiosyncracy of: 19t f I ;S .' 
Branches� 27, 28, 29� 109� 137� 14op 1 $ 3 �  154, . 1 59, 1 60!1 161. !. ift8 r  

190� 192,, . ,.,. 
Canals, irrigation from, lSt::l·;. 1193 , 194. 
Comparison with Nile, 3 ,  .22r. 23 �. 24. I u. 
Course :-

former courses of, 25, 34, : 143 �  160, 162�  1 89� 191 . 
changes of course, effects of� 17p 1 8 ; 34, 3 5 ,  81 �  82, 104, 105; 

174, 175, 1 87, 190, 191 , 192, 193 , 19s-. 
. . 

· course through Bukkur gap, 19, 20, 3 3 �  46, 72, 1 79, 1 8�, 18j .  
Ddta , I I , 1 6 ,  20, 2 1 , .2.2 , 23 , 24, 25 ,  27, 299 34-s 47, 74� 102 , I04, 

105 ,  Io6, 107, 109, 1 10, I I I '  I 12, u4, u7, I X  8,. n9, 
122, 1 3 5 , 1 36, 1 37, 139, I.p ,  r42, 143 , 148, 1 54, 1 58p 
1 87, 1 88 , 1 89, 193 , 194, 195, 197� 217, 223 , 230. 

Embankments along, 23 , .2·5 ,  103 j  194· 
Navigation, 90, 101 , 107, 1 34, 195 ,  196, 197. 
Overspills and Roods from, 19, 20, 2•, 26, 27,

'
28,  75 , 103, 1 52,  1su . 
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Plain of Lower Indus, I ,  2, 3 ,  1 5 ,  20, 24. 
profile of, I,  3 2 .  
"valley lines" along edges of, 32 ,  3 3 ,  1 3 7· 

Seasonal inundation , 3,  1 5 ,  16 ,  1 52.  
Silt-burden , 18,  19, 21,  22, 24.  
Velocity , 1 8 , 1 1 1 .  
Volume (discharge) , 1 8 , 22, 24, 2 5 ,  72 , 1 1 3 ,  1 34. 
Width, 1 5 ,  1 8 ,  19 ,  104,  106. 

Iraq, 5 .  
Ishbahar, l 5 4 .  . 

Jacobabad, 2 1 8.. 
Jaipur (in Rajputana) , 209. 
Jaipur , Ja iwar (in Sind) , 1 5 8 . 
Jaisalmir , 1 0, I I , 3 1 ,  1 40, 1 65 .  
Jakhrao , 3 4. 
Jalwali ,  1 59, 1 60, 1 6 1 . 
Jamrao canal, 1 94. 
'Jamrao Head', 2,  3 4,  I IO, 23 0. 
Janani , l 83 . 
Januj i ,  3 0. 
Jasam, 1 65 .  
jati , I 5 .  

J 

Jhalawan (province of Baluchistan) , 49 � 54, 57 ,  61 , 62,  63 , 65 ,  66, 
1 4 8 , 149, l) I, I 5 7, 

'
206. 

Jha1rgar ware, 89. 
Jhelum (r .) , = (Hyda�pes) , 103 , 1 07, 164, 23 9 . .  
Jherrak, 47, 2 1 7 . 
Jhim , 1 5 4, , 1 5 8 . 
Jhimpir, 1 5 4 .  
Jhukar, 8 3 .  

- w are , 89. 
Jihun (r.) , { =Mehran) ,  I 5 2. 

(see also Indus) . 
Jodhpur, 197· 

Jone ( = Jhun) , 2 3 0. 

Jumna {r.) , 3 0, 9 1 ,  23 2, 2 3 3 , 234 �  23 5 . 
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K' 
Kahana, 1 24. 
Kabul (r.) , 1 0 1 , 1 3 7, 1 5 0, 239. 
Kachhi (province of Baluchistan) , 2, 3 ,  1 08,  1 3 7, 1 3 8, 1 40, 1 83 ,  2 1 1 ,  

2 1 8 , 223 . , 
Kachho; 2, 49, 62, 63 , 78 , 79, 84, 2 1 7. 
Kachrak (m.) , 40. 
Kafiristan , 1 5 0. 
Kai, 59, 60. 
Kaikanan, Kaikan ,  1 5 0, 1 5 1 ,  1 52 .  
Kaio (I.) , 1 24. 

. 

Kairaj ,  Kurij ,  1 6 5 .  
Kakar, 1 56.  
Kakar Bukera , l 5 3 . 
Kakario (m.) , 4 i .  
Kalari , 1 73 .  
Kalri (branch of Indus) , 27, 1 8 8,  1 93 · 
Kambali, 240. 
Kamigara , 1 43 .  
Kambu (range) , 44. 
Kan bah, l 56. 
Kandahar, 1 5 0. 
Kandhi W ahi, 59. 
Kandhkot (Taluka) , 1 05 .  
Kandiaro (Taluka) , 1 5 8 . 
Kara (m.) , 44. 
Karachi, 3 , 44, 45 , 5 0, 7 1 ,  I I 7, n 8, 1 20, 1 2 1 , 1 22, 1 27, 1 49, 1 96, 

1 97, 2 1 7, 223 ' 24 r .  
Karbhai dhandh, 1 62.  
Karcha t , 86.  
Kariphron (mouth of Indus) , 1 40. 
Karkawan � Kirkanan , 1 5 1 ,  1 5 7· 
Karmania ( =Kirman) , 1 3 9· 
Kanm (r.) (Persia) , 52.  
Karunjhar (hill) , I I ,  46. 
Kashmir, 1 52,  1 64, 165 .  
Kashmor , 26, 1 05 ,  1 3 8 , 1 40. 
Kasimpur bund, 26. 
Kaspatyros, 1 01 . 
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Kathiawar, 5 �  1 3 5 ,  141 , 2 1 5 ,  216. 
Kaumara, 1 1 7. 
Kelat, 60. 

-State, 197. 
Khadeji Nai, 45. 
Khairpur hills, 20. 

= Rohri hills, 1 4 1 , 174. 
Khairpur Mir Wah, 8 1 .  
Kharakbandar, 123 .  
Khenji  Nai , 3 9, 4 1 ,  48.  
Khinjar dhandh, 45. 
Khipro, 13 ,  32 .  
Khirthar {range) ,  3 8-43 , 47� 48,  54, 6·1 , 64, 65 ,  80, 1 399 149. 
Khodabad, 230. 
Khude {range) , 65 . 
Khudro creek, 197. 

_ Kiamari , I 17. 
Kei {ka)-chi-ssu-fa-lo, 148. 
Ki-kiang-na, I 50. 
Killuta, {I.) , I I.2, I 1 3 ,  I 16.  
Kinnauj ,  164. 
Kirman (see Karmania}. 
Kohistan,  3 , 3 8-46, 47-9, so� 5 5 ,  56, 63 ,  64, 66� 78, 85,  I I9, 207" 
Kokala , 124, 1 2.5 �  I26s 1 27. 
Kolah, 143 . 
Koreestis, I I 7. 
Kori creek, 23 , 1 3 5 ,  1 73 ,  193 . 
Kori-j i-Mut (m.), 40. 
Kotak {r.) ,  (bran ch of Indus) , . I  5 3 .  
Kotarash, 54, 56, 5 7, 59 . 
Kotasur, 80. 
Kot Diji, 50. 
Koteshwar , 1 .48 . 
Kotiro Warkclok, 64, 65. 
Kot Lalu, 226. 
Kotri, 44 , 72, 2 1 7. 
Krokala,  n 7, 127, 143 . 

· Kudwala� 3 I ,  234 . 
Kulli, 57. 



Kundraj (Kanrach), 63 , 65 . 
Kurdistan, I 52. 
K.urukshetra, 208. 
Kusdar, 1 5 1 ,  1 57. 
Kutc-j i-Qabar (m.) , 40" · 

InJex I 

L 
Lahari, 1 83 ,  1 85,  1 86, 187, 188� 189, 1960 
Lahore, 71 . 
Lahoribundcr, 1 86. 
Lahri (r.), 1 37. 
Lakhan.;.ji-Khand, 48. 

.. . .  . ·�· . 

Lakhani (m.), 39· · 
Lakhl (place), 4S (depression, N. W. &om Sukkur), J._. - - (range), 4, 43 , 44, 49, s1. 141, 174. 
Lakhiyo, 62, 82. 
Lakhpat, 189. 
Lal Chatto (Tribni), Ba, 83 .. 
Lalan j i  Mari ,  59. 79 . 
Lang-kic (ka)-lo, 148, 149. 
Larkana {town and district), .26, 71, 73, 7.ft 150, 183..  . 
Las ('Las Bela,) , 3 , 4S • S3, 136, 139; 148, IV/, 209, a17, UJ. 
Leilan, 44. 
Lian (in Las), 125. 
Libyan desert, 3 .  . 
Lohano Dhoro, 143, I s8, 16o, 162, 230& 
.Lohri, 8.2, 85 . 
Lohum-jo-daro, 80, 83 0 
Loi Nai, 65. 
Lonibare (mouth of Indus), 140. 
Loralai, 1 s 1 .  
Luharani, Loh.arani, 1 54, 17a, 185, 186; 187 .. 
Lundi Butbi, 6o. 
Luni (Lavani) (r.), 140. 

Machal (m.), 3 9. 
Machhko, 2 1 8. 
Madi But, 82. 
Mahfuza, 160, 161 . 

M 
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Makli hi lls , 47, 1 1 3 ,  1 1 8 , 1 88 .  
Makran (Gedrosia) , 5 ,  5 1 ,  52, 57, 58 ,  6 1 ,  62, 148 ,  1 50, 1 5 2, 1 57, 1 87, 

209, 2 10, 2 1 7, 240. 
Malabar coast, l 3 3 .  
Malana (Ras Malan) , 1 26, 1 27. 
Malir, 45 , 1 20. 
Maliri (range) , 43 . 
Malot (Marut) , 3 I .  
Manuo, 88 .  
Manchar Lake , 2 , 26, 28 ,  39 ,  42, 43 , 56 ,  62, 6 5 ,  66, 82, 8 3 ,  8 5 ,  1 02, 

1 3 7, 14 1 , 1 56, 206. 
Mango Pir, 45 . 
Manhatara (Manhabari, Manjabari) , 24<H . 
Manjhal (branch of  Indus) , 1 5 3 .  1 59, l6r .  
Manj hand, 1 1 ,  241 . 
Manora , 1 17, 1 20,  1 2 1 ,  1 22. 
Mansura, 1 54, 1 5 5 ,  1 59, 1 6 1 ,  1 72, 1 73 ,  1 80, 1 -8 1 ,  1 87 , 1 88 ,  209, 2 10, 

237 ,  23 8 ,  239, 240. 
Markanda (r.) , 30. 
Marri-Bugti country (cf. Bugti hills) , 42. 
Marwar, 3 ,  1 3 .  
Mazarani Nai, 41 . 
Mediterranean Sea ,  23 .  
Mehar (hill) , 44, 45 . 
Mehi (range) , 43 . 
Mehi (place in Baluchistan) , 57. 
Mesopotamia, 79. 
Miangun (m.), 39. 
Miani , battle of, 193 . 
Miani Hor, 1 24, 1 2 5 , 1 26, 1 27. 
Mihran of Sind, (see Indus) . 
Minnagar ( iBinagara) , 1 3 5 , 1 3 6, 142,  143 . 
Mirpur Bathpro, l 1 3 .  
Mirpur Khas, 1 43 ,  229. 
Mirpur Sakro, 1 54, 2 17 .  
Mithankot , 24 ,  140. 
Mithi (Taluka) , 89. 
Mithrao (near Jamrao Head) , 1 10. 
Mithrao canal, 19-4·  



Index I 

Mithrau,  Mithrahu (Rohri Divn .) , 3 l ,  1 40. 
Moghal Bhin, 1 89.  
Mohan Nai,  43 . 

2 5 5  

Mohcnjodaro, 1 ,  24, 5 7, 62 , 66 ,  70, 7 1 ,  73 -8 ,  80, 8 1 , 8 3 , 84, 8 5 ,  8 7, 
90, 9 1 , 1 5 0, 1 72 , 206. 

Mohmal, 26, 1 3 8 . 
Moj ,  1 5 6. 
Mol (hill and Nai) , 44, 45 . 
monsoon (S.W.) , 2, 4, 6, 7, 8 ,  I I , 5 5 ,  79 , 80, 90, I I 2,  I I 6,  l 1 9,  1 24,  

1 3 3 ·  
Monze , cape, I I 8 ,  1 2 3 . 
Morontobara (' Woman ' s Harbour') , 1 20, 1 22, 1 2 3 . 1 24 ,  1 3 5 , 1 3 9, 

1 49 .  
Mou-lo-san-pu-l u, 1 47, l 5 0 .  
Muhammad Tur, 1 75 ,  1 8 8 . 
Mulla (r . & pass) , 1 0 8 ,  r 3S ,  1 5 7·  
Multan (Mulasthanipura) , 1 47,  1 5 1 ,  1 5 2 ,  1 5 7,  1 63 , 1 64,  1 72 ,  1 82 , 

1 86,  23 8 ,  239 .  
Muradabad (Sind) , 1 9 1 .  
Musefari pass, 6 5 .  

Nagar Parkar , I I ,  46, 1 49, 2 1 7. 
Naig valley, 3 9 ,  42,  54 .  

N 

(place) , 5 9 ,  60, 67, 86 .  
Naiwal , 232.  
Na] (Baluchistan) , 5 7 ,  6 1 ,  62 , 1 5 1 .  
Naokot, 89,  1 8 8 . 
Nara ' river' & valley, 20, 26, 29, 3 0 ,  3 2, 3 3 ,  3 4 ,  8 8 ,  90, l 1 0, l I I ,  

1 59 , 1 62 , 1 76, 1 77, 1 90, 194, 229, 23 0, 23 1 , 23 2 , 2 3 3 , 2 3 4 . 
supply channel (1 8 59) , 46, 194· 

Nari Nai (Middle Sind) , 42 , 49. 
Nari (r.) , (Kachhi) , 1 3 7,  1 3 8 .  
Nasarpur, l 89, l 9 I . 
Nawabshah, 3 4, I I I . 
Nawa Nar (Karachi) , 122,  1 23 ,  1 24. 
Nerun , Ncrunkot� 1 5 2 ,  I 54,  l 5 5, l 5 8 ,  I 89,  1 92 .  
Nighand (m. ) ,  54.  
Nile (r.) , 3 ,  22,  24 , 1 3 3 .  
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Nohto, 89. 
Nubian desert, 7. 
Nundara (Baluchistan) , 57. 

Oraia, 1 3 5 ,  I 39, 
Orissa, 207. 
Ormara, 1 3 5 . 
Oyster rocks (Karachi). 120, 122. 

Pab (range) , 45, 65 , 
Pad Idan , 4. 
Pa gala, I 24. · 
Pai-jo-Kotiro, 67. 
Pakistan, soy 2 1 8 .  
Pangrio, 1 8 8 . 

0 

p 

Panjab, r �  1 8 , 7 1 ,  100, IOI , 1 03 ,  104, 1 37, i 52, 1 63 , 1 72, 1 75 ,  1 97,  
.:w8, 2 1 2j 2 1 3 ,  2 1 4, 2 1 5 ;  .i 1 6, 2 1 8 , 226, 23 1 ,  23 8 .  
(set also Panj.ab =river Indus , under Indus) .  

Panjn� (r.) . 24, 1 05 .  1 06� r 3 8 ,  140, 1 76, 1 90. 
Panj-nabi:yat; 1 64.  · 

Pasipeda, 143 . 
. �Pat' (desert) , 2, 1 5 . 
Pat, 1 89. 
P�tala, 107, no� J n ,  I I 3 ,  I I  4, I I  5, I 36, I.P i  T 491 2 3 0. 
Patalc (Patdene) s 109, 1 34, 1 4 1 . 142. 
Pataliputra , I 3 3 .  

Persia, 5 ,  52 ,  �48,  2 I I .  228.  
Persian monarchy, I9L 

Phor (estuary) ,  125,  126, 136. 
Phusi pass, 42, 86. 
Pinyari, 27, 143 . 
Pir Lakha. 46.  
Pir Mashak (Shah Hassan) ,  82�  8 3 .  
Pir Munghcra, 5 3 ,  63 . 
Pir Patho, 47, ! I J ,  I I 8 ,  1 27, 1 5 3 .  
P' i-shan-p' o-pu-lo, I 4 i. 
Pi-to-shih..:.lo, I 49. 
Pokhran , 43 . 



Porali (r.) , 3 ,  1 3 6. 
Prasiane, 1 09, 1 34 .  
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Puran (branch of lndus) , 90, 163 , 1 76, 1 8 8 ,  190, 192, 193 , 229, 230. 
, East�rn, 1 8 8 ,  1 92 .  
, Wes,tern, 1 87-8, 1 92 . 

. Pur Chandar {dhandh) , 9. 

Qandabil, 1 57, 2 1 1 .  
Qannazbur {Firabuz) ,  240. 
Qassa {=Cutclu) , 1 5 8 .  
Qu�tta, 57. 

Q 

R 
Raini (nullah) , 29, 3 1 , 3 2, 87; 88�  9 1 ,  108 ,  190, 23,S. 
Rajputana {Rajasthan) , 3,  s ,  6, 1 0, 1 3 ,  16,  46, 1 47,  165 ,  .209, 21 8. 
Ramal, 1 59, 164, 165 .  
Ramgarh (Jaisalmir) , 10. 
Ranak Dahar, l 3 • 

1 Rangu (m.) , 3 9. 
Ranikot, 43 . 
Ravi {r.) , {Hydraotes) , 7 8 ,  1 05 ,  1_64, 239. 
Rawar, 1 5 8 .  
Red Sea, 1 3 4· 
Registan, 3 ,  uo. _ . . 

, Ren {branch of lndus) , 1 89, 190, 1 9 1 ,  192. 
Rhambakia , 1 3 5 ,  I J 6, 1 3 9 .  

1 Rohel pass, 42. 
Rohindo, 82. 
Rohri, 10, 1 3, 19, 20, 26, 29, J I , 46, 50, 72, So, 8 8 ,  90, 105,  1 08,  1 40, 

14 1 , 143 , 1 5 8 ,  162, 1 74, 1 75 , 1 79, 1 8 1 ,  1 83 , 1 9 1 ,  194, 
23 0, 23 1! 

. 77 division; 16,  26. 

_ 
hills ( =Khairpur hil1 s) , 20, 1. 4 1 ,  174· 

Roruka, Roruva, 1 00. 
Rupah( 241 . 
Rupar, _,�3 1 . _ _ 
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s 
: Sabalessa (mouth of Indus) , 140. 
Sabzalkot, " 23 1 .  

· 

' Sadh Bela (I. in Indus) , 19
·
. . 

Sagapa (mouth of the Indus), 1 39, 143 , 1 49, 1 54. 
Sagara, Sakorah ( �Mirpur Sakro) , 1 54, 1 5 8 ,  184.  
Sahiti (province of old Sind) , 162. 
Saindhara, 1 oo. 
Sakala, 120. 
Sakra channel, I 5 3 .  
Sakrand, 34. 
Salt range, 147. 
Saluj,  1 57. 
Samaro dhandh, 173 . 
Sammah (province of old Siud) , 1 5  8. 
Samoi dhandh, 9. 
Sarnui, t 88.  
Sangada, 1�7, 1 39, 1 54· 
Sanghar, 3 2. 
Sangra canal, 190. 
Sankra Nala, 29, 3 1 ,  190. 
Sapara (mouth of Indus) , 140. 
Sarawan (province of Baluchistan), 206. 
Sardargarh, 164. 
Sarfaraz Wah, 192. 
Sarjano hill, 44. 
Saro dhandh, 26. 
Sarsuti (Saraswati) , (r .) ,  30, 23 3 .  
Sartaf (m.) , 42. 
Saruna, 63 , 64, 65 , 66. 
Sata (branch of Indus), 27. 

· SJ.wani, 162. 
Sehwan, Siwistan, 73 , 74, 1 49, 1 5 3 ,  1 54, l SS , 1 56,  174, 1 83 ,  1 87, . 
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• Goharband • at Gozbani, Sehwan Taluka . 

Kandhi Wahi , a prehistoric Settlement in Sehwan Taluka 



The • Miri ' at Taung , Kohistan Mahal . 

Defences at the Ratan Shah spring , Taung . 





Mohenjodaro : looking westward from the Stopa . 

·Ther•, a settlement of the 'Imhn' period near Mamro, Rohri Taluka . 



Ancient fortification at Wagbodar, Kitracbi Taluka . 



· Kafirs ' graves , ( buria l  cists ) near Damlot , Karachi Taluka . 

' Stone Enclosure ' near Naig , S ehwan Taluka . 
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THE AUTHO R 

• 

Born in 1 904, Hugh Trevor lambrick descends fro m  a family some 

members of wh ich served in sind before as well as after its annexation 

by the British in 1 843:  h i s  maternal grandfather was .Commissioner of 

the Province in 1 889. He h imself served there between 1 927 and 1 946 

in a var i ety of ad m i n istrative posts, devoting h i s  spare t ime largely to 

study of Sind's ancient geography, archaeology, h i story and ethnology . 

On these subjects he contributed extensively to the journal of the 

Sind Historical Society, and was President of the Society in 1 940- 1 943 . 

On ret i rement from the Indi an Civil  Serv ice be became in 1947 Fellow 

of Oriel College, Oxford , wbere he had formerly graduated , producing 

successively Sir Charles Napier and Sind, John Jacob of Jacobabad , 

Sind: a General Introduction ( Volume 1 of the present Ser ies ) ,  and 

recent ly The Terrorist. Jn 1 97 1  he was adm itted to the degree of Doctor 

of Letters in the Un iversity of Oxford , and elected Fellow Emeritus 

of Oriel College . 

Th is edition commemorates memory of the learned scholar, Mr . H.T. 

Lambrick, who passed-away on 3 1 st :  August, 1 982 . 
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